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Preface

The present volume is a collection of papers that were read at the Seventh Scandinavian Conference of Computational Linguistics (Nordiska Datalingvistik-dage) and the Symposium on Computational Lexicography and Terminology in Reykjavík, June 26th–28th, 1989.

The Conference and the Symposium were jointly organized by the Institute of Linguistics and the Institute of Lexicography, University of Iceland. In addition to the editors of this volume, Sigurður Jónsson, cand.mag., of Íðunn Publishing Co., was a member of the organizing committee.

The book is divided into three sections: Morphology, Syntax and Discourse Analysis (8 papers), Machine Translation (15 papers), and Computational Lexicography (7 papers).

A few papers were presented at the conference but not received for publication.

The editors would like to thank Sigurður Jónsson for taking the initiative in holding the Conference and the Symposium in Iceland, and for his assistance in organizing these events. Thanks are due to Björn Þór Svavarsson, and FriðrikMagnússon, of the Institute of Lexicography, for help in bringing out these proceedings.

Jörgen Pind and Eiríkur Rógnvaldsson
Part I

Morphology, Syntax, and Discourse Analysis
Stefán Briem

Automatisk morfologisk analyse af islandsk tekst

Abstract

Automatic Morphological Analysis of Icelandic Text

One of the projects worked on at the Institute of Lexicography at the University of Iceland is a frequency analysis of Icelandic vocabulary and grammar. The most time-consuming part of the work consists in morphological analysis of text samples containing in all more than half a million running words. For every single word the analysis results in registration of the word class, the flexion form and the lemma to which the text word belongs.

If manually performed, this kind of analysis would be enormously monotonic work requiring high precision. A method has been developed to perform the analysis to a great extent automatically using a computer. However the manual work can not be eliminated, but it has already been reduced significantly, and at the same time the character of the manual work is altered to be mainly a matter of correcting activity.

The method of automatic analysis is based on a corpus of tags and word forms originating in a previous manually performed analysis of more than 54,000 text words and on a set of rules for possible relations between words of the same sentence. On the basis of frequencies compiled by the previous analysis and of points given by the rules when fulfilled, a computer program automatically selects the probably 'best sentence' among a (usually great) number of homograph sentences. Furthermore, in case of words not found in the collection of word forms, the program makes use of a collection of more than 5,000 back parts of word forms in order to make an intelligent guess.

At the current stage the result of the automatic analysis is completely correct for about 70% of the text words and partly correct for about 15%. Our experience shows that the manual effort is reduced by about 2/3. By extension of the word form collection and by improvement of the relation rules and points giving, a significant improvement of the automatic analysis is expected in the near future, e.g. leading to 85%-90% of text words being correctly analysed.
1 Indledning

Automatisk morfologisk analyse af islandsk tekst hører til en af Leksikografisk Instituts opgaver. Det drejer sig om en fase af et større projekt, som er udarbejdelse af en islandsk frekvensordbog. Bogen skal give oplysninger om brugen af islandsk nutidssprog, det skriftlige sprog, i form af forskellige slags oversigter over hyppigheden af ord, ordformer, bøjningsformer, ordklasser o.s.v.

Det kan give en idé om projektets omfang at det vil omfatte ca. en halv million tekstord. Langt den største del af arbejdet ligger i den morfologiske analyse, som bliver særlig omhyggeligt udført. I den sidste ende vil analysen blive manuelt udført eller i hvert fald manuelt kontrolleret. Men det har allerede vist sig at arbejdet reduceres i betydelig grad ved at man i første omgang udfører analysen automatisk ved hjælp af en datamat.

2 Formål

Formålet med den morfologiske analyse uanset om den bliver udført manuelt eller maskinstøttet er følgende.

For det første skal analysen for hvert enkelt tekstords vedkommende føre til registrering af ordklasse og bøjningsform.

Desuden registrerer man hvilket kasus verber og præpositioner styrer. De fleste ord, som man plejer at klassificere som præpositioner, bruges i nogen tilfælde som adverbier, og omvendt, mange ord, som traditionelt klassificeres som adverbier, bruges også som præpositioner. I dette projekt har man derfor valgt at behandle præpositioner og adverbier under ét, hvilket medfører, at man også registrerer adverbiers kasusstyrelse, når den forekommer.

Endvidere registrerer man for hvert tekstord det tilhørende leksikonsord, også kaldt lemma.

Som et eksempel tager vi følgende korte tekst og det tilstræbte resultat af dens analyse:

**TEKST:**

**Pað er þriðjudagur í dag. Magnus kemur á morgun. Hann dvaldist ásamt dr. Jósteini Samuelssyni all lengi í Danmörku. Félagi hans hefur orðið eftir.**

3 Den automatiske analyse

Den metode, som man her benytter til automatisk morfologisk analyse, er base­ret på en tidligere manuelt udført analyse af godt 54.000 tekstord (Friðrik Magnusson 1988) og fungerer ved hjælp af et sæt af morfologiske regler og ved betragtning og vurdering af sandsynligheder.

Hovedanalysen udføres med én sætning ad gangen. Det må derfor være helt klart, hvor hver sætning begynder. For at opnå det udføres der en foranalyse som har til formål at registrere startfeltet for hver sætning af den tekst, som skal analyseres.
3.1 Foranalyse

Foranalysen udføres halvautomatisk, d.v.s. i samarbejde mellem menneske og maskin.

**TEKST:**


**BEGYNDELSESORDSREGISTER:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Begyndelsesord</th>
<th>Hyppighed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pað</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hann</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>í</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>án</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POINTERREGISTER:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Begyndelsesord</th>
<th>Hyppighed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pað</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hann</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>í</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>án</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Her har vi den samme tekst igen. Til højre er vist de første 20 ord i en samling af 649 begyndelsesord, ordnet efter hyppighed. Disse 20 ord er altså de hyppigste i begyndelsen af islandske sætninger, i hvert fald i den tekst som samlingen er baseret på. Det program, som udfører foranalysen, bruger denne samling til automatisk at finde ud af de fleste sætningsbegyndelser i en tekst. Når der er tvivl stopper programmet op, inviterer mennesket til en afgørelse og fortsætter når en beslutning er truffet.

I dette eksempel må et menneske træde til for at afgøre, at Magnús er et proprium og at Jósteinn ikke er begyndelsen af en ny sætning.
Resultatet, et pointerregister, bruges så sammen med teksten under hovedanalysen, den egentlige automatiske morfologiske analyse, som vi nu går over til at betragte.

3.2 Den automatiske hovedanalyse

Dette billede viser systemets bestanddele. I centrum er et program, hvori der er indbygget et sæt af 75 regler, især morfologiske regler. Programmet gør brug af en samling af ordförmer og en samling af sidstedele af ord. Det er programmets opgave for hvert enkelt ord i en given tekst at finde frem til den mest sandsynlige streng blandt de 566 forskellige grammatiske strenge, samt at finde det tilhørende leksikonord.

Vi vil nu betragte de enkelte bestanddele nærmere.
3.2.1 Støtteregistre

Lad os begynde med de 3 støtteregistre som programmet bruger uændrede fra tekst til tekst.

Det første støtteregister indeholder 566 grammatiske streng i alfabetisk rækkefølge. Tallene er hyppighedstal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAMMATISKE STRENGE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>434 a a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 a a e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 a a m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 a e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 a o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 a u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 n v f þ g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 n v f þ g s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 s b g 2 e n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 s b g 2 f n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 s f g 1 e n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Det andet støtteregister indeholder knap 18.000 ordformer i alfabetisk rækkefølge sammen med det tilhørende leksikonsord og længst til venstre nummeret på en grammatisk streng. Hver ordform kan optræde mange gange p.g.a. forskelle i leksikonord og forskellige bøjningsformer. Tallene i anden kolonne er hyppighedstal fra den tidligere analyse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDFORMER:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>421 1 vélstjórum vélstjóri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453 5 véllum vél</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455 3 vélunum vél</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116 4 vér ég</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116 171 við ég</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 52 við við</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 498 við við</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 27 við við</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>484 1 viða viða</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215 1 viðamesta viðamikill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208 1 viðamikið viðamikill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Og det tredje støtteregister indeholder godt 5.000 sidstedele af ordformer i baglæns alfabetisk rækkefølge, hver sammen med den tilsvarende sidstedel af et leksikonsord og nummeret på en grammatisk streng. Tallene i anden kolonne er sandsynlighedstal som man kan knytte til hver sidstedel for at styre programmets anvendelse af dette register.

### SIDSTEDELE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sidstedel</th>
<th>(points)</th>
<th>Sidstedel</th>
<th>(points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>trjáa</td>
<td>tré</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ædda</td>
<td>æddur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ædda</td>
<td>æddur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>alda</td>
<td>öld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>falda</td>
<td>faldur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>falda</td>
<td>faldur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>halda</td>
<td>hald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>elda</td>
<td>eldi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sidstedel</th>
<th>(points)</th>
<th>Sidstedel</th>
<th>(points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>efla</td>
<td>efli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>regla</td>
<td>regla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>bila</td>
<td>bil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>heimila</td>
<td>heimili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>heimila</td>
<td>heimili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>mikla</td>
<td>mikill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>mikla</td>
<td>mikill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>jökla</td>
<td>jökull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>jökla</td>
<td>jökull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>falla</td>
<td>fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>fjalla</td>
<td>fjall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>valla</td>
<td>völlur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.2 Sæt af regler

Lad os nu betragte det regelsæt som er direkte indbygget i programmet. Til hver regel er der knyttet et antal points, som gives hver gang reglen er opfyldt.

Programmet arbejder med én sætning ad gangen. Det slår tekstordene op i samlingen af ordformer. I de fleste tilfælde findes der nogle muligheder for hvert tekstord. Det kan føre til et stort antal af homografe sætninger, der bliver kandidater til stillingen 'den bedste sætning'. Hvis tekstordene betragtes hver for sig uanset deres stilling i sætningen, er det umuligt at afgøre hvilken af de homografe sætninger er den rigtige eller den bedste.

Men her træder reglerne til. For hver enkelt af de homografe sætninger kalkulerer programmet det totale antal points som reglerne giver hver gang de er opfyldt. Den sætning, som får de fleste points, anses for at være den bedste og bliver valgt som analysens resultat.
I praksis kan antallet af homografe sætninger blive så enormt, at det ville tage datamaten måneder eller endog år at betragte dem alle. Men da antallet er kendt tidligt under processen, løses dette problem nemt ved optimalisering af kun en del af sætningen ad gangen. Det medfører en nedsættelse af analysens korrekthed på kun ca. 1%.

De fleste af reglerne er meget enkle og kan derfor nemt omskrives til et programmeringssprog. Her er vist nogen få af reglerne i dansk oversættelse. Tallene er de tilhørende points.

- Hvis der eftir et faldstyrende adverbium følger et ikke faldstyrende adverbium og derpå følger et faldbøjet ord, så vil det faldbøjede ord stå i det fald som det første adverbium styrer. 400
- Det er sandsynligt at að er en konjunktion, hvis et ukendt ord følger efter. 500
- Hvis der efter et adjektiv følger et substantiv, så har de næsten altid samme køn, tal og fald. 1000
- Hvis der efter et adjektiv følger et substantiv i bekendt form, så er der større sandsynlighed for at adjektivet har bestemt form end ubestemt. 10
- Et verbum i perfektparticipium er sandsynligt, hvis det følgende ord er verbet vera eller hvis verbet vera er et af de to foranstående ord. 200

Kongruensbøjning er en af de stærkeste støttepiller for den automatiske analyse. Et eksempel på kongruensbøjning har vi her i tredje regel i tilfælde af substantiv og tilhørende adjektiv. Andre analoge regler for kongruensbøjning omfatter også pronominer og talord.

3.2.3 Resultat

3.3 Præstation og kvalitet

Resultatet af analysen af en prøvetekst på 5.000 ord blev:

**Præstation:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maskin/menneske</th>
<th>Foranalyse</th>
<th>Maskin: Hovedanalyse</th>
<th>15–20 min.</th>
<th>Menneske: Korrektur</th>
<th>20 timer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Kvalitet:**

70% tekstord korrekt analyseret  
15% tekstord ukorrekt analyseret  
15% tekstord slet ikke analyseret

Kvaliteten af den automatiske analyse på det nuværende stadium er vist her i procenter.

3.4 Problemer

De største problemer hidrører fra følgende tre faktorer:

1. Mange ukendte tekstord
2. Uregelmæssig interpunktion
3. Homografer blandt hyppige ordformer

Ukendte ord medfører at det bliver svært at analysere de nærmest liggende ord korrekt og præcist.

På grund af uregelmæssig brug af interpunktion i islændsk har man i den automatiske analyse helt set bort fra interpunktionen, selv om den selvfølgelig i mange tilfælde kunne give værdifulde oplysninger.

Jeg vil nu give et par eksempler på homografer blandt hyppige ordformer, som tit bliver fejlagtigt analyseret under den automatiske analyse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ordform</th>
<th>leksikonord</th>
<th>dansk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>vid</strong></td>
<td>pron. pers. 1. p. pl. nom.</td>
<td>vi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>vid</strong></td>
<td>præp./adv.</td>
<td>ved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(vidur)</em></td>
<td>sb. masc. sg. akk.</td>
<td>ved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ordformen *vid* har tre helt forskellige meninger. De mest almindelige er personligt pronomen og præposition. Den tredje er her sat i parenteser, fordi den er ikke nær så hyppig som de andre; og den er faktisk slet ikke med i samlingen af ordformer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ordform</th>
<th>leksikonord</th>
<th>dansk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ordið</strong></td>
<td>vb. p.p./sup.</td>
<td>blevet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ord</strong></td>
<td>sb. neutr. sg. nom./akk. bek.</td>
<td>ordet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ordin</strong></td>
<td>vb. p.p.</td>
<td>blevet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ord</strong></td>
<td>sb. neutr. pl. nom./akk. bek.</td>
<td>ordene</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

De to andre ordformer, *ordið* og *ordin* har hver for sig to helt forskellige meninger.

Disse bestemte homografer udgør måske ikke ret store problemer. Men der kræves i hvert fald mere præcise regler end de hidtidige til at skelne i mellem dem.
3.5 Forbedringer

Til slut skal vi betragte de muligheder der gives for at forbedre den automatiske analyse.

- Større korpus, d.v.s. flere ordformer og flere sidstedele
- Flere og mere præcise regler
- Præcisering af pointsgivning
- Udnyttelse af interpunktion

Den forbedring som man venter at opnå uden større besvær skulle føre til 85%-90% korrekt analyse.

Litteratur

A Swedish Clause Grammar and Its Implementation

Abstract

The paper is concerned with the notion of clause as a basic, minimal unit for the segmentation and processing of natural language. The first part of the paper surveys various criteria for clausehood that have been proposed in theoretical linguistics and computational linguistics, and proposes that a clause in English or Swedish or any other natural language can be defined in structural terms at the surface level as a regular expression of syntactic categories, equivalently, as a set of sequences of word classes, a possibility which has been explicitly denied by Harris (1968) and later transformational grammarians. The second part of the paper presents a grammar for Swedish clauses, and a newspaper text segmented into clauses by an experimental clause parser intended for a speech synthesis application. The third part of the paper presents some phonetic data concerning the distribution of perceived pauses (Strangert and Zhi 1989, Strangert 1989) and intonation units (Huber 1988) in relation to clause units.

1 What is a Clause in Linguistic Theory?

In traditional grammar a clause is defined as a unit consisting of a subject and a predicate. The terms suppositum and appositum were used in scholastic grammar to denote the syntactic functions of these two basic parts of a clause. Traditional grammar makes a distinction between main clauses and dependent clauses.

In current transformational grammar as presented by Radford (1988), three types of clauses are recognized (see (1)).

(1) (a) Ordinary Clauses
(b) Exceptional Clauses

```
S
  | NP
  | I
  | VP
```

(c) Small Clauses

```
SC
  | NP
  | XP
```

According to Ṙadford (1988) "the three Clause types differ principally in that Ordinary Clauses contain both I and C, Exceptional clauses contain I (=infinitival to) but not C, and Small Clauses contain neither C nor I. Moreover, both Exceptional Clauses and Small Clauses are highly restricted in their distribution: for example, Exceptional Clauses typically occur only as the Complements of certain specific types of verbs; and Small Clauses occur mainly as the Complements of a subset of Verbs and Prepositions . . ." It should be noted that I here is tense, modal, or infinitival to, and C is complementizer. Examples of ordinary clauses are given in (2), (3) and (4) below.

(2)

```
C
  | e
  | S
    | NP
    | I
    | Mary
    | might
  | S'
    | VP
    | think
      | C
      | S'
      | that
      | NP
      | he
      | will
      | resign

\( V \)
\( \text{think} \)
\( \text{that} \)
```

(3)

```
C
  | whether
  | NP
  | I
  | VP
    | he
    | should
    | approve the project
```

(4)

```
S'
  | NP
  | I
  | VP
    | he
    | will
    | resign
```

Examples of ordinary clauses are given in (2), (3) and (4) below.
In computational linguistics, there is no single answer to the question of what a clause is, since this depends on the particular grammatical theory chosen in a given computational framework.

In order to illustrate one particular and explicit notion of clause, or more precisely predication, in computational linguistics, I want to quote an interesting study by Henry Kučera (ms, 1985) on the computational analysis of predicational structures in the Brown Corpus.

He considers a predication to be, first of all, any verb or verbal group with a tensed verb that is subject to concord (for person and number) with its grammatical subject. These verbal constructions he calls finite predications. In addition to that, he also includes in his analysis non-finite predications, consisting of infinitival complements, gerunds and participles. What he did in his study was to identify and classify all the predications, which were 145,287 in all the 54,724 sentences of the Brown Corpus.

Table 1 shows for each genre in the corpus, the mean sentence length (words per sentence) and the mean number of words per predication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Words per Sent.</th>
<th>Pred. per Sent.</th>
<th>Words per Pred.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Press, report</td>
<td>20.81</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>7.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Press, edit.</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>7.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Press, reviews</td>
<td>21.11</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>7.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Religion</td>
<td>21.23</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>7.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Skills</td>
<td>18.63</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>7.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Pop. lore</td>
<td>20.29</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>7.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Belleslett.</td>
<td>21.37</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Misc.</td>
<td>24.23</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>8.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Learned</td>
<td>22.34</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Fiction, gen.</td>
<td>13.92</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Mystery/detect.</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Science fict.</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>5.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Adv./Western</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Romance</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Humor</td>
<td>17.64</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>6.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORPUS</td>
<td>18.49</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>6.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1:*

(4) $S' \to \text{whether NP PRO I to approve the project}$
per sentence), sentence complexity (predications per sentence), and mean predication length (words per predication).

Table 2 below shows that whereas sentence length varies a great deal between a mean of 21 words per sentence in informative prose (INFO) and 13 words per sentence in imaginative prose (IMAG), sentence complexity does not vary that much between genres: 2.80 versus 2.38 predications per sentence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>INFO</th>
<th>IMAG</th>
<th>CORPUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Words/Sent.</td>
<td>21.12</td>
<td>13.55</td>
<td>18.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred./Sent.</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words/Pred.</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>6.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2:*

Table 3 below shows how the finite (F) and non-finite (NF) predications were distributed in the genres of informative and imaginative prose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Pred. per Sent.</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>68,157</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>68.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>31,935</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>31.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100,092</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAG</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>34,329</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>75.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>10,866</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>24.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45,195</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORPUS</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>102,486</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>70.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>42,801</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>29.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>145,287</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3:*

What Kučera considers as the main result of his study is the lack of correlation between sentence length and sentence complexity, and it is indeed surprising.

Kučera's study was concerned with finding, counting and classifying predications units (verbal groups) in the Brown Corpus. It was not concerned with what would have been an even more difficult goal, that of finding entire clause units, in the sense of demarcating their beginnings and endings. There is an obvious relation between predications and clauses, in that a reasonable definition of clause, I think, would be one in which there is one predication, in Kučera's sense of the term, per clause.

In Ejerhed (1988), which is a computational linguistic study of clauses in English, done in collaboration with Ken Church when I visited ATT Bell Laboratories 1986–87, I used a definition of clause that differed somewhat from the one considered in the previous paragraph. In my definition of clause in English,
only finite and to-infinitival predicaions are criteria for clausehood. Other in-
finiitival predicaions, gerunds and participles are not taken to imply the presence
of a clause unit.

Another feature of my definition of clause that was used in parsing clauses in
unrestricted text, is that the opening of a new clause always implies the closure
of the previous clause unit, whether or not this unit is complete with subject and
predicate, or complete with respect to the argument structure of its predicate. To
illustrate this no-nesting of clauses, the sentence in (2) is reproduced in (5) below
with clause boundaries inserted where the clause parsers described in Ejerhed
(1988) would place them.

(5) [Mary might think] [that he will resign]

There are several reasons for the move to adopt the hypothesis that clauses do
not nest, at a very superficial level of syntactic structure.

The first reason is that the hypothesis makes possible an exceedingly simple
definition of, and recognition algorithm for, clauses: a clause can be defined as
a set of permissible sequences of word classes by means of a regular expression,
i.e. by using the operations of concatenation, union and Kleene star on elements
that are word classes.

That such a simple definition of clauses, or sentence forms as he called them,
was possible, was something Harris considered, but rejected in the following
passage from Harris (1968:31-32):

... in English a wh-clause can be away from its noun (usually if no other
noun intervenes):

Finally the man arrived whom they had all come to meet.

In describing sentences, one can still say that there is a constituent, even
though with non-contiguous parts: the subject above is MAN with ad-
joined THE on the left and WHOM ... after the verb on the right. But
the difficulty lies in formulating a constructive definition of the sentence.
For if we wish to construct the sentence by defining a subject constituent
and then next to it a verb (or predicate) constituent, we are unable to
specify the subject if it is discontiguous, because we cannot specify the
location of the second part (the adjunct at a distance). At least we can-
not specify the location of the distant adjunct until we have placed the
verb constituent in respect to the subject; but we cannot place the verb
in respect to the subject as a single entity unless the subject has been
fully specified.

23 And one can specify that it can be at a distance primarily if no noun intervenes.

24 To the extent that such problems did not arise, it would be possible to define
sentence forms as short sequences of morpheme classes (or word classes), each class
being expandable by a certain neighborhood of other classes (my emphasis EE).

The sentence discussed in the passage above would be parsed as indicated in
(6), given the clause grammar of Ejerhed (1988).
Finally the man arrived whom they had all come to meet

The second reason for the hypothesis that clauses do not nest has to do with performance considerations, i.e. observational data from studies in psycholinguistics and phonetics.

For a review of the clausal hypothesis in psycholinguistics and studies relating to it, the reader is referred to Flores d'Arcais and Schreuder (1983:14–19). They present the clausal hypothesis as a view of sentence comprehension that is characterized by two major features. First, clauses are taken to be the primary units of normal speech perception. Incoming material is organized in immediate memory clause by clause; the listener or reader accumulates evidence until the end of a clause. Second, at the end of a clause, working memory is cleared of surface grammatical information and the content of the clause is represented in a more abstract form. They point out that these two major properties of the hypothesis are logically independent.

Phonetic evidence for the segmentation of speech (in perception as well as production) at the level of clauses, as structurally defined units, will be discussed in the last section of the paper, after a presentation and illustration of a structural definition of Swedish clauses.

2 A Swedish Clause Grammar

This grammar for Swedish clauses has the same structural units as targets as the grammar for English clauses in Ejerhed (1988), modulo the difference between the two languages, i.e. finite (tensed) clauses and infinitival clauses introduced by att are clauses. In addition, there are three types of clause fragments: verb phrase fragments, noun phrase fragments and adverb fragments.

In an appendix to this paper, there is a Swedish newspaper text from April 1984 which has been segmented into clauses and clause fragments, labelled to the right according to the type of unit in the grammar that they instantiate. The categories that are criterial to the identification of a clause or clause fragment according to the grammar, have been labelled underneath.

GRAMMAR

Main clause (mc)

1. mc-noninv (COORD) NP’ VFIN ...
2. mc-inv (COORD) VFIN (SADV) NP ...
3. mc-coord COORD VFIN ...

Subordinate clause (sc)

4. sc-comp (COORD) (PREP) COMP ...
5. sc-coord COORD (SADV) VFIN/VSUP ...
A few words on the notation used in the grammar are required. For readability, concatenation is represented simply by juxtaposition. Union (i.e. alternatives) is represented by /, and the special case where something alternates with nothing (i.e. optionality) is represented by (). Kleene star is represented by *, which has scope over /. The three dots ... should be read as a variable over any word class.

- **COORD** is the category of coordinating conjunctions, *och, eller, men*.
- **NP** is a non-recursive noun phrase consisting of any prenominal modifiers plus head noun. **NP** does not include any postnominal modifiers. For the concept of such a noun phrase as applied to English, see Church (1988).
- **NP'** consists of a non-recursive **NP** followed by postnominal modifiers that are non-clausal, i.e. prepositional phrases **PP**, or adverbs **ADV**. Thus, **NP' = NP PP/ADV**
- **VFIN** is the category of finite verbs, active or passive, and **VSUP** is the category of supinum forms of verbs occurring after the auxiliary **hava**. Because finite forms of **hava** can be optionally deleted in subordinate clauses in Swedish, it is necessary to allow occurrences of **VSUP** in such cases to count as finite.
- **COMP** is the category of subordinating conjunctions, including **att** as infinitive marker.
- **SADV** is the category of sentence adverbs, *inte, ofta, aldrig*.
- **ADVP** is the category of adverbial phrases.
- **PREP** is the category of prepositions.
Each of the regular expressions 1 through 11 constitutes an alternative definition of clause or clause fragment. The way that these alternative definitions interact in the processing of a text is very important. In cases where two or more alternative analyses compete, the regular expression that matches the longest substring wins. This can be illustrated by considering how the first sentence of the text in the appendix is processed. The sentence is repeated below with numbers indicating linear positions in the string of words.

(7) 0 Allting 1 verkar 2 så 3 okontrollerat 4 
NP VFIN ... 

The regular expression 9, NP-fragment, matches the string of words from 0 to 1.

The regular expression 7, VP-fragment, matches the string of words from 1 to 4.

The regular expression 1, non-inverted main clause, matches the string of words from 0 to 4. This is the expression that matches the longest substring, and it wins over the alternative analyses of the string from 0 to 4.

The status of the implementation of this particular clause grammar for Swedish is that it is in the process of being implemented. What that means, is that I do not yet have a running program for Swedish that automatically decides the location of boundaries between clauses and clause fragments in unrestricted text. This is an ambitious and long range goal, and the biggest problem in developing such a program is lexical. Each word in a text has to be labelled with a unique syntactic category (including information about the form of the word) before any matching against the regular expressions in the grammar can take place. The category label assigned to a word has to be the one that is correct for the word in its context of occurrence.

A successful approach to the problem of automatically assigning unique and correct syntactic categories to English words in context is probabilistic (Church 1988, DeRose 1988, Eeg-Olofsson 1985). This is one of several approaches that will be applied to Swedish in the context of a joint corpus based research project between the universities of Stockholm and Umeå (Källgren, Ejerhed) that will start in the fall of 1989.

Another approach to the disambiguation of the syntactic category and form of a word in context is rule based, constraint based or heuristic, and the disambiguation between alternative analyses of a word is done as an integrated part of the parsing of a text, rather than as a separate subroutine completed before parsing begins. A version of this approach has been applied to Swedish with successful (95% correct) results (Brodda 1983, Källgren 1984a, 1984b).

Fred Karlsson claimed in his paper at this conference, on the basis of his recent research on disambiguation, that more than 60% of the consecutive words in a Swedish text are at least two-way ambiguous, as compared with 45% in English according to DeRose (1988), and 11% in Finnish. Karlsson’s figure for Swedish tallies with what is reported in Allén (1970:XV, XXV): 645,000 out of the 1,000,669 words of the Swedish corpus Press-65 were homographs, and that amounts to 64.5%.
What I have by way of implementation at this time is a modification of the finite state parser for Swedish, described in Ejerhed & Church (1983), Ejerhed & Bromley (1985), and Ejerhed (1986). Subject to the limitations of its lexicon, which is currently being expanded, the modified parser, in its parsing of orthographic sentences as input, is capable of identifying and assigning constituent structure to substrings that can be put in direct correspondence with the 11 different clauses and clause fragments enumerated in the new clause grammar described here.

3 Phonetic Data concerning Clause Boundaries

There are two recent phonetic studies of spoken Swedish, based on recordings of several different speakers reading the same texts aloud. One is by Eva Strangert (Strangert and Zhi 1989, Strangert 1989) and the other by Dieter Huber (1988).

Strangert's research project, which is still going on, studies perceived pauses in 2 texts of a total of 810 words read aloud by 10 different speakers at 3 different speech rates, and the acoustic and grammatical properties of such pauses. The first of the two texts is identical to the text in the appendix of this paper. Acoustically, a perceived pause can be signalled in several different ways: by final lengthening, a special fundamental frequency contour, silence, and/or voice quality irregularities. Strangert and Zhi (1989) reports findings primarily concerning these acoustic properties of the pauses perceived by two different judges. Strangert (1989) is also concerned with the distribution of the perceived pauses in relation to the following kinds of boundaries: paragraph, sentence, clause and phrase.

Using the definition of clause presented in this paper, I have segmented the two texts used in Strangert's study and found that they consist of a total of 115 units that are clauses or clause fragments. The number of perceived pauses at these 115 clause boundaries is presented in Table 4 below, for which I am indebted to Eva Strangert. A perceived pause is here a pause judged by both of the two judges to be present in the speech of at least 5 of the 10 speakers. For the purposes of this table, all clause boundaries have been included, whether they are sentence internal, or happen to coincide with sentence boundaries or paragraph boundaries. In Strangert (1989) these three boundary conditions are treated separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech rate</th>
<th>Number of clause boundaries with perceived pauses (N = 115)</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: The frequency of clause boundaries where pauses were perceived.*
The study of Huber (1988) is concerned with intonation units in recordings of 3 newspaper texts read aloud by 4 different speakers of Swedish, a total of 2.2 hours of connected speech. He defines the concept of intonation unit in purely acoustical terms, related to fundamental frequency only, and devises a method of automatically segmenting connected speech into such intonation units. The advantage of this segmentation procedure is that it makes no reference to either higher level linguistic information concerning syntax, or to lower level physiological information concerning pausing, breathing, phonation onset or offset etc. He arrives at a total of 1664 intonation units in the accumulated text material (3 texts, 4 speakers). Table 5 shows the grammatical correlates of the 1664 intonation units, averaged across four speakers and three texts. For the exact definitions of the grammatical units, see Huber (1988:78). Of interest here is that he defines as sentences “graphic sentences that begin with a capital letter and end with a full stop (or some other mark of ‘final’ punctuation)”. And he defines as clauses “units of linguistic organisation smaller than the sentence and consisting of at least one subject and one finite verb”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammatical Unit</th>
<th>Number of intonation units</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SENTENCE</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAUSE</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERBPHRASE</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVERBIAL, init.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVERBIAL, final</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARENTHETICAL</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1666</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5: Frequency of intonation units corresponding to different grammatical categories.*

Unfortunately, these figures cannot be directly related to the notions of clause and clause fragment discussed in this paper, because the definitions of the grammatical categories do not agree. However, it is likely that we can equate monoclausal sentences (which accounted for 63.6% of the 1-IU-per-sentence that occurred) with a subset of main clauses (Rules 1–3 in the Swedish clause grammar), clauses with either a subset of main clauses (in the case of multiclausal sentences) or a subset of subordinate clauses (Rules 4–6), and initial adverbials with adverb-fragment (Rule 11), and these three categories together account for 60% of all intonation units. It is also likely that subject corresponds to NP-fragment, and verbphrase to VP-fragment on the basis of the illustrative examples of these categories in Huber (1988:83–85). If so, close to 70% of Huber’s intonation units would correspond to a clause or clause fragment in the sense of the present paper. In order to establish the exact extent to which the notions of clause and clause fragment proposed here correlate with the intonation units found in Huber’s study, a separate study is being undertaken in collaboration with Huber.
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Text A1

The text is divided into paragraphs by consecutive numbering. The paragraphs are divided into orthographic sentences by sentence final punctuation marks. The sentences are divided into non-recursive clauses or clause fragments marked by [ ], and each such unit is labelled according to the Swedish clause grammar presented in this paper.

Paragraph 1

[Allting verkar så okontrollerat.] mc-noninv
NP VFIN
[Det tycks] mc-noninv
NP VFIN
[som om ingen längre håller i styret.] sc-comp
COMP
[Framför allt] adv-fragment
P NP
[verkar läget vara okontrollerat inne i Tripoli] mc-inv
VFIN NP
[där ungdomar i femtonårsåldern på något sätt sc-comp COMP
har fått tag i skjutvapen.] mc-noninv

Paragraph 2

[Det sade en ung spanjor] mc-noninv
N VFIN
[som var en av de 113 personer] sc-comp
COMP
[som lyckades komma ut ur Libyen] sc-comp
COMP
med den första flygningen]

[sedan USA bombade Tripoli och Bengazi sc-comp
COMP
i början av veckan.] mc-noninv

[Den unge spanjoren fanns ombord mc-noninv
NP VFIN
på det reguljärplan från Libyan Airlines]

[som kraftigt försenat landade på sc-comp
COMP
den internationella flygplatsen utanför Rom
sent på torsdagen.] mc-noninv

Paragraph 3

[Planet återvände aldrig till Tripoli mc-noninv
NP VFIN
på torsdagskvällen.] mc-noninv
En väntande skara journalister fick officiellt beskedet att besättningen helt enkelt var för uttröttad.

Paragraph 4

Libyan Airlines flygning 167 tillbaka till den libyska huvudstaden uppskötts därför till någon gång under fredagen.

Paragraph 5

Ingén av de 113 passagerarna på den första utflygningen från Tripoli var svensk.

[Det finns omkring 200 svenskar i Libyen varav ungefär hälften bor i huvudstaden Tripoli.]

[Den svenska ambassaden har rekommenderat att de svenskar som arbetar i Libyen skall evakuera sina familjer så snart tillfälle ges]

Paragraph 6

Den unge spanjoren, som ville vara anonym, talade om en skräckstämning i Tripoli där ingen egentligen vet vem som bestämmer.

Paragraph 7

En vild ryttesflora grassar också om ledaren Muammar Gadaffi.
[Det har även under torsdagen förekommit skottlossning i den militärförläggningen i Tripoli]

[där Gadaffi och hans familj bodde] COMP

[när de amerikanska bombplanen slog till COMP
natten till tisdagen.]

Paragraph 8
[Det osäkra läget befästes på torsdagen ytterligare]

[av att minst tre passagerarplan från Spanien, Rumänien och Jugoslavien avbröt sina flygningar till Tripoli.]

[Planen startade] COORD NP VFIN

[men fick återvända till sina hemorter.] mc-coord

Paragraph 9
[Då det gällde Libyan Airlines första utflykning] COMP

[florerade också ryktena.] mc-inv SADV NP

[Då planet skulle ha startat återfärden från Rom kl 17] VFIN NP

[hade det ännu inte lyft från utgångspunkten VFIN NP Tripoli.]

[Flera passagerare dementerade dock uppgifter om skottlossning i samband med starten utanför Tripoli.] VFIN NP

Paragraph 10
[Men de bekräftade] COORD NP VFIN

[att det råder kaotiska förhållanden i den libyska huvudstaden.] mc-noninv COMP
Paragraph 11
[De flesta passagerarna var från öststater.] mc-noninv
NP VFIN

[De flesta håller sig inomhus även under dagtid.] mc-noninv
NP VFIN
[sade en polsk medborgare.] mc-inv
VFIN NP
[UTE på gatorna] adv-fragment
ADV P NP
[är det alldeles för osäkert.] mc-inv
VFIN NP
[Det finns alldeles för många ungdomar med gevär] mc-noninv
NP VFIN
[för att man skall kunna känna sig säker.] sc-comp
P COMP

Paragraph 12
[Och ryktena om överste Gadaffi] np-fragment
COORD NP P NP
[och vad som har hänt honom] sc-comp
COORD COMP
[är lika många som fantastiska.] vp-fragment
VFIN
LARS M GUSTAFSSON

Händelsestyrd textgenerering

Abstract

This paper describes the system RADAR, an event-driven text generator. The system reads input from a radar-system i.e. time, id, position, and generates comments in Swedish about the objects on the screen. The problem as such is quite easy to grasp and is not discussed much, but the techniques that have been utilized are described in more detail. The system is written in an object-oriented environment, implemented as a meta-interpreter in Prolog. Another technique that plays a major role is Data Driven Execution, this is also implemented on top of a Prolog-system. The source code for the entire system is available in C-Prolog and fully portable. The system makes an object-instance for every new physical object on the Radar-screen and lets the objects themselves generate comments about their situation. The Data Driven Execution rules generate comments on the simplest level, i.e. X appears, Y disappears. Other rules try to combine these simple observations with the comments generated by the objects themselves to more complex phrases and sentences.

1 Inledning

2 Använda tekniker

Det är i första hand två metodiker jag använt mig av.

1. OOP–Object Oriented Programming
2. DDE–Data Driven Execution

Jag kommer först att beskriva (motiveringen för och implementeringen av) objektorienteringen. Därefter kommer jag att beskriva den datadrivna exekveringen, för att till sist komma in på hur dessa båda tekniker kan knytas samman till ett system.

3 Varför objektorientering?

1. Det är i det här fallet naturligt med ett objekttänkande eftersom det finns en naturlig korrespondens mellan objekten i yttervärlden och deras representation i en objektorienterad programmeringsmiljö.

2. Modulariteten ligger på klassnivån (konceptnivån), där man i klassbeskrivningen anger de variabler och metoder som tillsammans med ärvda variabler och metoder utgör objektbeskrivningen.


4. Ärvning, detta är visserligen inte nödvändigt för OOP, men väldigt naturligt och arbetsbesparande. Ärvning skapar också en genomgående konsistens i programmet. Detta kan naturligtvis (som traditionellt) till en viss nivå uppnås genom en hård disciplin hos programmeraren, men det är vare sig önskvärt eller effektivt.

4 Implementationer av OOP

Smalltalk-80
Simula
Ada
C++
Objective-C
Scheme
Flavours
Prolog meta-interpretator

Detta är några av dom möjligheter som finns för den som vill använda sig av objektorienterad programmering. De olika språken har naturligtvis sina fördelar respektive nackdelar; ADA tex. saknar en naturlig ärvningsmekanism. Smalltalk-80 är den mest renodlade implementationen och tillåter inget annat än objektprogrammering, vilket försvårar konstruktion av hybridsystem.

För min implementation så har jag skrivit en objektmekanism som en metainterpretator i Prolog. Detta gör det möjligt att konstruera hybridsystem där vissa delar är objektorienterade medan andra delar av programmet utnyttjar andra problemlösningsparadigmer.

5 OOP i Prolog

Objekten representeras som enhetsklausuler i Prolog med metoderna och variablerna i en lista.

```
object(name, [metod_1, metod_2, ..., metod_n]).
```

Den hierarkiska informationen lagras i en separat klausul.

```
is(a( Obj, Obj_Super ).
```

Möjligheter finns också att definiera andra typer av relationer, tex.

```
partof( Obj, Obj_0 ).
```

All kommunikation mellan objekten sker med predikatet send, tex.

```
send(Name, show).
```

Metoden show gör att objektet ritar ut sig på skärmen.

```
send(Name, alert(A)).
```

Returnerar värdet på alert i A.

```
send(plane, create_instance(Name)).
```

Skapar en instans av klassen plane, ett unikt namn (id) returneras i Name; om Name är instansierat så blir istället detta objektets namn.

```
send (Name, set(description, viggen_i)).
send(Name, kill(description)).
```

Sätter/tar bort variabler.
6 Objekthierarkien

Detta är en förminskad version av den objekthierarki som jag använt mig av i systemet. Controller är huvudobjektet som kontrollerar resten av systemet och innehåller metoder för anpassning till mekanismen för mönsterdriven exekvering som kommer att beskrivas senare. Andra exempel på objekt är smhi, som anropas för väderinformation och ud som hanterar information om det politiska läget. Alla relationerna i denna hierarki är av 'isa'-typ, alla löven är alltså objektinstanser.

7 Metoder

Här är några av dom metoder som objekten i programmet är utrustade med.

Metoderna i objektet 'all' ärvs av alla andra objekt i systemet. Dessa metoder skulle visserligen kunna vara inbyggda systemfunktioner men på detta sätt blir systemet 'renare' och man kan även modifiera dessa metoder om så skulle önskas. Metoden internals hos klassen manmade_object finns hos alla objekt i systemet. Det är denna metod som ger objekten möjlighet att själv generera kommentar-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>create_instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>set(NewMethod)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kill(Method)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smhi</td>
<td>visibility(Visi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ud</td>
<td>alert(Alert)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controller</td>
<td>start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manmade_object</td>
<td>show</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>see(List, Sdist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>firing_range(Range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>country(Country)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>internals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Overides the inherited methods.

Figure 2: Methods in the classes of Radar I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plane</td>
<td>moving_dimensions(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boat</td>
<td>moving_dimensions(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>base</td>
<td>moving_dimensions(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>internals*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>show*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Methods in the classes of Radar II

er utifrån varje objekts egna speciella förutsättningar. Metoden internals finns alltså hos alla objekt, men funktionen varierar beroende på objektets typ.

8 Data Driven Exekvering


Detta gör att man kan trigga outputregeln (Rule.5) vid vissa tidpunkter så att systemet genererar ”den bästa” output det hunnit skapa fram till denna tidpunkt. Vid komplexa scenarios kan detta vara nödvändigt för att systemet skall kunna jobba i realtid.
Figure 4: The structure of the pattern-matcher
All rules are tried starting from the top, whenever a rule triggers, the matcher restarts from the first rule.

All rules are tried until no more matches are possible (and the matcher reaches the End Rule).

Figure 5: Rule format in pattern-matcher

9 Regelformat

I figur 5 vises regelformatet där "condition" kan vara förekomsten eller frånvaron av ett visst mönster i dataarean. Action är de operationer som utförs då regeln triggas. Dessa operationer påverkar innehållet i dataarean så att ett nytt tillstånd uppstår som eventuellt kan triggas nya regler. Principen är alltså att man lägger in fakta om objekten på den lägsta nivån (fysisk position) och startar därefter matchningsmekanismen och låter den stegvis bygga upp mer komplexa uttryck ända upp till det slutliga yttrandet.

10 Generering av enkla observationer

Genereringen av enkla observationer kan ske på tre olika sätt.

1. Generering utifrån matchning från position-nivån.
2. Generering av en instans av manmade_object via metoden internals.
3. Generering av ett objekt av klassen "base" som har en speciell variant av internals som kontrollerar alla objekt som närmar sig och passerar osv.

Om man efter programkonstruktionen vill lägga till ett objekt som ställer speciella krav på att nya kommentarer genereras, så är det bara att se till
Match Levels In Radar

Real world

From radarequipment

Perceptions

position(T,ID,X,Y,Z)
- 
- 
- 
- 

Simple observations

fact(Time, Points,[mig21,dyker,upp,fran,norr]).

fact(Time, Points,[viggen,dyker,upp,fran,norr]).

Level 1

Level 2

Complex observations (phrases)

fact2(Time, Points,
[mig21,och,viggen,dyker,aterigen,upp,fran,norr]).

Sorting and filtering

Utterance

mig21_1 och viggen_1 dyker aterigen upp fran norr,
medan hms_dalarna stavar mot sydvast.

Figure 6: Match levels in Radar
Figure 7: Sample stages in the matching process

**Perceptual level**

- position(mig21,4,15,15).
- position(hms_dalarna,4,35,5).
- position(cc,4,40,5).
- position(karlskrona,4,50,25).

**Simple observations**

- fact(4,6,[cc, stavar, vasterut]).
- fact(4,6,[mig21, flyger, osterut]).
- fact(4,5,[hms_dalarna, stavar, osterut]).
- fact(4,6,[mig21, flyger, norrut]).

**Complex observations (phrases)**

- fact2(4,46,[hms_dalarna, och, cc, ar, fortfarande, pa, kollisionskurs]).
- fact2(4,6,[mig21, flyger, mot, nordvast]).
- fact2(4,5,[hms, dalarna, stavae, osterut]).

**Sorting and filtering**

**Utterance**, _L1=10, L2=12_

hms_dalarna och cc ar fortfarande pa kollisionskurs., medan mig21 flyger mot nordvast.
att dessa genereras av objektet självm. Det övriga systemet behöver alltså inte modifieras.

11 Faktanivåer i systemet

Systemet utgår från informationen från en övervakningsradar, bestående av tid, id, position. Från denna information finns det ett antal regler som detekterar uppdykande och försvinnande objekt. Vidare finns det på denna nivå andra regler som detekterar kurs och hastighet osv. Dessa regler skapar dom enkla observationer som syns i figur 6 på nivån "simple-observations".


Figure 8: Interacting with Radar
genom att man via "send" till respektive objekt frågar om den önskade egenskapen.

I figur 7 ser man hur hela genereringsprocessen går till vid en viss tidpunkt.

12 Systemets användargränssnitt

I figur 8 ser man ett exempel på hur bildskärmen kan se ut vid en given tidpunkt i prototypsystemet.
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På vej mod en fagsproglig tekstfortolker?

Abstract
The FAGFLADE Project

"FAGFLADE" is short for Danish "fagsproglig grænseflade" ("special purpose language interface"). The aim of the FAGFLADE project is to develop and test theories and methods for automatic interpretation of texts written in special purpose language. We use the expression "text interpreter" to designate a program which transfers the information contained in a natural language text into knowledge representations in a knowledge base. Thus a text interpreter is meant to perform part of the task of a knowledge acquisition system in an expert system.

The FAGFLADE project takes as its basis the text of the Danish Companies Act ("Lov om aktieselskaber"). It is not our ambition to build an expert system, nor do we aim at the construction of a complete text interpretation system, fit for use, and capable of translating statutes into legal knowledge bases. Rather, we take the development of a specific interpreter to be an ideal goal which defines an overall project capable of giving rise to a handful of interesting subprojects for the investigation of general theories and principles concerning interpreters, e.g. in the domain of syntactic and semantic analysis, parsing strategies, knowledge representation, dictionary databases, and terminological analysis.

The choice of the Danish Companies Act as a text basis is motivated partly by our desire to work with an LSP central to industry and commerce, partly by the evident practical perspectives which will open up if text interpreters for legal directives become a realistic possibility.

This paper deals with the initial phase of the project. In this phase we have constructed a framework for the syntactic and semantic analysis of simple sentence structures, and we have developed a program, written in Quintus Prolog, which carries out syntactic and semantic parsing of these structures.

1 Introduktion

På Institut for Datalingvistik på Handelshøjskolen i København har vi siden instituttet blev oprettet i 1985 udviklet en tradition for et forskningssamarbejde,
der i starten formede sig som en række datalingvistiske seminærer over udvalgte emner, men som siden 1987 har ført til arbejdet på et egentligt forskningsprojekt med deltagelse af alle forskningsmedarbejdere, nemlig projektet FAGFLADE, hvilket står for 'fagsproglig grænseflade'.

Målet for dette projekt er at afprøve og udvikle teorier og metoder bag konstruktionen af en tekstfortolker, dvs. et system som analyserer en tekst og overfører viden herfra til vidensrepræsentation i en vidensbase. En sådan tekstfortolker, forestiller vi os, kan indgå som komponent i et ekspertsistema som en del af et vidensindlæringsmodul.

Den tekst vi har valgt som grundlag for projektet er den danske „Lov om aktieselskaber“, og det sprog som er repræsenteret i loven er dermed det sublanguage som fortolkeren skal kunne analyser og forstå.


I dag er projektet nået dertil at der er udviklet en parser i Quintus Prolog som kan klare simple sætningsstrukturer, dvs. sætninger der kun indeholder valensbundne led som optræder på den forventede position i sætningen. Vi kan altså ikke på nuværende tidspunkt klare spørgebisætninger eller topikaliseringer, heller ikke adverbialer, ledsætninger og adskillige andre ting.

Det output vi får fra parseren er dels sætningens syntaktiske struktur i form af et konstituentstrukturtræ, dels en semantisk struktur. Den syntaktiske struktur anvendes ikke i øvrigt af tekstfortolkeren, hvorimod den semantiske struktur skal danne udgangspunkt for den vidensrepræsentation som skal overføres til vidensbasen.

Et input som

Denne aftale påfører selskabet en forpligtelse

vil derfor give fig. output:

\begin{equation}
(1) \quad s(np(det(denne), n(aftale)), vp(v(påfører), np(n(selskabet)), np(det(en), n(forpligtelse))))
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(2) \quad påføre(agent(aftale), theme(forpligtelse), locus(selskab))
\end{equation}

Grundlaget for den syntaktiske analyse og den semantiske repræsentation er dels en konstituentstruktur grammatik, dels et leksikon med en leksikalsk beskrivelse af verberne ud fra en valensbaseret kombination af grammatiske funktioner og roller. Jeg skal i det følgende komme nærmere ind på de overvejelser der ligger til grund for denne leksikalske beskrivelse og på dens implementering i selve parserprogrammet.
2 Konstituenterne

Den parser vi har bygget er en 'left-corner, bottom-up' parser. Den starter således med det første ord i en input-sekvens og forsøger at opbygge en konstituentstruktur for et S som har dette første ord som sit venstre hjørne. Grammatikken der rummer flg. genskrivningsregler, hvoraf 2-9 repræsenterer de simple sætningsstrukturer som parserne kan klare netop nu:

(1) \[ S \rightarrow NP \ VP \]
(2) \[ VP \rightarrow V \]
(3) \[ VP \rightarrow V \ NP \]
(4) \[ VP \rightarrow V \ PP \]
(5) \[ VP \rightarrow V \ AP \]
(6) \[ VP \rightarrow V \ NP \ NP \]
(7) \[ VP \rightarrow V \ NP \ PP \]
(8) \[ VP \rightarrow V \ NP \ AP \]
(9) \[ VP \rightarrow V \ PP \ PP \]
(10) \[ PP \rightarrow P \ NP \]
(11) \[ PP \rightarrow P \ AP \]
(12) \[ NP \rightarrow N \]
(13) \[ NP \rightarrow DET \ N \]
(14) \[ AP \rightarrow A \]
(15) \[ AP \rightarrow A \ PP \]

I leksikon er hvert enkelt ordform forsynet med en oplysning om konstituenttype. Subkategoriseringen af VP'erne genfindes i leksikon som en subkategoriseringssramme, der repræsenterer de konstituenttyper som verbet kan forbindes med som valensled. Denne konstituentramme skal unificeres med en identisk ramme i en Prolog regel og tjener derfor det formål at effektivisere selve parsningen. Hvis unificationen lykkes, vil parseren vælge den pågældende regel.

Vi kan således begynde at se på opbygningen af en post i leksikon der har form af en Prolog klausul med prædikatet d/6 hvis argumenter alle er sammensatte termer:

\[
d(\text{word}(\_), \text{lexeme}(\_), \text{lexcat}(\_), \text{gram_form}(\_), \text{synt_spec}(\_,\_), \text{sem_spec}(\_,\_)).
\]

For verbet ‘påføre’ som optræder i eksempelsætningen ovenfor ser udfyldningen af de første argumenter således ud:

\[
d
\]

\[
\text{word:} \quad \text{påfører}
\text{lexeme:} \quad \text{påføre}
\text{gram_form:} \quad [\text{pres}]
\text{lexcat:} \quad \text{v}
\text{synt_spec}
\text{const_frame:} \quad \text{v_np_np}
\text{adj:} \quad [\text{nil}]
\]
Argumentet *lexcat* indeholder oplysning om konstituencytype, *synt_spec* har to sammensatte termer som argumenter: dels *const_frame*, der angiver konstituentrammen, dels *adj* (adjekt), der som argument har en liste over tilladte præpositioner hvis der kan opstå et valensbundet PP. Notationen [nil] angiver at det ikke kan forekomme ved dette verbum.

3 Funktioner

De funktioner der opereres med i FAGFLADE er hentet fra den valensteori som Herslund og Sørensen (1985, 1988a, 1988b) har udviklet i deres arbejde med franske verber. Der kan her kun blive plads til at skitseres hovedtrækkerne i denne teori, der bygger på en distinktion mellem sætningsleder der hører til hele sætningen, frie tilføjelser, og sætningsleder som er dikteret af det konkrete verbum som optræder i sætningen. Et valensled defineres som det syntaktiske udtryk for de relationer der består mellem et verbum som semantisk prædikat og dets argumenter og mellem argumenter indbyrdes, og det er derfor kun verbalafhængige sætningsleder med argumentstatus der kan opfattes som valensled. Endvidere antager det at valensledet alene kan beskrives i form af funktioner, og at der til enhver leksikalsk beskrivelse af et verbum hører et valensskema med angivelse af hvilke funktioner, resp. valensled, det pågældende verbum forbinder med. Der opereres med et inventar på tre grammatiske funktioner: subjekt, objekt og adjekt. Hertil har vi i FAGFLADE for egen regning føjet en fjerde funktion, agential, for også at kunne håndtere passiv.

Sammenlignet med antallet af valensleder i traditionelle valensgrammatikker er der sket en drastisk reduktion i antallet af funktioner. Funktionen adjekt repræsenterer på den ene side en valensgrammatisk nyfængning, og er på den anden side den funktion som rummer nøglen til rationaliseringen i antallet af funktioner.

Traditionelt er man vant til at arbejde med valensleder som DO (dativobjekt), IO (indirekte objekt), A eller LO (adverbial/lokativobjekt), SP og OP (hhv. subjekts- og objektsprædikat). Ved anvendelsen af et givet verbum kan man således komme ud for at det er muligt at vælge mellem en konstruktion hvor verbet optræder med DO eller IO: man kan fx. ‘give *nogen* noget’ eller ‘give noget *til nogen*’, eller det kan være et valg mellem DO og LO: ‘jeg har efterladt ham mine bøger’ overfor ‘jeg har efterladt mine bøger hos ham’. Hvad man derimod ikke kan komme ud for, er en kombination af begge funktioner samtidig, dvs. at de ovennævnte, traditionelle valensleder gensidigt udelukker hinanden. Derfor antages det, at de alle repræsenterer en og samme ledfunktion som imidlertid kan realiseres på forskellig måde. Vi kan illustrere det med flg. eksempler:

1. Han efterlod *børnene* en betragtelig formue
   ![Diagram](DO) ![Diagram](O)

2. Han efterlod *en betragtelig formue* til *børnene*
   ![Diagram](O) ![Diagram](IO)
Argumentationen for at sammenfatte i dette tilfælde DO, IO, LO og OP i een og samme funktion, adjekt, er, at uanset hvilken betegnelse man vælger at anvende så gælder det i alle konstruktioner at funktionen som sådan etablerer en ny relation i sætningen, i ovennævnte tilfælde en relation mellem objekt + adjekt. Denne relation opfattes som en sekundær prædikation der kan parafraseres med enten VÆRE eller HAVE og som supplerer verbets betydning ved at placere referenten for O i forhold til referenten for adjektet.

Placeringen kan være enten meget konkret som i eksemplerne (3): bogen er hos hans broder, og (4): bilen er på banegården, eller mere abstrakt som i (1): børnene har en betragtelig formue. Der kan imidlertid også være tale om en placering i forhold til en egenskab eller en klasse, nemlig i de tilfælde hvor adjektet svarer til en prædikativ konstruktion med enten SP eller, som i (5), med OP.

Begrundelsen for at indføre adjekt er derfor på den ene side at det er afhængigt af sætningens verbal som argument i logisk forstand, og på den anden side at det som argument gør det muligt at relateré et af de to fundamentale valensled, S og O, til et andet argument i sætningen og at denne relation mellem valensled indbyrdes er udtryk for en sekundær prædikation. Udfyldningen af adjektet kan være forskellig, men den sekundære prædikation er konstant.

Som tidligere nævnt omfatter den leksikalske beskrivelse af et verb valenskema som angiver hvilke funktioner der kan forekomme sammen med et givet verb. Et sådant valenskema findes også i det leksikon som vores parser benytter, men inden vi skal se nærmere på dette vil det være nødvendigt at behandle de tematiske roller, idet de gramatiske funktioner i valensskemaet associeres med en semantisk rolle.

4 Roller


Antallet af roller synes at være en temmelig ubestemmelig størrelse, men vi har foretrukket at reducere antallet i henhold til de nævnte arbejder og i vores projekt indskrænket det til tre: agent, tema og locus.
agent svarer til den traditionelle opfattelse af agent og kan kun associeres med funktionerne subjekt og agential.

locus optræder kun ved prædikater med mindst to argumenter. Denne rolle relaterer referenten for et andet argument til den location som locus-argumentet udtrykker. Locus kan associeres med funktionerne subjekt, adjekt og agential.

tema er semantisk set den meste generelle og den mindst præcise af de tre roller. Referenten for tema er den 'entity' som enten påvirkes af handlingen eller placeres mht. en location. Tema kan associeres med funktionerne subjekt, object og adjekt.

Distribution og kombination af roller associeret med funktioner kan således se ud som vist i flg. skemaet:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERB</th>
<th>SUBJ</th>
<th>OBJ</th>
<th>ADJ</th>
<th>AGL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>anse</td>
<td>agent</td>
<td>tema</td>
<td>locus</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anses</td>
<td>tema</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>locus</td>
<td>agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bestemme</td>
<td>agent</td>
<td>tema</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bortfalde</td>
<td>tema</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eje</td>
<td>locus</td>
<td>tema</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ejes</td>
<td>tema</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>locus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finde</td>
<td>agent</td>
<td>tema</td>
<td>locus</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>påføre</td>
<td>agent</td>
<td>tema</td>
<td>locus</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>være</td>
<td>tema</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>locus</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Af skemaet fremgår at fx. verbet anse optræder med en funktionsramme 'subjekt + objekt + adjekt' og at der dertil svarer rollerammen 'agent + tema + locus'. Udtrykket 'none' betyder at den pågældende funktion ikke kan forekomme ved det anførte verbum.

Jeg vil gerne knytte en enkelt kommentar til rollen locus med udgangspunkt i disse sætninger:

(1) spørgsmålet bortfalder sub(theme)
(2) ministeren bestemmer reglen sub(agent) obj(theme)
(3) stifterne ejer dette selskab sub(locus) obj(theme)
(4) disse aktier er fondsaktier sub(theme) adj(locus)
(5) bestyrelsen finder disse undersøgelser nødvendige subj(agent) obj(theme)
(6) denne aftale påfører selskabet en forpligtelse subj(agent) obj(theme) adj(locus)
(7) disse undersøgelser anses for nødvendige af bestyrelsen subj(theme) adj(locus) adjt(agent)

I sætning (4) og (5) er locus associeret med funktionen adjekt, som her svarer til hhv. det traditionelle subjektsprædikativ (4) og objektsprædikativ (5), og i (6) er locus associeret med et adjekt der svarer til det traditionelle dativobjekt.

Jeg anførte tidligere at roller locus kun optræder sammen med et andet valensled og at den denoterer en location for referenten denoteret af det andet
valensled. Ser vi på de tre sætninger ovenfor så er det subjektet, disse aktier, der i (4) localiseres ekstensionalt i forhold til en klasse, klassen af fondsaktier, adjektet, og i (5) er det objektet, disse undersøgelser, der localiseres intensionalt med hensyn til egenskaben at være nødvendig, udtrykt i adjektet. Ligesom for funktionernes vedkommende kan locationen også være mere abstrakt sådan som det er tilfældet i (6) hvor objektet, en forpligtelse, localiseres i forhold til selskabet, adjektet, forstået på den måde at det er selskabet som har en forpligtelse.

Vi kan hermed afslutte udfyldningen af argumenter i leksikonposten og indsætte valensskemaet i form af de semantiske specifikationer:

\[
\begin{array}{|l|}
\hline
\text{word: } & \text{påfører} \\
\text{lexeme: } & \text{påføre} \\
\text{gram_form: } & [\text{pres}] \\
\text{lexcat: } & v \\
\text{synt_spec} & \\
\text{const_frame: } & v_{\text{np}_u} \\
\text{adj: } & [\text{nil}] \\
\hline
\begin{array}{|l|}
\text{func_to_role} & \\
\text{sub: } & \text{agent} \\
\text{obj: } & \text{theme} \\
\text{adj: } & \text{locus} \\
\text{agl: } & \text{none} \\
\text{aspect: } & \text{nil} \\
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

Jeg vil ikke komme yderligere ind på rollerne her. På nuværende tidspunkt i projektet fungerer denne opfattelse af roller kombineret med valensteorien udmærket når det gælder om at producere en semantisk repræsentation af de simple sætninger vi arbejder med. Når vi skal i gang med at etablere selve vidensbasen kan det imidlertid meget vel vise sig at denne semantiske repræsentation er utilstrækkelig, og at fx. antallet af roller skal suppleres.

5 Opbygningen af den semantiske repræsentation

De oplysninger der ligger i leksikon som vist ovenfor indtastes manuelt ved hjælp af en særlig editor, DICTED, udviklet af Henrik Kersting (under udgivelse) i forbindelse med FAGFLADE projektet. De danner udgangspunkt for en procedure som genererer et nyt leksikon i form af en prolog database, hvor lexemnavnet associeres med en semantisk repræsentation i form af et lambdaudtryk beregnet på baggrund af argumenterne i den sammensatte term func(tion)_to_role. Det skal her indskydes, at kun verber og adjektiver, herunder også participier, på nuværende tidspunkt forekommer med en specifik semantisk repræsentation. Alle andre ordklasser, dvs. determinativer, præpositioner og substantiver, har det pågældende leksemnavn som semantisk repræsentation. Sammensatte NP'er har
kerneleddets leksemnavn som semantisk repræsentation og PP’er har styrelsens kerne som semantisk repræsentation. Udtrykkene aktie, aktierne, disse aktier og af disse aktier har således alle en og samme repræsentation, nemlig aktie.

Argumenterne i termen func_to_role er de fire syntaktiske funktioner i ordnet rækkefølge: subj, obj, adj, agl, afbildet på de semantiske roller agent, tema og locus. Alle fire funktioner optræder, også i de tilfælde hvor de rent faktisk ikke kan forekommer og derfor som værdi har 'none' som vi så det ovenfor. De an­vendes ved konstruktionen af lambdaudtrykket, hvis argumenter ligeledes forekommer i kanonisk rækkefølge: agent(_), theme(_), locus(_).

Verbet 'påføre' har således fig. func_to_role repræsentation:

```
func_to_role( sub(agent), obj(theme), adj(locus), aglnone)
```
som konverteres til fig. lambduadtryk:

```
X~Y~Z~påføre(agent(Z), theme(Y), locus(X) )
```

Dette udtryk beregnes af fig. regel:

```
Verb + adj ect + object (V NP NP).
Verb + object + adj ect (V NP PP & V NP AP).
```

```
build_LambdaExpr(Lexeme, 
    func_to_role(sub(RoleS),obj(RoleO),adj(RoleAd),aglnone),
    X~LeX~Expr) :-
      RoleS \= none,
      RoleO \= none,
      RoleAd \= none,
      RoleSTerm =.. [RoleS,Z],
      RoleOTerm =.. [RoleO,Y],
      RoleAdTerm =.. [RoleAd,X],
      sort_RoleTerms([RoleSTerm,RoleOTerm, 
                      RoleAdTerm], SortedRT),
      Expr =.. [Lexeme|SortedRT].
```

Når parseren skal bygge en sætnings semantiske struktur har den da for verbernes vedkommende den type informationer til sin rådighed som vist på fig. side.

Kolonnens med funktioner og roller kan læses på to måder: dels som udtryk for en afbildning af syntaktiske funktioner på roller, dels kan man for hvert ver­bum afbilde en funktionsramme og en rolleramme ved at læse funktioner og roller. Rammerne udtrykker tilladte kontekster for et verbum i form af kon­stituenter, funktioner eller roller. Strukturerne, den syntaktiske og semantiske, bygges af parseren ved at relatere ordene i den konkrete sætning til konstituenttyper, roller eller funktioner.

påføre(agent(aftale), theme(forpligtelse), locus(selskab))

Den semantiske repræsentation vi kan få frem nu er baseret på rollestrukturen fordi vi anser den for et centrált element når den information sætningen indeholder skal fastholdes som vidensrepræsentation i vidensbasen. Vi er godt klar over at der er flere forskellige semantiske fænomener som ikke er repræsenteret i den nuværende fase, tidsrelationer, modalitet eller fx. adverbialsemantik. Vi har også en liste over punkter som skal løses og andre punkter som forestår.
er også derfor jeg har kaldt indlægget „På vej mod en fagsproglig tekstfortolk-
er“, og forhåbentlig kan vi når vi mødes igen om to år præsentere en yderligere
udbygning og forbedring af vores tekstfortolker.

Hvis der er nogen der er interesseret i en mere udførlig rapport om projektet
samt en detaljeret gennemgang af programmet, så kan man orientere sig nærmere
i LAMBDA NR. 11.
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Is Two-level Morphology a Morphological Model?

Abstract

This paper contains a close look at Koskenniemi's Two-level morphology from a linguistic point of view. The model will be compared to three other traditional, linguistic morphological models, IA, IP and WP. It will be shown that there are linguistic phenomena that can hardly be handled by some of the just mentioned models, and not at all in a linguistically satisfactory manner by the Two-level morphology.

1 Introduction

Koskenniemi's Two-level morphology (TM) has become well known since it was developed in 1983. One reason for this is probably that it is one of the few models within computational linguistics that has taken morphology seriously. To store full wordforms, inflected and derivated, in the lexicon may be possible for a language like English, with relatively poor morphology. But Koskenniemi saw that for Finnish, where a single verb can have between 12,000 and 18,000 different graphemic forms (included clitics), such a solution would not work. If the American computational linguists had been Red Indians speaking the Cherokee-language Oneida, instead of white and English-speaking, then they too would probably have developed a morphological model that could handle their verbs with up to 100,000 forms each.

I assume the Two-level morphology to be well-known, and I will thus only give a very short description of it, before I proceed to the main task; to compare the Two-level morphology with other morphological models, and to see if this model can be said to be a morphological model.

2 A Short Description of Two-level Morphology

The Two-level morphology is designed to perform both analysis and synthesis on the basis of more or less the same data. It has at its disposal a rule module and
a lexicon module. The rule module takes care of one-segment correspondences, mostly phonological ones. The lexicon module may consist of several lexicons, one or more for stems and others for affixes. From each lexicon there is a pointer to the next possible lexicons. The entries in the lexicon may look different from their surface representation, which the rule module takes care of. (1) and (2) are examples of lexicon entries in two sublexicons for Norwegian:

(1) LEXICON Nouns
   vinter /MNoim Lexeme=WINTER
gutt /MNoim Lexeme=WINTER

(2) LEXICON /MNounSg
   0 /Genitive Num=sg/Defin=ind/Gender=m/.
en /Genitive Num=sg/Defin=def/Gender=m/.

The information that we get about a word-form that is analyzed, is the information that is accumulated through all the lexicons that have been consulted. Thus if we analyze vinteren, we get the information from both the stem- and the suffix lexicon:

(3) vinteren: Lexeme=WINTER Num=sg/Defin=def/Gender=m/

(This accumulation is the reason for the seeming zero-inflectional morph that is apparent in (2). It is not meant as a suffix, it is just there to ensure that the information about singular and indefinite is collected. This information could not have been represented in the stem lexicon, even if the stem is identical to the word form of indefinite singular, because the stem lexicon also points to lexicons for plural and definite forms. Since information is accumulated on its way through the lexicons, we would, if we had given the singular indefinite information in the stem lexicon, have gotten absurd results like vintrene = singular, plural, indefinite, definite. In other words: The stem lexicon can only include information that is common for all the wordforms belonging to one lexeme.)

The lexical form of the entry we have looked at is vintEr (1), but the surface representation should be as in (4), of course:

(4) vinter

The default alphabet then includes a lexical E that corresponds to a surface e, (E:e), (in addition to the usual e:e). The reason for this cumbersome representation is that vinter and many other Norwegian lexemes go through a morphophonemic change that deletes the e before certain morphological endings:

(5) Singular: vinter - vinteren
    Plural: vint_re - vint_rene

If we want to have the same lexical entry for all wordforms of one and the same lexeme, which is obviously the most satisfactory solution from a linguistic point of view, we have to make the ‘e’ which can go away, a little different from other ‘e’-s that can not be deleted (e.g. in vinteren), so that we can later formulate a rule that refers only to the appropriate ‘e’. Only then can we keep one lexical entry for this lexeme, vintEr, instead of two, e.g. as in (6):
We then formulate a rule that overrules the lexical default values:

(7) "E-deletion in stem before plural"
E:0 <= _ Liquid PlSuffix ;

(The rule context consists of names that refer to certain sets and definitions that we have predefined.)

3 How Can Two-level Morphology be Characterized When Compared to Other Linguistic Models for Morphological Description?

In our century traditionally there have been three models for morphological analysis; IA (Item and arrangement), IP (Item and Process) and WP (Word and paradigm). For a discussion of these models, see Hockett 1954, Matthews 1972, 1974, Robins 1970. A fourth model can also be mentioned, which I shall not go into here; NM (Natural morphology), see Wurzel 1982 or Bybee 1985. Below I shall compare the Two-level morphology with each of the three models. (The discussion will to a large degree be built on Johannessen 1988.) As they have not existed quite simultaneously, I will start with the oldest one and then end with the newer one.

3.1 Item and Arrangement

The main characteristic of this model is that there are minimal units, morphemes, that can be arranged in a number of ways to form bigger units. The morphemes are abstract units that are represented through their allomorphs. Since at the time of IA (approximately 1930–1950) the view held that syntax and morphology should be described in the same way; that there is ideally a one-to-one relationship between morpheme and allomorph, more precisely a relationship where one morpheme has one surface realization and vice versa:

(8) IA:
   Morphemes:       Allomorphs:   'Word'
   {gutt} + {indf pl} gutt-er   gutter (= boys)
   {hus} + {indf pl} hus-0      hus   (= houses)

IA and TM have in common that the different elements are arranged lexically, as we see. But the elements of IA (morphemes) are abstract, so that in (8) we have the same second element in both words, it is just realized differently (different allomorphs). In TM on the other hand, the two plural formatives have nothing in common because of their different realization in the lexicon. In TM they are actually two different endings, since they are different graphemically:
We do not see any morphosyntactic information here, since it is irrelevant for the model. The grammatical features that are present in the lexicon entries, can not be made use of by the rules. TM does not get past the concrete level of allomorphs, it can thus not be equivalent with the IA-model.

3.2 Item and Process

The IP model was popular until the 1960s. Like IA this too is a model based on the morpheme-allomorph distinction. The difference from the IA model is that the IP model allows processes, that is, it allows elements to undergo a metamorphosis to gain a shape different from the original one. This is possible both at phoneme and morpheme level. The model allows rules of both sorts.

When it comes to the process part, we can say that IP and TM have something in common. We have seen the rule part of TM, and even if there we deal with pairs of segments that correspond with each other in certain circumstances, the idea could be that the correspondence looks like a process. (In fact: The rule formalism is designed to take care of morphophonemic changes that are abundant in Finnish (vowel harmony and consonant gradation)). I can also cite Karlsson and Koskenniemi (1985:127): What is described by rules is "fairly natural one-segment modifications; mostly automatic, transparent, productive, exceptionless alternations between phonologically closely related single phonemes in predominantly phonological contexts." Phonological rules are then taken care of in TM. Morphological rules, on the other hand, i.e. processes that form e.g. plural word-forms from stems, are not possible in TM, which handles all formatives in the lexicon part.

Morphophonemic changes can thus be described in TM in a manner similar to IP (when we ignore the lack of morphemic level in TM):

(10) IP:
Morphemes: Allomorphs: Morphophonemic rule: ‘Word’
{bok} + {indef pl} bok-er o -> ø/ _ C er bøker

(11) TM:
Lexical (stem) Lexical (affix) Two-level rule: ‘Word’
entry: entry:
bok er o : ø/ _ C er bøker

The two models are similar so far, but only as long as the rule-context is purely phonological (graphemical). Morphological context is impossible in TM, but possible in IP:

(12) IP:
Morphemes: Allomorphs: Morphophonemic rule: ‘Word’
{bok} + {indef pl} bok-er o -> ø / _ C {+pl ind} bøker
The only way TM can use morphological information, is to make the morphological information 'phonological' by adding extra characters in the rule context. The extra character will then symbolize the morphological class or feature. E.g. can we put a dollar sign in front of the affix (which must of course also be present in the lexicon where the affix has its entry) or the morphological ending may itself get a different lexical shape, to satisfy the need for a context that can be morphologically unique:

(13) TM:
+ morphophonemic rule: o -> $ / _ C \text{er}

or

+ morphophonemic rule: o -> $ / _ C \text{Er}

Now one might want to reply that it is not important. But in natural language it is often necessary to distinguish between phonological and morphological conditioning. A number of Norwegian dialects have productive palatalization of /k/ and /g/ in front of noun suffixes, but not otherwise:

(14) /stok/ (= stick)
/stoc-en/ (= the stick (nom.))
/drek-e/ (= (to) drink)
/stoc-a/ (= the stick (dative))
/tak-a/ (= thanked)

It would be a mistake to phonologize this type of morphophonological process. It is the morphological category of the suffix that conditions the alternation of the stem, and not the phonological shape.

3.3 Preliminary Summary

We have looked at two linguistic models for morphological analysis which both have the distinction morpheme-allomorph, i.e. which take the segmental side of natural languages very seriously. One of them, IP, is a little more flexible in that it accepts segmental changes triggered by some phonological or morphological feature.

When we compared TM to these models, we saw that it seems to be inspired by them. It too emphasizes the segmental side, through the linked lexicons. Also it seems to be inspired by the rule module of IP, although TM only allows "phonological" conditioning for the triggering of rules.

The serious defect of TM, however, is that it lacks a conceptual, morphological level. It operates only at the concrete, phonological (graphemic) one, which is of course the reason for the just mentioned phonological triggering.

We have seen that IA and IP are not fashionable today. The reason is that they are too limited to account for all facts about natural language. But the knowledge that morphological processes can be more than just elements arranged in a certain order is not new. E.g., the American linguist Edward Sapir in his book "Language" in 1921 distinguished between six different processes,
(i.e. ways of expressing morphological characteristics) where he included things like "internal modification of the radical or grammatical element", reduplication, accentual and quantitative processes.

It is this knowledge that led to a revision of morphology by Matthews in 1972.

3.4 Word and Paradigm

The WP is a model that attempts to take morphology seriously in that a grammatical feature can be realized in many different ways, like Sapir suggested. In this model the underlying representation is even more abstract than in the two preceding morpheme models. Any wordform is represented through its lexeme (an invariant representation of the word) with the grammatical (morphosyntactic) information represented as an unordered set:

\[ GUTT_\text{masculine, indefinite, plural} \]

To reach the correct wordform, the stem, which is the starting point, can go through various processes:

\[ (16) \quad \begin{align*}
GUTT_\text{masculine, indefinite, plural} & \quad \text{Stem: } \quad \text{gutt} \\
+ \text{operation: } & \quad \text{suffix -er} \\
= \text{Word} & \quad \text{gutter}
\end{align*} \]

The number of processes is potentially infinite, the reason for this is that it is the word which is the basic unit in this model: If a wordform differs in more than one way from any other wordform in the same paradigm, then it goes through more than one process to reach its final shape. And all the processes will be exponents of the same grammatical (morphosyntactic) feature. We shall look more closely at three linguistic phenomena that are problematic for the two other linguistic models and for TM, but not for WP.

The first and most important difference between the WP model and the morpheme models is that while the morpheme models need a one-to-one relationship between morphological contents and its realization, WP accepts a many to one/one to many-relationship:

\[ (17) \quad \begin{align*}
BOK_\text{feminine, indefinite, plural} & \quad \text{Stem: } \quad \text{bok} \\
+ \text{operation: } & \quad \text{suffix -er} \\
+ \text{operation: } & \quad \text{change stem vowel} \\
= \text{Word:} & \quad \text{bøker}
\end{align*} \]

As we have seen previously, the morpheme models and TM necessarily must give priority to one of the realizations, and let the other(s) be conditioned by it. This poses strong constraints upon the linguist, who will have to give arbitrary priority to one realization, e.g. to let an affix trigger a vowel change.
A second problem is that while there still might be some universal claims about the priority of affixes to 'internal modifications', so that the first problem may look smaller, a worse case occurs when there are more than one affix that represents a grammatical feature. This is the case in German past participles:

(18) ge-sag-t

In the German case we might still argue to give priority to the suffix, though, since the other verbal features in the language are marked by suffixes, but consider the Kubachi dialect of Dargwa from the Northeast Caucasus, where each adjective agrees with the noun's gender and number both initially and finally, in addition to agreeing with number penultimately:

(19) Kubachi (dialect of Dargwa, Northeast Caucasus):
    b-ik'a-zí-b qalče'e 'little bird'
    d-ik'a-zú-d quíč-ne 'little birds'
    (The example is from Anderson 1988:32)

The morpheme models that we considered previously would have to give one affix priority over the other, or make use of the concept circumfix. The TM on the other hand, does not present a satisfactory solution.

It could represent the prefixed affixes in a separate lexicon, and have pointers from there to the further lexicons. This however would mean that the stem would occur as many times in the stem lexicon as there are prefixes in the language, since the suffixes have to agree with the prefixes. Other equally inelegant solutions are also possible.

But even if TM has problems in representing phenomena like the above, it can do it in an inelegant way. The third problem is more serious, however:

The third area is phenomena that are not 'segmental' in their nature. We recall Sapir who allowed internal modification as a means for representing morphological features. A typical example of this is the Germanic umlaut and ablaut, which in many cases is the sole distinguishing factor between two wordforms of the same lexeme:

(20) mann (indef sg)—menn (indef pl)  (man—men)
    se (infinitive)—sá (preterite)  (see—saw)
    mouse (sg)—mice (pl)

Both the morpheme models that we looked at and TM have problems in describing such phenomena as vowel alternation, when it is not the biproduct of some other segmental, morphological process, but rather the main exponent of that morphological feature.

The main problem for TM is that all grammatical (morphosyntactic) information is only represented in the lexicon part of the system, and not in the rule part. If a two-level rule should take care of this information, it would 1) need a segment to trigger the rule, and 2) let the morphological information be accompanied by the trigger, and not by what is really the difference between the two forms—the vowel alternation:
4 Conclusion

The question which is the title of this paper, 'Is Two-level morphology a morphological model?', can from the previous discussion be answered quickly and clearly negatively. The reason for this is that a minimum to be demanded from a morphological model, is for it to accept morphological features and categories as primitives. In that way it could allow morphological conditioning on stem variation. But TM has to make use of artificial null-segments and other triggers, i.e. it has to make the originally morphological context 'phonological', segmental. Anything that is morphological—like the information in the lexicons—can be used only by the linguist, not by the model. In this way it does not have any possibility of making generalizations independently of phonological shape. It is even worse than the morpheme models, as it can not say that both a suffix and a vowel alternation could represent 'plural', e.g..

It therefore seems fair to say that TM is not a morphological model. There are, however, languages that can be well described by it, viz. the languages that are usually called agglutinative in traditional typology. These are languages like Finnish, whose morphology consists of easily separable affixes that each corresponds to one morphological unit. The phonological alternations in Finnish are not realizations of morphological features, only phonologically determined automatic alternations, which the two-level rules handles well. The important rule-part of the model makes the TM more phonological than morphological.

We may ask a last question: Is it important that a computational model has linguistic qualities? From the above discussion I think the answer should be positive.
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Automatic Indexing and Generating of Content Graphs from Unrestricted Text*

1 Introduction

For quite some time, I have been exploring the surface signals of language, and trying to put them to as much use as possible, primarily in morphology-based part-of-speech assignment (Källgren 1984a,b,c, 1985) and pattern-based syntactic analysis (Källgren 1987). This kind of large-scale, probabilistic parsing on the basis of morphological and syntactic patterns has lately come to use in several projects. Some models that have been documented are the UCREL parser in England for the Brown and LOB corpora (Garside & Leech 1987), the VOLSUNGA parser in the USA for the Brown corpus (DeRose 1988), Ken Church's stochastic models (Church 1988), as well as other work in the US (Black 1988), but I am sure work along these lines is going on in several places.

The impetus behind the works just mentioned is mainly a need for analyzing large amounts of unrestricted text in a way that is not too resource-demanding, either on time or on computing power. As a secondary goal, I have seen the need of large-scale information retrieval. Keeping my original surface-orientation, I have gone further from the analysis into parts-of-speech and constituents and started to look at the extraction and representation of some kind of 'content' from the surface of texts, without any kind of knowledge base support. This might seem quite impossible. Many of the other papers in this volume deal with how unavailable inferences are to the comprehension of text, and of course they are right. If the aim is to build a computerized system that will in any way simulate language understanding, it is necessary to have a large knowledge base and mechanisms for making inferences from it, but there are also applications where the human knowledge and inferencing capacities can be used instead. My approach in the experiment to be reported here has been to let each one do

*My sincere thanks to Boris Prochaska and Sten-Erik Bergner, formerly at Ericsson Telecom, who wrote the original version of the graph drawing program that I have used, and to Howard Gayle who set me in contact with them. Sune Magnberg has done a great job in transferring the program to a PC environment and has also written the part of the whole system that checks for collocational pairs. I also wish to thank Benny Brodda, Kari Fraurud, and Sune Magnberg for valuable comments on earlier drafts of this article.
what he/she/it is good at; let the computer store, sort, and find facts, and let the human being do the inferencing.

This is actually the way it normally is in the field of information retrieval, where it is the human user that (interactively, at best) decides whether she/he has got the desired material. The problem is then to produce an optimal basis for that decision. I have so far been testing automatic indexing of texts, i.e. to find central concepts in texts automatically (Källgren 1984c). This is not all that difficult, but not all that effective either. In order to be covering, the index lists will easily grow too long; if shortened, important descriptors may disappear. This is an instance of what is known as the conflict between recall and precision. Still it is clear that simple word lists can be quite informative, though a bit boring.

I have also gone to the other extreme and tried to actually generate coherent abstracts automatically (Källgren 1988). This would certainly be desirable, and though it is far away, I do not think it is impossible.

What I will report on here is something in between. It is a way of showing central concepts and their interrelations in what I have called ‘content graphs’. It is then up to the user to interpret the relations and make the inferences that are needed in order to get a picture of the content of the concerned text.

In principle, it may be wrong to talk about content graphs. The graphs picture ‘what a text is about’, rather than its content, but to call them ‘aboutness graphs’ is just too clumsy. What these graphs actually do is to give a hint about the content of a given text, not a full and true representation of it.

Given these limitations, the graphs still have their justification. The derivation of them from texts is an interesting task, for a set of reasons: The process can be fully automatized. It can be run on unrestricted text without manual preprocessing. The output can often be strikingly accurate. It also seems to have some interesting psycholinguistic implications.

2 Surface-Oriented Indexing and Information Retrieval

Of course, different kinds of surface-oriented methods have been used extensively through the years in research on automatic information retrieval. Salton & McGill (1983) give a broad overview of the field and also report interesting data on the notoriously difficult evaluation of information retrieval systems. Many of the systems described make use of adjacency and term frequency features in different combinations, and some systems take into account not only terms that are immediately adjacent but also terms that appear within a limited distance of each other (ibid. p. 33). Sophisticated methods for computing frequency and relative weight of terms occurring in documents are also described. Frequency of immediately adjacent terms is used as a means of finding complex terms (such as ‘information retrieval’), but the authors do not report any work dealing with frequency of more loosely connected terms. The results of their experimentation is encouraging in that they show that well-constructed automatic
indexing systems may perform quite as well as manual indexing, and also that simple surface-based procedures can be as good as or better than more refined methods (ibid. p. 102).

The original inspiration for this work comes from Phillips (1985) which relates to some very early work within computational linguistics (e.g. Sinclair et al. 1970). Many of the ideas suggested at that time would deserve a renewed interest today, when computational power as well as linguistic knowledge has increased (the former considerably more than the latter, however). A good old idea that turns up every now and then is the concept of collocation. Collocations are words that appear together considerably more often than would be expected on purely statistical grounds. They can either be immediately adjacent or appear within a limited distance from each other. This distance, in terms of number of words, can be called a span. ‘Collocation’ and ‘span’ are basic concepts in my method for generating graphs.

To search for collocations can be a way of finding the idioms of a language, both those that are entirely fixed, like ‘red tape’, and those that contain slots, like ‘pull someone’s leg’. It can also be a way of finding relations between words. In the kind of content analysis that is carried out in the social sciences, cooccurrences between predesigned pairs or sets of words have sometimes been investigated. My treatment of the collocations is related to both uses; to the former in regarding all words in a text as liable to enter collocative relations, to the latter in assigning some kind of semantic load to the relations. This amounts to saying that the fact that two words cooccur suspiciously often carries some meaning in itself.

There is, however, one limitation on what words can form collocations in my system. To avoid uninteresting collocations, such as article plus noun etc., I only take content words into regard, not form words. The distinction between content words and form words is of course not totally clear (which linguistic distinctions are?), but clear enough to be operationalizable. There are some rare instances of homography, as when ‘out’ can be a noun in connection with baseball, and some adverbs can be felt to be ‘content heavy’. Disregarding this, form words can be given as lists of words from the closed categories: pronouns, prepositions, adverbs, auxiliary verbs, articles, particles, and conjunctions. Removing such words from running text, or placing them on so-called ‘stop lists’, is a much used practice in automatic indexing, and it is estimated that about 250 common words cover 40-50 percent of an average English text (Salton & McGill p. 71). Lemmatization and rank ordering, as described in steps 2 and 3 in the algorithm below, are also well-established techniques.

3 The Algorithm

The method can now be presented in the form of an algorithm, which I will proceed to describe and exemplify.
(1) **The Algorithm:**

1. Eliminate all form words.

2. Lemmatize the remaining words, i.e. disregard differences at the end of words that either belong to the sets of derivational and inflectional endings or are admissible combinations of those.

3. Rank the lemmas in order of frequency.

4. Decide on a lowest frequency of lemmas and exclude the lemmas below that level. The level is dependent on the length of the text and the degree of recall wanted. The lemmas above the frequency threshold form the set of INDEX words.

5. Decide on a SPAN length. The length of the span is not dependent on text length or wanted recall, but might be language dependent.

6. Find all instances where two words from the index set appear within the same span. These are the COLLOCATIONAL PAIRS.

7. Find all pairs that are identical, disregarding order, as the pairs in themselves are unordered.

8. Rank the collocational pairs in order of frequency.

9. Decide on a lowest frequency of collocational pairs, based on the same principles as for the lemma frequency. Pick out all pairs above that frequency.

10. Construct ADJACENCY LISTS, i.e., for each lemma, list all other lemmas with which it forms a pair.

11. Use the adjacency lists as input to the GRAPH-drawing program.

**Alternative version with graphs drawn by hand:**

10' Try to find optimal orderings of the pairs, look for central concepts that occur in many pairs.

11' Draw the GRAPH.

4 **Implementation**

The system has been tested for Swedish, and the programs for removing form words and lemmatizing content words so far only exist in Swedish versions. They are a set of Lisp procedures running on PCs. For the purpose of demonstration, I will however use an English text where the lemmatizing has been done manually. The full English text is given in Appendix A and all examples below are taken from that text. Appendix B contains three shorter Swedish texts and Appendix C their respective graphs. These have been produced in a wholly automatical way as specified in the algorithm.

The removal of form words is, as stated above, simply done by removing all words on a pre-specified list from the text. Lemmatization is normally a far from
trivial process, but can in this connection be done in a simplified manner. The text, devoid of its form words, is treated as a word list and sorted alphabetically. Words that start in a similar way are compared as to their endings. If two words are identical all the way, they clearly belong together. If the parts where they differ belong to the pre-defined set of endings, they are also regarded as belonging together. This matching can be done in more or less sophisticated ways. Either the pairs of matched endings must signal the same part-of-speech and be morphologically connected, as when berry and berries form a lemma berr with matching endings y — ies. Otherwise, anything ‘endinglike’ will do, as when favorite, favored and favorable are matched. Actually, I think the latter alternative, lemmatizing across part-of-speech boundaries, should be preferred, as we are primarily looking for semantic relations, regardless of how they are expressed. In this way, the truncated stems (see below) that represent each lemma come to refer to a concept more than just a word. This kind of lemmatization has been called ‘root lemmatization’ and a linguistically sophisticated way of doing it is described in Fjeldvig-Golden (1984).

Semantically erroneous lemmatization can of course not be avoided, as when late, which in the text is used in the sense of deceased, is lemmatized with a temporal lately. This is however not such a big problem as one might suspect, as such infelicitious pairings rarely reach a frequency where they will influence the outcome of the entire process. To solve the problem, on the other hand, would demand a very large apparatus based on not only semantic but also pragmatic knowledge.

What is left when possible endings have been removed is a truncated stem, where the truncation process has sometimes been quite brutal. The truncated stems can now be sorted according to frequency and those below a certain level are removed. For the short sample text of two typed pages, a frequency level of two was settled. This is of course the minimal frequency. A frequency of one has no discriminatory effect whatsoever, as those lemmas can never occur in more than one pair. The lemmas with a frequency of two or more in the sample text are given in (2). They are called index words and are saved on a separate file to be matched against the full text in the next step of the process. For a longer text, a higher frequency level might have been preferred in order to limit the set of index words. This is a typical instance of balancing recall and precision to reach a result that is felt to be adequate.
(2) Index words. (Lemmas with frequency $\geq 2$.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>acre</th>
<th>hair</th>
<th>orchard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>berr</td>
<td>includ</td>
<td>plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown</td>
<td>North.Island</td>
<td>produc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>captivat</td>
<td>Jim.Macloughlin</td>
<td>seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chance</td>
<td>kiwi</td>
<td>ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>kiwifruit</td>
<td>sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>countr</td>
<td>late</td>
<td>success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>develop</td>
<td>lemon</td>
<td>tast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ear</td>
<td>like</td>
<td>Te.Puke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg</td>
<td>market</td>
<td>thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>favor</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>vine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>five</td>
<td>millionaire</td>
<td>white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flesh</td>
<td>most</td>
<td>wild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>new</td>
<td>world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>New.Zealand</td>
<td>year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, a span length has to be settled. This does not, however, seem to be connected to recall and precision in the same way as the frequency limits. Rather, there seems to be an optimal span length. Increasing or decreasing the span length in relation to the optimal length will increase/decrease recall in the way that would be expected, while both increase and decrease of span length, interestingly enough, seem to reduce precision. An increase in span length will give more of accidental and thereby uninteresting collocations and also a higher relative frequency of such uninteresting collocations among all collocations above the critical threshold that is to be set in step 9 of the algorithm. At the same time, increased span length seems to give surprisingly few new ‘hits’, while the old hits run a risk of being outnumbered by the new accidental collocations. A decrease in span length will remove many wanted collocations, while the relative proportion of hits among the remaining collocations will not increase. Any variation of the span length thus seems to give a reduced proportion of semantically significant collocations. This is, however, only subjective impressions from small-scale tests with varying span length. Similar results have been reached by others (Sinclair et al. 1970, referred in Phillips 1985), and have led to establishing a span length of four orthographic words as optimal.

This is a point that would deserve a more thorough investigation. It probably has something to do with the normal size of common constructions: modifier and noun will almost always appear within less than four words distance, as will mostly subject—verb and verb—object, while e. g. more peripheral adverbials will not occur that close to the nexus part of the sentence.

In the sample application, the span length is settled to the optimal 4. The original text, including form words, is searched for occurrences of the (truncated) stems of the index words. Whenever a word containing such a stem is found, a span of four words is scanned for more occurrences of (stems of) index words. If
any are found, the resulting pairs are stored and the search goes on. In (3) a clause from the text is given with all index words capitalized.

(3) THOUSANDS OF ACREs ARE NEWLY PLANTED EACH YEAR IN A DOZEN OR MORE COUNTRIES, ... 

Here, thousand collocates with acre and new, but not with plant. Acre collocates with new and plant, new with plant and year, and plant with year. Countr has no collocations in this instance. The internal order of the collocational pairs is of no importance, so the stems within each pair are stored in alphabetical order. The pairs are then sorted alphabetically and the frequency of each collocational pair is calculated.

The next step is again to decide on a lowest frequency, this time of collocational pairs. This decision governs which pairs, and consequently which lemmas, are to be regarded as representative of the content of the text. As this has such great impact on the output, it may well be that it should be possible to vary the frequency threshold for collocational pairs interactively, in order to facilitate closer inspection of interesting findings. A way of making expansions of the sets of lemmas and relations will be described below.

In (4), all collocational pairs with a frequency equal to or above 2 in the sample text are given in alphabetical order.

(4) COLLOCATIONAL PAIRS WITH FREQUENCIES.

berr — kiwifruit 2  
commercial — kiwifruit 2  
develop — kiwifruit 2  
flesh — green 2  
I — kiwifruit 3  
I — New Zealand 2

The idea is that this can give a more or less accurate picture of concepts and relations that are central to the text, at least in the sense that they show a high frequency. Mostly, this is sufficient to provide a hint about what the text is about. In some cases there may however be a need for enlarging the basis of the representation. This can be done by setting a lower minimal frequency level for lemmas or collocational pairs or both, but this means redoing parts of the processing. A better way can be to use a set of expansion operations as defined below.

Without changing the given frequency levels for lemmas and collocational pairs, we can derive the following sets of concepts and relations between concepts:

(5) EXPANSIONS

Primary concepts: the lemmas occurring in the pairs originally picked out by the algorithm.
First expansion: all collocations between primary concepts.

Second expansion: all other lemmas collocating with primary concepts. This gives the set of secondary concepts.

Third expansion: all collocations between secondary concepts.

Fourth expansion: all lemmas collocating with secondary concepts.

Etc.

The second and fourth (generally: all even) expansions are 'opening' expansions, as they bring in new concepts. The first and third (and all odd) expansions are 'closing', as they establish relations between existing concepts and make the corresponding graph more closely knit.

In (6) below, we see for each of the primary concepts the collocations it enters: a) with other primary concepts and with a frequency above the minimal level; b) with other primary concepts but with a frequency below the minimal level (first expansion); c) all collocations between primary concepts and other lemmas from the set of index words (second expansion). To construct all interrelations between all those items would in its turn give the third expansion.

From (6) we can also see that another characteristic of the collocations is their ability to delimit the interpretation of polysemous words. The pairs that a word can enter will often signal the specific meaning in which the word is used in a particular text. This is not so striking in this text as in some others, but looking at e.g. green we will see that we have to do with the green of fruit, not that of green paint, and commercial does not directly refer to e.g. banking, but to commercial aspects of growing fruit.
(6) **Collocational pairs with frequencies:** A) PRIMARY CONCEPTS, B) FIRST EXPANSION, C) SECOND EXPANSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary concepts</th>
<th>Possible expansions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kiwifruit:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>3 kiwifruit I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 kiwifruit berr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 kiwifruit commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 kiwifruit develop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>1 kiwifruit New_Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit captivat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit chance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit includ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit Jim_Macloughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit millionaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit adjacency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit tast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit vine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>1 kiwifruit I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit New_Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit captivat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit chance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit includ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit Jim_Macloughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit millionaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit adjacency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit tast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit vine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 kiwifruit year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| berr(y):         |                                         |
| a)               | 2 berr kiwifruit                        |
|                  | 1 berr brown                            |
|                  | 1 berr like                             |
|                  | 1 berr tast                             |
|                  | 1 berr wild                             |
| c)               | 1 berr brown                            |
|                  | 1 berr like                             |
|                  | 1 berr tast                             |
|                  | 1 berr wild                             |

| commercial:      |                                         |
| a)               | 2 commercial kiwifruit                  |
|                  | 1 commercial New_Zealand                |
|                  | 1 commercial orchard                    |
| b)               | 1 commercial New_Zealand                |
|                  | 1 commercial orchard                    |
| c)               | 1 commercial New_Zealand                |

| develop:         |                                         |
| a)               | 2 develop kiwifruit                     |
|                  | 1 develop New_Zealand                   |
|                  | 1 develop taste                         |
|                  | 1 develop vine                          |
| b)               | 1 develop New_Zealand                   |
|                  | 1 develop taste                         |
|                  | 1 develop vine                          |
| c)               | 1 develop New_Zealand                   |

| flesh:           |                                         |
| a)               | 2 flesh green                           |
|                  | 1 flesh I                               |
|                  | 1 flesh kiwifruit                       |
|                  | 1 flesh tast                            |
| b)               | 1 flesh I                               |
|                  | 1 flesh kiwifruit                       |
|                  | 1 flesh tast                            |
| c)               | 1 flesh I                               |

| green:           |                                         |
| a)               | 2 green flesh                           |
|                  | 1 green I                               |
|                  | 1 green kiwifruit                       |
|                  | 1 green fruit                           |
|                  | 1 green seed                            |
| b)               | 1 green I                               |
|                  | 1 green kiwifruit                       |
|                  | 1 green fruit                           |
|                  | 1 green seed                            |
| c)               | 1 green I                               |

| I:               |                                         |
| a)               | 3 I kiwifruit                           |
|                  | 1 I I                                  |
|                  | 1 I vine                                |
|                  | 1 I I                                  |
| c)               | 1 I I                                  |

| New_Zealand:     |                                         |
| a)               | 2 New_Zealand I                         |
|                  | 1 New_Zealand captivat                  |
|                  | 1 New_Zealand lemon                     |
|                  | 1 New_Zealand North_Island             |
|                  | 1 New_Zealand produc                   |
|                  | 1 New_Zealand tast                     |
| c)               | 1 New_Zealand I                         |

Both (4) and (6) can, as said before, give hints about the content of texts if the lists are interpreted by a normally inventive human being. A graphic representation of the same facts seems, however, to be more striking and to facilitate
inference making. To proceed to this, a set of adjacency lists is constructed on the basis of (4). The adjacency lists form the input to the graph-drawing program, where each lemma will correspond to a node in the graph. In an adjacency list, each lemma, i.e. each node, is given a list of all its immediately adjacent nodes. This way, each collocational pair will be represented twice, corresponding to the two possible directions of the arc between the nodes. The graphs resulting from this system are however undirected. It would be possible to have weighted arcs in the graph, corresponding to the frequencies of collocational pairs, but this has not been implemented in the present system. The adjacency lists derived from (4) are shown in (7).

(7) **Adjacency lists**

- kiwifruit(I, berr, commercial, develop)
- berr(kiwifruit)
- commercial(kiwifruit)
- develop(kiwifruit)
- flesh(green)
- green(flesh)
- I(kiwifruit, New_Zealand)
- New_Zealand(I)

5 Graph-Drawing

The last step in the algorithm is the drawing of a graph. Automatic drawing of graphs by means of a computer is a demanding task, especially if the work, as in the present case, is to be done on a PC. We have, however, been able to find a satisfactory solution.

The program consists of two main parts. The first one finds the areas and subareas that together build up the graph. It tries to avoid crossing arcs, but if that is not possible, the program finds the best places to add 'pseudo-nodes', i.e. crossings. Its output is a 'road description' of the graph. The second part of the program performs the computationally heavy task of actually drawing the graph, laying it out nicely on the screen or in a file that can be stored or printed out on paper.

The first part of the program was originally written by Boris Prochaska as a part of his examination at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm (Prochaska 1988), and the second part was written by Sten-Erik Bergner, who was Boris' supervisor during his examination job at Ericsson Telecom. Their version of the program is written in PSL-Lisp and had to be rewritten in GC-Lisp, a subset of Common Lisp, for use on PCs. This non-trivial job has been undertaken by Sune Magnberg, whose programming skills, earlier knowledge of graph theory, and general combination of inventiveness and patience, made the job of transporting the 'portable' Lisp possible.

The result of all this is a graphic representation of the lemmas and relations that have a high frequency in a given text and, for that reason, can be assumed
to have strong connections to what the text is about. The graph that, by means of the described system, can be automatically derived from the text in Appendix A is shown in (8), while (9) is the first expansion of that graph (cf. (5)).
6 Concluding Remarks

These graphs support in principle the same inferences as did the lists of pairs, but in a neater way. The kind of relations that are signalled by the arcs varies considerably and is left to the human user to guess—at the risk of making mistakes. A very natural question to ask is whether all this apparatus gives anything more than would a simple list of high-frequency words. My impression is that it does. Below is a list of the 9 most frequent lemmatized content words in the text, all lemmas with a frequency of 4 or higher. The list should be compared to the words of the adjacency lists, (7), and to the full text in Appendix A.

(10) Content words from Kiwi-text, lemmatized and sorted according to frequency

13 kiwifruit
10 New_Zealand
5 berr
5 ship
4 Chinese
4 vine
4 I
4 lemon
4 market

Kiwifruit, New_Zealand, berry/ies, and I are also represented among the eight lemmas picked out by the graph-constructing algorithm and the graph clearly shows their centrality. The graph also shows commercial and development as highly central, while the descriptions green and flesh are shown to be somewhat less central. The pure frequency statistics, however, has it that ship/ping, Chinese, and lemon are quite as important as market and vine. But the article (in Appendix A) is certainly not about the shipping of Chinese lemons, it is a subjectively colored boasting about the commercial success of kiwifruit and all that this has meant to New Zealand, interspersed with lyric bursts about the look and taste of the berry. There is no doubt that this is more clearly signalled by the graph than by the frequency list, although both representations need a good deal of human inference making to be added.

The results have not yet been independently evaluated, but the method has been applied to several Swedish texts. Three short Swedish texts are shown in Appendix B and their corresponding graphs in Appendix C. One very interesting finding is that the method seems to be utterly impossible on literary texts, but okey on others. Why this is so is something that has to be investigated more closely. It must also be investigated for which text types the method is best suited and under what circumstances it runs a risk of being seriously misleading.

Another step would be to try the method under realistic circumstances in connection with information retrieval. The idea is something like this: The user sits at a terminal and types in a search question, either in natural language, in which case it has to be parsed, or as a set of key words with or without Boolean operators. The key words are then matched against graphs that have
been previously derived from the texts in the data base to be searched. If the search question was in natural language, the presence of interrelations between key words can also be checked. A measure for when a graph is 'satisfactorily similar' to the information derived from the search question must be defined. Next, one selected graph at a time will be shown on the screen and the user can choose if she/he wants to have the full text. In doubtful cases it may be possible to get one or more of the expansions in order to get a broader basis for decisions. The search can also be carried out in such a way that graphs that are judged as relevant can be used for deriving new, conjoined graphs.

If these ideas can be developed to work well, the practical usefulness of the content graphs is clear, but among the most thrilling questions are why the method works when it works, and why it doesn't work when it doesn't. This is as yet far from clear.
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A The Captivating Kiwifruit

Thirty years ago, growing up in New Zealand, I often sliced into a brown berry that looked like a duck's egg in a bristly hair skirt. Repulsive? Not really, for I knew a secret: The berry's odd appearance disguised an equally exotic interior, a sunburst of neat white streaks radiating from a creamcolored core, past tiny black seeds and into shimmering green flesh (above). Sweet-tart in taste, it seemed a succulent blend of strawberry, banana, melon, and pineapple flavors. Delicious! I loved the kiwifruit.

I still do, and today this peculiar product of a woody vine is captivating palates outside New Zealand at an extraordinary pace. In 1986 more than a billion kiwifruit, once called Chinese gooseberries, were tucked into trays and shipped to at least 30 nations. Thousands of acres are newly planted each year in a dozen or more countries, including the United States, France, Japan, and Italy, the leading producers after New Zealand. This universal success has uniquely New Zealand roots. The kiwifruit's conversion to a commercial crop occurred in New Zealand, and its name—coined in the 1950s as a marketing tactic—conjures up both that likable country and its whimsical, flightless native bird, renowned for oversize eggs and hairlike brown feathers. Moreover, exports of the fuzzy, four-ounce berry are increasingly important to New Zealand's economy and the creator of more millionaires than anything else in my homeland's history.

The only fruit with such bright green flesh, the kiwifruit is one of just a handful of food plants domesticated within the past thousand years. Originating in the Yangtze Valley, it has long been a favorite of the Chinese, glorified in poetry as early as the eighth century. Chinese peasants still gather the wild fruit for sale in rural markets.

The transformation of a small, hard, and wild Chinese berry into fleshier, tastier kiwifruit began about 1904, when a traveler returned from a China visit with seeds for Alexander Allison, a nurseryman on New Zealand's North Island. In the following three decades he and other gardeners developed superior kiwifruit vines through careful selection, pruning, and grafting. Most of these early fanciers were as much interested in the vine's showy white blossoms and attractive fan-shaped leaves as in its berries.

Kiwifruit farming got its commercial start in the 1930s, most successfully at Te Puke on the North Island's east coast. The late James MacLoughlin became the father of the modern kiwifruit—and ultimately a millionaire—by chance.

After he lost his job as a shipping clerk during the Great Depression, Jim's wife's aunt invited them to stay on her lemon orchard at Te Puke. "Later the bottom fell out of the lemon market," he told me, "but a neighbor sold the kiwifruit from a single plant for five pounds (then worth about $20 U.S.). To me that was a lot of money, so I risked putting in half an acre of them."

Luckily for MacLoughlin, the warm, wet climate and volcanic soil at Te Puke favored his vines. Neighbors soon launched their own commercial orchards, which further expanded during World War II when GIs stationed in New Zealand developed a taste for kiwifruit. Then chance intervened again. In 1952 an English fruit importer ordered a shipment of New Zealand lemons. "To fill spare space in the ship, we included ten cases of
kiwifruit,” Jim MacLoughlin explained. “A dock strike delayed the ship five weeks and the lemons arrived rotten, but the kiwifruit were in perfect shape.” They sold well, and New Zealanders suddenly realized that they’d opened a world market.

B Swedish Texts

Text 1

Rudi och Renate hyr en liten stuga ovanför sjön, fast de har visst aldrig råd att betala den. Där finns ett rum och kök.


Solen skiner rakt in i köket. Rudi visar sina bilder, Malin röker pipa och ler så gott när hon ser tavlorna och Rudi pratar så mycket att jag slipper.

(Göran Tunström: Prästungen)

Text 2

Metropolen Oslo får en ny profil


Nordens högsta hotell, en kongresshall med plats för 10 000 åskådare och Europas längsta gågata under tak är några av de projekt som redan är i full gång.


Aker Brygge med sin kombination av butiker, restauranger, teater och kontor i läckra omgivningar vid hamnen har blivit något som Osloborna stolt visar upp för tillresande. En bärande tanke har varit att öppna staden mot fjorden igen. Biltrafiken ska läggas så mycket som möjligt i tunnlar.

(DN 1987-12-05)

Text 31

Om batterier och batteribyte

Låt inte ett kvartsur som stannat bli liggande. Batteriet kan börja läcka och skada din klocka.

Vågar man då byta batteri själv?

Några få klockor har ett särskilt batterifack med lock, se bruksanvisningen. Då är det möjligt att själv byta batteri, men eftersom det kan vara svårt att få locket tättslutande igen efter bytet, är det klokt att ändå anlita fackmännen.
Det är också viktigt att du får rätt sorts batteri och inte ett som är avsett för fotoartiklar eller hörapparater. Då gäller inte garantin som de flesta tillverkare av urbatterier ger.

På de flesta klockor måste boetten öppnas vid batteribyte. Då fordras specialverktyg och stor försiktighet för att inte elektroniken ska ta skada. Och det är viktigt att boetten sluter ordentligt tätt efter batteribytet.

Det är ett arbete du ska överlåta till en fackman.

C Conceptual Graphs of the Swedish Texts

Text 1

Text2
Gregers Koch

Computational Man-Machine Interaction in Simple Natural Language

Abstract

For a wide variety of semantic theories we shall present a common method of calculating the semantic representation when starting from the input text and a grammar covering the syntactic description of the text. It appears that the so-called data-flow trees play a huge and central role in this kind of analysis and translation into a semantic representation. The method here seems particularly well fit for the analysis of natural language queries to database systems. The considerations here are rather tentative and reflect research in progress.

Introduction

This paper investigates methods and tools for developing a specific kind of model of human language learning capability, by presenting a performative simulation model (here termed a computational logico-semantic induction system [16, 18]).

The same methods and tools may be applied for the purpose of implementing a wide variety of computational systems including certain kinds of rule-based expert systems and certain kinds of modern grammars (in particular the so-called unification grammars) [17].

The advantage of logico-semantic induction is its applicability in the context of constructing natural language interfaces as well as a variety of other user-friendly types of interfaces to expert systems and other computer systems.

We are studying the problem of constructing language acquisition models from specific data. That is, we could be claimed to be modelling an extremely advanced type of information processing systems, viz. human beings in the role of acquiring language capabilities. However, we are modelling the performative aspects only. No claim whatsoever is made as to the possible descriptive power of the resulting models from a psychological point of view (so we might call it purely antropomorphic information technology).

The focus of this paper is on logico-semantic induction which is a method for the systematic pattern identification and extraction in linguistic data sequences,
in particular at a semantic and a combined syntactic and logical level of interpretation. It provides a means for the automated analysis of verbal protocols, and it constitutes a method for the automated construction of a logico-semantic parser.

Logico-Semantic Induction and its automated variant Computational Logico-Semantic Induction designate a completely new method from the area of logic programming and natural language processing. In contrast to the majority of other inductive approaches the method here does not deal with induction in a space of possible assertions but instead with induction in a space of possible logico-semantic representations. Here is given a short introduction to the concepts. A more comprehensive discussion by this author may be found elsewhere.

The particular kind of inductive inference that we have in mind may be illustrated by means of a diagram. Along the first axis we shall map all the possible assertions or utterances (in some suitable encoding), and along the second axis we shall map all possible representations within the framework of a particular representational notation (and similarly in a suitable encoding). A semantic theory will then occur in the shape of a mapping from the axis of utterances into the axis of representations (as long as we presuppose unambiguity, otherwise it will be generalised to a relation).

For example, we might from the following facts

- crow number 1 is black
- crow number 2 is black
- crow number 3 is black
- etc.

make the attempt to induce the following more general assertion: [2]

all crows are black.

The type of induction advocated here is of a different kind: From the following conventions

- text E1 has the logico-semantic representation F1
- text E2 has the logico-semantic representation F2
- text E3 has the logico-semantic representation F3
- etc.

we should like to find a (possibly very limited) linguistic universe L and a (logical) program P such that for each text e in L its corresponding logico-semantic representation f is the result (output) of executing the program P with the given e as input. Here the example texts E1, E2, E3 etc. are all included in the linguistic universe L.

Computational Logico-Semantic Induction may be considered a generalisation of the old concept grammatical inference that may be characterised as a kind of computational syntactic induction [11].

The possibility of automation is discussed in considerable detail. The implementation of computational semantic induction has to do with the construction
of a kind of blackbox to accept a traditional syntactic description of a linguistic universe. Besides the blackbox must accept as input a finite set of pairs \(<e_k, f_k>\) where \(e_k\) is a text from the linguistic universe, and \(f_k\) is the intended semantic representation corresponding to the input \(e_k\). For instance, the \(f_k\) may be in the form of a logical formula or a logical code. Output from the blackbox should be a program that translates linguistic input \(e\) into logical output \(f\) where especially the input \(e_k\) gives the output \(f_k\). Here is required a complete match with the given examples.

Some possible principles for such a blackbox are discussed. These principles are clarified by application to a few small sample texts. We conclude that this new concept of computational logico-semantic induction is extraordinarily promising.

This paper contains a brief discussion and sketches a solution. A more comprehensive discussion is in preparation [13, 14, 16].

Here we are concerned exclusively with parsing or textual analysis. Analogous considerations can be made concerning textual synthesis or generation.

This work on computational logico-semantic induction was performed under heavy influence by some of the leading approaches within logic grammars like those of A. Colmerauer [3, 4], V. Dahl [7, 8, 9], F. Pereira [23, 24, 25], P. Saint-Dizier [27, 28], and M. McCord [21, 22].

It may really be seen as an attempt to unify some rather diverging tendencies in the philosophy of language, namely Creswell's lambda-calculatoric theory [5, 6] and some montagovian ones [19, 10], and on the other hand, the first order logical theories from logic grammars [12, 16]. The contribution here seems to support any of these theories.

As an example we may investigate the following English sentence

(1) Mary believes that Peter loved a woman

Within the limits of a modestly extended first order predicate calculus we may assign to the sentence the following two interpretations or logico-semantic representations, respectively:

(2) \(\exists y[\text{woman}(y) \& \text{believe}(\text{pres}, \text{mary}, \text{love}(\text{past}, \text{peter}, y))]\)

(3) \(\text{believe}(\text{pres}, \text{mary}, \exists y[\text{woman}(y) \& \text{love}(\text{past}, \text{peter}, y)])\)

An absolutely central problem of semantics (here called the logico-semantic problem) is to assign to each input text from the appropriate linguistic universe one or several formalized semantic representations. As formalizations we will here consider only logical formulae belonging to some particular logical calculus (like definite clauses or Horn clauses, first order predicate logic, some extended first order predicate logics, the lambda calculi, and Montague's intensional logic [19]).

The principles of implementation are quite clear and fairly well developed, as may be seen by studying the example below (another example may be found in [16]). But as far as an actual implementation is concerned, we are working on it albeit in a rather slow pace (due to lack of resources).
A Small Example

Now time is probably ripe to investigate the example mentioned above. This may be seen as a further development of the ideas discussed in [16]. If the syntactic description is the following little grammar

(4) Sent $\rightarrow$ Np Vp  
    Np $\rightarrow$ Det Noun $|$ Prop  
    Vp $\rightarrow$ Tv Np $|$ Vp-s that S

(in the last production rule we have used a categorial grammar notation) then we may look for a representative, also called an exhaustive text. Such an exhaustive sample text may be the following:

Mary believes that Peter loved a woman

Within the chosen semantic representational notation (a predicate calculus of arbitrary high order, PC$^\omega$) we may prefer to use a kind of generalised quantifiers for representing some (two) possible interpretations of the sample text in the following way:

(5) a(y,woman(y),believe(pres,mary,love(past,peter,y)))  
(6) believe(pres,mary,a(y,woman(y),love(past,peter,y)))

The two interpretations deviate by one having as a presupposition the existence of such a female and the other not having that presupposition. Montague grammars like PTQ would obtain the same distinction.

If we choose to consider the first formula (5) to be the intended representation, the method here will lead in a mechanical fashion to the logic program shown below (7), written in the form of a logic grammar.

The program constitutes just a syntactical description augmented with attributes or decorations as may be seen by ignoring the functional arguments (then quite simply the grammar of (4) occurs).

Let us see what happens more precisely in our method. The intended resulting formula (5) should be represented as a tree structure like that in figure 1. Then the following steps should be performed:

Step 1: Enumerate the boxes in the intended result structure. (In our example this means that the boxes will get the numbers from 1 to 7, as in figure 1).

Step 2: Construct the syntactic structure (by performing parsing or syntactic analysis).

Step 3: Create a match between the result structure and the syntactic structure. More precisely, make a connection from a numbered box in the result structure to the lexical category in the syntax structure to which the word (lexical or syncategorematic) belongs. This is an indication of the vertex in the syntax tree where that fraction of the result structure
having the relevant word as its top vertex, is being constructed as the result attribute of the vertex.

Step 4: Construct the flow from the so-called focus variables (form a new variable for each Np phrase, as in figure 2).

Step 5: Construct the flow in the lexical rules.

Step 6: Connect each pair of numbers corresponding to an edge in the result structure (here the tree structure should be respected, as in figure 3 where the following pairs are connected: 7–6, 5–4, 6–4, 3–2, 4–2, 2–1).

Step 7: Check the consistency concerning arity and local flow.

In our example the augmented syntactic structure will be like figure 3.

The resulting logic grammar will be the following:

\[(7)\] \[S(V,W,U) \rightarrow Np(X,Y,Z),Vp(X,W,V,U)\]
\[Np(X,Y,Z) \rightarrow Prop(X)\]
\[Np(X,Z,W) \rightarrow D(X,Y,Z,W),N(X,Y)\]
\[Vp(Y,X1,Y1,V) \rightarrow Vp-s(X,Y,Z,W),[that],S(W,Z,V)\]
\[Vp(Y,W,V,U) \rightarrow Tv(X,Y,Z,W),Np(Z,V,U)\]
\[D(X,Y,Z,a(X,Y,Z)) \rightarrow [a]\]
\[D(X,Y,Z,every(X,Y,Z)) \rightarrow [every]\]
Concluding Remarks and Perspectives

As to which representation languages are acceptable with respect to this method, there seems to be a high degree of freedom so that we seem to be near the implementation of a general information theoretical or computer science paradigm like this:

Anyway, there exists a requirement that a kind of homomorphy property, a kind of compositionality should be available in the relationship between input and output. One or another variant of Frege’s principle of compositionality should be obtained:

To the extent that our rules are of the form

\[ p_0(G(y_1,\ldots,y_n)) \rightarrow p_1(y_1,\ldots,p_n(y_n)) \]

we know about the semantic representation function Sem that

\[ \text{Sem}(P_0) = G(\text{Sem}(P_1),\ldots,\text{Sem}(P_n)) \]

where \( P_0 = P_1 \supset P_2 \supset \cdots \supset P_n \)

provided that \( P_k \) is the fragment of the input text belonging to the syntax category \( p_k \) for all \( k \in \{0,1,\ldots,n\} \).

And this property is precisely one way of expressing Fregean compositionality.

One perspective of this approach is that it allows a generalisation into what we tend to call computational logico-semantic abstraction [18]. In this context it is profitable to make use of certain results from the modern computer science disciplines of logic programming, attribute grammars, and denotational semantic theories.

Another perspective concerns automated learning. Computational logico-semantic induction has the property that the system will be able to improve its linguistic performance (i.e., handling new information of a semantic nature) by adoption from a single occurrence of a grammatical rule. That must be effective automated learning par excellence!

So, besides concluding that the method of logico-semantic induction is not only new but also promising we are able to discuss AI-problems related to inductive learning from the following perspective: inductive reasoning as a way of managing linguistic information in logical systems. Hence in this case it is not really a question of empirical information, and of course its relationship to AI is always arguable (what is the precise content of AI?), but a surprisingly high degree of automated learning is actually obtainable.
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Criteria for Computational Models of Morphology: The Two-Level Model as an NLP Framework

Abstract

Computational models of morphology are best seen not as morphological models but rather as natural language processing frameworks which can express descriptions in the style of one morphological model or the other, and even go further, but without necessarily being bound by "purely" theoretical considerations. Criteria for their adequacy can be derived by treating them (together with the linguistic descriptions that are expressed in their formalisms) as NLP systems, for which a number of goals can be stated, among which are sufficient coverage, efficiency, augmentability and flexibility. The two-level model (TWOL) of Kimmo Koskenniemi is the main object of attention in this article and examples of its applicability to Bulgarian morphology are presented.

1 Introduction

The criteria for what a "morphological model" should be able to account for, and the manner in which this should be done, have risen high during the past few years in accordance with the situation in the neighbouring linguistic "levels" of syntax and semantics. Apart from the traditional requirements for linguistic felicity ("capturing the generalizations"), rigour, and simplicity, opinions are being expressed that a morphological model should be general, (understood as universal), explanatory and even psychologically real. Now far from doubting the plausibility of these requirements, I feel that they tend to place the models of human language provided by the field of computational linguistics in a rather unfavourable light. This is especially relevant for computational morphology, which only during this decade seems to have "stepped out from the cradle", as for example Lars Borin (p.c.) has implied. And instead of being blindly critical and sceptical towards its potentials, (which "linguists proper" often tend to be
towards computational linguistics in general, as a form of self-defence), isn’t it best to watch its first steps carefully, with a helpful hand where it can be lent?

If in the previous paragraph I have suggested the picture of computational morphology, and more concretely of its best known representative, the two-level model, (first presented in (Koskenniemi 1983) and most often abbreviated TWOL), as a clumsy, stumbling baby, then I have gone too far in my manner of expression. Nothing can be further from the truth considering the enormous amount of attention and subsequent work that Koskenniemi’s dissertation unleashed. Hardly a conference can go by—including this one—without a few contributions pointing out TWOL’s achievements—or deficiencies, and in the best case offering improvements or alternatives, e.g. (Sproat and Brunson 1987, Bear 1988, Kataja and Koskenniemi 1988, Calder 1989). But even these can without doubt fall at the hand of the theoretical linguist who will not fail to see the inadequacy of Bear’s reintroducing the notion of “negative rule features”, or of Calder’s “string equations”. As the last author himself carefully states: “... one may justifiably have reservations about introducing string equations into linguistic descriptions.” (Calder 1989:62).

In this paper I wish to propose what I think is a more “constructive” view of the aims of computational morphology, which is also more or less applicable to the field of (computational) natural language processing in general. I will argue that there are a number of properties, which can help us compare, evaluate and develop models in a more short-term perspective so that one need not necessarily be overwhelmed by the “theoretical argument” from the beginning. In my opinion a computational model that finds the best combination of these properties, has also the best chances of being theoretically significant as well, though this is a somewhat controversial matter. A viewpoint that is at least less controversial is that the goals of computational and theoretical linguistics differ. Shieber (1987), for example, has claimed that these differences, especially concerning “restrictiveness”, are so essential that from a computational perspective one is more interested in what the linguistic theories say than how they say it and that it is meaningful to try to separate theories (“how”) from their analyses (“what”) and concentrate on the latter in computational models.

I would like to continue on this line of thought with one substantial difference: while Shieber discusses models in their property of being “computer tools for linguistics”, I regard them as potential candidates for becoming language theories on their own. This difference is illustrated in the choice of model to exemplify the issues under discussion: in Shieber’s case this is the formalism of PATR-II, while I will use the two-level model. I will be presupposing at least some previous knowledge of it.

2 Computational Models as NLP Frameworks

I believe that one could say that the aims of computational and theoretical linguistics eventually converge, namely to gain a better understanding of the nature of human language and of its user. Still they differ in their methods.
Computational linguistics (partly because of utilitarian reasons) is much more inclined to use the trial-and-error approach, starting with a fragment and then augmenting it; taking some categories for granted, (phonemes, for example) as "working hypotheses", if they facilitate the overall work of the system. This is so because the short-term goal of computational linguistics is the construction of a natural language processing system, no matter if it does or does not model human language processing at a sufficiently theoretical level. On the other hand it is theoretical linguistics that should stand for the "conceptual insights", the new ideas and the quest for linguistic universals. Of course, the closer the connection between computational and theoretical linguistics, the better, but at least to begin with, this is not a necessity.

What I'm aiming at is to say that computational and theoretical models should not be considered on a par. A computational model is both less and more than a theoretical one. Less, because it is the backbone of a system and thus is subjected to the limitations I mentioned above, i.e. working hypotheses, fragments etc. More, because if it is flexible enough it could permit several theoretical models to be implemented (simulated) within it. So the question whether TWOL is a morphological model or not, is not all that relevant. As to whether it is "general" and in what sense, I will come to that later. Right now an important (in my opinion) question arises, namely:

If at least the short term aims of computational and theoretical linguistics split, then what are to be the criteria for, let us say "evaluating", computational models (theories, formalisms—the terminology varies) for morphology in particular, and natural language in general? There is no simple answer to this question. As a half year's survey of the relevant literature, reported in (Zlatev et al. 1989) and (Sågvall-Hein et al. 1989), has managed to convince us—opinions differ. We came to believe that in order to come to more abstract things such as desiderata, requirements etc. for the models, one should start with something more concrete. The key lies in what I mentioned above was one of the first aims of computational linguistics, and definitely the first of its more practically oriented sub-branch, Natural Language Processing (NLP): the creation of an NLP system.

Now what kind of animal is that? This need hardly be defined for "insiders", but for someone unfamiliar with the jargon in the field, it should be enough to say that an NLP system can be regarded as a unity of (at least) the following elements: (1) an implementable formalism, (2) a processing mechanism, and (3) linguistic knowledge expressed in the formalism. (1) and (2) together make up the computational model or—using a term more neutral to the computational/theoretical dichotomy which I myself introduced—an NLP framework. (3) is the language description. The three are as I said interdependent, but to different degrees in different systems.
3 Viewing TWOL as an NLP Framework

The main advantage in viewing computational models of natural language and of morphology in particular as NLP frameworks comes from the fact that it is possible to formulate relatively clearly what goals NLP systems should aim at. Then one could continue “bottom-up” to state “criteria” on how the models should be shaped in order to correspond to these goals. Consequently these are criteria of a practical nature which are not “theoretically bound” to begin with. Most interestingly, however, they have implications which are highly compatible with linguistically motivated considerations. I will come to this in the last section.

A computational model such as TWOL may be seen as providing the framework for an NLP system. It still remains to be “filled” with the concrete linguistic knowledge. Now the first question that arises is: how much knowledge can be expressed in the framework? The first goal for an NLP system is that this knowledge is sufficient for current purposes, or alternatively formulated, that it has sufficient coverage.

3.1 Sufficient Coverage

If a description of a certain fragment of one or several languages can be made so that the system “works” as intended with respect to this fragment, then the framework can be regarded as expressive enough in relation to this fragment. Thus one may say that an NLP framework is weakly complete (in Shieber’s terminology) if and only if it provides a system with the linguistic coverage necessary for the given purposes.

TWOL has been applied to substantial fragments of the inflectional morphology of a number of languages ranging from Finnish (1983) to Japanese (Alam 1983) and Old Church Slavonic (Lindstedt 1986). Now while this implies that the TWOL-framework is general in the sense that it has a potentially large coverage, it does not mean that TWOL is “general” in the sense that it can be applied to all of the world’s languages and their morphology - inflectional and derivational (where this distinction exists), i.e. that it is a universal morphological model. It is rather a matter of degree: TWOL is “better” than most other models because it has been applied to larger fragments of single languages, e.g. “an (almost) full description (of all the forms of all inflectional types)” (Koskenniemi 1983:125) and because it has been applied to more languages. But then, what more is needed? The fact that the morphology of for example Kubachi (cf. Johannessen, this volume) yields difficulties, doesn’t make TWOL a less suitable framework for the description of, let’s say, Bulgarian inflection. This only means that the morphologies of the two languages are different—the opposite would be surprising. However, if one by a “general” framework means one that can provide adequate descriptions for all language types: agglutinating, isolating, inflecting, etc. then more is to be desired. This falls, in my opinion, not under the goal of coverage but of flexibility, which will be discussed further on.

Let us be more concrete. In (Zlatev 1988) I have given what I think is a complete description of Bulgarian nominal inflection in terms of the original
TWOL, i.e. as presented in (Koskenniemi 1983). Bulgarian morphology is very well developed and poses some non-trivial problems for any linguistic description, computational or not, such as extensive allomorphy and morphophonemic alternations within the stems. TWOL has proved quite satisfactory in describing both, with its finite-state lexicon and two-level rules, respectively. The demonstrative pronouns, however, display an “irregular” internal inflection, which in the original (Pascal) format of the lexicon gives no other opportunity for description than the following, which is far from elegant,

\[ \text{t} \quad \text{o-a-ov-e/P} \quad \text{"PRON DEM IDENT"} \]

with ‘t’ as the “invariant stem” (I have stuck to the principle: “One entry per Stem” so as to avoid masking some problematical areas through listing) and the continuation class o-a-ov-e/P which is the name of a mini-lexicon with the following content:

LEXICON o-a-ov-e/P
- ozi # "MASC SING";
- azi # "FEM SING";
- ova # "NEUTR SING";
- ezi # "PLUR"

If this had been the regular pattern for inflection in Bulgarian, then a possible computational description in the form of a system of intersecting lexicons—as those presented in (Kataja and Koskenniemi 1988) for the non-concatenative morphology of Semitic languages—would have been necessary (and probably sufficient). However, since the number of mini-lexicons of the kind shown above is 5 altogether and all other types fall neatly into the finite-state pattern, a compromise seems to be the best solution: I consider TWOL expressive enough, i.e. sufficient for current purposes, and decide to leave the description at that.

What if I decide to treat derivational morphology as well? Five classes of Bulgarian pro-forms seem to be readily describable as a derivational pattern which is something of the sort:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{INTERROGATIVE} & + & \text{to} = \text{RELATIVE} \\
\hline
\text{INDEFINITE} & = & \text{nÅ} + | \text{kakvy} \\
\text{NEGATIVE} & = & \text{ni} + | \text{koga} \\
\text{GENERALIZING} & = & \text{vsÅ} + | \text{kak} \\
\hline
A & B & C
\end{array}
\]

That is, the interrogative pro-forms (B), act as the “base”, which together with the appropriate “prefix”, build respectively indefinite, negative and generalizing pro-forms (A), and with the “suffix” ‘to’ (which is actually the postponed definite article for nouns and adjectives of neuter gender)—relative pro-forms (C). However, if we try to express this simple pattern in a finite-state lexicon then we will also derive ungrammatical word-forms such as *nÅkako, *nikakyvo etc., i.e. overgeneration. The reason is that if a finite-state mechanism allows
AB and BC, then it must also allow ABC, which in this case we want to forbid. Similar problems with the English prefix un-, are discussed in (Karttunen and Wittenburg 1983).

Now does this mean that we have found a point where TWOL is not sufficient in terms of coverage and an argument that it is inapplicable to Bulgarian as well as possibly the derivational morphology of most languages?

To some extent—yes. For practical purposes we may double the entries of type B in the lexicon, so that we have B' and then connect the mini-lexicons, to get AB and B'C (for example). But this is a kind of "solution" that would lead us back to where we started, and it is in some sense even worse than listing the different word-forms—it is absurd that we should have to go all this way only to start duplicating entries. (Here I'm not concerned with matters of efficiency—but these are of course more than relevant as well.)

There are, however, two other much better ways out. One would be to replace the finite-state lexicon component with a phrase-structure one, which furthermore can use a feature-matching (unification) mechanism which would guarantee that only the grammatical forms are generated. For example the problem I mentioned above can be resolved the following way:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PRO(IND)} & \rightarrow n\overline{A} + \text{PRO(INT)} \\
\text{PRO(NEG)} & \rightarrow ni + \text{PRO(INT)} \\
\text{PRO(GEN)} & \rightarrow vs\overline{A} + \text{PRO(INT)} \\
\text{PRO(REL)} & \rightarrow \text{PRO(INT)} + to
\end{align*}
\]

An alternative—without increasing the expressive power of the formalism—is to use the model's two-level rules in order to block out ungrammaticalities. In the case above one must use at least two "diacritic characters", let us say, @ and # (which must be clearly defined as bearers of morphological features and have nothing to do with phonology) and associate them with the entries of type A and C, respectively. Then a rule can be stated which would prevent their co-occurrence, (the operator /<= means "is disallowed" and what follows is the context which characterises all Bulgarian interrogatives, followed by the "relative sign"):

\[
(2) \quad @ \quad /<= \quad _k V C (V) (C) #
\]

Both (1) and (2) should have the same effect, and which one would be preferred is largely a matter of how they influence the goals to be discussed below, namely efficiency and augmentability.

### 3.2 Efficiency

Efficiency is something that concerns not only NLP systems for practical purposes, but theoretical ones as well, since all interesting applications of computational techniques to natural languages involve fragments that go beyond vocabularies of several hundred words and a predetermined number of sentences.
It is not hard to believe that it is just this criterion that has been the main reason for TWOL's popularity rather than its linguistic characteristics. The restrictiveness of the formalism gives the opportunity of extremely efficient implementations in which the lexicon has the form of a word tree and the rules—finite-state transducers. This has brought about the possibility of constructing systems with lexicons of tens of thousands of stems which can process text corpora and return analyses with morphological features at a speed of up to 100 word-forms a minute (Fred Karlsson p.c.)

I don’t intend to indulge in this matter since I’m no expert. Still, the interdependency of system efficiency and other goals must be pointed out. For example, when it comes to choosing between the two solutions to the coverage problem which I discussed above, one would probably adopt the second alternative—that with the disallowing rule—if abandoning the finite-state format of the lexicon is likely to slow down implementations drastically. And this would be a reasonable move—as long as it doesn’t get in the way of the next goal.

### 3.3 Augmentability

An NLP system is said to be augmentable if it can be improved with regard to each of its subcomponents—formalism, processing mechanism and linguistic description. Even if the first two are far from unchangeable, they are nevertheless more stable than the third, the development of which is by its nature an incremental and interactive process, which goes through loops, dead ends, partial solutions, gradual generalizations etc., until it reaches a provisionally stable level, and then again must be such that it is possible to develop it when the need arises. For this reason it is central that the formalism is perspicuous—a quite informal criterion, but nevertheless an important one.

I have already discussed questions pertaining to the TWOL lexicon component so I will take a few examples from the “heart” of the model—the two-level rules. Before a compiler for them existed, it was a cumbersome affair to translate into transducers even the simplest rules. The TWOL compiler (Karttunen et al. 1987) was a great advance in this respect. It gives the opportunity for a quite general morphophonemic rule to be formulated as simply as this, (FrontV is defined as I,E):}

(3) "Palatalization of Velars"

\[
Cx: Cy \iff \_ \{(V:0) \text{ FrontV:}
\]

\[
\text{where Cx in (k g x)}
\]

\[
\text{Cy in (c z s)}
\]

\[
\text{matched ;}
\]

The reading is (for one unfamiliar with the notation): “lexical k is realized as surface c; lexical g as surface z and lexical x as surface s, if and only if they are followed by an optional lexical vowel which is realized as nothing (because of another rule), and a lexical front vowel (realized as anything on the surface level)”. It will account for example for the following pairs. (The second example shows how productive the rule is!)
Lexical representation: r y k a E  (hand + PL)
Surface representation: r y c e

Lexical representation: h o t d o g I  (hotdog + PL)
Surface representation: h o t d o z i

One of the reasons why such rules are more perspicuous than for example rules of generative phonology is that they are purely declarative statements which need not take into consideration any requirements of ordering and the complex interactions that go with it. It is first after compilation (into finite-state transducers) that they gain their procedural interpretation.

Another factor that makes it easier for a TWOL system to be augmented is the lexicon/rules distinction itself, which is an example of the positive consequences of modularity. For example even if new inflectional and derivational types are eventually discovered, the lexicon can be changed, but if a rule—as the one above—is general enough, then it need not be “tinkered with” at all, but can safely apply on the new lexical information.

Now, the rule as I stated it above is actually different from that in (Zlatev 1988) in that it does not use any diacritic characters which have the function of “morpheme boundaries”, “triggers”, “blockers” etc. The point is that such characters work against the perspicuity of the formalism and thus against the augmentability of the system. For example in (Zlatev 1988:33) I wrote: “The operational lexicon can be augmented with new lexical stems which only have to be given the appropriate continuation classes (and if necessary to use the diacritics in the right positions)”. It is just these “right positions”, which would make it so hard for anyone else than myself to develop the system.

3.4 Flexibility

The goal of flexibility is close to that of augmentability discussed above, but concerns the ability of change not only for the sake of improvement, but as a value in itself.

There are different levels of flexibility. One is the hardware dimension: a system should preferably be independent of any particular type of machine. The recent “emancipation” of the TWOL compiler from the demanding environment of Lisp-machines, i.e. the existence of a compiler running on the more powerful models of Apple Macintosh (Kimmo Koskenniemi p.c.) may be considered in this respect as a step in the right direction.

Another aspect of flexibility is with regard to software: a system should not in any major degree depend on a particular programming language. The fact that modern programming languages have equivalent absolute expressive power, i.e. that they are Turing equivalent, doesn’t mean that they are functionally and notationally so (cf. Shieber 1987) and it is sometimes easy to fall for the “procedural seduction” of computational linguistics that Kaplan (1987) discusses, e.g. to depend on PROLOG’s backtracking mechanism or on Lisp’s evaluation procedures. TWOL has been implemented in Pascal (Koskenniemi 1983), Common Lisp (Gajek et al 1983), Interlisp-D (Dalrymple et al 1987) and C (Kimmo
Koskenniemi p.c.) which is a sign that the model is more or less independent of programming environment. Both these aspects of flexibility call for treating \textit{hard- and software independence} as a criterion in itself.

Matters of implementation, however, are not of primary interest for us here. I would actually want to “stretch” the concept of flexibility of an NLP system and interpret it as \textit{linguistic flexibility}, or in other words: the property of allowing different styles of description. It is here that the relevance of theoretical considerations is greatest. Let us look again at TWOL in a little more detail.

As familiar, TWOL can provide morphological descriptions in the style of both of the traditional morphological models “Item and Arrangement” (IA) and “Item and Process” (IP). For example considering rule (3) and the examples in 3.3. one can describe the singular and plural form of the Bulgarian lexeme ‘hotdog’ in the following way (assuming the feature-value format of the lexicon presented as an option in (Dalrymple et al 1987), though without the facilitating device of “templates”):

\begin{verbatim}
(4) hotdo [[[semantics: [meaning: 'hotdog']]
[syntax: [cat: n]
[continuation: G/Z]]].
LEXICON G/Z
g [[[semantics: [num: sg]]
[syntax: [continuation: #]]].
z [syntax :[continuation: /i]].
LEXICON /i
i [[[semantics: [num: pl]]
[syntax: [continuation: #]]].
\end{verbatim}

and alternatively:

\begin{verbatim}
(5) hotdog [[[semantics: [meaning: 'hotdog']]
[syntax: [cat: n]
[continuation: /I]]].
LEXICON /I
I [[[semantics: [num: pl]]
[syntax: [continuation: #]]].
\end{verbatim}

While (4) makes use only of the lexicon, (5) relies on the “Palatalization of Velars”-rule as well (plus a default mechanism stating that \textit{num} receives the value \textit{sg}, if unspecified).

If we have to compare the two alternatives, (5) seems to be better in almost all respects. It is not only more “elegant”, it is shorter, simpler and as I argued in the previous section this type of description is more perspicuous and modular, thus a system based on it would be more easily augmented. From a linguistic perspective (4) would simply describe ‘hotdog/hotdoz’ as allomorphs
in complementary distribution where only the second takes plural which is obligatory while (5) would furthermore incorporate the process of palatalization in the description and thus "explain" the allomorphy.

This could possibly imply that Bulgarian morphology (and probably any morphology with morphophonemic alternations) is more readily describable in terms of IP than IA. This is equivalent to saying that it could be associated with a "typological parameter" which determines the most appropriate style of description (cf. Matthews 1974:163).

However, the fact that this is an option in TWOL, which also permits descriptions of type (4)—supposedly sufficient for purely agglutinating languages—is an obvious advantage in terms of flexibility.

So TWOL can in practice fully "model" both IA and IP. The extent to which this is so is sometimes overlooked because of the fact that all implementations that I know of have used input such as book + s, instead of book + PL during generation, i.e. neglected the information in the lexicon. This should not be considered a disadvantage of the model itself, since the only reason why it hasn't been implemented is that up to now TWOL has not been used for word-form production in any larger application. Morphological conditions are furthermore expressible (and are expressed all the time) in the contexts of the rules through the diacritic signs and "morphophonemes"—just as in IP.

What about "Word and Paradigm" (WP)? The fact is that if TWOL would also be flexible enough to permit descriptions of type WP, this would improve the model in terms of perspicuity to a considerable extent. I mentioned in the previous section that for the sake of the latter, diacritic characters are best avoided. However, in eliminating the "morpheme boundary" (e.g. + or -), I had to specify that the front vowels the suffixes start with do not belong to the stem and I did that in usual manner—by using uppercase letters (i.e. I and E), which under the popular terminology usually go as "morphophonemes". Now as for example Nyman (1988) points out, these are not internal to the model in any theoretical aspect, but simply express a convenient way of encoding morphological information in segments (e.g. I = i + PL etc.) and are necessary because the two-level rules, or rather the finite-state transducers they are compiled in, operate only on segments.

Now looking at (5) above, we can furthermore see that this information is redundant, since I is specified as a plural suffix in the lexicon as well. Furthermore there must be an "ordinary i" plural suffix for adjectives such as "plax" (frightful), which do not undergo palatalization in plural form (plax/plaxi).

A possible way to preserve the efficiency that processing segmental representation provides, while avoiding inconsistencies and improving clarity would be to incorporate a WP element in the TWOL formalism. This could possibly look the following way:
hotdog {
  [semantics: [meaning: 'hotdog']]
  [syntax: [cat: n]]
  [continuation: /i]]
  (paradigm: 'HOTDOG').

LEXICON /i
  i
  [semantics: [num: pl]]
  [syntax: [continuation: #]].

The idea is that 'HOTDOG' can be defined (for example under the heading PARADIGMS) as a prototypical entry for a paradigm which undergoes an alternation—it need not be specified which, the information for this is contained in the rule—in plural form. Now the simplest way to implement this would be something like:

TRANSFORM(entry (continuation))
  IF (num (continuation)) = pl

On the other hand the set which the palatalization rule referred to could be redefined, so that it says instead:

FrontV = i + pl, e + pl.

Now if these can be compiled together, then one should be able to (though I haven't figured out a general mechanism yet) associate the value of TRANSFORM with the value of respectively i + pl and e + pl. A trivial way to do this would be to express the first after compilation as I, the second as E and TRANSFORM would then only have to be a function such as UPPERCASE. In this way the result would be the same as with "morphophonemes" but on a level that more clearly belongs to the "machines" (cf. Nyman 1988) than the present formalism. The major gain from such a strategy would be that one would not have to worry about using uppercase letters "in the right positions", or to assign different continuation classes for the same suffix—as long as one gives the right "paradigm", which seems intuitively a much easier thing to do and, at the same time, is more linguistically motivated.

If this, or some similar mechanism, existed at least as an option in TWOL (which as yet it does not), then most probably the flexibility of the overall system would be increased in a way which would also permit faster development. This could be described as a matter of economy, which may also be considered as a goal in itself, albeit mainly for practical systems.

3.5 Economy

If by "economy" we mean that both the construction and the running of a system should not be too expensive in terms of time and work then one could say that all the criteria I have discussed in the previous sub-sections, i.e. sufficient generality, perspicuity, modularity etc. can be regarded as relevant. One may further point out that for the sake of economy is is much more practical to have a system
that analyses and generates (if both are required, of course) with the same program, than to use two different ones, and this can only be achieved if the NLP framework is bidirectional.

In this respect, too, TWOL "scores a point", because the finite-state transducers are actually correspondences, not transformations, and it is as easy to go from lexical to surface form, as in the opposite direction. One drawback in all implementations up to now, as I mentioned above, is that the lexicon has only been equipped for recognition, but this should be amendable.

3.6 Psychological Plausibility

Finally I come to the controversial matter of what it means for a model to be “psychologically plausible”, and since so much has been written and said on the matter, (e.g. Linell 1979) I will try to say as little as possible. Expressed with precaution, a model may be regarded as plausible if it adheres—on some feasible level—to the psychological evidence we have of human verbal behaviour.

Obviously psychological plausibility, as a goal for an NLP system, is qualitatively different from the other goals discussed above. Firstly it concerns only systems which explicitly try to model human verbal behaviour. A great many of them—openly or not—do not aspire to do so, be it for practical or theoretical reasons (“competence models” etc.). Then it seems that such a goal would take us back to the vagueness that often characterises approaches to theoretical linguistics and that we indirectly tried to avoid by setting up all “goals” and “criteria” up to now.

This is not quite so. When I said at the beginning that I was sceptical to such maximum goals as explanatory adequacy and psychological reality in the field of computational linguistics, I tried to stress—“to begin with”. The point of laying down alternative goals was rather to give an idea of what properties formalisms or models should have in order to go beyond the limitations inherent in most current computational work with natural language. When the NLP frameworks have been developed to the degree that it becomes meaningful to ask questions pertaining matters such as plausibility and explanatory adequacy—then of course one should ask them.

TWOL seems to have been a breakthrough for computational morphology in this respect as well. One can still be critical towards it—for example concerning its stress on efficiency while somewhat neglecting perspicuity, but on the whole—as the discussion of properties 3.1–3.5 indirectly demonstrated—it provides reliable ground to build on.

Probably it has also been the first computational model of morphology to make an interesting hypothesis about human processing of morphological information. The evidence that Koskenniemi (1983) discusses is based on performance errors. It concerns the fact that speakers—mainly children and aphasics—tend to make mistakes in that they produce word-forms of more productive inflectional patterns instead of less productive ones. But errors that correspond to “automatic alternations”, i.e. phonologically motivated ones, are extremely rare. So if one describes only this type of alternations with two-level rules, the following
"error model" can be stated: "The performance errors in producing word forms are mostly faulty choices in the construction of the lexical level—there are hardly any errors in the application of the two-level rules" (Koskenniemi 1983:132). The simplicity and directness of the two-level rules in contrast with the intermediate stages and orderings of generative phonology rules make it possible to say that the TWOL framework actually predicts this error model. In this sense TWOL is more plausible than e.g. generative phonology.

4 Conclusions

In the preceding I have presented in a somewhat speculative way a number of goals for natural language processing systems. To make this less speculative I have concentrated on computational morphology and most of all on one single representative—the two-level model. The examples of Bulgarian morphology have been provided in the belief that "metatheoretical" studies in linguistics can not be carried on successfully without "anchorings" in particular languages. The choice of Bulgarian has been dictated by the fact that only there can I claim some originality.

The goals which I have brought up are of course not absolute, but I have held that they provide a good starting point for setting "standards" in computational linguistics and more specifically—in computational morphology. For each of these goals I have discussed properties of the frameworks that the systems are based on, which are necessary or simply desirable for the sake of these goals. The following table shows these once more,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOALS of NLP SYSTEMS</th>
<th>PROPERTIES of NLP FRAMEWORKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient coverage</td>
<td>Weak completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Restrictiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmentability</td>
<td>Perspicuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Declarativeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>Modularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard- and software independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linguistic flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bidirectionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological plausibility</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is the goals that are the more stable part. Different systems can lay stress on some as opposed to others but still system-goals are less controversial and less contradictory to one another. The properties, however, can interact in complex ways and sometimes work against some other goal than the one which has called for them in the first place. So there is no exact relation between goals and properties, but rather a dynamic process giving priority to some instead of others in particular cases.

Despite that, I believe that these properties can be regarded as guidelines for work in the field of computational morphology and probably in computational
linguistics as a whole, which is even more important in the absence of clear criteria for what should be considered as psychological plausibility and explanatory adequacy in the field of theoretical linguistics and the neighbouring disciplines. The question mark in the table above should signify that. Whatever its answer, I think that one could say that it is not "linguistic felicity". What is meant by this is as controversial as anything in linguistics nowadays. Unless, it is equivalent to what I have called (in 3.4.) "linguistic flexibility", i.e. the possibility of expressing language descriptions according to different types of theoretical models. However, I see this as a means for achieving the aim, not as the aim itself.

The whole point of working independently of theory is only to return to theory, but with less sectarianism and greater insight. Only this way will computational linguistics contribute to the understanding of what a psychologically plausible model should be, which is a prerequisite for approaching a model/theory of natural language that is "psychologically real". In doing so, computational linguistics is bound to come closer and probably merge with the broader paradigm of cognitive science.
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Part II

Machine Translation
How Close Can We Get to the Ideal of Simple Transfer in Multi-lingual Machine Translation (MT)?

Abstract
The ideal of simple transfer aims at restricting transfer rules to the exchange of unstructured lexical entities—the terminal leaves in the tree structure that is output from monolingual analysis. All information that is not lexicalised in the source language is represented as features to be transferred unchanged to the target language. In EUROTRA this ideal is approached through a centrally coordinated research within various phenomena which are supposed to be of translational relevance, i.e. having language specific surface manifestations. The outcome of this research ideally is to agree on a uniform treatment of these phenomena across languages, thus leading to simple transfer.

The paper makes a non-exhaustive overview over problems solved, problems under investigation, known but outstanding problems, and on this basis introduces a discussion of what will remain as unsolvable problems within an essentially sentence-based MT-system.

1 Introduction

MT-systems traditionally are classified into transfer-based systems and interlingual systems, as illustrated by figure 1 and figure 2, resp., on the next pages. The Interface Structure (IS) for some language is an annotated tree structure, where information is encoded as structure + features:

```
structure     features

A
---|---
B   C
  |   |
D   E

B = {attribute 1 = value X,
     attribute 2 = value Y,
         ...
     }
```
Figure 1: Schematic representation of transfer-based multi-lingual MT

Figure 2: Schematic representation of interlingual multi-lingual MT
EUROTRA is conceived as a transfer-based system, which may seem less appropriate for an MT system comprising 9 languages in all combinations, thus leading to the construction of 72 transfer modules on top of 9 analysis and 9 synthesis modules, instead of just having one interlingua, 9 analysis and 9 synthesis modules.

What we want to show, is that the distinction between transfer- and interlingua-based systems should not be pushed too hard, especially if an interlingua is not perceived as a natural language-like representation but as any kind of information encoding that is neutral with respect to a source language and a target language.

The ideal in transfer is sometimes described as simple lexical transfer, which means that the lexical values are the only information in the interface structure that is not shared by source and target language and which consequently has to be changed by a transfer component, whereas all other information is represented language-independently in an interlingua. Actually, the greater part of lexical transfer may also be dispensed with through the inclusion of a comprehensive terminological component that is treated interlingually.

As the IS representation may be split up into structure information and feature information, we shall treat these independently and distinguish between

1. Transfer of structure

and

2. Transfer of features

2 Transfer of Structure

Here we distinguish between three possibilities:

2.1 Simple transfer = interlingua ( = no explicit transfer)

2.2 Deletion/insertion of node
2.3 Reordering of elements

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{L1} & \text{A} & \text{L2} & \text{A'} \\
\hline
\text{B} & \text{C} & \text{B'} & \text{C'} \\
\text{D} & \text{E} & \text{D'} & \text{E'} \\
\end{array}
\]

2.1 Simple Transfer

This is the unproblematic case where there is isomorphy between source language and target language or where this isomorphy is achieved between output from source language analysis and input to target language synthesis. How this isomorphy is achieved, is described in 2.2 and 2.3 below.

2.2 Deletion/Insertion of Node

2.2.1 Direct/Indirect Government

We have to delete, respectively insert, a node in cases where we have direct government by a verb of a noun phrase in one language corresponding to indirect government through a preposition in another language, e.g.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{VP} & \text{VP} \\
\hline
\text{V} & \text{NP} & \text{V} & \text{PP} \\
\text{N} & \text{P} & \text{NP} & \text{N} \\
\end{array}
\]

EN : (He) trusted her  DA : (Han) stolede på hende

The solution is to featurise all valency bound prepositions, without regard to whether they have a correspondence or not in one or more other languages, and delete the preposition and the PP-node from the IS representation:
This featurisation of the preposition is accompanied by a feature in the IS dictionary entry for the verb:

\{da\_lu = 'stole', valency = subject\_object, pform\_of\_object = 'på'\}

It should be noted that it is not always without problems to distinguish between valency bound complements, where the preposition is deleted from the structure, and free modifiers, which at present keep their preposition.

Another related problem is indirect government by a verb through an NP, which is described in detail in Susanne Nehr Pedersen's paper 'The Treatment of Support Verbs and Predicative Nouns in Danish'.

### 2.2.2 Function Words vs. Inflectional Endings

Another example of deletion/insertion of nodes are function words in one language which correspond to inflectional endings in other languages, e.g. articles with nouns and auxiliaries with verbs. Here again the problem is solved by representing the information contained in the function word as a feature on the content word or its projection, i.e. the NP or the VP.

A problem arises e.g. in country names, which take the definite article in French but go without article in Danish, English and German. In these cases we would prefer to block the automatic transfer of definiteness and leave it to the target language to calculate its surface representation. Modified country names, again, might have their definiteness transferred, as in 'a united Europe' or 'das Europa der Nachkriegszeit', although this is not without problems. Determination and quantification in general is a very complicated subject to be treated contrastively, and at present it is being investigated as a special research topic within EUROTRA.

### 2.2.3 Featurisation vs. Structural Representation

There are strong advantages in representing as much information as possible as features and thus reducing complex structural transfer,—an approach I personally favour. In EUROTRA there is, however, a certain opposition against removing too much from the structure. The argumentation is that most surface words can be modified, and it is more convenient to represent a modification of
a node in a structure than to modify information that has been featurised. As two examples of surface expressions that might be featurised—and actually were featurised, but now must be present as nodes in the IS representation—we may mention modal verbs and demonstrative pronouns.

2.3 Reordering of Elements

2.3.1 Reordering at NP Level

Reordering of elements occurs at NP level, where a modifier may precede the noun or follow after the noun, and where the ordering in different languages also differ according to the category of the modifier:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective + Noun</th>
<th>Noun + Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DA : den blå himmel</td>
<td>FR : le ciel bleu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN : the blue sky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE : der blaue Himmel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR : la petite fille</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP modifier + Noun</th>
<th>Noun + NP/PP modifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DA : landets indbyggere</td>
<td>EN : the inhabitants of the country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DE : die Einwohner des Landes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FR : les habitants du pays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The solution is to have a common, language-independent ordering (referred to as ‘canonical ordering’) of the elements in the IS representation, and do the necessary reordering in analysis and synthesis:

Canonical ordering

| governor | complements (valency-bound) | modifiers (free) |

Canonical ordering of NPs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP</th>
<th>NP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>_____</td>
<td>_____</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>ADJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Reordering at Sentence Level

Two examples of reordering at sentence level:

sentence 1

DA : Hun har spist brødet
EN : She has eaten the bread DE : Sie hat das Brot gegessen
FR : Elle a mangé le pain

sentence 2

DA : I går blev forslaget vedtaget af Rådet
DE : Gestern wurde der Vorschlag vom Rat verabschiedet
FR : Hier la proposition a été adoptée par le Conseil

In analysis, articles and auxiliary verbs are featureised and removed from the structure, and the fact that the sentence is in passive voice is marked as a feature at the top node. At present, we do not use a refined set of semantic case roles but restrict ourselves to a numbering of arguments, where i.a. the subject of a sentence in active voice is labelled 'arg1' and the object is labelled 'arg2'. The maximum number of arguments in a sentence is 4.

Somewhat simplified, and without feature information, the IS representation of the two sentences looks like this:
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The canonical ordering of the elements is in itself fairly straightforward and poses no major problems. What creates problems may be differences between languages and differences between language groups in analysis of some constituent, e.g. as complement or modifier. This is the reason why we are very wary of introducing a too ambitious approach in assigning case roles, as this would give rise to inconsistencies between assignment carried out in different language groups.

3 Transfer of Features

Here again we distinguish between three possibilities:

3.1 Features which are transferred unchanged.

3.2 Features which are not transferred but calculated again in the target language or found in the target dictionary.

3.3 Features with an explicit translation in the transfer component.

A feature has the form \{attribute=value\}, and what is transferred unchanged, calculated or translated explicitly is only the value of the feature.

In the first two cases no explicit transfer is needed, which means that we have simple transfer or interlingual treatment. In 2.2.2 above we mentioned definiteness as an example of a surface phenomenon that gives rise to both the first two types of transfer of features. In many cases morpho-syntactic definiteness may express semantic definiteness in a consistent way across languages, and in these cases we may transfer the value for the 'definiteness' attribute unchanged. Some (sub)categories, however, allow only of one of the paradigmatic set of values for definiteness, and this value may not be the same for different languages. In these cases the value is not transferred but found in the target dictionary — or in the target grammar if it is possible to generalise over a class of words, cf. the example
mentioned in 2.2.2 with country names, e.g. ‘la France’ \{definiteness=definite\} versus ‘Frankrig’ \{definiteness=absent\}.

In general, feature values which are not transferred, are typically bound to a lexical value, e.g. gender and semantic features on nouns and pforms on verbs (i.e. the preposition used in a valency bound PP), as well as other valency frame information, including restrictions on the semantic features of valency bound complements. These values are looked up in the dictionary. The value for ‘gender’ is then used to generate the correct form of modifying adjectives and determiners, and the valency information in the dictionary entry for a verb is matched with the available information on the complements. It is also used to connect the complement by means of the correct preposition in the target language.

Where there is more than one translation of a verb, the valency information in the target dictionary is used to decide which translation matches the structure of the IS object, which may be transferred unchanged, e.g.

```
EN IS-object                transfer EN->DA                DA IS-object
S                S
  |                  |                       |                  |
  | governor  subject object  | governor  subject object  |
know NP Scompl        vide NP Scompl
  |                  |                  |
  | verb  subject etc.  | verb  subject etc.  |
```

**lexical transfer rules**

\{en\_lu = know\} \(\rightarrow\) \{da\_lu = kende\}

\{en\_lu = know\} \(\rightarrow\) \{da\_lu = vide\}

**Danish target dictionary**

\{da\_lu = kende, da\_isframe = np\_subject\_np\_object\}

\{da\_lu = vide, da\_isframe = np\_subject\_scompl\_object\}

We do not need to transfer the valency information of ‘know’, as only ‘vide’ matches the transferred IS-object, due to the restriction on ‘da\_isframe’ in the Danish target dictionary (the description here is somewhat simplified).

We want to restrict explicit translation in the transfer component to lexical values in the narrow sense as uninflected wordforms. But this lexical transfer may also be reduced through an interlingual approach to certain categories of words. We have already mentioned function words such as noun determiners and auxiliary verbs, which are featurised and given an interlingual description.

But where we really hope to save a lot of explicit transfer rules is in the treatment of terms. The implementation of terminology is just being started, but we hope to treat the greater part of the planned 20,000 entries dictionaries
for each of the 9 EUROTRA languages as terms without entering them in the 72 transfer dictionaries. Terms are coded centrally with their valency frames and they are assigned a unique term-number to be used as reference (instead of the lexical value) by all language groups. The general frame description specifies how many, and which, valency bound arguments a given term takes, and each language group then complements this with language-specific information about which preposition, surface case etc. is used together with which argument.

4 Conclusion

As conclusion, we shall show by means of an example how far towards an interlingual interface structure we in principle have advanced. The example is somewhat simplified, and the actual state of implementation in EUROTRA may differ slightly from this presentation of an ‘ideal’ implementation.

**French text**

Hier, la France a adopté la proposition du Conseil.

**Danish translation**

I går vedtog Frankrig Rådets forslag.

Please note that the translation involves i.a. —

- reordering of ‘la France/Frankrig’ and ‘a adopté/vedtog’
- reordering of ‘la proposition/forslag’ and ‘du Conseil/Rådets’
- change of morpho-syntactic tense/aspect from ‘parfait simple’ to ‘imperfektum’, — both expressing the same semantic past
- change of morpho-syntactic definiteness of ‘la France/Frankrig’
- change of the surface manifestation of the definiteness of ‘du Conseil/Rådet’ and ‘la proposition/forslag’ (in the latter case only being expressed through a preposed genitive)

**IS representation**

```
S
------------------------|------------------------
| governor | subject | object | modifier |
| {fr=lu=adopter/ | {term=184} | ------ | {fr=lu=hier/ |
| da=lu=vedtage, | | | da=lu=i->gar, |
| time=past} | | | |
```
The only difference in the IS representation for the two languages are the lexical values for the two non-terms, so the only explicit transfer rules needed are the following:

**FR-DA transfer dictionary**

\{fr\_lu = adopter\} \rightarrow \{da\_lu = vedtage\}
\{fr\_lu = hier\} \rightarrow \{da\_lu = i\_går\}

All other information is contained in the two monolingual dictionaries:

**FR dictionary**
\{term = 184, fr\_lu = 'France', fr\_definiteness = definite, fr\_gender = feminin, fr\_number = singular\}
\{term = 200, fr\_lu = 'proposition', fr\_gender = feminin\}
\{term = 237, fr\_lu = 'Conseil', fr\_definiteness = definite, fr\_gender = masculin, fr\_number = singular\}
\{fr\_lu = 'adopter', fr\_isframe = subject\_object\}
\{fr\_lu = 'hier'\}

**DA dictionary**
\{term = 184, da\_lu = 'Frankrig', da\_definiteness = absent, da\_gender = neuter, da\_number = singular\}
\{term = 200, da\_lu = 'forslag', da\_gender = neuter\}
\{term = 237, da\_lu = 'RÅdet', da\_definiteness = definite, da\_gender = neuter, da\_number = singular\}
\{da\_lu = 'vedtage', da\_isframe = subject\_object\}
\{da\_lu = 'i\_går'\}

For clarity of exposition, only information relevant to our example is included here.

In this example we distinguish between 'definiteness' and 'fr\_definiteness'/'da\_definiteness'. The idea is that a feature may have a language-independent attribute name in cases when it expresses semantic information to be carried over, and the same attribute name with a language prefix in cases when the value is not semantically significant but concerns monolingual wellformedness. The distinction between universal features and monolingual features is currently made in EUROTRA by means of uniform attribute names + prefixes, which enables/disables matching, but this way of using the same attribute name with or without prefix is not implemented.
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The Design and Application of a Domain Specific Knowledgebase in the TACITUS Text Understanding System

Abstract

TACITUS is a text understanding system being developed at SRI International. One of the main components in the system is a knowledgebase which contains commonsense and domain specific world knowledge encoded as axioms in a first order predicate calculus language. The prime function of the knowledgebase is to provide extra-linguistic facts to be used in the resolution of a range of ambiguities such as compound nominal constructions, definite reference, and in drawing conclusions on the basis of the implicatures in the text. The paper discusses the methodology used in building a knowledgebase for analyzing news reports about terrorist attacks, and demonstrates how it is used in an application extracting information to be stored in a simulated database.

1 Preamble

During my term as International Fellow at SRI International, California, this past winter, I had the opportunity to familiarize myself with the TACITUS text understanding system. Under the supervision of Jerry Hobbs, who is head of the TACITUS project, I developed a domain specific knowledgebase for the TACITUS system. The present paper is a brief and fairly high-level and non-technical overview of the enterprise.

Section 2 of the paper presents the methodology used in the construction of the knowledgebase for news reports about terrorist attacks; a crude outline of the TACITUS system is given in section 3 as necessary background information before we go on to looking in detail at an example text in sections 4 and 5. We conclude with some final remarks in section 6.
2 The Methodology behind the Construction of the Knowledgebase

Our goal was to build a fairly large knowledgebase for a specific domain, namely terrorist attacks, to be used as a basis for automated understanding of texts falling within this domain, and subsequent automatic extraction of specific information. We decided to work on the basis of a set of sample texts, and we compiled a corpus consisting of several news reports about terrorist events. This corpus then constituted the backbone in our work.

Rather than adopt what might be termed a strict sublanguage approach to the descriptive task (cf. Hirschman 1986, and Hobbs 1984 for more detailed discussions), we employed a methodology of stepwise refinement (cf. Hobbs 1984).

The three steps of our working methodology, which will be elaborated on below, consisted in:

- An (informal) analysis of the corpus texts in order to establish a basic vocabulary, determine and select relevant facts for the domain.
- Breaking up the domain into self-contained and coherent sub-domains.
- Axiomatizing the facts of the subdomains.

2.1 The Analysis of Corpus Texts

Firstly, the corpus texts served the purpose of establishing the basic vocabulary in our system. Secondly, they constituted a picture of the world we intended to model in our knowledgebase, i.e. what are the settings, what are the typical actions, who are the agents, what are the roles and relations between the entities in our ‘terrorist’ universe, etc. Thus they indicated what linguistic and extra-linguistic information would be needed in our knowledgebase.

Using a full-sentence concordance of the sample texts, we looked at each single lexical item in context, and noted down, in an informal manner, what facts were linguistically presupposed and what general background knowledge would be needed in order to understand a given occurrence of a lexical item in its context. (We will not discuss the meaning of ‘understand’ here, but we use it in a sense similar to that of Eco’s term ‘actualisation’ (Eco 1979)).

The analysis results in a first breaking down of each item into component parts and explicit statements about the implicatures (Grice 1975) carried by the text.

2.2 Structuring the Domain Information

The aim of the second step was to structure the domain information by sorting facts into sub-domains or ‘clusters’ (Hayes 1985). The prime reason for imposing a structure on the domain is to enhance conceptual clarity, attain modularity, and to be able to discover gaps and logical dependencies in the knowledgebase.
Sorting facts into sub-domains is generally a straightforward process. The first crude distinction which can be made, is that between facts pertaining to commonsense knowledge and domain specific or specialized knowledge. The former is facts about the world in general and not particularly tied to a specific domain (be it terrorist actions, information technology, or what have you), whereas the latter characterizes the facts which are quite often found to be restricted and highly specialized.

Facts pertaining to for example space, time, and belief are considered commonsense knowledge, whereas various facts about terrorist organizations are clearly domain specific, and essential for the understanding of reports about terrorist events. Geographical facts about the location of cities and countries seem to fall somewhere between the more abstract commonsense notion and the specialized domain knowledge.

On the basis of the results from our fact-finding, i.e. step one above, we defined 30 sub-domains. The overall conceptual structure for the knowledge base, the sub-domains and the relations between them, can be schematically rendered by the illustration in figure 1.

Apart from providing conceptual clarity, the advantage of this modular approach is obviously that it permits you to later enhance or modify the sub-domains in the knowledgebase independently of each other.

2.3 Axiomatization of the Facts

The final step in the construction of the knowledgebase consisted in creating precise ontologies for the individual sub-domains, i.e. what entities exist and what are the relations between them, and axiomatizing the facts.

The main task here was to decide on which predicates to decompose, i.e. characterize by other or new predicates, and which were to be basic predicates, i.e. ground terms for which no further description is provided.

The idea behind the adopted approach is neither to fully define each lexical item in the sense of providing necessary and sufficient conditions, nor to decompose it into a predefined set primitives in the Schankian tradition. Rather, the purpose was to characterize the predicates used in the knowledge-base. Consider as an example the following axioms from the 'organization' sub-domain.

- \(\text{organization (o)} \rightarrow E s (Vx. x \in s \rightarrow \text{person (x)} \& \text{member (x,o)}) \& E p,g \text{ plan (p,g,o)}\)

- \(\text{member (x,o)} \rightarrow E e. \text{ role (e,x,o)}\)

- \(\text{role (e,x,o)} \leftarrow \text{agent (x,e)} \& \text{in.service.of (e,g,p)} \& \text{plan (p,g,o)}\)

These axioms give the basic facts about organizations, i.e. that an organization has persons as members, and that they have a plan. Furthermore, a member
Figure 1:
has a role, which is being the agent of some action which is in service of the plan of the organization.

3 The Knowledgebase and the TACITUS System

To test our knowledgebase, we implemented a subset (app. 100) of the axioms we had defined on the system, and ran different types of sentences. The axioms are stated in the 'ontological promiscuous' notation developed by Hobbs (cf. Hobbs 1985b).

This notation is a first order predicate calculus language with the addition of a nominalization operator, written ‘!’, and an extra argument, informally referred to as the 'self' argument.

To be more concrete and to convey the basic intuition of the notation to the reader, let us consider a simple example:

\[ \text{explode (b)} \]

which is to be read as: b explodes

\[ \text{explode!}(e^1, b) \]

which is to be read as: the explosion of b.

Where \( p(x) \) says that \( p \) is true of \( x \), \( p!(e,x) \) says that \( e \) is the eventuality or possible situation of \( p \) being true of \( x \). Consequently, Hobbs' notation can be related to standard first order predicate expressions by the following axiom:

\[ (Vx) \, p(x) \Leftrightarrow (Ee) \, p!(e,x) \& \text{Rexists}(e) \]

where \( \text{Rexists}(e) \) says that the eventuality 'e' does in fact really exist.

In sum, the basic idea of the notation is that of splitting a sentence into its propositional content and an assertional/existential claim. Furthermore, the self argument, i.e. the 'e', provides a 'handle' for referring to a predication, i.e. a predicate and its argument, in other predicates.

Before we go on to discussing a sample text, we will give a crude overview of the basic components and their functioning in the TACITUS system. We deliberately ignore some of the more advanced features of TACITUS in order not to get bogged down by too many technical details. Unfortunately, this means that we do not do TACITUS full justice (but for more detailed and comprehensive descriptions of the system, see for example Hobbs 1986c and later).

The system, which is implemented in LISP and runs on Symbolics, comprises an interpretation component and a task specific analysis component. In the interpretation component, there is a parsing and a pragmatics module. The parsing module handles the syntactic and what we will call the basic semantic analysis; this module is a further development of the DIALOGIC system (Grosz et al. 1982) used in TEAM (Grosz et al. 1987). As output, it produces a logical form of the parsed sentence in a first-order predicate calculus language. The logical form is elaborated on, or more precisely, further processed by the second module of the interpretation component, the pragmatics module. The task of
the pragmatics module is to resolve referential expressions and some syntactic ambiguities, to expand metonymies, and to interpret the implicit relations in compound nominals. The pragmatics module works by constructing a logical expression for the basic semantic analysis result, and calling the KADS theorem prover (Stickel 1982) to prove or derive it using a scheme of abductive inferencing in which it is permitted to assume the existence of 'new' facts. The theorem prover draws on the knowledgebase of commonsense and domain knowledge to complete the task.

Abductive inference is, of course, a logically invalid mode of inference, i.e. given \( p(X) \rightarrow q(X) \) and \( q(a) \) we conclude \( p(a) \). However, we may argue, as does Hobbs (cf. Hobbs et al. 1988), that it is a reasonable way of looking at text understanding because abduction is inference to the 'best explanation' in a given context. \( q(a) \) can be thought of as the observable evidence, the implication as the general principle that could explain the occurrence of \( q(a) \), and the antecedent of the implication as the underlying cause or explanation of \( q(a) \).

An interesting feature of the pragmatics module is that it uses a scheme for abductive inferencing in which weights and costs are assigned to the axioms (for further details, see e.g. Stickel 1988). Thus if we cannot prove an antecedent, we assume its existence at some cost. Some basic heuristic principles controlling the weights and assumability costs are hardwired into the system (e.g. it is more expensive to assume a fact than to prove it, and it is less expensive to assume an indefinite entity than a definite one), but the axioms in the knowledgebase may be assigned costs manually (cf. 4.2). The interpretation of a text in this abductive and assumption-based framework, amounts to producing the minimal explanation of why the text would be true (cf. Hobbs et al. 1988 for a detailed discussion).

The analysis component, i.e the component for extracting task specific information from an interpreted text, is basically a specialized call to the theorem prover (see further below). The enhanced logical form, i.e. the result output from the pragmatics module, is abductively proved by back-chaining over the axioms in the knowledgebase.

In the next sections, we will have a look at an example text and show how the knowledgebase is used for disambiguation and computation of implicit information.

4 An Example

Let us now consider the following two sentences as an example text to be treated within our framework:

(1) A bomb exploded at a Renault showroom in Bilbao. A person claiming to represent the ETA-M had warned of the blast in a call to the police.

Linguistically, the sentences present us with problems of resolving a compound nominal construction, 'Renault showroom', and locating a possible antecedent for 'the blast'.
The extra-linguistic knowledge needed in order to achieve some reasonable level of understanding of the text is among other things: Renault is a French firm manufacturing products, i.e. cars, a showroom is a building owned by a firm where the products of that firm are on display, Bilbao is a city in the country Spain, ETA-M is a terrorist organization, and terrorist organizations have members, certain plans and goals and violent methods for reaching their goals, and an explosion generally involves a blast.

The basic facts such as for instance Spain being a country and ETA-M being a terrorist organization, are encoded as existential axioms in the knowledgebase. E.g:

\[(\text{la}) \quad \text{(Defaxiom COUNTRY-SPAIN-1 (terror)}}
\]
\[\text{''Spain is a country''}
\]
\[\text{((SOME ((el* . ev) (country! el* spain)))}
\]

\[(\text{lb}) \quad \text{(Defaxiom TERORG-ETA-M-1 (terror)}}
\]
\[\text{''ETA-M is a terrorist organization''}
\]
\[\text{((SOME ((el* . ev) (terorg! el* eta-m)))}
\]

The quantified variables in the axioms are marked for their type such that 'ev' denotes event and 'nev' non-event variables.

4.1 Axioms for Disambiguating Compound Nominal Constructions

From the linguistic point of view, the TACITUS framework offers interesting possibilities for disambiguating compound nominal expressions using linguistic as well as extra-linguistic knowledge.

The individual nouns in a compound nominal construction are analyzed as arguments of the generic 'nn'-predicate. That is, the expression 'Renault showroom', would appear as \(\text{nn(el*, Renault, Showroom)}\) in the initial logical form of the sentence produced as output from the parsing module.

In formulating the axioms for resolving such nn-relations, we adopted a strategy combining the line of analysis for compound nominals proposed by Downing (1977), and that advocated by Levi (1978). In summary, Downing argues that the semantic relationship between the elements of a compound cannot be characterized in terms of a finite list of appropriate compounding relationships, whereas Levi tries to establish such a list for the most common cases on the basis of the transformational relationship between the elements.

Our combined approach can be seen in the following sample axioms, where the first two axioms encode the possible general relationship as expressed in terms of prepositions, and the subsequent two axioms state further specific constraints.
(2a) (Def axiom WN-1 (terror)
"'An nn-relation: for''
(ALL ((e1* . ev) (p . nev) (s . nev))
(IMPLY (for! e1* s p)
(SOME ((e2* . ev))
(nn! e2* p s))))

(2b) (Def axiom WN-2 (terror)
"'An nn-relation: of''
(ALL ((e1* . ev) (f . nev) (s . nev))
(IMPLY (of! e1* s f)
(SOME ((e2* . ev))
(nn! e2* f s))))

(3a) (Def axiom FOR-1 (terror)
"'A showroom is for products'"
(ALL ((e2* . ev) (s . nev) (e3* . ev) (p . nev) (e4* . ev) (f . nev))
(IMPLY (AND (showroom! e2* s) (product! e3* p) (firm! e4* f))
(SOME ((e1* . ev))
(for! e1* s p)))

(3b) (Def axiom OF-1 (terror)
"'A showroom is owned by a firm'"
(ALL ((e2* . ev) (s . nev) (e3* . ev) (e4* . ev) (f . nev))
(IMPLY (AND (showroom! e2* s) (own! e3* f s) (firm! e4* f))
(SOME ((e1* . ev))
(of! e1* s f))))

In trying to abductively prove a relevant logical form output from the parsing
module and to make implicit information explicit, the pragmatics module has
the theorem prover back-chain over the axioms in the knowledgebase. Thus an
nn-relation as the above is resolved against 2a and 2b, then the new goals,
of!(e1* s f) and for!(e1* s f), are resolved against 3a and 3b respectively, yielding
new goals to be resolved.

4.2 Axioms for Resolving Referring Expressions
As mentioned above, one of the basic heuristic assumption hardwired into TA­
CITUS' pragmatics module is that an indefinite noun phrase introduces new
information and a definite noun phrase refers to a known entity, i.e. something
which is either in the knowledgebase or has been introduced in the previously
processed text. Hence the cost of assuming an indefinite noun phrase is cheaper
than assuming a definite noun phrase.

In the example sentences given in (1), the noun phrase 'the blast', is related
to the event of the explosion mentioned in the preceeding sentence. Simplify­
ing somewhat (cf. further below), we could say that 'the blast' is in a sense a
nominalization of 'a bomb exploded'.

In order to establish reference connections of this type, we define the following
kind of axiom in our knowledgebase:
Essentially, this axiom says that a blast \((e2*)\) implies the occurrence of some explosion event \((e1*)\), and that the latter generates the former, which is stated by way of the primitive predicate 'genn'. The predicate 'etc-expl', which can be seen as 'additional', but not spelled out properties relating to the explode predicate, is introduced because we do not want to state flatly that 'a blast' and 'an explosion' is the same thing.

Since an 'explosion' is known (it was introduced in the previous sentence), it is free of charge to resolve the second predicate in the antecedent of the axiom against this known fact. The first predicate in the antecedent has been assigned such a low assumability cost (0.3), that proving 'blast' by use of the axiom is cheaper than to assume its existence.

5 Extracting Specific Information from the Texts

The logical form encapsulating the interpretation found for a text, i.e. the output from the interpretation component, is the input to the task specific analysis component. The analysis is performed on the basis of the logical form and a 'task schema specification' given to the theorem prover.

5.1 The Schema

Let us here consider a simplified example of the kind of event related specific information we would like the system to compute. For a given text describing a terrorist event, we would like to find answers (if any) to 'questions' such as the following:

- INCIDENT TYPE:
- TARGET TYPE:
- TARGET NATIONALITY:
- INCIDENT CITY:
- INCIDENT COUNTRY:
- RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

- etc.

The above actually simulates a database record to be automatically filled in. However, as the system was not yet hooked up to produce actual database
entries, the answers found are printed out on the screen. The slots in the ‘record’ are filled by the values found for variables when presenting the theorem prover with goals to be abductively proven by using the information from the text interpreted and the facts in the knowledgebase.

The goals of the schema appear as the consequent in what might informally be called the ‘linking axioms’ in the application task specific part of the knowledgebase. Linking axioms can be thought of as guidelines for how to find answers to the ‘questions’ posed by way of the schema specification.

The schema itself is a metalogical LISP expression in a first-order predicate calculus form annotated by non-logical operators for search control and resource bounds. The two non-logical operators are ‘proving’ and ‘enumerated-for-all’. Without going into technical details about these two operators (for more details, see Tyson and Hobbs 1988), let us simply present a small excerpt from the schema for the above example ‘record’, and make some explanatory comments in order to convey the basic intuitions of the process to the reader:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(proving} & \text{ (enumerated-for-all ((e1 . ev))}) \\
\text{ (proving} & \text{ (some ((it . nev)) (incident-type e1 it)))} \\
\text{ (terror-limits default-time) print-incident} \\
\text{ (and} & \text{ (enumerated-for-all ((it . nev))}) \\
\text{ (proving} & \text{ (incident-type e1 it))} \\
\text{ (terror-limits default-time) print-incident-type)} \\
\text{:true}) \\
\text{:true)} \\
\text{ (enumerated-for-all ((ro . nev))}) \\
\text{ (proving} & \text{ (responsible-organization e1 ro))} \\
\text{ (terror-limits default-time) print-responsible-organization)} \\
\text{:true) \\
\text{ (terror-limits default-time) print-sentence-finished)))}
\end{align*}
\]

The linking axiom in the knowledgebase for ‘responsible organization’ could be the following statement:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(Defaxiom RESP-ORG-1 (terror)} & \\
\text{ 'The organization responsible for the attack'} & \\
\text{ (ALL ((e1* . ev) (e . ev) (e2* . ev) (o . nev) (e3* . ev))} \\
\text{ (IMPLY (AND (terattack! e1* e) (responsible! e2* o e))} \\
\text{ (terorg! e3* o))} \\
\text{(responsible-organization e o))})
\end{align*}
\]
Thus, we find the organization (o) responsible for an attack (e) by proving that e is a terrorist attack, that o is a terrorist organization, and that o is responsible for e.

Contrary to the pragmatics module, no assumptions are made in the task specific analysis phase when trying to prove the goals of the schema; this step is meant to extract information only. However, the process is still back-chaining controlled abductive inferencing. This means that everything has to be proved against the knowledge in the database in conjunction with the interpretation of the text.

Proving the antecedents of the linking axioms may of course involve resolving the new goals with knowledge asserted in the text or in this case, proving further axioms in the knowledgebase.

There may also be different axioms for the same goal, indicating that a goal can be explained, or more correctly proved, in different ways. Actually, this is only a reflection of the fact that a given phenomena can be brought about in different ways. For example, there are actually three different axioms for 'responsible' in our knowledgebase.

5.2 The Information Extracted from the Interpretation Result

Let us now return to our example text. For illustration, we first show an excerpt from the result of the interpretation of the sentences in external format (6) — note the resolved compounding relationship; and then the print-out of the information automatically extracted by the analyze component from the interpretation (7) of the two example sentences.

(6) INTERPRETATION 1 OF SENTENCE:
Cost: 34
New and Assumed Information:
x1: bomb!(e2, x1)
y1: explode!(e4, y1, x1)
x12: bilbao!(e13, x12)
x8: renault!(e9, x8)
x6: showroom!(e7, x6)
in!(e11, x6, x12)
e4: at!(e5, e4, x6)
past!(e15, e4)
Given or Inferred Information:
x8: renault!(e9, x8)
nn!(e10, x8, x6)
own!(e25, x8, x6)
firm!(e26, x8)
x6: of!(e29, x6, x8)
6 Final Remarks

TACITUS offers an interesting framework for experimenting with knowledge-based natural language processing, and in fact it is a quite sophisticated system. Previously, the TACITUS team at SRI has been experimenting with implementations of knowledgebases for domains such as the break-down or malfunctioning of mechanical parts in ships (Hobbs 1987). Constructing a knowledgebase for the terrorist attack domain was the first attempt to deal with a slightly less restricted subject field in the TACITUS system. The main conclusion to be drawn from the experiment with the terrorist texts is that very careful axiomatization of the facts is necessary in order to achieve good results, i.e. 'nuts and bolts' have to be carefully fitted together to create 'delusions of grandeur'.
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Udnyttelse af maskinlæsbare ordbogsdata til maskinoversættelse

Abstract

The multilingual machine translation project EUROTRA works with a transfer-based system. For the running prototype, which is going to be produced in the last phase of the project, each language group has to reach the goal of approximately 20,000 dictionary entries.

In the Danish EUROTRA group, we have started a small-scale pilot project. The purpose is to investigate the possibilities for reuse of existing machine-readable dictionary data in the extension and improvement of the monolingual Danish dictionary.

We have two different data sets available: The machine readable version of the official Danish Spelling Dictionary (RO2) and a small subset of records from the Danish-French Dictionary Base (DFOB).

The two main points of the pilot project are:

1. To get an idea as to how the dictionary information should be systematized for it to be useable in different applications;
2. How we can exploit existing machine-readable dictionary information in the coding process of the general vocabulary.

The state of the art:

1. We have made a comparison between information types needed for the EUROTRA Translation System (ETS) and the information types represented in the two data sets.
2. We carried out some tests with a subset of available dictionary data to estimate how much of the information needed by the ETS can be deduced and/or converted without too extensive programming effort.
1 Indledning

Kort skitse af projektets formål:

Vi har for nylig indledt et pilotprojekt i den danske EUROTRA-gruppe, der har til formål at vurdere hvilke muligheder vi har for automatisk/halvautomatisk hhv. manuel tilpasning af ordbogsdata, der er kodet til andre formål end maskinoversættelse. Pilotprojektet koncentrerer sig først og fremmest om at finde frem til de oplysningstyper, hvis bearbejdelse ikke kræver kompliceret programmering.

Metode:

Vi sammenligner de oplysningstyper, som vort oversættelsessystem har brug for i sine leksikalske regler (morfológiske, syntaktiske og på senere tidspunkt semantiske informationer) med oplysningerne i de valgte ordbøger og finder derved frem til, hvilken delmængde af de oplysninger, vi har behov for, der principielt kan findes i disse ordbøger.

Forventet resultat:

1. overblik over, hvilke krav der kan stilles til systematisering af ordbogsoplysninger, hvis genbrug for forskellige formål skal være mulig;

2. rent konkret: lemmaordbogsindgange til brug i oversættelsessystemet.

2 Pilotprojektets baggrund

Da EUROTRA arbejder med et niveaudelt oversættelsessystem, bruges der tilsvarende niveauægteskabsspecifikke etsprogsordbøger til analyse og generering for hvert sprog, samt et sæt transferordbøger for hvert sprogpar.

I stedet for at lave de etsprogede niveauægteskabsspecifikke ordbøger hver for sig, ønsker vi at fremstille én niveauægteskabsspecifik ordbog ved at samle samtlige oplysninger, der er relevante på hvert enkelt niveau, i én ordbog. Herfra skal systemet så for hvert opslagsord selektere de oplysninger, der er behov for på det pågældende niveau i oversættelsesprocessen. Én ordbog, der er opbygget på denne måde kalder vi for lemmaordbog.

Den viste ordbogsindgang består af to dele, jf. Figur 1:

1. Selve den kørbare leksikalske regel, der indeholder 'de indre oplysninger' der anvendes af oversættelsessystemet;

2. De ikke kørbare 'ydre oplysninger' til brug for leksikografen, indledt med udkommenteringssekvensen '% % ', hvilke omfatter

   (a) administrative oplysninger (koder, dato, kilde, kommentarer) og
   (b) 'pragmatiske' oplysninger (definition, eksempler).

Ordbogsindgangene er kodet efter det samme princip som grammaatikkens regler, men i stedet for at indeholde generelle oplysninger om fx sætnings- eller
frasestruktur, indeholder den specifikke leksikalske oplysninger om de enkelte opslagsord.

3 Ordbogskodning

I oversættelsesprojektets tredje og sidste fase, som vi befinder os i, skal det forventede antal ordbogsindgange nå op på ca. 20.000 enheder i alt (nu: 4600), deraf 6.000 tilhørende det generelle ordforråd (nu: 3.900), 14.000 EUROTRA-termer (disse kodes ikke helt efter de samme principper som det generelle ordforråd, men dette vil jeg ikke komme nærmere ind på her).

Der er altså en hel del kodningsarbejde tilbage, især hvis vi også tager med i betragtning, at de allerede kodede indgange skal opdateres i takt med grammatikkernes udbygning. I den afsluttende (indeværende) projektfase opprioriteres ordbogsarbejdet.

Vi har behov for effektivisering af arbejdet, hvilket kan gøres på forskellige måder, dels ved organisationsmæssige ændringer, dels vha. automatisering af kodningsarbejdet på de områder, hvor det praktisk er mulig.

Kodningen kan til en vis grad automatiseres ved brug af makroer i inddateringsproceduren. Dette letter leksikografens arbejde ved tastatur og skærm.

Den manuelle ordbogskodning rummer muligheder for både skrivefejl og indholdsmæssige fejl. For at begrænse disse fejl har vi udarbejdet faste ordbogs-makroer i UNIX-editoren emacs. Disse små programmer omfatter forskellige faciliteter, såsom konsistens- og validitetscheck, prompt for oplysningstype til inddatering, liste af lovlige værdier for hver informationstype (attribut) osv.

Desuden anvendes ETS (EUROTRA Translation System) regelfortolkeren til at kontrollere, at ordbogsindgangen er kodet i overensstemmelse med regelsættet for formel og indholdsmæssig beskrivelse af leksikalske regler.

Der gives fejlmeldelse om syntaksfejl (manglende separatorer, parenteser etc.), samt hvis et attributs kodede værdi ikke er element i det pågældende attributs værdiliste (dvs. ikke lovlig værdi). Der gives ingen fejlmeldelse, hvis attributtets værdi er en fri streng (fx opslagsord eller præposition).
En anden metode til at effektivisere ordbogsarbejdet er at udnytte oplysninger om ord fra maskinlæsbare ordbøger. Dette er emnet for pilotprojektet. Formålet er at undersøge, hvilke muligheder vi har for at udnytte maskinlæsbare ordbogsdata ved udbygningen af lemmaordbogen. Vi arbejder jo i forvejen på den måde, at vi definerer opslagsordet og derefter 'slår op' manuelt i forskellige tykte, monolinguale ordbøger, primært i Nudansk Ordbog, Retskrivningsordbogen og Dansk Sprogbrug. Dette betyder at vi henter relevante informationer fra ordbøger, der er lavet til andre formål end maskinoversættelse.

Arbejdet med disse ordbøger viser, at oplysningerne ikke behøver at være formaliserede, og at de ikke altid er eksplisit til stede. Andre gange følger ordbogen ikke helt den prædefinerede formatbeskrivelse. Der kan fx være afvigelser fra den erklærede forkortelseliste, eller det kan forekomme, at den søgte oplysning ikke er repræsenteret i den ordbog, man har slået op i.

Dette er oftest ikke noget større problem for ordbogsbrugeren, men et maskinoversættelsessystem skal have entydige, eksplisitte og udtømmende oplysninger til rådighed i sine ordbøger, udtrykt i den valgte formalisme, som i vort system hedder E-(EUROTRA)formalismen.

Ordbogskoderens arbejde ved anvendelse af de traditionelle, trykte ordbøgers oplysninger til udbygning af lemmaordbogen består altså af flere trin:

Søgning og udvælgelse, systematisering, validitetscheck, konvertering til E-formalisme samt selve indtastningen af ordbogsartiklen.

EUROTRA's ordbøger har naturligvis en række særlige træk, der er afhængige af maskinoversættelsessystemets krav, men de grundlæggende leksikalske og kontekstuelle oplysninger svarer til dem, der også findes i de nævnte tykte ordbøger.

4 Pilotprojekt — indledende overvejelser

Da vi rent faktisk 'genbruger' en del oplysninger fra tykte ordbøger, er spørgsmålet nu, hvordan vi kan inddrage maskinlæsbart ordbogsmedium i arbejdsgangen for ordboksarbejde: Hvilke trin i processen kan automatiseres, i hvor høj grad kan vi inddrage maskinkraft til at udføre opgaver automatisk eller interaktivt, og hvilke oplysninger skal indføres rent manuelt?

Vi har valgt p.t. at inddrage to forskellige datasæt i pilotprojektet, som lægger hovedvægt på forskellige oplysningstyper, svarende til deres leksikografiske koncept og anvendelsesområde:

Vi har erhvervet den maskinlæsbare version af Retskrivningsordbogen (herefter forkortet: RO2). Dette materiale er med få undtagelser indholds- mæssigt identisk med den trykte udgaves alfabetiske afsnit 'Ordbog a-å', som omfatter opslagsord tilhørende det almindelige danske ordforråd. Materialet indeholder hovedsagelig oplysninger om selve opslagsordet uden (større) kontekst, fx ordklasse, bøjningsformer, sammensætningformer, sideformer. Der er dog artikler, der også indeholder kommentarer og eksempler, fx ved forholdsordene 'af' og 'ad' på grund af disses komplekse betydningsstruktur.
Den maskinlæsbare version (RO2) adskiller sig på to væsentlige punkter fra den trykte udgave:

1. Hver oplysning indledes af en feltkode, der angiver det pågældende felts oplysningstype. (Feltkoden overtager dermed skriftgradsskiftets rolle som adskiller af oplysningstyper.)

2. Der er yderligere nogle få oplysninger i den maskinlæsbare version (fx ordklassebetegnelse for navneord og udsagnsord), der kun implicit er til stede i den trykte version.


Materialet er på HHK blevet optisk indlæst og derefter lagt ind i databaseposter. Det af os udvalgte materiale omfatter kun et mindre antal substantiver begyndende med ‘af-’ og transitive verber begyndende med ‘af-’.

Ved dette materiale er det tale om kontrastiv behandling af de danske opslagsord; foruden basisoplysninger vedrørende ordklasse og bejning er der til de fleste ord yderligere matiale, omfattende betydningsskifte, definitioner, semantiske oplysninger (emneområde), brugsrestriktioner, frekvens, eksempler og naturligvis de tilsvarende franske oversættelser.

Den franske del af materialet er p.t. ikke inddraget i pilotprojektet, men bliver det på længere sigt.

Begge dataset foreligger som strukturerede ASCII-tektfiler og vi har fået detaljeret formatbeskrivelse af dem begge.

Det første trin i pilotprojektet var at skaffe overblik over, hvilke af de oplysninger, EUROTRA-oversættelsessystemet har brug for, der er repræsenteret

\[ antal_n3 \] - [cat=ny, scat-specifier, part=no, level=zero, 
           scat=‘antal’, darno=n3, 
           ers=‘frame-comp’0, dapform1=no, dapform2=no, dapform3=no, dapform4=no, 
           dat2frame=arg0, daparg1=no, daparg2=no, daparg3=no, daparg4=no, 
           lex-type=‘fx’, dagd=neut, dcons1=oc-no, inf1-sub-root, term=xx0].

\[ \% \] Source: Ph3 corpus
\[ \% \] DEF: en mindre enheder af ngt. tillejligt
\[ \% \] Comments: NDO: uden plur.
\[ \% \] Examples: TV-sat <nm> er en tysk satellit med 3 TV-kanaler og et ukendt antal radiofonikanaler. 362 text4

\[ \% \] antal radiofonikanaler. 362 text4

**Figur 2**: Lemmaordbogsindgang og tilsvarende poster fra RO2.
i de to datasæt, hvordan de er kodet, og på hvilken måde vi kan udnytte eller overføre disse til lemmaordbogen.

I fremstillingen i Figur 2 vil jeg primært koncentrere mig om RO2, og for overskuelighedens skyld viser jeg kun substantivernes kodning som eksempler.

Lemmaordbogsindgangen i Figur 1 er forsynet med markering af de værdier, der indsættes af systemet (ubrudt understregning), samt oplysninger der er automatisk indsat fra RO2 (markeret med stiplet linje). Figuren viser desuden sammenhængen mellem en ordbogsindgang i E-formalisme og den artikel i datasættet, som oplyseningen hentes fra. (I dette tilfælde kræves 2 opslag i RO2, da et sammensat opslagsords bøjning som regel findes i ordbogen under det sidste led.)

5 Pilotprojektets indeværende fase

Efter at have lavet en liste over de oplysningstyper for de enkelte ordklasser, som vi skal have adgang til i lemmaordbogen, og efter at have sammenlignet denne liste med de oplysninger, der er til stede i de maskinlæsbare materialer, har vi vurderet at mulighederne for ‘genbrug’ er følgende:

1. En del oplysninger kan konverteres direkte fra det maskinlæsbare materiale til oplysninger i E-formalisme vha. editor-makroer (emacs), fx ordklassebetegnelse i feltet HOKL (=’ordklasse’): no → cat (=’ordklasse’) = n;

2. Oplysninger kan konverteres vha. programmeret opslag i RO2 og sammenligning af den maskinlæsbare oplysnings med listen over de værdier, der kan repræsentere informationstypen (attributtet) i en lemmaorbdogsindgang; fx kan de kodede bøjningsendelser for substantiver i feltet HNFL (=’navneord flertal’) sammenholdes med listen over værdierne for attributtet fllex.type(=’bøjningstype’).

Første kolonne i tabellen i Figur 3 angiver koden i E-formalisme (udsnit: fllex.type=fx1 ... fx5 for regelmæssigt bøjede substantiver), anden kolonne: eks. på opslagsord i ental, ikke genitiv. Kolonnerne 3 og 4 viser, hvordan RO2 anfører de pågældende bøjningsendelser. Kolonne 5 indeholder den automatisk eksplicerede flertalsendelse i bestemt form (ved regelmæssig dannelse er denne ikke til stede i RO2). Kolonne 6 viser attributtet d.cons (=’fordobling af slutkonsonanten’); denne oplysnings bliver ekspliceret i konverteringsforløbet, udskilt fra felt HENT eller HNFL.

3. Udledning af en oplysnings der kun er implicit til stede i materialet, fx kønnet for et substantiv, udledes af HENT-feltets (=’navneord ental’) sidste tegn og konverteres til eksplicit oplysnings i E-formalisme i attributtet dagd (=’Danish gender’).

Foruden automatisk konvertering hhv. udledning af oplysninger har vi andre muligheder:
4. Automatisk opslag og selektering af visse oplysninger og automatisk el. interaktiv overførsel af disse;

5. Mulighed for interaktiv kodning: valg af eksempler samt tilpasning af eksempler (tilføjelse, sletning etc).

De sidste to muligheder bliver især aktuelle ved import af DFOB's danske oplysninger: DFOB indeholder naturligvis langt flere oplysninger end RO2, bl.a. kommentarer og eksempler. Det har dog vist sig, at selv om dette materiale er fyldigt, har vi brug for begge dataser, da vi har fundet visse tilfælde, hvor selve

Figur 4: Post fra RO2 og DFOB.
Figur 5: Overblik: En lemmaordbogsindgang — og det tilsvarende opslagsord fra de valgte ordbøger.

den søgte oplysning (fx et sammensat substantivs flertalsendelse, eksempelvis ved ordet 'afvisersten') mangler i DFOB (se Figur 4).

Om vi vil bruge begge datasæt parallel, eller bruge RO2's ordklasse- og bøjningsangivelser til at verificere hhv. komplettere oplysningerne vi har hentet fra DFOB, har vi endnu ikke taget stilling til.

Figur 5 omfatter foruden en autentisk lemmaordbogsindgang (a), den tilsvarende trykte ordbogsartikel fra Retskrivningsordbogen og ordbogspost fra RO2 (b), samt ordbogsartiklen fra Dansk-fransk Ordbog og databaseposten — uden typografiske styretegn — fra DFOB (c). (Bemærk det specielle tegnsæt i DFOB-posten!)
Vi har en del uløste grundlæggende spørgsmål i forbindelse med automatisk udbygning af lemmaordbogsindgangen, som det fremgår af markeringerne i Figur 5:

- Kan et homografnummer hhv. et betydningsnummer fra RO2 eller DFOB udyttes til at definere opslagsordets løsninger for oversættelsessystemet, svarende til attributtet danno (= 'Danish reading number');

- Kan valensrammerne (ers.frame hhv. daisframe) til et ord udledes af de danske ordforbindelser der er anført i artiklen som brugseksempler for ordet og udtrykkes i E-formalisme vha. en konverteringsrutine;

- Kan det antages, at alle obligatoriske valenser er repræsenteret, at de valensbundne præpositioner (dapary/dapforml–4) er til stede, at eksemplerne er valgt og listet ud fra et bestemt leksikografisk princip, som kan danne grundlag for den påkrævede (sandsynligvis interaktive) formalisering af oplysninger?

I indeværende fase af pilotprojektet har vi undersøgt materialet fra DFOB for at skaffe os overblik over, hvilke muligheder vi har for at løse disse spørgsmål. Materialet indeholder konteksteksempler for næsten hvert kodet dansk opslagsord. Eksemplerne er ofte sætninger, hvor ordet optræder med alle sine valensbundne led (både med og uden præpositioner). Det tosprogede materiale er kodet udfra et kontrastivt synsvinkel med fokus på danske ord og deres betydningsopdeling (og deres franske ækvivalenter).

Ofte er der knyttet definitioner og kommentarer til ordet, især fx vedr. syntaktisk subkategorisering, semantiske selektionsrestraktioner og pragmatiske forhold. I DFOB er disse oplysninger ikke formaliserede. Vi mener dog at kunne hente de manglende oplysninger for kodningen af lemmaordbogsindgange efter at have udfoldet ordbogsartiklen helt, dvs. oprettet en ny artikel for hver nummererede betydning af opslagsordet, hvor ordet automatisk er blevet indsat (eller dets korrekt bøjede form) i stedet for tilde osv.

Vi er i gang med at udfolde artiklerne og vælge de oplysninger fra, som vi ikke vil bearbejde på nuværende tidspunkt. Desuden udarbejdes der en liste over de søgekriterier, samt tabeller mm. der bliver brug for når vi henter og konverterer oplysningerne fra DFOB. I første omgang udføres aktionerne interaktivt.

6 Pilotprosjektets næste fase

Det andet trin i pilotprosjektet skal koncentrere sig om at undersøge forholdet mellem på den ene side den nuværende manuelle del af kodningsarbejdet i forbindelse med udbygning af lemmaordbogen, og på den anden side den mulige effektivisering der kan påregnes ved overførsel af oplysninger fra maskinlæsbare ordbøger. Ved vurderingen skal der naturligvis også tages hensyn til kvalitetsaspekter.
Konklusion

Pilotprojektets emne og formål er bestemt af et konkret behov i EUROTRA oversættelsessystemet. Det grundlæggende spørgsmål er, om behovet til dels kan dækkes ved at automatisere arbejdet med eksternt ordbogsmateriale, der kan erhverves i maskinlæsbar form.

Det er ikke uproblematiske at forsøge at sammenføre oplysninger fra maskinlæsbart ordbogsmateriale, der dels er kodet til forskellige formål og ud fra forskellige leksikografiske principper, dels fremtræder teknisk forskelligt, fx hvad tegnsæt (jf. posten fra DFOB) eller datastruktur/format angår.

Andre problemer er fx, at de indhentede oplysninger kan være inkompatible indbyrdes eller med EUROTRAs system, eller at det maskinlæsbare materiale indeholder sammenlægning af forskellige indholdstyper i ét oplysningsfelt (i RO2). Selve selectionen af relevante oplysninger fra et meget omfattende materiale er også forbundet med væsentlige principielle beslutninger.

Disse aspekter kan selvsagt ikke glemmes, kun gemmes, da vi først og fremmest ønsker en generel vurdering af mulighederne for udnyttelse af eksisterende maskinlæsbare ordbogsdata i EUROTRA-DK's ordbøger.

Vi har behov for en ny type ordbog, der indeholder udtømmende, systematiserede og formaliserede oplysninger, der kobler morfologiske, syntaktiske, semantiske og evt. pragmatiske oplysninger sammen til en helhed — den fulde beskrivelse af opslagsordet. Dette vil kunne danne basis for en etsprogsordbog, der kan bruges som kildesprogsordbog ved opbygning af to- eller flersprogsordbøger.

Da den ordbog vi har beskrevet her, omfatter veldefinerede oplysningstyper og formaliserede oplysninger, vil den efter automatisk kontrol og konvertering (der kan indbygges i systemet) også kunne blive velegnet til andre formål.

En tak til:

Bodil Nistrup Madsen, HHK, for at venligst have stillet DFOB-materialet til rådighed; Bente Møegaard og Henrik Selsøe Sørensen, EUROTRA-DK, for at deltage i drøftelserne af pilotprojektet, samt Ole Norling-Christensen, Gyldendals Ordbøger, for omhyggelig korrekturlæsning og kommentarer til manuskriptet.
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Abstract

Machine Translation from Esperanto to Icelandic

It has become evident that Esperanto, due to its logicality and regularity, is well suited as an intermediate language in machine translations between ethnic languages. The project presented here is intended to be a contribution to a later inclusion of Icelandic in a larger multilingual system for machine translation, where Esperanto is used as an intermediate language. In fact such a multilingual machine translation system, DLT (Distributed Language Translation), is being developed at BSO/Research in Utrecht (Netherlands).

My project started in the year 1981. It was a spare time activity exclusively on a private basis until two years ago when it received public support in Iceland. This is a machine translation system applicable as an instrument for studying various ideas relating to machine translation from Esperanto to Icelandic.

An effective machine translation system must be capable of coping with unexpected words, i.a. words created by spontaneous need in the daily use of the language. Those new creations follow rules and conventions that can be different from one language to another. This theme, that involves automatic word creation, is discussed with respect to Esperanto and Icelandic. The derivation of words from words of different word classes by changing the endings of the words, is a common feature of Esperanto and Icelandic. In cases where this happens in a similar and systematic way in both languages, automatic word creation is feasible. A noticeable characteristic of Esperanto is the extensive use of affixes, both prefixes and suffixes, in order to modify the meaning of words and to create new words. In Icelandic affixes are used less frequently. This means that when translating between Esperanto and Icelandic sometimes suffixed words in Esperanto correspond to different word constructions in Icelandic.

1 Indledning

I de sidste otte år har jeg beskæftiget mig med maskinoversættelse fra esperanto til islandsk, ganske vist ikke uafbrudt. De første 6 år var det udelukkende
fritidsbeskæftigelse helt på egne vegne. Men i den sidste tid har mit projekt mødt stadig voksende interesse og har fået offentlig støtte.

Jeg vil begynde med at placere mit projekt i større sammenhæng.

Hvis man betragter maskinoversættelse parvis mellem mange sprog så kunne den tænkes at foregå direkte mellem hvert sprogpar.

En anden mulighed er at bruge et fælles mellemsprog, hvor f.eks. esperanto tjener som mellemsprog.

Valget af esperanto som mellemsprog er ikke tilfældigt, men baseres på, at esperanto er et særdeles logisk sprog med regelmæssig grammatik, hvorfor det
er velegnet til datalingvistisk brug. Det er netop denne idé, som jeg har sluttet mig til, da jeg har valgt at beskæftige mig med maskinoversættelse fra esperanto til islandsk. Grunden til at jeg hidtil har begrænset mig til oversættelse i denne retning, men ikke fra islandsk til esperanto, er simpelt hen den at parsning af esperanto er meget nemmere end parsning af andre sprog, og der er jo alligevel problemer nok at glæde sig over.

Med henblik på denne grundlæggende idé går mit projekt i takt med det kendte DLT-projekt for multisproglig maskinoversættelse, hvor man også har valgt esperanto som mellem sprog.

I tidens løb har jeg udviklet et oversættelsesprogram sammen med en ordsamling på godt 6.000 ord. Programmet er i stand til at gengive esperanto-tekst på islandsk, således at de islandske ord har den ønskede bøjningsform og sætningsernes struktur er ændret i retning af korrekt islandsk syntaks.

Jeg har fundet det nyttigt at have et oversættelsesprogram, som fungerer. Selv om programmet meget lidt berører semantik så kan det bruges til at studere forskellige problemer ved maskinoversættelse, især syntaktiske og morfologiske problemer. Man kan eksperimentere med idéer og mulige løsninger til disse problemer ved at ændre lidt på program og ordsamling og, hvad der kan være meget opmuntrende, hurtigt se et resultat på data skærm eller på papir.

2 Programmets funktion

Hvordan fungerer oversættelsesprogrammet?

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{esperanto} & \implies \text{islandsk} \\
\text{ordsamling} \\
\text{program} & \implies 1 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 3 \\
\text{IND} & \rightarrow \text{sætning på esperanto} \\
\text{UD} & \rightarrow \text{sætning på islandsk}
\end{align*}
\]

2.1 Etaper:

1. Analyse
2. Oversættelse ord for ord
3. Strukturændringer

Programmet arbejder med én sætning ad gangen og går fra det enkle til det mere komplicerede. Inddata er altså en sætning på esperanto. Programmets første operation er at dele sætningen op i enkelte ord. Den anden operation er at slå op i ordregistre som giver for hvert enkelt esperanto-tekstord det tilsvarende
islandske ord sammen med morfologiske oplysninger. Den tredje operation består af strukturanvendringer i henhold til forskellen på esperanto og islandsk. Til slut afleverer programmet som uddata en islandsk sætning med næsten islandsk syntaks og forhåbentlig nogenlunde samme mening som den oprindelige sætning på esperanto har.

Det, som jeg især vil diskutere ved denne lejlighed, er hvilke udveje man har når et esperanto-ord ikke findes direkte i ordsamlingen. Løsningen af dette problem indebærer automatisk orddannelse.

3 Ordsamlingens inddeling

På grund af esperantos simple grammatik afdækkes et tekstords ordklasse og bøjningsform på grundlag af ordets endelse alene, uafhængigt af de andre ord i samme sætning. Jeg har derfor fundet det nyttigt at dele ordsamlingen op i fem ordregistre som vist her.

\[
\text{esperanto} \rightarrow \text{islandsk}
\]

endelser

1. Substantiver o  oj  on  ojn
2. Adjektiver a  aj  an  ajn
3. Adverbier e  en
4. Verber i  as  is  os  us  u
5. Småord (pronominer, præpositioner, konjunktioner, adverbier, numeralier o.fl.)


4 Automatisk orddannelse

Man kunne selvfølgelig simpelthen give op og lade være med at oversætte ordet. I tilfælde af esperanto kunne man alligevel holde rede på syntaksen, idet ordets ordklasse og bøjningsform er kendt fra endelsen, selv om stammen måske er ukendt. Men der er også den mulighed at ordets stamme eller bestanddele faktisk er til stede selv om ordet ikke findes direkte i registret for den rigtige ordklasse.

Man kan dele de ukendte esperanto-ord i fem tilfælde:

1. Sammensatte ord
2. Ord afledte fra andre ordklasser
3. Ord med affikser
4. Kombinationer af 1-3
5. Andre ord

Af disse tilfælde har jeg især eksperimenteret med 2 til 4 og i den anledning inkluderet nogen orddannelsesregler i mit oversættelsesprogram.

Lad os først betragte de andre tilfælde.

Sammensatte ord er mindre almindelige i esperanto end i islandsk. I de fleste tilfælde kan man nok automatisk oversætte et sammensat ord direkte fra esperanto til islandsk, d.v.s. man finder frem til de enkelte stammers oversættelser og danner af dem et sammensat ord på islandsk.

Hvad 5. tilfælde angår, andre ord, så drejer det sig om ord som ikke kan oversættes i de omgivelser. Man kan simpelthen gengive ordet uden oversættelse i den islandske tekst. Man kan jo alligevel benytte sig af kendskabet til ordets ordklasse og bøjningsform til at bestemme den islandske sætnings struktur.

4.1 Afledning fra en anden ordklasse

Jeg vil nu vise et par eksempler på automatisk orddannelse ved afledning fra andre ordklaser.

I esperanto er denne type af orddannelse meget almindelig, meget mere end i islandsk og dansk f.eks.

Eksempel 1. adverbium dannet af adjektiv

adjektiv: felica hamingjusamur lykkelig
adverbium: feliche hamingjusamlega lykkeligt


Det andet eksempel drejer sig om et adjektiv, eller snarere om et participium, som behandles som et adjektiv.

Eksempel 2. adjektiv (participium) dannet af verbum

verbum: kuri hlaupa løbe
adjektiv: kuranta hlaupandi løbende

Ordet kuranta findes ikke i samlingen af adjektiver. Da ordet ender på anta er det muligvis præsens participium af et verbum. Programmet vil derfor søge i samlingen af verber for verbet kuri. Resultatet er positivt og programmet danner automatisk ordet hlaupandi ved afledning af det islandske verbum hlaupa.

De to eksempler kan også kombineres og blive til en dobbeltafledning.
Eksempel 2 + 1. adverbium dannet af verbum

adverbium: kurante hlaupandi løbende

Adverbiet kurante oversættes ved at programmet først søger forgæves efter adjektivet kuranta og derefter finder frem til verbet kuri.

4.2 Esperanto-ord med affikser

En anden type af orddannelser på esperanto går ud på udstrakt brug af affikser, både præfikser og suffikser.

Når esperanto-ord med affikser skal kunne oversættes til islandsk, kan de mest almindelige med fordel inkluderes i ordsamlingerne.

For de andre affiksede ords vedkommende kan man prøve at vælge en af de oversættelsesmetoder som antydes nedenfor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>esperanto</th>
<th>islandsk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>præfiks</td>
<td>præfiks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eller suffiks (sammensat ord)</td>
<td>bortfald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foranstående ord</td>
<td>efterfølgende ord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forklarende konstruktion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Både i tilfælde af et præfiks og et suffiks kommer alle disse muligheder i betragtning. Man kan vise eksempler på alle mulighederne, måske med én undtagelse. Om lidt vil vi se nogle eksempler.

Men først skal vi se på en særpætget brug af præfikser på esperanto. Det drejer sig om konstruktionstvillinger, hvor en præposition kan placeres som præfiks på et verbum med ingen eller minimal ændring af mening.

4.2.1 Strukturændring på esperanto

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>esperanto</th>
<th>islandsk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mi parolas pri la libro.</td>
<td>Ég tala um bókina.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dansk: Jeg taler om bogen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Den samme mening kan ytres ved sætningen:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>esperanto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mi priparolas la libron.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Når den sidste sætning skal oversættes til islandsk bliver dens struktur først ændret ved at præfikset pri laves om til præpositionen pri, der placeres efter verbet, samtidig med at det akkusative n fjernes fra substantivet.

\[\text{Mi priparolas} \rightarrow \text{la libron.}\]

4.2.2 Oversættelse af præfikser

Her får vi eksempler på 5 muligheder for oversættelse af ord med præfikser.

1. miskompreni misskilja misforstå
2. senlabora avninnulaus arbejdsløs
3. kamaradoj félagar kammerater
   gekamaradoj félagar kammerater (af begge køn)
4. eksministro fyrverandir ráðherra forhenværende minister
5. foriri fara burt gå bort

4.2.3 Oversættelse af suffikser

Og nu over til 5 eksempler på oversættelse af ord med suffikser.

1. leono ljón løve
   leonino kvenljón hunløve
2. grupo höpur gruppe
   grupestro höpstjóri gruppebestyrer
3. paroli tala tale
   paroladi tala tale (vedvarende)
4. homo maður menneske
   homačo lítílfjörlegur maður ussell menneske
5. skribi skrifa skrive
   skribema hneigður fyrir að skrifa tilbøjelig til at skrive

4.3 Kombinationer

Nu har vi betragtet nogle eksempler på tilfælde nr. 2 og 3 af ukendte esperantoord. Ifølge tilfælde nr. 4 kan man også have kombinationer af 1, 2 og 3, og den slags kombinationer er endog ret almindelige i esperanto. Når ord af denne art skal oversættes, kan det være afgørende for resultatets kvalitet i hvilken rækkefølge ordets struktur analyseres. Den mest gunstige rækkefølge vil selvfølgelig ikke blive den samme for de forskellige ordklasser. I denne henseende er det min filosofi, at man ved hjælp af et simpelt oversættelsesprogram som mit kan afprøve de forskellige muligheder på en naturlig tekst og derved finde frem til den optimale rækkefølge for hver ordklasse.
5 Forøgelse af ordsamlingen

Den begrænsede størrelse af ordsamling virker ofte utilstrækkelig, når man vil eksperimentere med en naturlig tekst. Derfor arbejder jeg nu på en forøgelse af antal ord fra godt 6.000 til knap 24.000, d.v.s. næsten firedobling. Dette sideprojekt, som nu er i den sidste fase, består i ud fra en temmelig stor islandsk-esperanto ordbog (Skaftfell 1965) i trykt form at fremstille en esperanto-islandsk ordsamling i datamatlæsbar form. En esperanto-islandsk ordbog af tilsvarende omfang ville selvfølgelig have været nemmere at arbejde med, men den eksisterer desværre ikke. Konverteringen er tilvejebragt til dels ad mekanisk vej, idet den består af følgende etaper:

- Optisk karakterrekognition (ved hjælp af Kurzweil-maskine)
- Maskinstøttet konvertering fra islandsk-esperanto til esperanto-islandsk
- Manuel bearbejdelse
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Valence Frames Used for Syntactic Disambiguation in the EUROTRA-DK Model

Abstract

The EEC Machine Translation Programme EUROTRA is a multilingual, transfer-based, module-structured machine translation project. The result of the analysis, the interface structure, is based on a dependency grammar combined with a frame theory. The valency frames, specified in the lexicon, enable the grammar to analyse or generate the sentences. If information about the syntactical structure of the slot fillers is added to the lexicon, certain erroneous analyses may be discarded exclusively on a syntactical basis, and complex transfer may in some cases be avoided. Where semantic and syntactical differences are related, problems of ambiguity may be solved as well. This will be exemplified, and the frame theory will be explained. The paper concentrates on the valency of verbs; according to the EUROTRA theory the verb is the governor of a sentence.

1 The EUROTRA Model

The structure of the system as a whole is as shown in figure 1.

Units at the different levels:

EBL: Signs, codes.
EMS: Morphemes.
ECS: Words, syntactical categories, phrasal categories.

**STRUCTURE:** Constituent structure: indicates the natural sequence of the sentence constituents by means of syntactical categories and subcategories.

ERS: Syntactical functions (surface syntactical relations): Governor, subject, object etc., modifiers.
Fig. 1. The modular structure of the EUROTRA system.

ANALYSIS MODULE:  
levels:

 transforming rules

 levels:

 EBL: Normalized text
 (sign analysis)

 TRANSFER MODULES

 SYNTHESIS MODULE:  
levels:

 transforming rules

 levels:

 EBL

 (morphological analysis)

 T-RULES

 EMS: Morphological structure
 (morphological analysis)

 T-RULES

 ECS: Constituent structure
 (surface syntax)

 T-RULES

 ERS: Relational structure
 (surface syntactical relations)

 T-RULES

 IS: Interface structure
 (deep syntax with some semantic features)

 T-RULES

 STRUCTURE: Dependence structure: canonic sequence. Indicates the surface syntactical relations, determines agreements and percolates features. Sequence of units: governor, subj, obj/obl_ag/attr_subj/pobj/obl.go/obl.loc/compl, iobj(obj2)/pobj/compl/obl.go/obl.loc/attr.obj, modifiers. (Abbreviations are explained in fig. 4.; the source is the EUROTRA Reference Manual version 5.0, 1989. A later version was distributed after the symposion.)
IS: Deep syntactical relations; governors, arguments and modifiers with some semantic features.

STRUCTURE: Dependence structure: canonic sequence. Indicates the depth syntactical relations. Elevates certain simple entities by percolating them to the relevant mother node as feature bundles. Sequence: governor, argument1, argument2, argument3, argument4, modifiers.

Each level consists of two components, a lexicon and a grammar. The system identifies its units at a certain level by using the lexicon, where at the same time the information about the various lexical entries, necessary for the grammatical rules at each level to function, is drawn.

Fig. 2. The structure of a level.
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Between the levels the T-RULES ensure the correct transformation of the output from one level to the form necessary as input for the following level.

As it will appear, the sign analysis occurs at the EBL level, the morphological analysis at the EMS level and the syntactical analysis at the three following levels. Some semantical information is included in the IS level. We shall concentrate on the last two syntactical levels, the ERS and the IS levels, and we shall pose the question: What information must be present at the lexical entries at these levels for the grammar and thus the system to function? In order to determine this, we must look more closely at the task of these two levels in the total analysis process.

2 The ERS Theory

On many points the ERS theory is in agreement with the theory behind the f-structure in LFG (Lexical Functional Grammar). Our grammar at the ERS level is a dependence grammar. A dependence structure consists of a governing lexical unit (GOVERNOR) and (possibly) a number of sentence members (DEPENDENTS), which presuppose the presence of the GOVERNOR. We distinguish between two types of DEPENDENTS:

Fig. 3. Dependents at the ERS level.

1: COMPLEMENTS, which fill out a place in the frame of the governor, i.e. are frame bound or valency bound: The GOVERNOR requires their presence.
2: MODIFIERS, which also presuppose the presence of the GOVERNOR but do not fill out a place in its frame, are not required by the GOVERNOR.

At ERS the complements of the main verb are constituted by the following syntactical functions, from which, however, the Danish implementation differs on certain points:

Fig. 4. Verbal complements at the ERS level.

SUBJ.
Example: DA: PETER sover.
ENG: PETER sleeps

OBL_AG (the subject in passive clauses).
Example: DA: Suppe spises AF MANGE.
ENG: Soup is eaten BY A LOT OF PEOPLE.

OBJ (the indirect object, if this is not a sentence).
Example: DA: Peter spiser SUPPE.
ENG: Petes eats SOUP.

ATTR_SUBJ (the subject complement if this is not a sentence).
Example: DA: Problemet er ULOESELIGT.
ENG: The problem is INSOLUBLE.

ATTR_OBJ (the object complement if this is not a sentence).
Example: DA: Det kalder jeg EN OVERDRIVELSE
ENG: That’s what I call AN OVERSTATEMENT.

POBJ (frame bound prepositional phrase i.e. prepositional phrase governed by the main verb and requiring a particular preposition).
Example: DA: Jeg haaber PAA EN FORANDRING.
ENG: I am hoping FOR A CHANGE.

OBL_LOC (obligatory prepositional phrase denoting place).
Example: DA: Peter bor I SLAGELSE.
ENG: Peter lives IN MANCHESTER.
OBL_GO (obligatory prepositional phrase denoting direction).
Example: DA: Peter tog TIL PARIS.
ENG: Peter went TO PARIS.

COMP (clause-shaped complement).
Example: DA: Peter har lovet, AT HAN NOK SKAL KOMME.
DA: Peter hoerte HANS KOMME.
ENG: Peter has promised, THAT HE WILL BE THERE.
ENG: Peter heard HANS COMING.

OBJ2 (the direct object, if this is not a sentence).
Example: DA: Jeg skylder HAM en tjeneste.
ENG: I owe HIM a favour.

For the sake of clarity I have chosen sentences which do not bear much resemblance to the constructions that we usually work with in texts from the Commission.

From LFG we have also taken over the so-called "Principle of Completeness and Coherence", which can be formulated as follows:

A structure must contain ALL the complements required by its governor AND NO OTHERS.

From this principle follows:

Complements can only be described as obligatory. Empty elements (empty nodes) must be inserted in a number of cases, for instance in passive clauses where the logical subject (the agent) is not present, and in infinite constructions without an explicit subject directly connected to the infinite verb form.

The ERS guidelines are of a directive character, and not obligatory; in the Danish implementation we have differed from them for example by not including the category COMP, which, as we saw it, was defined not by its syntactical function, but exclusively by its being clause-shaped. In the Danish implementation we have simply allowed that subjects as well as objects may also consist of substantival sub-clauses or infinitives. This simplifies the mapping between the ERS and IS levels, and besides it agrees more with our linguistic intuition, also because precisely the same applies in Danish to words and phrases governed by a preposition. (for example in a so-called POBJ); in this position we may also find both nouns, noun clauses and infinitives.
3 The IS Theory

The next level, the IS level, is, however, actually legislative. It is here that the decorated tree structures, which constitute the starting point of the synthesis AFTER the transfer process, are formulated. Since, as it is well known, EUROTRA is a multi-lingual translation system, it is necessary to model the IS level in such a way that, using a common feature theory, it describes the linguistic features that are relevant for translation purposes and which are common to the languages in question, in a way that is compatible with all nine EEC languages. To formulate this theory and the common feature theory is a difficult task — some might even say an impossible one — but it is also a challenge, because no theories existed that might be transferred to a multi-lingual, transfer-based machine translation system. The IS theory has been formulated in a cooperation between linguists in EUROTRA with constant feedback from the various language groups, and it rests on the following main principles:

1. IS is primarily a syntactical theory.

2. The starting-point of the description is English, which functions as a kind of meta-language.

3. The IS theory consists of a dependence grammar with a sunken governor, combined with a frame theory.

4. The theory must satisfy the following requirements:

   a. The description must be adequate; it must, as far as possible, disambiguate polysemantic surface structures.

   b. The description must be calculable; it must be formalized so as to permit a computer to calculate the relevant phenomena.

As mentioned above, the theory must be able to describe the linguistic features, relevant for translation purposes and common to the nine EEC languages; hence all non-significant differences are neutralized. This applies to the individual language (for example the difference between the active and the passive voice) as well as to differences between the EEC languages. An example of a difference specific to a particular language is the difference between noun clause types (infinitive constructions or that sentences). If one wants to specify this difference in the analysis, it must be done on the underlying level, the ERS level. It is a monolingual matter, whether a verb requires finite or non-finite clausal complements. Some verbs do not take clausal complements at all, others take special types, and some (the support verbs) require deverbal nouns as objects, while the equivalents in other languages may not have the same restrictions. I shall show an example indicating these differences in the next section.

The neutralization of differences, specific to a particular language, is done in the following way:
As mentioned earlier, already at the ERS level a "euroversal", canonic sequence of sentence members is determined. Thus word orders, specific to a particular language, are neutralized. At the IS level this sequence describes a small, defined, number of depth syntactical relations between the members.

Certain sub-systems (tense, aspect, modality, etc.) are removed from the actual structural representation and re-coded, attributed to the overall sentence complex by calculation.

Certain surface phenomena are removed from the tree structure and are represented instead in the overall sentence complex as features, if they are relevant for the translation.

As has been mentioned, the IS structure is also a dependence structure, including a governor and two types of dependence relations. These are:

ARGUMENTS, of which a maximum of four may occur. An argument number may only be indicated, if the preceding one also occurs in the frame of the governor

MODIFIERS, which do not occur in the frame of the governor.

Thus, the maximum completion of a sentence, in which the main verb is always regarded as the governor, is as follows (the Kleene star indicates zero, one, or more occurrences of the subsequent member):

\[ S = \text{GOV, ARG}1, \text{ARG}2, \text{ARG}3, \text{ARG}4, *\text{MOD}. \]

The relation between the complements of the ERS level and the arguments of the IS level can be schematically described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SUBJ} & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}1 \\
\text{OBL}_{\text{AG}} & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}1 \\
\text{OBJ} & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}2 \\
\text{ATTR}_{\text{SUBJ}} & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}2 \\
\text{COMP} & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}2\text{ eller ARG}3 \\
\text{POBJ} & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}2\text{ eller ARG}3 \\
\text{OBL}_{\text{GO}} & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}2\text{ eller ARG}3 \\
\text{OBL}_{\text{LOC}} & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}2\text{ eller ARG}3 \\
\text{ATTR}_{\text{OBJ}} & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}3 \\
\text{OBJ}2 & \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{ARG}3 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Frame-bound arguments (PP's) not otherwise indexed \longrightarrow \text{ARG}4

So, both at the ERS level and at the IS level it is necessary to specify the valence structure of the lexical units in the level specific lexicons. And where can
information about the valence of Danish words be obtained? Generally speaking, possibilities are few; no actual valence dictionaries for Danish exist, as they do for German for example. The Danish EUROTRA group has to work out these dictionaries themselves.

4 The Coding of Verbs in the Lexicon

In the Danish implementation we indicate the valence of the words at the ERS level already in the lexicon for the ECS level. We shall see how this can be done in the case of the verbs, taking a concrete example.

The Danish verb BEMAERKE (notice, remark) is mono-transitive. The lexical entry to this verb may for instance look like this in the ECS dictionary:

' bemaerke_v1' = cat=v, ers_frame=f20, ctrl=no, dalu=' bemaerke', reflex=no, vfeat=nstat, auxlu='have', t=no, term=xx0.

The formula ers_frame=f20 refers to the sentence rule that describes sentences with mono-transitive verbs. There are, however, different meanings of this verb. If we follow the definitions in Nudansk Ordbog, which, in Denmark, comes closest to the medium-sized, monolingual dictionary used for the project, we can make a division into these entries, where only the definitions differ. The examples are coded in the format used for the Lemma dictionary, where information necessary for the different levels are gathered under the relevant entries:

' bemaerke_v1' = cat=v, scat=mainv, level=zero, dalu=' bemaerke', dano=v1, ers_frame=f20, dapform1=no, dapform2=no,dapform3=no, dapform4=no, daiisframe=argl2, reflex=no, daparg1=no, daparg2=no, daparg3=no, daparg4=no, auxlu='have', vfeat=nstat, flex_type=fx1, dcons=no, oc=yes, infl=root, term=xx0.

% Coder: boel 16-Jun-89
% Source: experiment
% DEF: iagttage, laegge maerke til
% Comments:
% Examples: Ingen bemaerkede bans fravaerelse. NDO.

' bemaerke_v2' = cat=v, scat=mainv, level=zero, dalu=' bemaerke', dano=v2, ers_frame=f20, dapform1=no, dapform2=no, dapform3=no, dapform4=no, daiisframe=argl2, reflex=no, daparg1=no, daparg2=no, daparg3=no, daparg4=no, auxlu='have', vfeat=nstat, flex_type=fx1, dcons=no, oc=yes, infl=root, term=xx0.

% Coder: boel 16-Jun-89
% Source: experiment
% DEF: udtale, ytre
% Comments: Ambiguous example in the NDO.
% Examples: Han bemaerkede, at han var forhindret. NDO
Here, we use f20 in both cases: The verb only takes an object as a complement. Dalu means Danish lexical unit, darno refers to Danish reading number. DEF means definition. Information preceded by % is not relevant for the grammar.

According to this, there must be two different entries in the lexicon, where the coding is identical, but the definitions differ. Hence, an analysis of the sentence:

DA: Kommissionen har bemaerket en rimelig udvikling inden for erhvervslivet.

ENG: The Commission has noticed a reasonable development in industry. (bemaerke=notice, sense 1, bemaerke_v1 above)

produces two identical results at the ERS level, both of this form:

Fig.5. ERS object with no object differentiation.

```
cat=s
 |
---------------------------
cat=v          cat=np          cat=np
  dalu=bemaerke    sf=subj    sf=objc
  sf=gov          !           !
  !           !
  !           !

cat=n            ---------------------------
dalu=Kommissionen  cat=n  cat=pp  cat=ap
                  sf=gov  sf=pobj  sf=mod
                  dalu=udvikling  !     !
                  !     !
                  !     !
  --------------------------  cat=adj
  cat=p          cat=np         sf=gov
  dalu=inden_for  sf=compl  dalu=
  sf=gov         !     rimelig
                 !
  cat=n
  dalu=erhvervsliv
  sf=gov
```

If, however, we supplement our lexical entries with the information that BEMAERKE in sense 1 may have certain types of sentence objects (an NP, an at-clause or an interrogative clause), while in sense 2 (bemaerke_v2 above) the word only takes at-clauses or pronouns as the object, the entries will look like this:

'\texttt{bemaerke_v1}' = \texttt{cat=v, scat=mainv, level=zero, dalu='bemaerke', darno=v1, ers_frame=f244, dapform1=no, dapform2=no, dapform3=no, dapform4=no, daisframe=arg12, reflex=no, daparg1=no, daparg2=no, daparg3=no, daparg4=no, auxlu='have', vfeat=nstat, flex_type=fxl, dcons=no, oc=yes, infl=root, term=xx0}. 
f244: The verb only takes an object as complement. The object is: an NP OR a nominal at-clause OR an interrogative clause.

'bemaerke_v2' = cat=v, scat=mainv, level=zero, dalu='bemaerke',
darno=v2, ers_frame=f262, dapform1=no, dapform2=no, dapform3=no,  
dapform4=no, daisframe=argl2, reflex=no, daparg1=no, daparg2=no,  
daparg3=no, daparg4=no, auxlu='have', vfeat=nstat, flex_type=fxl, 
dcons=no, oc=yes, infl=root, term=xx0.

f262: The verb only takes an object as complement. The object is: a nominal at-clause OR a pronoun.

Furthermore, we change and sub-divide our grammar rules on the basis of this information. As a result, only one analysis, using the first entry of BEMAERKE, is possible, and the number of analyses are reduced. We are thus able to discard certain erroneous analyses exclusively on a syntactical basis, because it turns out, that semantic and syntactical differences may be connected. And this must happen at the ERS level, this being the level where a distinction is still made between different object types and sub-clause types. At the IS level this specific distinction is neutralized.

The following transfer rules will ensure the correct translation:

1: cat=v, dalu=bemaerke, darno=v1 =>
cat=v, enlu=notice, enrno=v1.

2: cat=v, dalu=bemaerke, darno=v2 =>
cat=v, enlu=remark, enrno=v2.

5 Conclusion

As claimed above, problems of semantic differences may in some cases be related to syntactical differences. In these cases, more systematic use of the syntactical information may solve some, if certainly not all, semantic problems of machine translation.

We have also made it theoretically possible to GENERATE or produce the correct sentence structure for a sentence translated into Danish, precisely by
including information about sentence structure in the lexicon, contained in the 
more specific indication of valence. What forms the basis of the translation into 
Danish is a tree structure, where the individual words make up the leaves on the 
tree. In the transfer process, the words of the source language are exchanged with 
the equivalent words of the target language. In case of sentential complements, 
finte or non-finite, the tree does not specify which sentence type makes up the 
object of the sentence. The Danish lexicon will contain the information about 
syntactical combinations of the different verbal entries, which make possible 
the establishment of a more specific sentence structure. In these cases we avoid 
having to work out word-specific rules of complex transfer; the problem can be 
solved monolingually in a more general way.

The fact remains that we lack dictionaries in Danish that allow us to draw in-
formation about the combination possibilities of Danish words to < in extent that 
 suits our purpose. One of the many tasks that the Danish EUROTRA group 
faces is to produce such dictionaries. I hope to get the possibility to experiment 
with drawing this information from the Gyldendal dictionary: "Dansk Sprog-
brug" by Erik Bruun. Here we find examples of the use of Danish words and a 
typology comparable to a rough valency description. We shall have to complete 
this information and transform it to a formalism suited for this special purpose.
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Representational Issues within Eurotra

Abstract

Machine translation of subordinate clauses, whether finite or non-finite, poses a series of problems within representational issues. In EUROTRA this subject has recently been investigated for complements as well as for modifiers to verbal, nominal, adjectival, and prepositional heads.

Some of the problems encountered during these investigations will be addressed in this paper, with a particular focus on the representation of finite and non-finite modifiers.

The claim is made that neutralization of surface differences is necessary. This neutralization of the surface structure is shown to be a prerequisite to simple transfer. The concept of simple transfer is briefly introduced.

Various example representations are shown and discussed.

1 Introduction

Machine translation of subordinate or dependent clauses, whether finite or non-finite, poses a series of problems and challenges within representational issues. In EUROTRA this subject has recently been investigated for all types of sentential complements and modifiers, finite as well as non-finite, to verbal, nominal, adjectival, and prepositional heads. (PO-22, 1989)

This paper presents some of the results of the subset of the work, which has been carried out by the Danish language group, and within this, in particular the special research topic dealt with by my colleague Patrizia Paggio and myself.

We have been particularly interested in the definition of a representation which neutralizes arbitrary surface variation found in dependent clauses in the nine EEC languages. Of the many possible structures encountered in the above mentioned syntactic functions we have primarily concentrated on finite and non-finite adverbial modifiers to verbs and nouns. The specifications, which we have proposed as a result of our work, are now part of the Eurotra Reference Manual, which has 'legislative' status in the project. (R.M. 6.0).

In the following quite a few examples of such structures will be shown and discussed. The following list of examples serves to clarify, which types of constructions are involved.
Complements to verbal head, non-finite

Industrien prøver AT OVERTAGE FINANSIERINGEN
La Commission veut RENVERSER CETTE TENDANCE

Complements to verbal head, finite

EF ønsker, AT INDUSTRIEN SKAL OVERTAGE FINANSIERINGEN
The Commission wonders, WHETHER INDUSTRY WILL TAKE OVER

Modifiers to verbal head, non-finite

EVERYBODY HAVING AGREED ON THE DATE, the meeting was ad­journed
AL SER CONSCIENTE DEL PROBLEMA, la Comisión formuló una propuesta

Modifiers to verbal head, finite

EFTER AT ALLE VAR BLEVET ENIGE OM DATOEN, blev mødet hævet
DA DEN BLEV OPMÆRKSOM PÅ PROBLEMET, formulerede Kom­missionen et forslag
ALTHOUGH LABOUR IS EXPENSIVE Europe employs many people

Modifiers to nominal head, non-finite

The actions TAKEN by industry have not reversed the trend

Modifiers to nominal head, finite

de forholdsregler, SOM INDUSTRIEN HAR TAGET, har ikke vendt ten­densen

2 Simple Transfer and IS

One very fundamental issue in the EUROTRA translation model is the concept of simple transfer. Poul Andersen has given an introduction to this concept, its implications, and provided exemplification in Andersen (1989).

Simple transfer is achieved through a very deep analysis of the input string such that the 'meaning' of e.g. a clause is represented as an annotated tree structure. Simple transfer then consists of substituting the lexical units of the source language tree, also called the IS representation, with the appropriate lexical units of the target language. For the translation to be successful, however, many conditions have to be fulfilled, one of them is successful lexical disambiguation, which is a non-trivial problem. The condition in focus here, though, is not lexical, but representational. Simple transfer requires that the annotated tree structure must be transferred unmodified.

The EUROTRA IS theory attempts to give a detailed definition of the IS representation from which simple transfer is to take place. One important aspect
of the structures defined at IS is that arbitrary surface differences, which exist between the languages, should be neutralized precisely so that structural transfer needs not take place. Structural transfer means modification of the source language IS structure during transfer to the target language IS structure.

Such surface differences can be observed in the examples listed above. They show examples of both noun and sentence modifiers, where a direct structural mapping from one language to another, i.e. simple transfer, is not possible. Our investigations have shown evidence of great variation w.r.t. surface realization of the so called sentential complements and modifiers across the nine EEC languages.

Up until recently the EUROTRA IS theory had not been extended to cover all these phenomena. This means that no so called 'legislation' was available for them, except for infinitives and finite clauses in object position to verbs. The filling of such legislative holes, i.e. development, extension, and refinement of the IS theory, is contributed to by the language groups through their experiments with possible representations. Consequently quite different structures have so far been implemented to support these constructions by the different language groups.

3 Example Representations

In the following a series of example structures for the clauses in question will be discussed. These examples are authentic, i.e. they have been produced by the different analysis modules developed within EUROTRA. The structures, however, have been simplified here for the purpose of highlighting the issue in question. Some of the examples have already been listed above, but here they will be discussed in more detail. The following labels are used in the representations:

- GOV - governor, head of a construction
- ARG1 - argument 1, deep subject
- ARG2 - argument 2, deep object
- ARG3 - argument 3, indirect object
- MOD - modifier
- TRANC - transconstructional
- SBAR - dependent clause
- S - sentence
- NP - noun phrase
- AP - adjective phrase
- PP - prepositional phrase
- Ø - empty element
- {...} - annotations, features, decorations
(1) **ANALYSING FIGURES** was an **essential task**

```
S

GOV   ARG1/S   ARG2/NP
     {stype=subord}

be   analyse   Ø   figure   essential task
     {prespart}
```

(2) **TO REVERSE THE TREND** is essential

```
S

GOV   ARG1/S   ARG2/AP
     {stype=subord}

be   reverse   Ø   trend   essential
     {infin}
```

In both (1) and (2) the ARG1's, although they are internally different (-ing clause and infinitive clause), have been assigned the same structure, S, they only differ in morphological typing of the verbal head.

In the following three examples, (3), (4), and (5), the ARG2's are all infinitive constructions, and they are all represented as S structures with an empty element inserted as the logical subject of the infinitive. Again we see, that they differ in features, but not in structure.

(3) **Industrien prøver AT OVERTAGE FINANSIERINGEN**

```
S

GOV   ARG1/NP   ARG2/S
     {stype=infcl}

prøve   industri   overtage   Ø   finansiering
     {inf}
```
(4) La Commission veut RENVERSER CETTE TENDANCE

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{GOV} & \text{ARG1/NP} & \text{ARG2/NP} & \text{ARG3/NP} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\{\text{stype=sempl}\} & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{vouloir Commission renverser \& cettte} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\{\text{inf}\} & \text{tendance} \\
\end{array}
\]

(5) Kommissionen tillader industrien AT OVERTAGE FINANSIERINGEN

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{GOV} & \text{ARG1/NP} & \text{ARG2/S} & \text{ARG3/NP} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\{\text{stype=incl}\} & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{tillade Kommissionen overtage \& finansiering industri} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\{\text{inf}\} & \\
\end{array}
\]

The preceding five examples all show complements—subjects or objects. Their structural representation is in accordance with the IS legislation, which already existed before our investigations started, i.e. S with an inserted empty element in the non-finite clauses.

The three following examples, (6), (7), and (8) show representations of finite adverbial modifiers to a verbal head.

(6) ALTHOUGH LABOUR IS EXPENSIVE Europe employs many people

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{GOV} & \text{ARG1/NP} & \text{ARG2/NP} & \text{TRANC/PP} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{employ Europe many people although be labour expensive} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\{\text{finite}\} & \\
\end{array}
\]
As the examples show there is great variation w.r.t to the structures and the labelling chosen for these modifiers.

The English analysis, (6), shows the modifier labelled TRANC assigned the category PP. This approach makes the subordinating conjunction, here called a preposition, the head or governor of the entire modifier.

A similar structural approach is chosen in the Spanish analysis (8), but the labelling is different. MOD is chosen to label the modifier, but the category is SBAR with a preposition as governor of the clause. Linguistically it does not seem particularly well motivated to have a preposition as the head of a clause. The head role to clauses is usually reserved for verbs.

The Danish analysis, (7), is more flat, the subordinate clause is attached directly to the main clause, and the subordinating conjunction is elevated, thus leaving the governor position of the sentence to the verb. Here it is not quite clear, how the conjunction should be retrieved.
The following five examples show dependents of nominal heads.

(9) Le ditte firmeranno il contratto PREVISTO DALLA COMMISSIONE

(10) Le ditte firmeranno il PREVISTO contratto
The most interesting observation about these Italian examples is that when the participle has an explicit by-object, as 'dalla commissione' in (9), it is unambiguously considered an S, whereas (10), where no explicit by-object is present, is considered ambiguous between S and AP, and thus the grammar yields two results. This, of course, is unacceptable, since ultimately only one translation should be produced.

(11) The actions TAKEN BY INDUSTRY have not reversed the trend

(12) Las medidas TOMADAS POR LA INDUSTRIA no invirtieron la tendencia
(13) De forholdsregler, som industrien har taget, har ikke vendt tendensen

(13) as compared to (11) and (12) shows that for Danish a finite relative clause is required to express the meaning conveyed by the non-finite participle in English and Spanish.

A number of observations have been made here concerning the variations in structure and labelling of these representations. One observation, which holds for all of them though, is that the structure assignment is linked to the category assignment to the topmost node of the subordinate clause. The IS theory specifies what constitutes an S, an NP, an AP etc., and therefore the decision taken about the category of the top node implies the structure of the local tree. The following table lists our observations in short form.

3.1 Complements

Category assignment to top node of finites as well as non-finites: \text{cat}= s.

Stype assignment to top node:
\text{stype}= subord, \text{stype}= complet, \text{stype}= infcl.

Category assignment to head:
\text{cat}= v.

Morphological verbform assignment to head: \text{prespant}, \text{infin}, \text{inf}

Not surprisingly, the category assignment and therefore the structure is identical for all the complements—they follow the IS specifications. The feature differences, however, do cause some problems. Similar problems arise in connection with the modifiers, which will be in focus in the remainder of this paper.
3.2 Modifiers

Category assignment to top node:
- non-finite sentence modifiers: cat=s, cat=sbar, cat=pp
- non-finite np modifiers: cat=s, cat=ap
- finite modifiers, all: cat=s

Stype assignment to top node:
- sentence modifiers: stype=main, stype=subord
- np modifiers: stype=simple, stype=rel

Category assignment to head:
- sentence modifiers: cat=v
- np modifiers: cat=v, cat=ptc, cat=adj

Morphological verbform assignment to head:
- sentence modifiers: fin, finite, infin
- np modifiers: fin, pastpart

All these representational and classificational differences reflect a purely monolingual analysis underlying the representation provided by the different analysis modules. What we have aimed at in our work is a multilingual analysis as a point of departure for a euroversal definition of the representation.

We have investigated the translational behaviour of a number of these constructions between a number of EEC languages. Not surprisingly, it turned out that a one-to-one mapping of category, morphological verbform and structure is not possible. Therefore a neutralization of structures was necessary, and we proposed cat=S with its implications as the neutral structure. This proposal has now been integrated into the IS 'legislation'.

4 A Neutral IS Structure

4.1 Non-finite Sentence Modifiers

These are not possible in all languages. In the languages which have them, they can be expressed in gerunds, participles or infinitives. In the languages which do not have them, their equivalents are finite clauses preceded by a presentential particle, traditionally classified as either a preposition or a subordinating conjunction.

The annotated tree structures below are a bit more decorated than the structures (1) through (13). Detailed motivation for the presence of this additional information exceeds the aim of this paper. As a basic key to the additional features we can say that stype (surface stype) contains information about the finite- or non-finiteness of the clause, fstype (functional stype) contains information about the location in the tree of a given subordinate clause, e.g. the value 'ssubord' is assigned to all ARGi/S and MOD/S daughters to S nodes, modsr ('semantic relation of modifier to head') with no values calculated in the
examples, and V_form (morphological verb form; the variable, V, is a language prefix, e.g. da) which contains information about verbal inflection, e.g. finite, infin, prespart, etc.

Finite and non-finite sentence modifiers, like in (14) and (15) below, will be represented in the following way:

(14) Ich habe ihn überrascht, ALS ER DEN BRIEF LAS

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{cat}=s & \{\text{fstype}=\text{main}, \text{sstype}=\text{finite}\} \\
\hline
\text{GOV} & \text{ARG1} & \text{ARG2} & \text{MOD/PP}, \{\text{modsr}=?\} \\
\text{überraschen} & \text{ich} & \text{ihn} & \\
\text{ALS} & \text{ER} & \text{DEN} & \text{BRIEF} \\
\end{array}
\]

(15) EVERYBODY HAVING AGREED ON THE DATE, the meeting was adjourned

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{cat}=s & \{\text{fstype}=\text{main}, \text{sstype}=\text{finite}\} \\
\hline
\text{GOV} & \text{ARG1/NP} & \text{ARG2/NP} & \text{MOD/PP}, \{\text{modsr}=?\} \\
\text{adjourn} & \text{empty} & \text{meeting} & \\
\text{EVERYBODY} & \text{AGREED} & \text{ON} & \text{THE} \\
\end{array}
\]

The motivation for this PP structure is translational in that it captures the finite constructions, which in some languages are the only possibility, and which are alternative possibilities in the languages which also have the non-finite constructions. Note in particular the introduction of the 'empty' governor in the structural representation of non-finite sentence modifiers.
4.2 Non-finite NP Modifiers

All the languages included in the investigation can express sentential np modification through non-finite participial constructions or finite relative clauses. But there are restrictions concerning the mappings between languages. Some languages will only accept a relative clause, where other languages will also accept a participle. Relative clauses are always acceptable as a sort of default structure, so the non-finite np modifiers will be represented as an S structure, as in (16) below:

\[(16)\]  
\[\text{en pakke ANKOMMET i går}\]

The EUROTRA IS theory supposes a full GOV - ARG representation for sentences with an obligatory ARG1 (deep subject). This implies insertion of empty nodes in non-finite constructions and a coindexation mechanism as well. The aim of this paper does not permit me to go into details about this interesting aspect of the representation, but we have dealt with it in our research report, and it is an integrated part of our proposal.

5 Concluding Remarks

A surface-neutral structural representation, as shown above, is far from sufficient to ensure successful simple transfer. As shown in the series of trees and the tables earlier, feature assignment problems also have to be solved.

Essentially what is needed to solve these problems is a semantic classification system for subordinate clauses, which is sufficiently fine grained to permit the target language to generate the appropriate surface representation—finite or non-finite—from the input, regardless of the source language. The information, which must be computable from the semantic values, concerns time, tense, mood,
modality, and diathesis for the sentence as such, plus information for the correct translation of presentential particle.

Unfortunately such a system does not exist—yet.
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Abstract

The problem of tracking discourse referents in the process of machine translation which will be discussed in this paper is a part of my work at SWETRA (Swedish Computer Translation Research) at the Dept of Linguistics, Lund. The SWETRA-programs, implemented in Prolog and based on a GPSG-inspired formalism called Referent Grammar, abbreviated RG (Sigurd 1987, 1988), allow translation of a large repertoire of syntactic constructions between Russian, Swedish and English. Currently, the research is concentrated on translation from Russian into Swedish. One of the difficulties arising in the process of translating from a Slavic language into a Germanic one is inserting correct definiteness values in the noun phrases, as e.g. Russian and Polish do not make use of definiteness as a regular grammatical category. Generating appropriate definiteness values and their morphological representations in the target language is a very complicated task, as the choice between definite and indefinite NPs depends not only on endophoric (textual), but also on many exophoric (external) factors. The most general rules for use of definite noun phrases in Swedish and in English are, nevertheless, accessible for implementation in Prolog.

Our approach to MT requires tracking discourse referents and the paper will also discuss some problems connected with this approach.

1 Begreppen diskursreferent och koreferens

Innan vi presenterar den (preliminära) algoritmen som används i SWETRA-program för att identifiera diskursreferenter och välja nominalfrasernas bestämdhetsvärde, vill vi kortfattat beskriva den diskursmodell, som proceduren bygger på och försöka definiera själva begreppet ”diskursreferent”. Informellt brukar diskursreferenter karakteriseras som ”saker och fakta som man talar om”, vilket implicerar en exoforisk (icke-textuell) relation — man refererar till objekt i den icke-språkliga verkligheten. Definitionen av begreppet diskursreferent måste dock samtidigt vara relaterad till texten (det gäller bl a att ägna uppmärksamhet
åt sättet att introducera nya diskursreferenter i texten och till de lingvistiska faktorer som möjliggör associering av två fraser med samma diskursreferent). Den preliminära modellen för identifiering av diskursreferenter som kommer att presenteras nedan innehåller därför både endoforisk och exoforisk komponent; i den senare spelar begreppet ”mental verklighet” (dvs en värld av kognitiva enheter och relationer mellan dem) en primär roll. Innan vi övergår till den referent-grammatiska diskursmodellen, vill vi kortfattad kommentera en klassisk definition av sättet att introducera diskursreferenter formulerad av Karttunen (Karttunen 1976):

the appearance of an indefinite noun phrase establishes a discourse referent just in case it justifies the occurrence of a coreferring pronoun or a definite noun phrase later in the text.

Ovanstående definition kan inte tillämpas i SWETRA:s översättningsprocedur, eftersom distinktionen mellan indefinita och indefinita nominalfraser är (vid översättning från ryska eller polska) omarkerad i inputtexten. Man måste dessutom ta hänsyn till det faktum, att en ny diskursreferent kan introduceras inte enbart av en NP, utan också av t ex ett verb eller en hel mening — som i (1):

(1a) Idag förföljde en oidentifierad ubåt en svensk trålare.
(1b) Jakten pågick i ungefär en timme.

eller av ett adjektiv — som i (2):

(2a) Köp inte gula blommor till henne.
(2b) Den färgen tycker hon inte om.

Den diskursmodell, som vi vill föreslå här, tar hänsyn till olika sätt att introducera nya diskursreferenter — bl a till dem som illustrierades i (1) och (2). Den preliminära modellen innehåller fyra nivåer (som i sin tur kan indelas i subnivåer; nedanstående beskrivning är i viss mån förenklad):

nivå 1: Texten.

nivå 2: Mentala koncept som uppstår på basis av lingvistisk kunskap (dvs kunskap om ordens intensioner och extensioner och förmågan att tolka syntaktiska strukturer); dessa koncept vill vi preliminärt indela i tre huvudgrupper — s k nominaliserare (nominalizers), egenskaper och relationer; skillnaden mellan dessa begrepp kan (förenklat) förklaras i predikatskalkylens termer: ”relationer” och ”egenskaper” kan jämföras med predikat, och ”nominaliserare” med argument. Varje enhet på denna nivå kan associeras med flera ord eller ordskev setter i texten.

nivå 3: Diskursreferenter, dvs kognitiva enheter som konstitueras på basis av de slutsatser som kan dras med utgångspunkt från de egenskaper hos nominaliserare och de relationer mellan nominaliserare vilka representeras på nivå 2. Slutsatserna kan vara baserade antingen på lingvistiska eller ickle-lingvistiska kunskaper. En diskursreferent kan associeras med flera enheter på nivå 2 (koreferens).
nivå 4: Objekt och fakta i den "verkliga världen"; denna nivå behöver inte vara representerad i alla diskurstyper, eftersom objektets existens respektive icke-existens i den fysiska verkligheten inte påverkar möjligheten att konstituera diskursreferenter som i ett av exemplen i Frarud (Frarud 1986):

(3a) We don't have a dog.
(3b) He would only fight with the cat.

I enlighet med den ovan skisserade modellen uppstår koreferens om två (eller fler) mentala koncept framkallade av ord eller ordsekvenser kan associeras med samma kognitiva enhet på en högre nivå — en föreställning av t ex ett objekt, ett faktum, en egenskap etc. Förutsättningar för koreferens uppstår således på nivå 2 (begrepp baserade på rent lingvistisk kunskap); i fortsättningen kommer vi dock att — för att förenkla procedurbeskrivningen — ibland använda formuleringar som "koreferenta ord", "koreferenta substantiv" etc — i stället för den mer exakta, men alltför långa frasen: "ord associerade med koreferenta begrepp".

Ett av villkoren för potentiell koreferens (som stora delar av vår komputationella modell bygger på) kan formuleras på följande sätt: två koncept (C1 och C2) framkallade av ord eller ordsekvenser i texten (T1 och T2) kan i regel associeras med samma referent R, om det senare introducerade konceptet (C2) är inte ojämförbar med C1 och om C2 inte är mera specifikt än C1. Med "mera specifikt" menar vi följande relation: C1 är mera specifikt än C2, om föreställningen "att vara C1" implicerar (direkt eller indirekt) "att också vara C2". Resonemanget kan illustreras med exempel (4) och (5):

(4a) Jag träffade min granne.
(4b) Mannen var berusad.

Nominalfraserna min granne och mannen (eller, mera exakt, de "nominaliserare" som associeras med dem — låt oss kalla dem för N1 och N2) uppfattas som koreferenta eftersom det stereotypa konceptet av "granne" kan representeras som "en människa som bor nära talaren/den tidigare nämnda personen" (vi bortser för eventuell metaforisk användning av ordet i fråga). Att vara någons granne implicerar normalt att vara en människa, vilket i sin tur implicerar att vara antingen en man eller en kvinna — N2 är alltså mindre specifik än N1. Däremot i en text som:

(5a) Jag träffade en man.
(5b) Min granne var berusad.

upplevs nominalfraser en man och min granne som icke-koreferenta, eftersom konceptet "min granne" är mera specifikt än "en man".

Distinktionen mer/mindre specifik är naturligtvis inte alltid lika klar; exempel (6) — ett fragment av SWETRA-översättning av en rysk tidningstext — visar ett mera problematiskt fall:

(6a) Israeliska flygplan utförde idag tre bombattacker över libanesiskt territorium.
(6b) Femton personer dödades som resultat av luftpiraternas barbariska aktion.
Det faktum, att begreppen "israeliska flygplan" och "luftpiraterna" inter
preteras som koreferenta, kan möjligan förklaras på följande sätt: C1 — som
kan representeras som israeli(N1), där N1 motsvarar begreppet "flygplan"
(begreppet inkluderar inte bara flygplan som maskiner men också deras "animata
delar" — piloter) implicerar — i enlighet med de värderingar som är aktuella
i sändarens kultur vissa negativa egenskaper (att vara en israelisk pilot kan
innebära — med en hög sannolikhetsgrad — att vara också en luftpirat, en
bandit osv). Vid en sådan interpretation skulle det ovan formulerade villkoret
för möjlig koreferens vara uppfyllt. Ett försök att med hjälp av en komputationell
procedure identifiera koreferens i liknande fall kommer att presenteras i avsnitt
2.1.

2 En preliminär modell för identifiering av
diskursreferenter

SWETRA-program för översättning mellan vissa slaviska och germanska språk
är — som det har påpekats tidigare — baserade på en GPSG-inspirerad formal
ism — referentgrammatik (Referent Grammar, RG; Sigurd 1987, 1988). Möjlig-
heter att använda RG för parsing och översättning av vissa polska och ryska
syntaktiska konstruktioner har beskrivits i Gawrońska-Werngren (1988) och i

Proceduren som för närvarande används vid översättning från ryska till
svenska kan indelas i följande tre huvudstadier:

1. parsing av input-meningen och formulering av en sorts interlinguarepre
sentation, s k funktionell representation (f-representation), som innehåller
information om meningens syntaktiska struktur (uttryckt med hjälp av
sådana traditionella termer som subjekt, objekt, predikat, adverbial och
satsadverbial), ordens betydelsekoder (formulerade i "maskinengelska")
samt koder för vissa grammatiska drag, som numerus, genus, värdet +/animat,
tempus osv. T ex en enkel rysk mening som

mal'čik bežal domoj
pojke sprang hem

får efter analysen följande f-representation (förenklat):

s(subj(np(r( _,m(boy,sg),D,sg,ani,ma,_,_),H,Rel)),
pred(run,past),
sadvl(,[],sadvl([]),advl(home),advl([]),advl([])).

Symbolen [] (tomma mängden) avspeglar det faktum att meningen inte
innehåller några satsadverbial och inga fler adverbial än domoj (home).
Prolog-atomen med funktorn r brukades i några tidigare skrifter om RG
kallas för "referentbeskrivning" (referent description), vilket naturligtvis
måste betraktas som en approximation; denna enhet innehåller snarare
en beskrivning av nominalfrasens huvudord, som under översättningsproces,
sens nästa etapp möjliggör identifiering av diskursreferenter. I fortsättingen kommer den delen av nomi
nalfrasens representation (ofta betecknad med symbolen R) kallas för "referent nucleus". Variabeln D — bestämdhet — förblir oinstantierad under den första fasen av översättningsproceduren. Variablerna H och Rel används för att lagra information om eventuella attribut: Rel kan innehålla en funktionell representation av en relativsats, medan koder för övriga pre- och postnominala attribut placeras i enheten H.

2. betydelsekoder för syntaktiska konstituenter lagras i listor; därefter börjar sökning efter eventuella koreferenta fraser och analys av den tidigare textuelta informationen; procedurens mål är att instantiera variablen D som "def" (+definit) i de fall, då textuella faktorer implicerar bestämdhet. Meningens funktionella representation lagras också i databasen.

3. generering av inputmeningens ekvivalent i målspråket. På stadiet B sker en omformulering av meningens f-representation till en PROLOG-lista — en enkel transitiv sats får då följande form:

\[
[\text{subj}(X), \text{pred}(Y), \text{obj}(Z), \text{advl}(S1), \text{advl}(S2), \text{advl}(A1), \\
\text{advl}(A2), \text{advl}(A3)]
\]


I början av översättningsprocessen är både R- och A-listan tomma. Proceduren som används för att lagra den information, som senare kan utnyttjas för identifiering av diskursreferenter, kan beskrivas på följande sätt:

1. Är subjektsplatsen i den funktionella representationen tom? (subjektet representeras som en tom mängd tex vid analyser av ryska opersonliga konstruktioner av typen:

\[
\text{ubito pjet' čelovek} \rightarrow \text{'fem människor dödades'}.
\]

\[
\text{döda fem människor} \\
+\text{unpers}
\]

Om ja, gå över till f-representationens nästa konstituent (predikatet), lagra dess betydelsekod i R-listan och fortsätt till nästa konstituent.
— tills en konstituent som innehåller en NP påträffas. Efter att ha hittat den första NP, gå över till 2. Om subjektsplatsen inte är tom, gäller det också att gå över till 2.

2 Kontrollera först, om enheten H innehåller några attributkoder. Om alla platser i H är tomma, placera huvudordets betydelsekod i R-listan och förse den med numret \( N_1 = N + 1 \), där \( N = \) antalet element i R-listan. Gå över till 5. Om några attribut förekommer, gå över till 3.

3 Kontrollera om platsen avsedd för räkneord innehåller en konstant, t ex 2. Om inte, gå över till 4. Om ja, ändra huvudordets betydelsekod från \( m(X,p1) \) till \( m(X,2) \) och placera den i R-listan (med lämpligt indexnummer). Denna del av proceduren används för att möjliggöra generering av bestämd form i texter av typen: Två pojkar sprang. Den ene var liten. Den andre ...
Gå över till 4.

4 Innehåller den sista platsen i enheten H en kod av typen \( m(X,prop) \), dvs ett egennamn? (appositionsfall). Om ja — placera huvudordets betydelsekod och egennamnets representation i R-listan och förse bäge med samma nummer (för att hantera fall som t ex professor Andersson, där samma referent kan i fortsättningen åberopas antingen med hjälp av enbart egennamnet eller enbart titeln). Instantiera variabeln D (bestämdhet) som \( \text{def} (+\text{bestämd}) \). Om nominalfrasen innehåller andra attributkoder, placera dem i listan A. Gå till 5. Om enheten H inte innehåller något egennamn i apposition, men andra attribut, placera också deras koder i A-listan, placera huvudordets kod i R-listan och gå över till 5.

5 Om den funktionella representationen innehåller fler konstituenter, sök efter nästa NP och — efter att ha funnit den — upprepa proceduren fr o m punkt 2. Om den funktionella representationer inte innehåller flera nominalfraser, omformulera den funktionella representationen till dess ursprungliga form (en PROLOG-atom med funktorn s) och gå över till etapp C (generering av meningen i målspråket).

Den ovan beskrivna proceduren innehåller i praktiken flera stader: bl a en delprocedure som möjliggör insättning av svenska possessiva pronom en framför beteckningar för släktsp och liknande relationer (typ morfar, granne etc) och en del andra substantiv som kräver förekomsten av ett possessivt attribut i svenskan, men inte i ryskan och polskan (en inputmening av typen spotkalem sgsiada skulle alltså översättas till svenska som jag träffade min granne, även om den polska nominalfrasen sgsiada (granne) inte innehåller något possessivt pronom en).

Delar av koreferenssökningsproceduren kommer att illustreras med några test-exempel (demos).
2.1 Exempel på koreferensidentifiering i SWETRA

Vi antar, att åtminstone en mening har blivit analyserad och översatt. R-listan (substantiv- och verbkoder) och möjligen också A-listan (attributkoder) innehåller således några element. Den första frågan som ställs när en NP påträffas i den aktuella f-representationen är: kan något av de tidigare översatta orden associeras med samma referent som den aktuella nominalfrasen? Första steget i svarsproceduren är att undersöka, om den lexikala enheten som motsvarar den aktuella NP:s huvudord är subklassificerat som "relation" eller "egenskap". Om den lexikala enheten (rlex) innehåller konstanten "property" med eventuell vidare subklassificering (exempelvis "colour"), består procedurens nästa steg i att undersöka, om A-listan innehåller ett adjektiv som tillhör samma kategori; om så är fallet, kan konstanten "def" placeras i det aktuella substantivets karakteristik. Detta är naturligtvis en approximation; algoritmen borde berikas med en del restriktioner, men den ger i regel korrekta resultat vid översättning av enkla textfragment. En analog princip tillämpas om det aktuella substantivet är i lexikonet subklassificerat som "relation" eller "aktion" — i det här fallet söker programmet i första hand igenom R-listan och letar efter ett verb vars semantiska beskrivning i lexikonet skulle möjliggöra koreferens med den aktuella nominalfrasen. Den delen av proceduren möjliggör korrekt översättning av sekvenser som (1). Den ryska versionen av exempel (1) är följande:

(1a) Segodnja neopoznannaja podvodnaja lodka presledovala svedskij trauler
idag oidentifierad ubåt följde svensk trålare

(1b) Presledovanie prodolzhalos' okolo casa
jakt pågick ungefär timme

De ryska lexikonenheter som motsvarar det transitiva verbet och det verbala substantivet i texten har följande form (förenklat):

rlex(presledovat',m(chase,_),v,vt,inf,_,_).
[follow,chase,hunt],_,_,_,_).

rlex(presledovanie,m(hunt,sg),n,sg,ina,ne,nom,
[follow,chase,hunt],rel2,_,_,_,_).

v --- verb
vt --- transitive verb
inf --- infinitive
n --- noun
sg --- singular
ina --- inanimate
ne --- neutrum
nom --- nominative
rel2 --- 2-argument-relation

Om programmet inte hittar något koreferent adjektiv eller verb, börjar det söka efter en tidigare översatt koreferent NP. Det enklast fallet är naturligtvis koreferens mellan nominalfraser med identiska betydelsekoder. Om R-listan innehåller en kod som inte skiljer sig från den aktuella, återstår bara att undersöka
eventuella motindicier (programmet kontrollerar t ex om det aktuella ordet inte föregås av ett attribut av typen annan) och — ifall inga sådana finns — instantiera variabeln D som def. Den delen av algoritmen möjliggör generering av bestämd/obestämd form i exempel som (7) och (8):

\[
\begin{align*}
(7a) & \text{ Južnee Sajdy pojavilsja izrail’skij samolet.} \\
& \text{söder om saida dök upp israelisk flygplan} \\
(7b) & \text{ Samolet prodvigatsja na zapad.} \\
& \text{flygplan förflyttar sig västerut}
\end{align*}
\]

Svensk output:

(7c) Ett israeliskt flygplan dök upp söder om Saida.
(7d) Flygplanet förflyttar sig västerut.

\[
\begin{align*}
(8a) & \text{ Kakoj-to samolet pojavilsja južnee Sajdy.} \\
& \text{något flygplan dök upp söder om saida} \\
(8b) & \text{ Potom pojavilsja drugoj samolet.} \\
& \text{senare dök upp annan+ma flygplan}
\end{align*}
\]

Svensk output:

(8c) Något flygplan dök upp söder om Saida.
(8d) Senare dök det upp ett annat flygplan.

Om R-listan inte innehåller någon kod som är identisk med det aktuella ordets betydelseskod, fortsätter sökningsproceduren; det gäller bl a att ge svar på följande frågor:

- om den aktuella nominalfrasen har värdet +plural: innehåller R-listan åtminstone två enheter med samma betydelsesymbol (den första delen av meningskoden), men med värdet "sg"? Eller har man tidigare påträffat åtminstone två enheter som bildar en mängd som kan vara koreferent med den aktuella frasen?

- innehåller R-listan en kod, som kan associeras med ett koncept ("nominalizer") som inte är ojämförbart och inte mer specifikt än det aktuella ordets "nominalizer"? Dessa delar av proceduren identifierar koreferens i sekvenser av typen:

\[
\begin{align*}
(9a) & \text{ Mal’tik vstretil devočku.} \\
& \text{pojke träffade flicka+ack} \\
(9b) & \text{ Rebjata pobezali domoj.} \\
& \text{barn sprang hem}
\end{align*}
\]

Output:

(9c) En pojke träffade en flicka.
(9d) Barnen sprang hem.
Substantiven *mal’čik* (pojke) och *devočka* (flicka) är i lexikonet specificerade som subkategorier av ”barn”; det PROLOG-predikatet som identifierar koreferens i fall som (9) är formulerat som:

```
coref(m(A,p1),Rlist):- hyponyms(m(A,sg),[H|T],Rlist), T=[].
```

Ovanstående regel kan läsas på följande sätt: ett substantiv med betydelsekod m(A,p1) kan associeras med en mängd bestående av åtminstone två tidigare introducerade referenter, om åtminstone två tidigare nämnda substantiv kan tolkas som hyponymer till det aktuella substantivets singularform (symboliserad som m(A,sg)). Detta är en av de enklaste varianterna av coref-predikatet (i praktiken används en del ytterligare restriktioner; deras utformning kräver fortsatt arbete).

I ex (9) identifieras alltså substantiven *mal’čik* och *devočka* som hyponymer till den lexikala enheten med betydelsekod m(child,sg) och koreferensen upptäckts med hjälp av följande predikat, som rekursivt letar efter möjliga hyponymer till det aktuella ordets *här:rebjata — barn* singularform:

```
hyponyms(m(A,N),[m(B,N) | Rest],[r(_,m(B,N)) | Rest1]):- more_restricted(in(B,N),m(A,N)), hyponyms(m(A,N),Rest,Rest1).
```

```
hyponyms(iii(A,N),Hyponymlist,[H|T]):- hyponyms(iii(A,N),Hyponymlist,T).
```

```
hyponyms(m(A,N),[],[]):-!.
```

Variabeln *Hyponymlist* (symboliserad i huvudpredikatet ”coref” som [H|T]) betecknar naturligtvis en lista, i vilken eventuella hyponymer lagras under sökningsproceduren. Predikatet *more_restricted* är — i dess enklaste version — formulerat som:

```
more_restricted(A,B):- rlex(_,A,___,___,Features1, Features2,___), rlex(_,B,___,___,Features2,___).
```

Regeln säger, att begreppet associerat med en lexikal enhet med betydelsekoden A är mera specifik än begreppet associerat med B, om A har de semantiska drag (Features2) som anses vara mest karakteristiska för B, och dessutom åtminstone ett drag som är mera specifikt. I ex (9) innehåller de lexikala enheterna för ”pojke” och ”flicka” specifika drag ”male” resp ”female” och dessutom alla drag som tillåter användningen av enheten ”barn” och, följaktigen, tolkas de som hyponymer till samma ord. Formatet för lexikala enheter är i det här fallet följande (förenklad notation):

```
rlex(mal’čik,m(boy,sg),n,sg,ani,ma,nom,[male], [child],___).  
rlex(devočka,m(girl,sg),n,sg,ani,fe,nom,[female], [child],___).  
rlex(rebenok,m(child,sg),n,sg,ani,ma,nom,[child], [human],___).
```
Det ovan visade fallet av koreferensidentifiering är naturligtvis mycket enkelt; att bygga upp en hierarki av semantiska drag som skulle fungera effektivt vid sökning efter hyponymer i mera komplicerade texter är ingen enkel uppgift; utformning av lexikala enheter i SW ETRA är i detta avseende än så länge inte fullständig. Vid översättning av korta textfragment är det dock möjligt att identifiera en gemensam diskursreferent i fall som är mindre "självlklara" än ex (9) — som t ex den tidigare diskuterade koreferensen mellan "israeliska flygplan" och "luftpirater". I den sortens fall används följande PROLOG-predikat:

\[
\text{possible_coref}(A,B) :- \text{rlex}(\ldots,\ldots,\ldots,F_1,\ldots,\ldots), \\
\text{rlex}(\ldots,\ldots,\ldots,F_2,\ldots,\ldots), \\
\text{evaluation_in}(F_2), \\
\text{co_elt}(F_1,F_2).
\]

Predikatet \text{evaluation_in} innebär, att listan \(F_2\) (semantisk karakteristik) innehåller ett drag som är klassifierat som "värdering"; det enklaste sättet att i en komputationell modell identifiera koreferens mellan ett substantiv som är markerat i fråga om värderingskomponenten och ett omarkerat sådant är att betrakta värderingskomponenten enbart som ett uttryck för sändarens attityd, och inte som en faktor som påverkar referensrelationen. Eftersom de lexikala enheterna i vårt exempel innehåller gemensamma drag (i listorna \(F_1\) och \(F_2\)) och programmet inte hittar några indicators mot koreferens, associeras både "israeliska flygplan" och "luftpirater" med samma referent. Nedanför visas — i en förenklad notation — de lexikala enheter som i det diskuterade fallet möjliggör identifiering av koreferensrelationen:

\[
\text{rlex(samolity, m(airplane,pl), n, pl, ina, ma, nom,} \\
\text{[airplane, pilot], [machine, human], \ldots, \ldots).} \\
\text{rlex([vozdušnyje,pirati], m(air_pirate, pl), n, pl, ani,} \\
m, nom, [neg, pilot], [human], \ldots, \ldots).
\]

Frågan, vilka och hur många gemensamma drag som behövs för att två "nominalizers" ska uppfattas som koreferenta, är naturligtvis komplicerad, och den aktuella versionen av programmet utesluter inte vissa fel och övergeneraliseringar.

Förutom de nämnda predikaten innehåller programmet också en preliminär procedur för identifiering diskursreferenter även när nominalfrasens huvudord är elliderat. Proceduren kräver vidare elaborering, men dess nuvarande utformning ger möjlighet att generera rätt artikel och kontrollera kongruens i sekvenser av typen:

**Input:**

(10a) Dva samoleta pojavilis' južnee Sajdy.

(10b) Odin prodvigatsja na zapad

**Output:**

(10c) Två flygplan dök upp söder om Saidar

(10d) Det ena förflyttar sig mot väster.
Efter referentidentifiering följer översättningsprocessens sista etapp — generering av outputmeningen. Om variabeln D fortfarande är oinstantierad (som t ex vid översättning av textens första nominalfras eller i de fall, då ingen koreferent fras har upptäckts), genereras den svenska NP:s morfologiska form i enlighet med språkspecifika regler i programmets svenska modul. Den obestämda artikeln genereras alltså inte automatiskt när variabeln D inte har fått värdet def under etapp B — programmet undersöker först, om nominalfrasens huvudord är klassificerad som "unikt föremål" (som solen, jorden etc) eller som ämnesnamn, om det föregås av indefinita, deiktiska eller possessiva pronomener osv. Ogrammatiska konstruktioner som *en min bil eller *en ingen bil kan således inte genereras. Om variabeln D har blivit instantierad, är genereringsproceduren betydligt kortare — man behöver bl a inte undersöka, om substantivet i fråga är en benämning på ett unikt föremål, eller om det föregås av indefinita pronomener.

Enheten R ("referent nucleus") används i genereringsproceduren för att kontrollera kongruens inom nominalfrasen. Efter översättningsprocessen första fas (etapp A) innehåller enheten R följande konstanter:

- betydelsekod — t ex m(boy, sg)
- numerusvärde — här, sg
- det genusvärde, som substantivet har i källspråket
- värdet +/- animat

Återstående platser i enheten R kan senare fyllas med symboler för de grammatiska drag, som är nödvändiga för att åstadkomma kongruens i målspråket. Under genereringsprocessen söker programmet efter en svensk lexikal enhet med samma betydelsekod och — om variabeln D (bestämdhet) har fått ett konstant värdet under etapp B — med samma bestämdhetskod som den aktuella nominalfrasen i f-representationen. Om t ex en nominalfras med huvudordets betydelsekod m(boy, sg) har fått värdet def efter referentidentifieringsproceduren, väljs följande lexikal enhet (om frasen inte innehåller attribut som utesluter användning av efterställd artikel):

```
lex(pojken,m(boy,sg),n,def,sg,ra,ma,_,_,_,_).
re --- realis
```

och målspråkets genus- och sexusvärden överförs till "referent nucleus", som får följande form:

```
ra(_,m(boy,sg),def,sg,ani,ma,ra,ma).
```

Om frasen innehåller ett eller flera adjektivattribut, väljs den bestämda artikelens rätta numerus- och genusform enligt följande regel:

```
art(R,D) ---\> [X],R=ra(_,_,_,D,N,_,_,_,G,_,).
lex(X,D,art,N,G,_,_,_,_,_,_).
```


Regeln innebär, att kategorin "artikel" (art) med bestämdhetsvärde D kan realiseras som en ordform X om X har samma bestämdhets-, numerus- (N) och genusvärden (G) som nominalfrasens huvudord. Analoga regler används för att välja de övriga kongruerande attributens morfologiska former. Kongruenskontroll med hjälp av "referent nucleus" fungerar mycket effektivt, och några fel har i detta avseende inte observerats.

3 Sammanfattning

Identifiering av diskursreferenter i SWETRA:s program bygger på en fyra-nivå diskursmodell (1:ord och ordsekvenser, 2:begrepp baserade på rent lingvistisk kunskap, 3:diskursreferenter — kognitiva enheter som kan associeras med flera begrepp på nivå 2 på basis av analytiska slutsatser och kunskap om den icke-lingvistiska verkligheten, 4: objekt och fakta i den verkliga världen). Den aktuella algoritmen för identifiering av diskursreferenter med hjälp av den textella informationen befinner sig på ett experimentellt stadium och bygger dels på den textella informationen (betydelsekoder och meningarnas funktionella representationer lagrade i olika PROLOG-listor), dels på preliminära försök att representera stereotypa begrepp i lexikonet (listor över semantiska drag, semantisk subkategorisering). Programmet möjliggör för närvarande identifiering av koreferens i korta textfragment (5-6 meningar) vid relationer av typen: koreferens mellan identiska begrepp, koreferens mellan ett mera generellt begrepp och dess mera specifika antecedent (typ granne — människan), koreferens mellan referentmängder (pojke och flicka — barnen) samt mellan deras element (två flygplan — det ena flygplanet). Referentidentifiering är dessutom möjlig i vissa ellipsfall (två flygplan — det ena), vid koreferens mellan ett emotionellt laddat begrepp och dess neutrala motsvarighet (israeliska flygplan — luftpiraterna), samt i de fall, då koreferenta begrepp instantieras i texten med hjälp av kategoriellt olika fraser (t ex om diskursreferenten introduceras av ett adjektiv eller en hel mening). Generering av bestämdhetsvärde i målspråket sker primärt på basis av koreferensrelationer, därefter tillämpas språkspecifika regler (nominalfrasens form väljs med hänsyn till attributtyp och subkategorisering i det svenska lexikonet). Proceduren kräver vidare elaborering — de semantiska representationerna i lexikonet måste utvidgas, dessutom gäller det att åstadkomma ett mera generellt system för utformning av listor med semantiska drag. Databasen måste dessutom berikas med en förenklad representation av stereotypa kenskaper om den icke-lingvistiska verkligheten (detta är en uppgift som kan förverkligas enbart i begränsad utsträckning och leder ur lexikonet in i encyklopedien). Det finns också ett behov av vidare studier kring de faktorer som implicerar valet av bestämd form i svenska i de fall då ingen koreferensrelation föreligger (i många empiriska svenska texter har t ex den första nominalfrasen bestämd form). Den komputationella modellen som presenterats här har alltså en rad begränsningar, men vid översättning av korta texter med ett begränsat antal diskursreferenter fungerar den tämligen effektivt. Procedurens utveckling är föremål för fortsatt arbete inom SWETRA.
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1 General Overview

The EUROTRA TRANSLATION SYSTEM consists basically of a C-programme which operates a front-end programme package and a core PROLOG programme, the Engine.

The Engine combines with a series of generators and translators written by the linguist in a user language and compiled into PROLOG code. The generators and the translators contain linguistic information according to the linguistic specifications in the EUROTRA model.

The EUROTRA model consists of three main parts: analysis, transfer and synthesis. The main parts are subdivided into levels. Each level in the EUROTRA model has a grammar (i.e. a generator) and between two levels there is a translator.

The EMS, EUROTRA Morphological structure, is the first level in analysis. The first syntactic level follows immediately after EMS, it is called ECS, EUROTRA constituent structure.

A front-end programme package is being tested in EUROTRA-Denmark, from July to December 1989. It consists of a wordscanner written in C and an SGML parser. SGML is an abbreviation of “Standard Generalized Markup Language”.

In the present experimental phase the document which is going to be translated has to be written in “VI” or “Qone”, two editors available for UNIX installations. A “VI” document may be formatted by “Nroff”. But in principle, any text editor could be used for SGML text entry, just as SGML could deliver an output to any text editor.

SGML provides methods for marking up documents. For instance you can mark up the logical structure of a text (i.e. chapters, sections, paragraphs etc.). SGML also provides a search-and-replace mechanism. We can make the SGML parser search for layout information and replace it by a marker.
We can also define translations between input character code and output character code.

In the front-end module we intend to use the SGML parser twice: First the special formatting codes of the word processors will be changed into SGML mark up codes and simultaneously the 8-bit national character sets are turned into a standardised 7-bit Eurotrian character set. Next the SGML parser creates a translator.

SGML may take in a whole text for the first parsing. But the paragraphs of the text will be forwarded to the second application of the parser and later to the Engine in strict rotation. The paragraphs will be translated one by one and placed in their translated form in the right position in the output file in synthesis.

Between the two applications of the parser it is possible to edit the first SGML document manually.

The last programme in the front-end package is a wordscanner written in C. The wordscanner segments the wordforms on the basis of the lexicon rules of the morphological level EMS.

2 An Example

Please consider the following example which consists of a title and a sentence:

Signaler

En kombineret 4 og 6 GHz polarizer konverterer det modtagne signal.

Written in “VI” and supplied with “NrofT’ commands the example would look like this:

.NH
Signaler
.PP
En kombineret 4 og 6 GHz polarizer konverterer det modtagne
.signal.

.NH means: what follows is a title—.PP means: here comes a paragraph. .UL in front of a word indicates that the word is underlined.

This piece of text is sent to the SGML parser. The “Nroff” commands are changed into SGML markers. The text now looks like this:
En kombineret 4 og 6 GHz polarizer konverterer modtagne signal.

Next the text is forwarded to the second application of the SGML parser which produces a translator:

```
:trans: dummy=>emsda.
:b:
surface0 =¨:{} => \{cat=s, io='0'\}
  \{thcat=wordform, rend=no, upper=first\}
  %SCAN signaler

>.
surface1 =¨:{} => \{cat=s, io='1'\}
  \{thcat=wordform, rend=no, upper=first\}
  %SCAN en
  \{string='&bk'}
  \{thcat=wordform, rend=no, upper=no\}
  %SCAN kombineret
  \{string='&bk'}
  \{string=numerus, lex='4', rend=no\}
  \{string='&bk'}
  \{thcat=wordform, rend=no, upper=no\}
  %SCAN og
```
ftbk stands for blank; fs stands for full stop.
The translator will translate from an empty object (i.e. the empty pair of curly brackets on the left side of the arrow) into the sentences we gave as input (on the right side of the arrow). {cat=s} means a sentence. The sentence in its turn contains several wordforms. The lay out information is featurized. 'upper' stands for upper case. The value 'first' means that the first letter in a word is capitalised. 'rend' means rendition and 'rend=upper' means that a given word is underlined. Double percentage signs and the capitalised word 'SCAN' is a signal to the wordscanner that the following word should be segmented.

Now, this translator is sent to the wordscanner. The result will be similar to the translator shown above except for the wordforms which will have been split up into basic strings. The first part of the translator will suffice to illustrate this:

```
surface1 = "{}" =>
<
{thcat=wordform, rend=no, upper=first}
```
The substructure is indicated by *<' and '>'.

The wordforms are split up into basic strings which figure as values to the attribute 'string'. A useful device is the possibility of using alternation in the translator. If, for instance, we have three dictionary entries for three different verbal endings '{string=e,...}', '{string=t,...}', and '{string=et,...}' we will get two possible segmentations of 'kombineret' as shown above. The EMS should of course only accept one of the possible segmentations. In case of an Arabic number we have a standard value to the string attribute: 'string=numerus'. This means that we only have to write a single lexicon rule for all possible integers at the morphological level. The actual number is given as value to the attribute 'lex'. Since numbers are the same in all the Eurotrian languages no transfer rules will be needed.

The wordscanner compares the wordforms with the lexicon rules of the morphological module. A lexicon rule has depth=0—it consists of one feature bundle. Among other things we assign category, a lexeme value (assigned to the attribute 'lu') and a string value—the latter will unify with the string value in the translator rule. We have lexicon rules for inflectional roots (marked by the feature 'infl=root'), we have lexicon rules for invariants (marked by 'infl=full') and we have lexicon rules for inflectional suffixes (marked by 'infl=infl_end'). The approach to inflectional morphology we have adopted is in accordance with the so-called 'word and paradigm model'. Consequently, the lexemes are divided into inflectional classes. Lexemes which can be grouped as an inflectional class receive the same number as value for the attribute 'flex_type'. Examples of lexicon rules (abbreviated):

\[
{\text{cat=art, lu=en, infl=full, string=en, ...}}.\]

\[
{\text{cat=v, lu=konvertere, infl=root, string=kombiner, term=xx0, ...}}.\]

\[
{\text{cat=v, infl=infl_end, string=e}}.\]

\[
{\text{cat=v, infl=infl_end, string=t}}.\]

\[
{\text{cat=adj, infl=infl_end, string=et}}.\]

\[
{\text{cat=n, infl=infl_end, flex_type=fx3, msdefs=msindef, nb=plu, string=er}}.\]

\[
{\text{string=en}}, \\
{\text{string=\&bk'}}, \\
{\text{thcat=wordform, rend=no, upper=no}} \\
{\text{string=kombiner'}}, {\text{string=et'}}; \\
{\text{string=kombiner'}}, {\text{string=e'}}, {\text{string=t'}}, \\
{\text{string=\&bk'}}, \\
{\text{string=numerus, lex='4', rend=no}}, \\
... >.
\]
These single feature bundles combine at the morphological level in general constructors. The constructors needed for building past participles (as e.g. ‘kombineret’) will look like this (slightly abbreviated):

\[
b_{stem\_v} = \{\text{infl=stem, cat=v, lu=L, vform=inf, ...} \}
\]
\[
\{\text{infl=root, cat=v, lu=L, ...},
\text{infl=infl\_end, cat=v, string=e}\}\].

\[
b_{full\_v} = \{\text{infl=full, cat=v, vform=pastpart, lu=L, ...} \}
\]
\[
\{\text{infl=stem, cat=v, lu=L, vform=inf, ...},
\text{infl=infl\_end, cat=v, string=t, ...}\}\].

The constructors needed for building indefinite forms of nouns (as e.g. ‘signaler’) will have the form:

\[
b_{stem\_n} = \{\text{infl=stem, cat=n, lu=L, nb=N, msdefs=msindef, ...} \}
\]
\[
\{\text{infl=root, cat=n, lu=L, flex\_type=F, ...},
\text{infl=infl\_end, cat=n, flex\_type=F, nb=N, msdefs=msindef}\}.\]

\[
b_{full\_n} = \{\text{infl=full, cat=n, lu=L, nb=N, msdefs=M, case=nge, ...} \}
\]
\[
\{\text{infl=stem, cat=n, lu=L, nb=N, msdefs=M, ...},
\text{infl=full, cat=separator}\}\].

The identifier occurs before the equal-sign to the left. In the constructor the mother node appears above, the daughter nodes appear between sharp brackets below.

The inflectional root may become an inflectional stem by addition of an inflectional ending (e.g. ‘e’ in the constructor for a verbal stem) which in that case only becomes a final wordform when another inflectional ending is added (e.g. ‘t’ in the constructor which turns an infinitive stem into a past participle above). The finished wordform is marked ‘infl=full’.

Variables (in the form of capital letters) are used a) to percolate values from daughters to the mother node (cf ‘lu=L’) and b) to ensure that values of a certain attribute are the same in the feature bundles of two daughters (cf ‘flex\_type=F’).

By means of the segmentation and the subsequent unification of the basic strings we turn a wordform into a grammatical word—e.g. we change ‘signaler’ into ‘signal, plural, indefinite, neuter’.

The sentence rule accepts one or more wordforms:
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The final representation at EMS has the form of a tree with a sentence node at the top and a series of binary subtrees (one for each wordform) which are hanging on the same level beneath:

```
cat=s
...------------------------|------------------------...
(full)                  (full)
-----------|-----------  lu=den
(stem)    string=r   string=det
-----------|-----------
  |   
(root)  string=e
lu=konvertere
string=konverter
```

Adjectives, verbs and nouns are marked for termhood at EMS. ‘term=xx0’ means that a given word is not a term. A value different from ‘xx0’ means that the word is a term. Multi-word terms are identified at EMS in the Danish implementation. As an example of a constructor which builds a multi-word term I will give the one for term number ‘x000000003’:

```
b_000000003 = {cat=n, lu=kombineret_N-og_N_GHz_polarizer, term=x000000003, gd=G, nb=N, msdefs=M, case=C, infl=term}
[ {infl=full, cat=pastpart, lu=kombinere},
  {infl=full, cat=card, lu=numerus},
  {infl=full, cat=coord, lu=og},
  {infl=full, cat=card, lu=numerus},
  {infl=full, cat=n, lu=GHz},
  {infl=full, cat=n, lu=polarizer, gd=G, nb=N, msdefs=M, case=C} ].
```

‘polarizer’ is the most important word in this multi-word term. We therefore percolate all relevant grammatical information from the main word to the top node, we assign a number to the attribute ‘term’ and a value to the ‘lu’ attribute. The number is assigned in order to avoid translation rules between two languages. A given term has the same number in all nine Eurotrian languages. The lexical unit value is for the benefit of grammarians and lexicographers who develop and maintain the system.

In the translator between the morphological level, EMS, and the constituent level, ECS, all substructure beneath the very top nodes is deleted in general translator rules.

When these general translator rules have applied the input object to ECS will therefore consist of a series of grammatical words and multi-word units hanging beneath the sentence nodes:
{cat=s}
  {cat=n, lu=signal, ...}
{cat=s}
  {cat=art, lu=en, ...}
  {cat=n, lu=kombineret_N_og_N_GHz_Polarizer, ...}
  {cat=v, lu=konvertere, ...}
  {cat=art, lu=den, ...}
  {cat=n, lu=modtaget_signal, ...}
  {cat=separator, lu=stop, ...}
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Coordination in Eurotra

Abstract

The treatment of coordination in a multilingual MT-system as EUROTRA poses two major problems:

1. to provide an algorithm for the monolingual analysis of coordinate structures in accordance with the general linguistic theory for EUROTRA which can treat basic coordination and the coordination of incomplete constituents in the surface analysis and perform the mapping of these constructions onto the deeper levels.

2. to establish a semantic feature system, that captures the meaning of the conjunctions in order to facilitate their translation.

Since research in this area within Eurotra on a multilingual basis is still ongoing, what will be presented is the present state of the art, which is a fairly complete theory for basic coordination as well as some ideas for the analysis of the more complex cases of coordination involving gapping and movement.

1 Introduction

It is well known that coordination is one of the most prevalent and complex constructions in European languages which causes great difficulties in all syntactic formalisms. At present in Eurotra, not all aspects of coordination are covered. The current implementations of the grammars of the monolingual modules handle basic coordination of alike constituents, but not special cases like coordination of unlike or incomplete constructions. Coordination is still a topic of ongoing research both from a monolingual and a contrastive point of view.

In the first part of this paper, I would like to illustrate how coordination is handled in Eurotra in analysis, in transfer and in generation and I will comment on some of the universal mechanisms or constraints, which we exploit in order to avoid overgeneration and to facilitate the translation of coordinated structures. (For information on the Eurotra linguistic theory as well as the overall objectives of the project see Perschke 1986, Jaspaert 1986, Arnold 1986 and Raw et al. 1989). In the second part I will go into two of the difficult areas, that we are working on at the moment.
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2 Basic Coordination—an Example

Basic coordination is defined as coordination of constituents with the same category, i.e. "John and Mary", "happy or sad" etc.

The following section gives a short description of the translation of a sentence containing a coordinated structure from Danish into English. The following example is used:

(1) Både USA, Japan og Kina viser interesse for EF
    both usa, japan and china show interest for eec
    (literal translation)

2.1 Analysis

The figures 1 and 2 show the structural representation of the sentence (1) at two of the syntactic levels in the Eurotra theory: ECS—the constituent structure,

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{USA} & \text{Japan} & \text{Kina} \\
\text{både} & \text{og} & \\
\text{n} & \text{n} & \text{n} \\
\end{array}
\]

\text{Figure 1: ECS}

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{USA} & \text{Japan} & \text{Kina} \\
\text{både} & \text{og} & \\
\text{n} & \text{n} & \text{n} \\
\end{array}
\]

\text{Figure 2: IS}
and IS—the deep syntactic structure. Between these levels we have a third level, ERS—the surface syntactic structure, but with respect to coordination the ERS and IS representations are quite similar so ERS is left out in these examples.

Comparing the two structural representations in figure 1 and figure 2, we can note that the intermediate nodes at ECS, “cs1” and “cs2”, have been deleted at IS. Their main function is to group the conjuncts and the conjunctions together in the constituent analysis at ECS and to prevent other categories from entering the coordinate structure during the parsing process. The representation at ECS is in some respects similar to the one presented by Gazdar et al. (1985). GPSG uses a constituent similar to the cs2 node for all parts of the coordinated structure. We have introduced a more complex constituent, cs1, for the first two conjuncts in order to speed up the parsing process.

The IS level, where the constituents are defined as dependency structures consisting of a governor and a number of arguments and modifiers, is characterized by the canonical ordering of these constituents. Since coordination is not a dependency relation, the surface order of the constituents in coordinate structures is not changed.

The conjunction, the comma and the preconjunction “både” are deleted at IS. Their semantic content is preserved as a feature “[conjunction]” on the top node of the coordinated structure.

2.2 Transfer

In the transfer phase, the Danish-English transfer module translates the lexical values of the conjuncts into English. This is practically all that happens. The rest of the structure is translated by a default mechanism, that simply transfers it into the target language IS structure without any changes (figure 3).

```
  S
     ---------------|---------------
    GOV           ARG1          ARG2
      take        NP [conjunction] NP...
     ---------------|---------------
  COORD      COORD      COORD
    NP          NP          NP
     |            |            |
     n            n            n
    USA        Japan       China
```

Figure 3: IS
2.3 English Synthesis

The last step of the translation process which will concern us here, is performed during generation in the ECS grammar of the target language, where the English conjunctions are inserted on the basis of the semantic features computed in the analysis. This gives us a structural representation like the one in figure 4.

```
S
   ----|--------
   NP  VP...
   ----------|----------
CS CS CS
   |   |   |
NP conj NP conj NP
   _|_   _|_   _|_
  det n  n  n
the USA Japan Kina
```

Figure 4: ECS

The final result is the following sentence:

(2) The USA, Japan and China take interest in the EEC

At ECS in generation the “cs” nodes have reappeared. They make it easier to insert the conjunctions in the right places. In synthesis we do not need to distinguish between “cs1” and “cs2”, because we know from the analysis, exactly which constituents are to be conjoined.

An equivalent to the preconjunction “både” has not been created and this is part of the justification for the featurization of the conjunctions, since the occurrence of these preconjunctions show monolingual variations. In English “both” is considered a strictly binary conjunction, probably because of the homonymy with the quantifier which corresponds to “begge” in Danish. In Danish “både” may occur with any number of conjuncts.

We can also note, that the comma has been translated as a comma and not as a lexical conjunction as in (3):

(3) Japan and the USA and China take interest in the EEC

This is a matter of style and taste. Like a joker in a game of cards, the comma can take the place of any conjunction in a coordinate structure, provided that there are at least three conjuncts and that the comma does not appear with the first or the last conjuncts (except in enumerations). If we allowed such variations we would get a multiple output, and since the output of a machine translation system perferably should be one solution, we have chosen the one in (2).
3 Universal Constraints

In order to perform the translation described above, we have relied on a number of general properties, that seem to be the same for all coordinated structures.

3.1 Bar Level Constraints

In order to be able to coordinate all categories, we want to underspecify the category value. The advantage is of course that we can use only one basic set of rules to handle all cases of coordination of alike constituents:

1. \( X \rightarrow \text{cs1}[X] \ast \text{cs2}[X] \)
2. \( \text{cs1}[X] \rightarrow (\text{preconj}) X \text{ conj } X \)
3. \( \text{cs2}[X] \rightarrow \text{conj } X \)

\( X \) is a variable which is instantiated with the category value of the conjunct and percolated to the top node of the coordinated structure. Using unification we can ensure, that \( X \) in every rule contains the same category. These very general rules, however, tend to coordinate categories at every bar level thus performing an analysis which is obviously wrong. Consider cases as (4):

(4) * the man and boy
NP \( \text{bar}=1 \)
N \( \text{bar}=0 \)

Consequently, we allow only coordination of constituents at the same bar level and not at bar level zero as in (5). A similar approach has been developed by Nirenburg (1989).

(5) * NP \( \text{bar}=1 \)
\( \text{det} \)
\( \text{the} \)
\( \text{CS1} \)
n \( \text{conj} \) n \( \text{bar}=0 \)
USA and China

3.2 Binary and Iterative Coordination

For the insertion of the correct conjunctions in synthesis it is important to calculate whether the coordinate construction consists of two or more than two elements, as demonstrated for “both” in (1) and (2). A coordinate structure is binary if it consists of only two conjuncts as in (6):

(6) Both X and Y
Iterative coordinate structures consist of more than two conjuncts as in (7):

(7) X and Y and Z and .................

The occurrence of preconjunctions in binary and iterative coordination is language specific as shown in the translation example above.

3.3 Hierarchy

If we want to introduce the concept of hierarchy for coordinated structures, it entails that our rules have to be recursive. This means that we must be able to create deep representations as in figure 5 as well as the flat ones presented in figure 1 and figure 4.

```
NP  
|   
CS1------------------------
preconj NP  conj  NP
either | or |   |
CS1    n

------------------------     China
NP  conj  NP
|   and |   |
CS1    n
n  det  n
Japan  the  USA
```

*Figure 5: ECS*

This structure is hierarchical in the sense that one of the conjuncts is a coordinated structure itself. Allowing this type of recursion without restrictions would cause heavy overgeneration at ECS. The number of possible structures grows fast with the number of conjuncts. 2 conjuncts = 1, 3 conjuncts = 3, 4 conjuncts = 11 etc. Again we prefer only one solution. The constraint that we pose on these structures is simply that coordinate structures may not immediately dominate coordinate structures of the same type (see 3.4 below). In the Eurotra formalism this is expressed in terms of filter or killer rules which delete the undesired structure.

3.4 Cooccurrence Restrictions

Finally, we have to pose cooccurrence restrictions on the conjunctions both with regard to their semantic type and their paradigmatic distribution. The way in which cooccurrence restrictions are expressed is a monolingual matter. For European languages, we can distinguish 5 basic universal types of coordination.
The semantic restrictions imply that we cannot have a coordination like (8) on the same hierarchical level.

(8) * både X eller Y

The positional restrictions for the conjunctions operate with 3 positions: initial, non-initial and final. In binary coordination only the initial and final positions are used. In iterative coordination a theoretically infinite number of conjunctions may additionally appear in non-initial position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>non-initial</th>
<th>final</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>enten</td>
<td>,/eller</td>
<td>eller</td>
<td>enten A,B eller C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>,/eller</td>
<td>eller</td>
<td>A,B eller C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>både</td>
<td>,/og</td>
<td>og/samt</td>
<td>både A,B og C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>,/og</td>
<td>og/samt</td>
<td>A,B og C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hverken</td>
<td>,/eller</td>
<td>eller</td>
<td>hverken A,B eller C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since coordinate structures consisting of alike constituents are the most frequent ones, the rules and constraints discussed above can handle many of the cases of coordination occurring in the text types we are working with. However, there are still a number of cases where this basic treatment is not sufficient, some of which will be treated in the second part of this paper.

4 Complex Cases of Coordination

4.1 Coordination of Unlike Constituents

The question is now how to integrate the coordination of unlike constituents into the system sketched above.

By coordination of unlike constituents we mean coordinated structures consisting of different categories as in (1)–(5):

(1) Hun sang smukt og med høj stemme
    adv prep + sub

(2) Han var glad og i godt humør
    adj prep + sub

(3) Hun er bager og stolt af det
    sub adj
The examples show some of the combinations of constituents that may occur in coordinated structures in Danish texts. However, there are certain restrictions with regard to which unlike constituents can be conjoined, but the rules for these restrictions are not easy to determine from a surface-oriented constituent analysis.

The underlying pattern emerges if we look at the syntactic functions of the constituents instead of their grammatical category.

(1): subj v modifier + modifier
(2): subj v attr.subj + attr.subj
(3): subj v attr.subj + attr.subj
(4): subj v modifier + modifier
(5): subj v obj + obj
(6): * subj v modifier + internal.obj
(7): * subj v attr.subj + modifier
(8): * subj v obj + modifier

Diderichsen (1946) notes that:

Leddene i en sideordnet Forbindelse staar hvert for sig i samme Forhold til et tredje Led som Helheden

and in this way he introduces the syntactic functions of the constituents as a criterion for a correct coordination. Gazdar et al. (1985) also base their analysis
of coordinated structures on this observation. In GPSG, constituent structure information as well as the syntactic information can be accessed at the same time, and consequently in GPSG the coordination of unlike constituents is treated quite elegantly:

```
S
|-----------------
| N2   V2
|   |
|   | V0   X2 [PRD]
| PAT|----------------------
|   | is N2[PRD,[CONJ,NIL]]   A2[PRD,[CONJ,and]]
|   |   |---------------------
|   |   | C0   A2
|   |   | a republican   |   |
|   |   | and   |   |
|   |   |   | proud of it |
```

Unfortunately, we cannot just transfer this analysis directly to the Eurotrian model, because of the stratificational design of the system which implies that different information is computed at different levels. This means that we cannot access the information about the syntactic function of the constituents at ECS because it is not computed before the next level. We have to write rules for all possible combinations of constituents at ECS. The result is a provisional overgeneration at ECS before the validation of the constructions can take place at ERS and IS.

### 4.2 Incomplete Constituents

The most well known account for the coordination of incomplete constituents is probably the generative one advocated by Chomsky in 1965. According to Chomsky, a coordinate surface structure is derived by means of conjunction reduction from two parallel sentences in the deep structure.

- **Surface structure**: (1) Han elskede huset og haven
  
  =>

- **Deep structure**: (2) Han elskede huset
  (3) Han elskede haven

Simon Dik (1972) led this theory ad absurdum with an example like the following, which he claims leads to 81 different sentences in the deep structure.
Surface structure (4) John og Karl og Kurt sælger æbler og pærer og bananer i København, Odense og Århus mandag, tirsdag og onsdag

=>

Deep structure 4.1. John sælger æbler i København mandag.
4.2. Karl sælger pærer i Odense tirsdag.
4.3. Kurt ....
4.4. etc. til 81.

The question is now, whether conjunction reduction really is an irrelevant rule or whether the concept or some instance of it could be useful. From the point of view of machine translation one of the first things to be investigated is the translational relevance. Consider the following examples:

(5) I know the woman who painted — and you met the man who stole the picture that Harry was so fond of —

(5a) jeg kender den kvinde som malede — og du mødte den mand, som stjal det billede, som harry var så glad for —

(5b) *ich kenne die Frau, die — malte und du trafst den Mann, der daß Bild stahl, das Harry — so gern mochte

(5c) ich kenne die Frau, die das Bild, daß Harry so gern mochte, malte, und du trafst den Mann, der es stahl.

In the English and Danish sentences the rules for ‘Across-the-board extraction’ seem to be the same and we can produce a similar surface structure. In the translation into German (5b) it is obvious that the same mechanism does not work and that the sentence is ungrammatical. In German, different operations have to take place if we want to create an adequate translation. In order to do this, the German generation module must have access to the complete information.

(6) John offered — and Harry gave Sally a Cadillac

(6a) John tilbød — og Harry gav Sally en cadillac

(6b) *John bot — (an) und Harry gab Sally einen Cadillac

In (6)-(6b) the same problem arises, here two constituents are extracted from the first conjunct and again an equivalent surface realization is impossible in German because of the detached preposition “an”. (7) shows that this type of extraction is possible if the verb does not have a detached prefix.

(7) John verkaufte und Harry gab Sally einen Cadillac
In (8)–(8b) an equivalent structure cannot be build neither in Danish nor in German.

(8) John put the book away and _ the glass on the table

(8a) *john legte das buch weg und _ das glas auf den tisch

(8b) *john lagde bogen væk og _ glasset på bordet

(8aa) John legte das Buch weg und stellte das Glas auf den Tisch

The verb “put” is translated differently depending on the nature of the object it takes—either to “legen”/“lægge” or to “stellen”/“stille” in German and Danish. A new verb must be introduced in the two target languages to ensure the correct translation of the second part of the clause to match the semantic features of the object.

In these cases a completion of the incomplete constituents by filling the gaps would make the translation much easier.

5 Some Solutions

From the examples in section 4 it is obvious that in some cases gaps have to be filled at IS. We cannot be sure that the incomplete constituents have equivalents in the target language. The process of reduction and extraction is monolingually determined and heavily influenced by phenomena as surface syntax, homonymy and selectional properties of lexical items. This means that we have to leave it up to the target level generator to produce the correct degree of reduction on the basis of the maximal structure at IS. However, there is no need to treat every type of coordination as a reduction. This would lead to ridiculous multiplications of the structures as already noted by Dik.

Therefore, as a working strategy we are pursuing the following approach to these problems:

We distinguish two types of coordinate structures:

1. Coordination of arguments/modifiers

2. Coordination of governors

5.1 Coordination of Arguments/Modifiers

In case of coordination of arguments/modifiers the reduced structure is not rebuilt at IS, but simply kept as the coordination of two or more constituents as in figure 6, which illustrates the following sentence:

(9) John and Peter left
5.2 Coordination of Governors

In case of coordination of governors (10) the missing arguments are inserted and coindexed with the corresponding constituents in the first conjunct in order to create complete structures as in figure 7, where the coordination of the two verbs is transformed into the coordination of two sentences. Only the valency bound arguments are copied to ensure the completeness and coherence of the structure according to the definition of the IS structure.

(10) We gathered and marched for several hours

The completion of the coordinated structure also takes place if more than one gap is found in the coordinated structure as in (8) above, where the second part of the structure consists only of the object (the glass) and the modifier (on the table). In this case both the subject and the verb are inserted and coindexed.
Thus, incomplete structures are only made complete if we are dealing with the coordination of governors or small clauses. We believe that a large amount of problem cases can be solved in this way.

6 Conclusion

Although the theory for basic coordination is well developed and well functioning in the EUROTRA system, there are still a number of problems that we have not mentioned here i.e. the role of negation in coordinate structures, the calculation of features, the determination of the categorial status of a coordinate structure that consists of unlike constituents etc. Some of these have been solved whereas others still are the topic of ongoing research.

For complex coordination the picture is more unclear since we have to deal with gapping both from a monolingual and a translational point of view. However, we believe that the comparative research will give fruitful input to the monolingual analysis.
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collocations in knowledge based machine translation

Abstract

In order to generate colloquial language within the computational linguistics paradigm the problems of co-occurrence must be solved. As of yet research on co-occurrence has mostly focused on problems of syntax and selectional restrictions to describe the contextual relation within the sentence. Collocations and idioms have been neatly put aside as a unified problem to be dealt with in the lexicon or not at all.

In this paper collocations are defined according to the principles of semantics and a suggestion as to how to work on the retrieval of collocations, focusing on adjective noun constructions, from a text corpus will be made.

The research was carried out at the Center for Machine Translation, Carnegie Mellon University, together with Sergei Nirenburg and heavily inspired by Professor Allén's (Allén et al's 1975) work on collocations.

1 Defining Collocations

Idioms and collocations are two very different problems on a semantic level. The early definition of collocations (Firth 1957, Benson 1985) as being anything that frequently co-occurs can no longer be accepted. This definition discards the principle of syntactic atoms and would thus include such frequent patterns as 'it is' etc. Adding the constraint of atomicity would eliminate such patterns but would not be sufficient to distinguish between idioms and collocations.

Collocations are a string of words that co-occur under restrictions not definable by syntax nor selectional restrictions alone. These restrictions can be referred to as lexical restrictions since the selection of the lexical unit is not conceptual, thus synonyms cannot replace the collocate. The meaning of a collocation is compositional whereas the meaning of an idiom is not.

Collocations are compositional with hierarchical relations among the lexical units. The previous structural surface definition including a head, as the main word in the construction, and a collocate, as the supporting word is acceptable as is.
2 Detecting Collocations in a Text

A multi-word idiom often violates selectional restrictions due to metaphorical use of words whereas a collocation will not. Thus an idiom may be detected in failing parses where a collocation will be parsed undetected. Collocations are 'permitted patterns' in contrast to idioms that are often 'prohibited patterns' within the selectional restriction frame.

- Permitted pattern: 'large coke'
- Prohibited pattern: 'as large as life'

The borderline between the two is difficult to draw. Such questions as is 'shining truth' a collocation or an idiom are indeed not easily answered. Objects that 'shine' have the property TO_REFLECT_LIGHT and are +CONCRETE. The property list of 'Truth' does not include these and should they be added it would result in extreme over-generation together with the possibility of faulty parses. Thus 'Truth' cannot 'shine' except in an idiomatic sense and will therefore be treated as an idiom.

Ambiguities may arise between an idiomatic meaning and non-idiotic. Similarly, ambiguities may arise between a collocational meaning and non-collocational meaning as in the example:

Decide on a boat.

Where 'on' is a preposition or a collocate. Out of context the sentence has two meanings and there is no way of deciding which is the right one. In such cases contextual information is the only disambiguating factor. Thus the manual labor involved when working on collocations will involve going through the corpus to detect the collocations as well as systematically entering them in a lexicon.

Retrieving collocations is not an easy task for a native speaker, simply due to the fact that a collocation is the natural way of expression that is more easily detected through violations in generation, in the output from a natural language system or a non-native speaker. It would be futile to provide a human user with the same interactive knowledge acquisition tool to work on both collocations and idioms.

Consider the sentences

- There is a little light in the window.
- There is a small light in the window.

The lemma 'light' has three different lexemes in Longman's, lexeme one, the noun, has sixteen senses. Of these the first five are most likely to appear in technical texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light (cat NOUN)</th>
<th>property: QUANTITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sense 1: natural force U</td>
<td>property: QUANTITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sense 2: source of light C</td>
<td>property: SIZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sense 3: supply of light U</td>
<td>property: STRENGTH, QUALITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sense 4: light (as time) U</td>
<td>property: QUANTITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sense 5: set burning C</td>
<td>property: QUANTITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The abbreviation ‘U’ stands for uncountable and ‘C’ for countable. The adjective little has four senses, linked to three scales.

Little—(cat ADJ)

sense 1: small scale: SIZE
sense 2: short - time scale: TIME
sense 3: young scale: AGE
sense 4: (idiomatic)

The scale QUANTITY, which is probably the most frequently used meaning of ‘little’, is not present in the dictionary definition. It matches senses one, four, and five of ‘light’.

The adjective ‘small’ has seven senses in Longman’s. The last four have no relevance as to scaler meanings.

Small (cat ADJ)

sense 1: little in size, weight, force, importance scale: SIZE

sense 2: doing only a limited amount of X scale: IMPORTANCE

sense 3: very little, slight (with U nouns) scale: QUANTITY

Sense one of ‘small’ is very heavily compiled, for whatever reason. The scales of the two adjectives can be linked to the properties of the two concepts in a) and b).

a) Light (IS-TOKEN-OF LIGHT)
b) Light (IS-TOKEN-OF LIGHT-BULB)

Where a) represents sense one with the property QUANTITY, that given a modifier with a quantitative meaning, will give access to a certain position on the scale QUANTITY. In this case the position is represented by ‘small’ and ‘little’ as equivalent synonyms.

Sense two is represented by b) with the property SIZE that similarly gives the position on the scale SIZE, representing the equivalents ‘small’ and ‘little’.

As for analysis this seems futile, since input texts are regarded as correct and the adjective is already present. However it is not possible to access an unambiguous result. Parsing at its best, and lexical mapping i.e. mapping surface expressions to concepts, will give two possible concepts, in a case where there is no ambiguity. Thus lexical restrictions would disambiguate between the concepts.

In generation the wrong choice of adjectives will lead to a wrong interpretation by the reader.

In order to be able to generate any information regarding these links the sentences need to be analyzed conceptually, that sort of analysis is only provided by knowledge based formalisms using ontologies and human interaction to ensure unambiguous results from the source language analysis.
3 Knowledge Based Machine Translation

At the Center for Machine Translation, Carnegie Mellon University, research has been carried out for some years on knowledge based machine translation. The most recent result is a prototype system (KBMT-89) delivered to the financier, IBM Japan, in February 1989.

The prototype system consists of different modules for natural language analysis, knowledge acquisition, and natural language generation. The system is an interlingua system relying on human interaction for disambiguation of multiple parsing results. The user is aided in the disambiguation process by the Augmentor, a specially built interaction component that allows the user to choose between the ambiguities at hand. The result is a meaning representation (interlingua) that is then the input of the generation component.

The analysis is based on a LFG like grammar together with the semantics present in the knowledge base or the ontology, the surface expressions are mapped on to the concepts in the ontology giving optimal grounds for knowledge acquisition.

Due to the fact that the result from the analysis and human interaction is unambiguous with links to the correct concepts, a filter for generation and disambiguation for the analyzed language can be generated. How this is to be systemized will be published in a forthcoming paper.
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The Treatment of Support Verbs and Predicative Nouns in Danish

Abstract

This paper will be a short examination of the notions of support verbs (e.g. 'make') and predicative nouns (e.g. 'estimation'). A support verb and a predicative noun form a support verb construction (e.g. 'Peter made an estimation of the damage').

The governing element in a support verb construction is the predicative noun whereas in a phrase like 'Peter wanted an estimation of the damage', the verb is the governing element. The main criteria for identifying support verb constructions as well as some of their properties will be mentioned.

From a translational point of view problems are likely to arise if support verb constructions are treated compositionally as the choice of support verb for a given predicative noun in the target language is not predictable from the source language support verb.

1 Introduction

One of the secondary goals of the Eurotra project has been to encourage collaboration between academics with different scientific backgrounds, with a consequent need to understand both alternative frameworks and more specific notions in those frameworks. This secondary goal of Eurotra has found a realisation in the work on support verb constructions.

The notion of support verb constructions originates from Harris (1962) and has later been used within the linguistic paradigm defined in Gross (1968, 1975, 1983, 1988). In Eurotra the notion has been presented by Laurence Danlos — Eurotra France who has been working with Maurice Gross. Since early spring this year language groups in France, Germany and Denmark have participated in an examination of the notion in their proper language.

The focus in this paper will be on cases where a support verb construction in the source language corresponds to a support verb construction in the target language.
In the following the translational relevance of support verb constructions will be treated in section 2, a definition and some criteria for support verb constructions will be given in respectively section 3 and 4. In section 5 a few properties will be mentioned and then finally in section 6 it will be discussed how support verb constructions may be represented in the Eurotra Interface Structure (IS).

The Danish examples given below are followed by literal English translations.

2 Translational Relevance

Apart from being 'full verbs' as e.g. 'Peter has a girl friend', a limited group of verbs can also be support verbs and thus be part of a support verb construction.

Typical support verbs are 'HAVE/HAVE' (indflydelse/influence), 'LAVE/MAKE' (en undersøgelse/an examination), 'FORETAGE/MAKE' (en undersøgelse/an examination), 'Gøre/MAKE' (brug/use), 'BEGÅ/COMMIT' (en forbrydelse/a crime), 'TAGE/TAKE' (forholdsregler/measures). What is common to these verbs is the fact that they are rather empty of meaning.

This means that these verbs are very likely to cause problems in machine translation. To illustrate this, let us consider a few French sentences and their corresponding translation into Danish:

(1) Jean FAIT UNE ESTIMATION DES DEGATS =>$\rightarrow$

Jean FORETAGER EN VURDERING af ødelæggelserne
(Jean makes an estimation of the damage)

(2) Jean FAIT UN RESUME du livre =>$\rightarrow$

Jean LÄVER ET RESUME af bogen
(Jean makes a summary of the book)

(3) Jean FAIT UN CRIME contre Marie =>$\rightarrow$

Jean BEGÅR EN FORBRYDELSE mod Marie
(Jean commits a crime against Marie)

(4) Jean FAIT UNE CONVERSATION avec Marie =>$\rightarrow$

Jean FØRER EN SAMTALE med Marie
(Jean has a talk with Marie)

What these sentences share is that they all contain the French verb 'faire'. From the sentences it can be seen (not very surprisingly) that they are all translated into different verbs in Danish. This would cause a lot of problems if we
chosen to translate compositionally (i.e. verb to verb and noun to noun). It would be extremely difficult — if not impossible — to make rules for how ‘faire’ in a given sentence should be translated.

The reasons why we do not solve the translational problem simply by making complex lexicon entries saying that e.g. the French ‘faire_estimation’ has to be translated into the Danish ‘foretage_vurdering’ are abundant. One reason is that this solution will lead to an enormous number of ad hoc lexicon entries. Another reason is that this treatment will only be a listing of problem cases and not a theoretically well-founded solution.

Thus as we reject the idea of complex lexicon entries and cannot predict the translation of the source language verb on the basis of the verb itself, we have tried to take the noun as our starting point.

3 Definition of a Support Verb Construction

A support verb construction (SVC) as e.g.:

\[(5) \text{Peter foretager en vurdering af ødelæggelserne}\]

(Peter makes an estimation of the damage)

consists of a support verb (foretage/make) and a predicative noun (vurdering/estimation).

The predicative noun is a noun that has a valency frame and thus can have complements like verbs. A support verb has no frame of its own. Instead a support verb ‘inherits’ the frame of the predicative noun. Consequently, it is the predicative noun that is the frame-bearing element and NOT the support verb ‘foretage/make’.

4 Criteria for Identification of Support Verb Constructions

A) To a given support verb construction:

\[(5) \text{Peter foretager en vurdering af ødelæggelserne}\]

(Peter makes an estimation of the damage)

there must correspond a predicative noun group, e.g.

\[(6) \text{Peters vurdering af ødelæggelserne}\]

(Peter’s estimation of the damage)

whose head is a predicative noun. In such a predicative noun group the ‘agent’ (called arg1) is in genitive and the element which corresponds to the object for the action ‘vurdering/estimation’ (called arg2) is normally realized as a ‘pp’ with the preposition ‘af’ (of).
The content of a sentence with a full verb as e.g. 'omtale' (mention):

(7) Peter omtaler en vurdering af ødelæggelserne
    (Peter mentions an estimation of the damage)

cannot be fully rendered by a predicative noun group as (6):

(6) ≠ Peters vurdering af ødelæggelserne
    (Peter's estimation of the damage)

An ordinary verb has more 'meaning' than can possibly be rendered by a
predicative noun group.

So the first criteria is that there must be a reference identity between a
predicative noun group and a SVC-construction in contrast to a construction
with a 'full' verb.

B) In some sense B) follows from A) in that a support verb construction does
NOT accept an insertion of a logical subject for the predicative noun that is
different from the grammatical subject of the sentence:

(8) *Peter foretager Johns vurdering af ødelæggelsen
    (Peter makes John's estimation of the damage)

Thus a support verb construction such as:

(9) Peter foretager en vurdering af ødelæggelserne
    (Peter makes an estimation of the damage)

diffs from a construction with an 'ordinary' full verb as in:

(10) Peter omtaler en vurdering af ødelæggelserne
    (Peter mentions an estimation of the damage)

where a subject for the predicative noun can be added without changing the
acceptability of the sentence:

(11) Peter omtaler Johns vurdering af ødelæggelserne
    (Peter mentions John's estimation of the damage)

So the second criteria is that it must not be possible to insert a logical subject
for the predicative noun which is different from the subject of the verb.

5 Properties

Apart from the criteria just mentioned, support verb constructions in Danish
are characterized by a number of properties. The following properties are NOT
criteria used for identification of support verb constructions — however they
reveal a clear tendency with respect to behavior of support verb constructions.
But as we can only speak of tendencies they cannot be used as criteria.
5.1 Clefting

5.1.1 Constructions with the Preposition ‘af’ (of)

Let's once again go back to sentence (1) and (3) to see what happens if the sentences are cleft:

(12) Det er en vurdering af ødelæggelserne, Peter foretager
    [ Npred prep N ]
    (It is an estimation of the damage, Peter makes)

(13) Det er en vurdering af ødelæggelserne, Peter omtaler.
    [ Npred prep N ]
    (It is an estimation of the damage, Peter mentions).

This shows that the sequence Npred prep N is one constituent (one complex nominal group). However, it is also possible to place ‘vurdering’ (estimation) and ‘ødelæggelse’ (damage) separately in focus:

(14) Det er en vurdering, Peter foretager af ødelæggelserne.
    (It is an estimation Peter makes of the damage).

(15) Det er en vurdering, Peter omtaler af ødelæggelserne.
    (It is an estimation Peter mentions of the damage).

(16) Det er af ødelæggelserne, Peter foretager en vurdering.
    (It is of the damage Peter makes an estimation).

(17) Det er af ødelæggelserne, Peter omtaler en vurdering.
    (It is of the damage Peter mentions an estimation).

The examples in (12)–(17) are perhaps not interesting observations in themselves as they are all considered to be correct sentences in Danish. But they ought to be compared with the examples given below.

5.1.2 Constructions where the Preposition is Different from ‘af’ (of)

In cleft sentences where the preposition is different from ‘af’ (of) a different result can be observed:

(18) Det er et overfald på Marie, Luc har begået.
    (It is an attack on Marie, Luc has committed)

(19) Det er et overfald på Marie, Luc har omtalt.
    (It is an attack on Marie, Luc has mentioned).
The difference can be observed when ‘overfald’ (attack) and ‘på Marie’ (on Marie) are placed separately in focus:

(20) Det er et overfald, Luc har begået på Marie.
    (It is an attack, Luc has committed on Marie).

(21) *Det er et overfald, Luc har omtalt på Marie.
    (It is an attack, Luc has mentioned on Marie).

(22) Det er Marie, Luc har begået et overfald på.
    (It is Marie, Luc has committed an attack on)

(23) *Det er Marie, Luc har omtalt et overfald på.
    (It is Marie, Luc has mentioned an attack on)

In contrast to ordinary full verbs, support verb constructions accept a splitting when the preposition is different from ‘af’ (of). However it should be examined more carefully before we conclude that all prepositions different from ‘af’ (of) behave in this way.

5.2 WH-questions

It is not possible to ask wh-questions to a support verb construction:

(24) *Hvad har Peter taget i dag? Et initiativ.
    (What has Peter taken today? An initiative).

(Unless the question is asked in a conversation by the person listening where he/she did not grasp the content at first.)

This is however fully acceptable in connection with an ordinary full verb:

    (What do you eat today? Cakes from the cantine).

5.3 Modification of SVCs by Adjective/Adverb

Often in connection with adverbs of manner the following possibility for making a paraphrase can be observed:

(26) Peter foretog en hurtig/omhyggelig vurdering af ødelæggelserne.
    (Peter made a quick/careful estimation of the damage)

=>

(27) Peter foretog hurtigt/omhyggeligt vurdering af ødelæggelserne.
    (Peter made quickly/carefully an estimation of the damage)

In rare cases modification by means of adjectives and adverbs is also found in connection with ordinary full verbs as e.g.:
(28)a. Peter drak en hurtig kop kaffe.
   (Peter drank a quick cup of coffee)
b. Peter drak hurtigt en kop kaffe.
   (Peter drank quickly a cup of coffee)

but is not possible without changing the meaning when the full verb is followed by a predicative noun:

(29)a. Peter omtalte et hurtigt overfald på Marie.
   (Peter mentioned a quick attack on Marie)
≠
b. Peter omtalte hurtigt et overfald på Marie.
   (Peter mentioned quickly an attack on Marie)

6 Aspectual Variants

A given predicative noun often has the possibility of being 'supported' by different verbs as e.g.:

(30) Peter har ansvaret for rapporten
   (Peter has the responsibility for the report)
(31) Peter tager ansvaret for rapporten
   (Peter takes the responsibility for the report)
(32) Peter beholder ansvaret for rapporten
   (Peter keeps the responsibility for the report)

The different sentences above express differences with respect to aspectual values. Aspectual variants are called Vasp. In (30) the Vasp is 'neutral', in (31) 'inchoative', in (32) 'durative'. Typically a predicative noun does not have all aspectual combinations. Thus a predicative noun such as 'angreb' (attack) is not likely to have an aspectual variant expressing an 'iterative' aspect or a 'terminative' aspect.

If the sentences (30) to (32) are transformed into relative clauses where the predicative noun is the antecedent of the relative pronoun as in:

(33) Ansvaret, som Peter har for rapporten
   (The responsibility that Peter has for the report)
(34) Ansvaret, som Peter får for rapporten
   (The responsibility that Peter gets for the report)
(35) Ansvaret, som Peter beholder for rapporten
   (The responsibility that Peter keeps for the report)
a difference appears. Only (33) renders fully the meaning expressed by the active nominal group, ‘Peters ansvar for rapporten’ (Peter’s responsibility for the report). And this is what distinguishes a \( V_{\text{sup}} \) with \( V_{\text{asp}} = \text{neutral} \) from a \( V_{\text{sup}} \) with \( V_{\text{asp}} \) different from ‘neutral’.

6.1 Which Factors Decide the Choice of \( V_{\text{asp}} \)?

On the one hand it is the predicative noun that selects its support verb. On the other hand the support verb with \( V_{\text{asp}} = \text{neutral} \) decides which aspectual variants a given support verb construction can have.

7 How to Represent Support Verb Constructions?

As pointed out in section 2, the following IS (interface structure) representation of e.g. ‘Jean fait une estimation des dégâts’ is likely to cause severe problems:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cat} &= S, \text{tense=present} \\
\text{go} &\quad \text{arg}_1 &\quad \text{arg}_2 \\
\text{cat}=v &\quad \text{cat}=\text{np} &\quad \text{cat}=\text{np} \\
\text{faire} &\quad \text{cat}=\text{n} &\quad \text{go} &\quad \text{arg}_2 \\
\text{Pierre} &\quad \text{cat}=\text{n} &\quad \text{cat}=\text{n} \\
\text{estimation} &\quad \text{dégâts} \\
\end{align*}
\]

as there is not only one possible translation into Danish of the French verb ‘faire’. Let us assume that we have four different translation possibilities (see the examples (1)–(4)) of ‘faire’ in the transfer lexicon between French and Danish. The consequence will be that we get four results in Danish that are not all correct translations of the input sentence.

If instead as in (37) the predicative noun (the frame bearing element) becomes governor of the sentence:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cat} &= S, \text{tense=present} \\
\text{go} &\quad \text{arg}_1 &\quad \text{arg}_2 \\
\text{estimation} &\quad \text{faire} &\quad \text{Pierre} \\
\text{v}_\text{asp}=\text{faire} &\quad \text{v}_\text{asp}=\text{none} \\
\text{v}_\text{asp}=\text{incho}=\text{none} &\quad \text{v}_\text{asp}=\text{iter}=\text{none} \\
\text{v}_\text{asp}=\text{dur}=\text{none} &\quad \text{v}_\text{asp}=\text{term}=\text{none} \\
\text{aspect}=\text{neuter} \\
\end{align*}
\]
a simple translation — from FR: estimation to DA: vurdering, from FR: Pierre to DA: Peter, etc. — can take place in the transfer module between the two languages.

Next, on IS synthesis the noun ‘vurdering’ is looked up in the Danish monolingual lexicon where the dictionary entry for ‘vurdering’ contains information about which support verb(s) the predicative noun can be constructed with. The Danish IS representation will be the following:

\[(38)\]

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{cat} &=& \text{S, tense=present} \\
\text{arg1} &=& \\
\text{arg2} &=& \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{cat=n} & \text{cat=np} & \text{cat=np} \\
\text{vurdering} & \text{cat=n} & \text{cat=np} \\
\text{vsup}=\text{foretage} & \text{Peter} & \text{\$del\$æggelse} \\
\text{vasp}_{\text{incho}}=\text{none} & \text{vasp}_{\text{iter}}=\text{none} & \text{vasp}_{\text{dur}}=\text{none} & \text{vasp}_{\text{term}}=\text{none} & \text{aspect}=\text{neuter} \\
\end{array}
\]

Finally between IS synthesis and ERS (i.e. Eurotra Relational Structure) an insertion of the Danish support verb as governor of the sentence takes place with the result that on ERS and ECS (i.e. Eurotra Constituent Structure) the structure of the support verb construction is the same as the structure of a sentence with any other verb.

8 Final Remarks

We have now demonstrated that the notion of support verb constructions is also applicable to Danish. Moreover we have shown that the notion is also useful in machine translation because it can be left to the target language to generate and insert the correct support verb in a sentence.
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Kunskap om världen eller kunskap om texten?

En metod för korpusstödd maskinöversättning

Abstract

World Knowledge or Text Knowledge?
A Method for Corpus-based Machine Translation

As the scope and the quality demands on machine translation systems increase, the developers tend to direct their efforts not only on automating the translation process itself but also on automating the more labour-intensive subprocesses of the system development. This is the reason for a tendency towards more and more automated techniques of knowledge acquisition. Whereas commercial systems at present normally have dictionaries or knowledge banks which were generated in at best semi-automatic corpus-based or corpus-inspired ways, some of the more advanced research projects attempt to approach fully automatically generated knowledge banks. From this idea it is a logical step to using a corpus directly as a knowledge source for the machine translation process. For the DLT system of BSO in Utrecht a method is developed in which the translation process relies entirely on a Bilingual Knowledge Bank as its one and only source of translation-relevant knowledge. The Bilingual Knowledge Bank consists of parallel corpora of texts in a given source/target language and DLT’s intermediate language Esperanto. The texts are represented as dependency trees with the sentence trees being linked up by text-grammatical pointers (e.g., for deixis, reference, event chains). Corresponding elements in the parallel versions of the text are combined to form translation units. The translation process is carried out by means of various sets of generalization rules which apply the specimen translation units to a given text to be translated. Such generalizations are made at the levels of monolingual syntax, metataxis (syntactic transfer) and semantics/pragmatics. Since the knowledge acquisition process is not carried out before the translation function requires a certain bit of information, it can be dynamically steered by the information contained in the part of the text already translated.
1 Kunskapskällor för avancerad maskinöversättning


- **Ordbok** (handgjord, baserad på intuition)
  - **Ordbok** (handgjord, korpusinspirerad)
    - **Ordbok/Kunskapsbank** (halvautomatisk korpusstödd framställningsprocess)
      - **Kunskapsbank** (helautomatisk korpusstödd framställningsprocess)
        - Korpus i direkt bruk (automatiska kunskapsinhämtningsmetoder)

De första två utvecklingsstegen var mycket vanliga i maskinöversättningens första decennier. Dagens system har för det mesta uppnått ett sådant omfång och sådana kvalitetskrav att rent handarbete har blivit ogörligt. Fullständigt handgjorda ordböcker förekommer däremot även i dag i maskinöversättningssystem som är relativt små, dvs system som antingen är avsedda endast för experimentellt bruk eller som är inskränkta till en mycket snäv ämnesdomän.
Större system med friare textsort som är beräknade för praktiskt bruk har ofta en kunskapsinhämtningsmetod som motsvarar det tredje utvecklingssteget: Ett programanalyserar en korpus som vanligtvis redan är försedd med tillagd disambigueringsinformation och genererar ur korpusmaterialet lexikoningångar i maskinöversättningssystemets speciella format. Ingångarna granskas sedan av en människa och godtas eller korrigeras och kompletteras. I stället för (eller vid sidan om) en korpus av löpande text används ibland även vanliga ordböcker i bokform som görs tillgängliga för databehandling genom optisk inläsning eller konvertering av datafiler från sätt- och tryckmaskiner.

2. Automatisera systemutvecklingen?

Mig veterligen har det hittills inte marknadsförts något maskinöversättnings-system som bygger på en mera framskriden teknik än den jag här beskriver som det tredje steget. Däremot försöker man i somliga av de mest avancerade nu pågående forsknings- och utvecklingsprojekten att uppnå det fjärde eller till och med det femte steget. Resonemanget är enkelt: Granskaningen av automatiskt genererade lexikoningångar är ett tidsödande och därmed dyrt arbete. Därför närar man sig att rikta automatiseringsintresset igen på det mest arbetsintensiva momentet och försöka att göra granskningsarbetet överflödigt. Om detta vore möjligt utan att ge avkall på översättningskvaliteten, skulle mycket vara vunnet.

Sådana automatiskt framställda lexikoningångar utgör det fjärde utvecklingssteget. Innan man satsar på detta, lönar det sig att föra tankeexperimentet vidare. Om det skulle visa sig vara möjligt att helautomatiskt generera lexikoningångar med utgångspunkt i en korpus, så betyder detta att den information man behöver för att kunna översätta finns i korpustexten och kan hämtas därför från ett helautomatiskt sätt. "Helautomatiskt" betyder i detta sammanhang framför allt att ingen kunskap behöver läggas till av människan. Om detta är så, då kan man eventuellt lika gärna låta bli att framställa ingångar och i stället anlita korpusen direkt som kunskapsekälla. Detta är det femte steget i kunskapsekällornas utveckling.

Tabellen ovan presenterar det femte steget som en fortsättning eller vidareutveckling av det fjärde, men med tanke på programsystemens storlek och snabbhet undrar man kanske om det inte snarare är ett steg tillbaka. Om det fjärde och det femte steget är likvärdiga, kan det då överhuvudtaget ha någon mening att diskutera det femte där man är tvungen att lagra en hel korpus i stället för några redundansfria ingångar? Är inte den kompaktare lösningen utan vidare att föredra? Jag beskriver nedan en lösning som siktar på det femte steget, så att det är på sin plats att skaffa sig klarhet om det precisa förhållandet mellan helautomatisk ingångsgenerering och direkt korpusbruk. Om det fjärde steget är möjligt, så betyder det att man kan generera för översättningsbehov tillräckliga lexikoningångar ur en korpus med hjälp av en på förhand fastställd uppsättning regler. Tankeexperimentet går ut på att man ur en given korpus får fram samma information, oavsett tidpunkten på vilken man tillämpar reglerna.
Det spelar alltså i detta avseende ingen roll om reglerna används innan eller medan det föreligger en konkret översättningsuppgift. Med andra ord, om man överhuvudtaget kan inhämta den nödvändiga informationen helautomatiskt, så har man friheten att välja om man vill förlägga inhämtningsprocessen till den förberedande systemutvecklingen eller till själva översättningsprocessen.


I den lösning jag skisserar i avsnitt 3 till 5 är kunskapskällan och den redan översatta delen av texten representerade i samma yttnära format. Bl a detta gör det möjligt att genomföra frekvensberäkningar, probabilistiska kontextjämförelser och liknande delprocesser på ett specifikt sätt som är anpassat till den konkreta kontexten och som dynamiskt tar med i beräkningen den kunskap som kan inhämtas ur den redan behandlade textdelen. På detta sätt blir den kunskapsbehandlingsprocess som stöder översättningsprocessen i hög grad styrd av ett välavvägat samband mellan den allmänna och den för tillfället mest relevanta speciella kunskapskällan.


3 DLT:s tvåspråkiga kunskapsbank

För maskinöversättningssystemet DLT projekteras numera en korpusstödd kunskapsbehandlingsmetod som strävar efter att närma sig skalans femte steg.
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4 En illustration


For att göra det lettere at skabe bedre økonomiske betingelser, fremsetter Kommissionen 80 forslag med henblik på at nedbryde markedskrankerne og sætte virksomhederne i stand til fuldt ud at drage fordel af den europæiske dimension.

Por faciligi la kreadon de pli bonaj ekonomiaj kondicioj la Komisiono faras 80 proponojo, kiuj celas faligi la barilojn de la markato kaj ebligi al la entreprenoj maksimume eluzi la avantagojn de la eŭropa dimensio.

(Med hänsyn till entydighet i ordstrukturen markeras morfemgränserna i DLT:s mellanspråk som är fullständigt agglutinerande. Morfemtecknen ses i esperantotrådet med har utelämnats här.)
I denna mening förekommer både enkla och komplexa översättningsenheter. Till de enklare hör ettordsenheterna:

[10] økonomiske — ekonomiaj

Översättningsenheten

[2] forslag — proponoj

innehåller på esperantosidan en ackusativ (-n), så att en giltig motsvarighet bara föreligger när objektetiketten tas med i enheten.

Observera att forslag motsvarar proponoj men att fremsätter inte motsvarar faras. Verbet forslag betyder 'göra' och kan inte betraktas som brukbar översättning av fremsätte i andra kontext. Därför omfattar enheten flera ord:

[1] fremsätter forslag — faras proponoj

En mera komplex motsvarighet är

[5] at gøre lettere — faciligi
Även mera ingripande syntaktiska förskjutningar kan iakttas i denna mening:

[4] med henblik på — kiuj celas

Detta är en övergång från ett prepositionellt tilläggsled (D-PREA) i danska till en relativ bisats (REL) i esperanto (kiuj 'vilka', celas 'avser').

Översättningsehitenhnet

[6] det at skabe — la kreadon de

illustrerar bra att korpusinformationen har exempelkaraktär. Givetvis översätter man inte alltid infinitivkonstruktionen det at skabe med en substantiv (la kreado 'skapandet'), men formen kan mycket väl tänkas förekomma i vissa andra kontexter. Informationen är alltså inte allmäntillig, men illustrerar bara en av många möjliga översättningar för detta syntagm.
5 Översättarens kunnande i maskinöversättningssystemet


Den andra aspekt som jag vill nämna här gäller generaliseringsfunktionen. Som ett speciellt slags korpus innehåller den Tvåspråkiga kunskapsbanken ex-
empel på faktiskt bruk av ord, uttryck och översättningsmotsvarigheter. Men varje korpus är nödvändigtvis "för liten", dvs en exempelsamling, hur stor den än blir, kan aldrig innehålla varje användningsmöjlighet av varje enstaka ord och varje enstaka konstruktion (jfr Lehrberger/Bourbeau 1988: 129). Statistiken visar att ungefär hälften av alla lemmor i en korpus förekommer bara en enda gång i löptexten. De regler med vars hjälp korpusinformationen tillämpas på konkreta översättningsuppgifter (parsning, syntaktisk transfer, lexikal transfer, semantisk-pragmatisk disambiguering osv) bör därför generalisera med utgångspunkt i korpusexemlen. Sådana generaliseringsfunktioner behövs på minst tre plan:

1. enspråkig syntax (parsning [jfr Zuijlen 1989], morfosyntaktisk syntes);
2. metatax (syntaktisk transfer);
3. semantik-pragmatik (mätning av betydelseavstånd m.m.).

I överensstämmelse med DLT:s arkitekturprinciper följer dessa generaliseringsregler implicitetsidén, vilket bl a innebär att de undviker att anlita en explicit allmängiltig mellanrepresentation som den som skulle behövas i ett system på skalans fjärde steg.

I tankeexperimentet ovan antog jag att en väsentlig drivkraft för att låta utvecklingen gå vidare från det tredje till det fjärde och femte steget är intresset i att ersätta det mänskliga arbete som är nödvändigt i kunskapskoderingsprocessen med automatiska processer. Den lösning jag skisserar ovan realiserar denna vidareutveckling, men den saknar ändå inte arbetsmoment där information läggs till av människor. Människan, systemutvecklaren, har alltså inte rationaliserats bort. Men DLT:s korpusstödda översättningsmetod innebär att det bidrag specialisterna lämnar till kunskapsinhämtningen motsvarar i mycket högre grad än vid tredje utvecklingssteget ett vanligt sätt att resonera över språk. Ber man en specialist att ge exempel på språkbruk i sitt ämnesområde eller att granska föreslagna formuleringar så är uppgiften enklare och svaren pålitligare än när man är tvungen att be om en allmängiltig metaspråklig redogörelse. De som medarbetar i DLT:s systemutvecklingsfas kan därför i högre utsträckning vara specialiserade i ämnesområdet och i översättning och behöver i mindre grad koncentrera sig på teoretisk grammatik eller lexikografi.

6 Kunskap om världen eller kunskap om texten?

Sålunda tillåter utvecklingen av maskinöversättningssystemet DLT med sin nya systemstruktur ett nyartat svar på frågan huruvida grundvalet för maskinöversättningsändamålet bör vara (utomspråklig) kunskap om världen eller (inomspråklig) kunskap om texten. DLT:s svar är att det är kunskap ur texter.
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Abstract

Swetra is primarily a research project, but its computer programs and reports may result in commercial products. The research group at Lund consists of a few persons only, which has advantages and disadvantages. The main languages studied are Russian, English and Swedish. The grammatical model is Referent Grammar (RG) and the project is a spin-off of the development of that grammar. Referent Grammar is inspired by generalized phrase structure grammar (GPSG) and written directly in Prolog (DCG), which is why the grammars can run directly on computers. Refelent Prolog and PC's are used. The work within Swetra consists mainly of writing grammar modules and lexicons for different languages. These modules are connected in automatic translation. Referent grammars are bidirectional and can be used both for analysis and synthesis (generation).

A certain number of transfer rules are also needed in translation, however, in order to make necessary changes of functional representations, add features such as definiteness when translating from Russian into English etc. The paper gives a survey of the experience from Swetra research so far.

1 Inledning

Swetra (Swedish Computer Translation Research) har pågått cirka två år, och det finns en del erfarenheter att förmedla—erfarenheter som andra som ger sig ut på maskinöversättningens gungfly kan ha glädje av att känna till. Swetra, som stöds av Svenska Forskningsrådet för Samhällsvetenskap och Humaniora, är ett minimalt projekt ifråga om ekonomiska, personella och maskinella resurser. I projektet arbetar—förutom undertecknad—Mats Eeg-Olofsson (halvtid), Lars Gustafsson (kvartstid), Barbara Gawrońska-Werngren (halvtid). Programmeringen har främst skett på PC med användande av Arity Prolog.

Jag skall meddela mina erfarenheter av projektet under följande huvudrubriker: Organisation, Vägval (texttyp, språk, inställning till syntax, grammatikmodell), Vad Swetra kan, Publiktrycket.
2 Organization


3 Vägval

3.1 Texttyp

Man kan tänka sig att rita diagram som visar ökningen av de grammatiska reglerna och lexikon för varje ny mening som skall översättas. I början måste mötet med en ny mening nödvändigtvis leda till stor ökning både av grammatiken och lexikonet, men kurvan bör så småningom plana ut, när nästan alla meningar klaras av utan att någon förbättring behöver göras. Ett färdigt system bör klara allt och inte kräva mera utbyggnad. Om det är ett interaktivt system bör det inte fråga operatören alltför ofta. Jag kan inte säga att vi kommit så långt i Swetra att vi känner att kurvan håller på att plana ut; varenda liten text vi försöker oss på kräver flera komplettringar—och det är inte alltid bara fråga om att sätta in fler ord i lexikon.

Det val i fråga om texter vi avser att träffa innebär att vi säger att Swetra inte kan översätta godtycklig text, bara speciell text, och vi vill specifera vilken speciell text Swetra kan översätta på ett lingvistiskt sätt. Vi vill inte specifera dessa texter genom hänvisning till en genre som t.ex. tekniska manu­aler, väderleksrapporter, utan ge specifikationen mera lingvistiskt och säga att meningarna inte får innehålla samordnade relativsatser, inte mer än två satsadverbial och tre andra adverbial, inte inbäddade genitiver som "pojkens hunds svans" etc. Lexikalt kan specificationen göras genom att man t.ex. säger att orden måste tillhöra den marina sfären och röra sig om olika typer av båtar som rör sig i Östersjön.

I själva verket borde nog många MT-system ha specificerat sina begränsningar på detta sätt. Så vitt jag förstått av de demonstrationer Eurotra företag­it i Brüssel har Eurotra egentligen också gått på denna linje: Deltagarna fick bara föreslå meningar som hade högst 7 ord, bara ett adjektiv i nominalfrasen, endast subjektiva relativsatser, inga samordningar etc. Det subspråk som Swetra vill kunna översätta defineras alltså i första hand genom vissa syntaktiska begränsningar. Sedan är det en självklarhet att orden måste finnas i lexikonet för att översättningen skall fungera. Jag skall sedan visa typiska Swetra texter som vi brukar köra i vår Demo (se också Sigurd & Gawrońska-Werngren 1988).

3.2 Språk

Självklart måste man välja vilka språk man vill översätta mellan, och märkligt nog har vi tvekat länge på denna punkt i Swetra. Det beror naturligtvis på att vi åtagit oss att forska i maskinöversättning, inte att leverera ett färdigt program. Det är i själva verket intressant att pröva hur bra den grammatiska modellen referentgrammatik fungerar på olika språk. Vi har erfarenhet av översättning till och från franska, polska, georgiska, samoanska, svenska, engelska, ryska. På senare tid har vi alltmer koncentrerat oss på ryska, engelska, svenska och främst på översättning från ryska till svenska—sedan Barbara Gawrońska-Werngren ställde sina språkunskaper till förfogande. De olika referentgrammatiska mod­ulerna som programmeras direkt i Prolog (DCG=Definite Clause Grammar) är i princip bidirektionella och kan köras både i analys och syntes (generering). Men vill man göra mera avancerad översättning, använda specifika transferregler, anknyta diskursementiska procedurer m.m. och göra ett effektivt program är det bäst att bestämma sig för en riktning.
Vi har bedömt översättning mellan ryska och engelska som intressant därför att detta par länge intresserat MT-forskarna. Ett framgångrikt system som kan översätta mellan ryska och engelska har uppenbara praktiska tillämpningar. Språkens typologiska skillnader gör översättning också lingvistiskt intressant. Eftersom många personer inte kan ryska blir demonstrationer dessutom mera imponerande. Åskådarna blir mera förbryllade av att se hur en obegriplig text översättes till en begriplig än att se t.ex. engelska, som de flesta kan, översättas till svenska. (Å andra sidan blir åskådarnas möjligheter att bedöma översättningens kvalitet mera begränsade).

3.3 Inställning till syntax


3.4 Grammatisk modell

En modern lingvist har till synes flera väl genomdiskuterade formella grammatiska modeller att välja på, t.ex. Transformationell generativ grammatik med frasstruktur och transformationer (EST, Government and Binding), Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG), Generaliserad frastrukturgrammatik (GPSG), Dependensgrammatik, Funktionell Grammatik av Hallidays typ. Det är påfallande att dessa grammatiker nästan bara har prövats på typiska lingvistmeningar
av ovannämnda typ ("En flicka sprang", "Hunden, som, pojken, som flickan
kände slog sprang"). Man ser t.ex. aldrig en GB-grammatiker visa hur alla
meningarna på en viss sida text skall analyseras, vilka träddiagram man bör rita
och vilka problem man möter. Gängse teoretiska grammatikmodeller visar främst
hur vissa formella idéer som t.ex. frasstruktur, transformationer, dependens,
subjacency, c-command fungerar. De har inte det primära syftet att visa hur
vanliga meningar skall analyseras så att beskrivningen förklarar varför orden
har den form de har och står i den ordning de gör. Allra minst förklarar de
varför den föreliggande meningen betyder vad den gör.

Såsom framgått var det inte så att medarbetarna i Swetra bestämde att de
skulle översätta med dator mellan två bestämda språk och sedan började leta
efter en lämplig grammatik. I stället var det så att jag höll på med de pilregler
som DCG erbjuder och insåg att man som resultat av analysen (satslösningen,
parsningen) kunde få en sorts universell semantisk representation: en predikats-
logisk formel eller en funktionell representation, en representation som talar om
vad som är subjekt, predikat, objekt, adverbial, etc. och vad orden betyder.
(Chomskys klassiska generativa grammatikregler ger endast ett S som resultat
av analysen, vilket bara säger att satsen var grammatisk). Sedan jag skrivit
en sådan grammatik för svenska och en för engelska insåg jag att man måste
kunna översätta via den gemensamma funktionella representationen om man
standardiserade den. Det är i princip det vi hållit på med sedan i Swetra. Den
funktionella representationen fungerar som ett mellanspråk, *interlingua*.

Den grammatiska modellen för Swetra var alltså given, men samtidigt som vi
arbetat med översättningsprogrammen har vi utvecklat referentgrammatik och
tagit beslut som standardiserat den och framförallt dess funktionella representa-
tion och lexikonformat. Referentgrammatik (RG, se referenser i litteraturlistan)
är en sorts generaliserad frasstrukturgressmatik (GPSG), men i motsats till
GPSG arbetar RG i de generativa reglerna med två representationer: den yttliga
kategorirepresentationen betecknad o-representationen, och den funktionella rep-
resentationen betecknad f-representationen. Dessa beteckningar påminner om
dem som användes i lexical-functional grammar (LFG), en grammatik som nog
också kan användas vid automatisk översättning.

Referentgrammatik är bidirektionell, dvs kan användas både i analys och
syntes (generering). Det betyder att den ställer samma hårda krav på sitt in-
put och sitt output. En korrekt skriven RG-modul genererar bara korrepta
meningar och accepterar bara korrekta meningar. För att en grammatik skall
vara användbar för MT krävs att den kan specificera korrekthet på alla nivåer,
genererar korrekta former av artiklar, räkneord, pronomem, adjektiv, substantiv,
verb, sätta orden i rätt ordning, etc. RG gör det—den genererar t.ex. också
korrepta former av relativpronomen i ryska och polska en uppgift som kräver
att flera faktorer tas hänsyn till. RG är dessutom lätt att skriva för en lingvist
och vi har inte funnit något som den inte kan hantera. Den klarar också s.k.
*unbounded dependencies*, dvs flyttningar som kan vara hur långa som helst.

RG använder liksom GPSG defekta syntaktiska kategorier, men de formalis-
eras inte som "slash-kategorier" i RG utan benämns *sdsent* = subjektdefekt
sats, *odpp* = objektdefekt prepositionsfras etc. I programmet flyttas den saknade
konstituenter till rätt position, vilket gör att man kan säga att RG har dolda transformationer, precis som GPSG.

För att en grammatikmodell skall kunna användas i maskinöversättning måste den också ha tagit ställning till hur ordbetydelser skall beskrivas och vilket format de skall ha i lexikonet. Många teoretiska modeller lämnar den frågan öppen, men det duger inte i ett MT-system där alla komponenter måste finnas och kunna samverka. RG har ett bestämt lexikonformat (se artiklar i litteraturlistan) och lexikonet är en särskild fil på vilken man kan låta diverse operationer arbeta. Ordbetydelsen beskrivs f.n. i en engelskliknande form (machinesé), men lexikonet har utrymme för många grammatiska och semantiska uppgifter om orden. RG har också utvecklat vissa procedurer för morfologi (ordbörjning och ordbildning) och tillämpat s.k. implicationell morfologi, en modell där den morfologiska kunskapen ses som kunskap om vissa ordformer kompletterad med kunskap om hur existensen av en viss form implicerar existensen av en viss annan form. Om man kan en form i språket och vet den betsedy, kan man dra slutsatser om hur många andra former bör se ut och vad de betyder.

Den grammatiska diskussionen de senaste decennierna har p.g.a. Chomskys starka inflytande mycket berört universella syntaktiska principer för naturliga språk, t.ex. begränsningar på flyttning av konstituenter. Flyttningar och hop­pande på complementizers (i engelska) har t.ex. diskuterats åtskilligt, och relativsatser har t.ex. beskrivits som en flyttning av den relativiserade konstituenten till complementizer = relativmarkören efterlämnande ett osynligt spår. Men det finns mycket annat som är viktigt att beskriva om man skall kunna översätta relativsatser. Man finner emellertid inom EST/GB och andra teoretiska grammatikmodeller inte t.ex. några konkreta regler för val av rätt form av relativpronomen, något som är nödvändigt om man vill implementera MT. Det talas ofta vid presentationen av dessa moderna grammatikmodeller som om böjning vore en trivial uppgift — men det är inte ens i engelskan. En grammatik som skall användas för MT måste ha regler som genererar "who", "respektive "whom" (för att inte tala om "whose"). I ett språk som georgiska är böjningen huvuduppgiften: om man lyckas få verbformen rätt är det mesta av satsen avklarat. I både den ryska och den svenska grammatikmodulen upptas en ansenlig mängd av reglerna med att böja orden rätt.

4 Vad Swetra kan

Swetra kan analysera, syntetisera (generera) och översätta typiska lingvistmeningar med intransitiva, transitiva och dubbelt transitiva verb och upp till två satsadverbial och tre andra adverbial. Som adverbial kan även förekomma prepositionsfraser och underordnade konjunktionsbisatser. Swetra accepterar kopulativa satser (i ryska utan kopula) och satser med passivum, hjälpverb ("ha", modala hjälpverb som "kan" och aspektuella verb som "börja"). Swetra har omfattande komplex av regler för att hantera nominalfraser med bestämningar före och efter huvudet och komplicerad kongruens. Särskild uppmärksamhet har ägnats åt relativsatser; det referentbegrepp som givit RG dess namn växte i
själva verket fram ur analysen av relativsatser (se uppsatser om relativsatser i litteraturlistan).

Stora likvärdiga grammatikmoduler finns för engelska, ryska och svenska och tillhörande lexikon är för närvarande på några tusen ord. Demonstrationsprogram visar analyx av satsen i källspråket, och generering av motsvarande sats i målspråket. Översättningen tar ofta bara några sekunder. Diverse uppsnabningskne não användes (som vi här inte tänker avslöja). Grovöversättning görs via gemensam funktionell representation, men vissa transferregler har dessutom utarbetats för översättning i en viss riktning (särskilt ryska till engelska).


5 Publiktrycket

När man säger att man håller på med automatisk översättning får man ofelbart frågan: "Hur många år dröjer det innan det går, tror Du?" Svaret: "Aldrig" accepteras inte och inte heller svar av typen: "Vi kan översätta texter med 80% kvalitet om de ligger inom en viss domän, t.ex. det marina området och grammatiken är så begränsad att den inte tillåter samordnade relativsatser och inte mer än två prepositionsfraser i en nominalfras etc."
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Abstract
Translation of prepositions poses a very serious problem to machine translation because prepositions are highly ambiguous. In theory prepositions can be disambiguated by a filter that excludes already generated representational objects with no selection restriction match between preposition and np, but it takes too long time in practice. A neural network makes the disambiguation in fractions of a second, because it is fast, robust and very powerful.

1 The Problem
The translation of prepositions poses a very serious problem to machine translation because prepositions are highly ambiguous—each of the most 10 frequent prepositions in one of the 9 EUROTRA languages is translated into 10 different prepositions in each of the 8 other languages—and because prepositions always will generate many attachment patterns.

Take the example:

Lenin wrote this note in his notebook in 3 minutes in Copenhagen

There are the flat structure and the deep structure and 6 attachment patterns in between:
It is obvious in this example that *in* does not mean the same thing in the three clauses: *in his notebook, in 3 minutes* and *in Copenhagen*. The first one means DIRECTION, the second one: TIME: HOW LONG, and the third one: PLACE WHERE. In other words, we need (at least) three lexical entries for the word *in*. Other entries are needed for *in 1897, in anger, in danger, in various colours*, with the manings: TIME WHEN, IN A MOOD OF, DURING AN ACTIVITY OF, OF A QUALITY OF. So in Danish there are, in my opinion, at least 12 different meanings of the corresponding preposition *i* (and furthermore all the fixed phrases, e.g. *in all, to be in for*).

The distinction between DIRECTION and PLACE WHERE is not made intuitively, but with the so called ‘nonsensical conjunction reduction test’, which says: if the conjunction of two contexts to the same word does not make sense, there are two readings of the lexical item, one for each context. So it does not make sense to say: *Lenin wrote this note in his notebook and three minutes, or Lenin wrote this note in his notebook and Copenhagen, or Lenin wrote this note in three minutes and Copenhagen or Lenin wrote this note in three minutes and 1897*. But note that contexts of the same type, i.e. contexts of the same reading of a given word form can be coordinated and make sense: *Lenin wrote this note in anger and disappointment*.

If we parse the sentence using a dictionary with 12 different entries for the word *in*, and 8 different attachment patterns, the machine will generate $8 \times 12 \times 12 = 13,824$ different representational objects i.e. readings of the sentence. So the problem is how to disambiguate the sentence and make the machine find the correct reading among the 13,824 syntactically possible readings.


2 The Linguistic Solution

In theory, that means from a linguistic point of view, this can be done in the following way: in the dictionary the 12 entries for in are differentiated wrt. their selection restrictions: in_1 (PLACE WHERE) takes as argument 1 nouns of the type CONCRETE, in_2 (TIME WHEN) takes nouns of the type YEAR or DATE, in_3 (MOOD) takes nouns of the type COGNITION OR EMOTION, in_4 (TIME HOW LONG) takes nouns of the type SCALE. That means that all nouns in the dictionary are coded with a semantic type label. I have suggested the following set of semantic types for nouns:

```
|-----------------------------------------------|partitive
|-----------------------------------------------|semiotic

|-----------------------------------------------|scale
|-----------------------------------------------|time
|-----------------------------------------------|quality

|-----------------------------------------------|relation
|-----------------------------------------------|state--|result
|-----------------------------------------------|temporal|--cogn/emotion
|-----------------------------------------------|situ-- |
|-----------------------------------------------|acion|--activity
|-----------------------------------------------|--state|--accomplishment
|-----------------------------------------------|propo-- |
|-----------------------------------------------|position
|-----------------------------------------------|individual|--nomen agentis
|-----------------------------------------------|--non--|--person
|-----------------------------------------------|--place-- |
|-----------------------------------------------|--human--|--nonindi|--organization
|-----------------------------------------------|--vidual|--com. tool
|-----------------------------------------------|--con--- |
|-----------------------------------------------|--crete--|
|-----------------------------------------------|mass
|-----------------------------------------------|natural kind
|-----------------------------------------------|part
|-----------------------------------------------|whole
```

The selection restriction could work as a filter with a 'killer rule', i.e. a rule that would exclude ('kill') all objects with no match between the type which is asked for in the semantic frame specification of the head, in this case the preposition, and the type of the noun that fills the slot. There will be no match in the created object with in_1 (PLACE WHERE) in the clause in three minutes, because minutes is a noun of the type SCALE, and in_1 only selects nouns of the type CONCRETE.

This type of rule would exclude most of the not wanted objects among the 13,824 generated representational objects. But the rule is too strong, because it is not uncommon in natural texts to find metaphorical or slightly metaphorical sentences, e.g.: The situation threatens to become worse. In this case the selection rule saying that the verb threaten only takes nouns of type HUMAN as arguments will 'kill' all the generated objects so that no analysis or translation will be produced at all.

3 Preference Rules

Instead it is necessary to use a preference rule that compares all representational objects generated from the same surface structure, ranks them wrt. internal semantic fitness, and selects the fittest. As shown in the first paragraph the simple example Lenin wrote this note in his notebook in three minutes in Copenhagen will generate 8 attachment patterns which then can have 12 different readings of each of the three prepositions. What is compared by a preference rule is not two clauses containing the same two or three words, but the sum of the semantic distances between all the pairs in the sentence of 1) a selection restriction bearing head and 2) the corresponding slot filler, added up at the top node.

The concept of semantic distance and semantic fitness can be operationalized in the tree of semantic types. You walk in the tree from the type which is asked for in the selection restriction, step by step, to the type of the slotfiller, counting 1.0 for every step to the left, and 0.1 for every step to the right. The distance from CONCRETE (which is selected by in_1, PLACE WHERE) to SCALE (the type of minutes) is 1.3, while the distance from SCALE (which is selected by in_4 TIME HOW LONG) and SCALE is 0.0. Consequently reading in_4, TIME HOW LONG is selected in the clause in three minutes. Two representational objects, two tree structures representing two whole sentences, can then be compared in the following way:
\[
S = 0.3 + 0.0 + 0.0 + 0.1 + 0.2 \\
+ 0.3 + 0.1 + 0.2 = 1.2
\]

---

**ARG1** 0.3**PREDO**.0**ARG2** 0.0**MOD** 0.1 **MOD** 0.2 **MOD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lenin</th>
<th>wrt</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>in Notebook</th>
<th>in 3 M</th>
<th>in Cph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**

- By such a preference rule the flat structure with the DIRECTION reading, the HOW LONG reading and the WHERE reading, respectively, will be selected—and that is exactly the correct one among the 13.824 possible readings.
- But this machinery will only work in theory. The comparison among the objects will be made in pairs, so there will be made 13.824/2 \times 13.825 comparisons and that will take approximately 6\frac{1}{2} hours with a fast machine and a fast program.

### 4 The Neural Network Design

So in theory it can be done, and the human brain must follow a rule like the one described when it calculates the correct reading in fractions of a second, but it must do it in a smarter way than by comparison in pairs of already generated objects.

This smarter way must be something like what is called a neural network, which is a strategy for programming the preference rule so that the machine can compute the best solution of the problem in fractions of a second, like the human brain does.

The semantic network is designed in the following way: It consists of three layers, an input layer with 117 neurons, a hidden layer with 65 neurons, and an output layer with 12 neurons. All input neurons are connected with all the hidden layer neurons, and all the hidden layer neurons are connected with all the output layer neurons. That means that there are 7670 connexions between layer 1 and 2, and 792 connexions between layer 2 and 3.
Each of the output neurons represents one of the possible readings of the preposition in. The 12 readings of in are: ARG1 (deep subject), ARG2 (deep object), LOC (place where), DIR (direction), TIME, DUR (time how long), MEA (measure), STA (state), ACT (activity), EMO (emotion/cognition), QUAL (quality), CLOT (clothes).

The input is a pattern of the syntactic and semantic structure of a sentence containing the word in. 4 words to the left and 4 to the right of the preposition are represented in the pattern as syntactic-semantic categories. A given word belongs to one and only one of the following 56 categories, which include the semantic features described in the first paragraph:

**Nouns:** NONHUMAN
- PLACE
- HUMAN
- NOMEN AGENTIS
- SEMIOTIC
- PART
- MEASURE OR BARE FORM
- TIME
- QUALITY OR RELATION
- RESULT
- EMOTION OR COGNITION
- ACTIVITY
- ACCOMPLISHMENT
- PROPOSITION

**Verbs:** AUXILIARY OR MODAL
- INTRANS | STATE
- AUXILIARY OR MODAL
- INTRANS | PROCESS
- AUXILIARY OR MODAL
- INTRANS | EVENT
- TRANSITIVE + noun
- TRANSITIVE + SENTENCE
- TRIVALENT VERB
- VERB with prepositional objects and the preposition
- for, if, fra, over, under,
- i, til, fra, over, under,
- for, af, ved

**Prepositions:** I, PA, TIL, FRA, OM, FOR, AF, MED, UDEN, OVER, UNDER, MELLEM

**Pronoun Conjunction Number**
- PRONOUN
- CONJUNCTION
- NUMBER
- PUNCTUATION MARK
- AND/OR/BUT
- TIME ADVERB
- THAT
- ARTICLE
- PLACE ADVERB
- ADJECTIVE
- DIRECTIONAL ADVERB
- OTHER ADVERBS
- ADJECTIVE + PREPOSITIONAL OBJECT

The natural way to represent the 9 word input pattern would be an array with 504 neurons ordered in 9 rows and 56 columns. But that would be a very redundant representation, because only 9 of the 504 neurons would be activated in each sentence.

The input pattern information can be represented by only 117 neurons organized in an array with 9 rows, one for each word in the sentence window, and 13 columns, in which each of the 56 categories is represented by 3 X in accordance with the following coding key (n = noun, v = verb, p = preposition, a = other, o = zero, i = 1):
That means that the category INTRANSITIVE VERB OF THE STATE TYPE is represented by vo 2. As an example the sentence *Det sker i 1992* ('it happens in 1992') has the representation shown below:

**SENTENCE:** XXX . Det sker - i - 1992 . XXX XXX

**INPUT PATTERN**

```
nvpaoi1234567
-4 ..................4-
-3 ..................3-
-2 ..................2-
-1 ..................1-
 0 ..................0
+1 ..................1+
+2 ..................2+
+3 ..................3+
+4 ..................4+
```

The output is represented by 12 ‘thermometers’ which show how much a given neuron, representing one reading of the preposition i, is activated:

```
arg1: ...........
arg2: ...........
loc: XXXX.....
dir: XX.......
time: ...........
dur: XXXX.....
mea: ...........
sta: X........
act: ...........
emo: ...........
qual: ...........
clot: ...........
```

When a pattern of input neurons is activated the neurons ‘fire’, i.e. they activate all the hidden neurons they are connected with, with the weight or strength which is assigned to the specific connexion.

Each of the hidden neurons is now activated by the sum of their input values, which is depending on both the pattern of the firing input neurons and the weight
of the their connexions. The hidden neurons only fire if their activation value exceeds a certain threshold level, and the output neurons are activated in the same way.

5 Rules in Neural Networks

The neural network is ‘trained’ with examples of input patterns and correct answers. When the training starts all the connexions are randomized, and the output of the network will in the beginning be rather incorrect. Then the correct answer is typed as a second input, and by a process called back propagation all the connexion weights activated by the input sentence are changed. The connexion weights yielding correct output are increased and the connexion weights yielding incorrect output are decreased with a certain rate.

Below I mention some of the 100 Danish input sentences—or rather strings of 9 words, the central word $i$ and 4 words to the left and to the right—and the correct answer, i.e. the best reading of the preposition $i$ in the context.

20. sikre at hver deltager -i- samme projekt i hele = ARG2
21. deltager i samme projekt -i- hele projektets løbetid til = DUR
22. dominere dette marked og -i- stigende omfang eksportere fra = MEA
23. nu er under overvejelse -i- nogle af de større medlemsstater = LOC
24. til et sådant nyt program -i- stor målestok er kommet = MEA
25. Esprit velkommen til mødet -i- juni 1992 og godkendte = TIME
27. som anvendes i operationer -i- mange versioner og varianter = MEA
28. og afprøvning af VLSI/systemer -i- cilisium eller andre halvledere = LOC
29. beslutning end en afgørelse -i- rådet = LOC
30. fuldt kan støtte brugeren i kommunikationsprocessen, og som = ACT
31. ; de vil resultere i nye produkter, processer = ARG2
32. anvendelse foregår meget Langsommere i Europa end i Japan = LOC
33. af alle varer fremstillet i fællesskabet er i små = ARG2

When the connexion strengths have been adjusted a number of times with a number of input sentences the pattern of the connexion strengths will represent a rule which will yield the correct output to each of the input patterns in the training set.

It is essential that the input sentences are authentic and not grammar book sentences, because all regularities in the input material, even the number of words from the word $i$ to the punctuation mark, will be made into a rule by the network.

It is essential too that the number of input sentences is so high that all non-linguistic regularities of any kind are excluded. 100 input sentences are certainly not enough to make sure that all nonimportant word types have been placed in all 8 positions in the input picture.

I am not sure that a window of 9 words is enough, but in the first 100 authentic 9 word input sentences the rule triggering word has been present.
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The training can be seen from two screen pictures, the first one showing input pattern, answer and output of run no. 2 of sentence no. 26. The output is not even slightly in the right direction.

```
fact no. 26
INPUT PATTERN       ANSWER       OUTPUT
nvpaoi1234567  arg1:  ..........  ..........            run no. 2
-4  ............4-  arg2:  ..........  ..........            run no. 2
-3  XX...X..3-  loc:  ..........  ..........            run no. 2
-2  XX.X......2-  dir:  ..........  XX             run no. 2
-1  .X.X...X...1-  time:  XXXXXXXX  ..........            run no. 2
  0  .X.X.X......0  dur:  ..........  ..........            run no. 2
+1  X....X..X....1+  mea:  ..........  ..........            run no. 2
+2  XX...X..X....2+  sta:  ..........  ..........            run no. 2
+3  ............3+  act:  ..........  X             run no. 2
+4  ............4+  emo:  ..........  ..........            run no. 2
nvpaoi1234567  qual:  ..........  ..........            run no. 2
                        clot:  ..........  ..........            run no. 2
```

But in run nr. 15 the network has 'learned' a rule completely, and gives the correct output to all the training sentences.

```
fact no. 26
INPUT PATTERN       ANSWER       OUTPUT
nvpaoi1234567  arg1:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
-4  ............4-  arg2:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
-3  XX...X..3-  loc:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
-2  XX.X......2-  dir:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
-1  .X.X...X...1-  time:  XXXXXXXX  XXXXXXXX            run no. 15
  0  .X.X.X......0  dur:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
+1  X....X..X....1+  mea:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
+2  XX...X..X....2+  sta:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
+3  ............3+  act:  ..........  X             run no. 15
+4  ............4+  emo:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
nvpaoi1234567  qual:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
                        clot:  ..........  ..........            run no. 15
```

It is interesting that the established rule will give the correct answer to new sentences too, i.e. sentences which have never been given as input pattern before. In a way the network has 'learned' a linguistic rule inductively although it has not been formulated explicitly. It can be seen in the following three examples.
### new fact

**SENTENCE:** Mødet i Strasbourg varede i 3 uger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT PATTERN</th>
<th>ANSWER</th>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nvpaoi1234567</td>
<td>arg1:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4 X...X...X..4-</td>
<td>arg2:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3 X.X.X........3-</td>
<td>loc:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2 X.X.X........2-</td>
<td>dir:</td>
<td>XX.....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1 X.X.X........1-</td>
<td>time:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 X.X.X........0</td>
<td>dur:</td>
<td>XXXXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1 X.X.X.........1+</td>
<td>mea:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2 X.X.X........X2+</td>
<td>sta:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+3 ..............3+</td>
<td>act:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4 ..............4+</td>
<td>emo:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nvpaoi1234567</td>
<td>qual:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clot:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### new fact

**SENTENCE:** fordi den fortsatte deltagelse i forhandlingerne med de implicerede

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT PATTERN</th>
<th>ANSWER</th>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nvpaoi1234567</td>
<td>arg1:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4 XX.X..X..X..4-</td>
<td>arg2:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3 XX.X........3-</td>
<td>loc:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2 X.X.X........2-</td>
<td>dir:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1 X.X.X........1-</td>
<td>time:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 X.X.X........0</td>
<td>dur:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1 X.X.X.........1+</td>
<td>mea:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2 XX.X.X2+</td>
<td>sta:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+3 XX.X........3+</td>
<td>act:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4 X.X.X........4+</td>
<td>mea:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nvpaoi1234567</td>
<td>qual:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clot:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
new fact

SENTENCE: for en tredje rekvirent i samarbejde med en virksom

hed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT PATTERN</th>
<th>ANSWER</th>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nvpaoi1234567</td>
<td>arg1:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4 XIXX.4-</td>
<td>arg2:</td>
<td>XX.....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3 XX.3-</td>
<td>loc:</td>
<td>X......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2 X.XX.2-</td>
<td>dir:</td>
<td>X......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1 X.XX.1-</td>
<td>time:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 X.XX.0</td>
<td>dur:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1 X.XX.1+</td>
<td>mea:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2 X.XX.2+</td>
<td>sta:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+3 X.XX.3+</td>
<td>act:</td>
<td>XXXXXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4 X.XX.4+</td>
<td>emo:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nvpaoi1234567</td>
<td>qual:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clot:</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I have not yet—after 100 input sentences—statistics about how many percent of correct 'guesses' the network will make about new sentences, but it is already clear that it is possible to make a network which can solve the problem of disambiguation of prepositions without the enormous overgeneration which is made by filter rules in serial programming.

It should according to the theories be possible to train the same network to make the disambiguation of all the prepositions (or all the most frequent and ambiguous prepositions). The network I have described is in fact designed to compute 15 different prepositions. But I have not yet trained it with other prepositions than f.

6 The Power of Neural Networks

I imagine that the neural network in the translation process will be placed before the parser. The network is fed with the lexical words of the input sentence, and the relevant information about the semantic type of each word taken from the dictionary. All the prepositions in the sentence are then disambiguated by the network and the reading number assigned to them before they are parsed by the grammar parser. The product of the network would in the example from the beginning of this article be:

Lenin wrote this note in(DIR) his notebook in(DUR) 3 minutes in(LOC) Copenhagen in(TIME) 1897 in(EMO) anger.

The enormous disambiguation power of the neural network results from three factors: the parallel distribution, which makes it fast, the nonlocal representation
of the rule, which makes it robust, and the statistical analysis, which makes it powerful.

The machine does not in fact compute the rule in parallel, but in a serial machine the program simulates the parallel processing, and that is enough to compute the disambiguation of a preposition in fractions of a second. 8462 calculations do not take more than a fraction of a second.

The rules which are used for disambiguation of the preposition *i*, one of which could be that *i* followed by a noun of the semantic type PLACE will normally be a *i*(LOC), are not located in some of the connexions, but in the whole pattern of connexions both from input layer to hidden layer, and from hidden layer to output layer. So irregularities in the input, metaphors or syntactic errors, will not totally disable the rule, but only make minor changes in the output. The network will always find the 'best' solution, i.e. recognize the reading with most semantic fitness regardless how good or bad it is—exactly as we do even when we read the famous sentence: *Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.*

The nonlocal representation offers a solution of the problem of the so called hermeneutic circle, the problem that the whole can not be understood before the parts are understood, and the parts can not be understood before the whole is understood. The meaning of the sentence consists of, but is at the same time more than the sum of the senses of the words.

With nonlocal representations the meaning of the whole is represented, not as the sum of the meaning of the parts, but as a pattern or 'meaning' of something which is subsymbolic, subsignificant or with no meaning at all, but with a differentiating function, viz. the neurons of the hidden layer. So the network computes or recognizes the meaning of the whole by computing, not the sum of the parts, but the pattern of the subsymbolic parts (the hidden layer neurons) of the symbolic parts (the words) of the sentence.

That is exactly the function of letters or phonemes, which have no meaning but only a differentiation function, and nevertheless make it possible to transmit word senses and sentence meaning from sender to receiver in the communication process between humans.

But most important, the neural network will utilize information which can not be used in normal grammar rules, viz. probabilistic infomation. It is a linguistic rule that only *in(DUR)* will be followed by a noun of the type SCALE: *in 3 minutes*. Let us assume that it is a statistical rule that *in(DUR)* is followed by a cardinal number 1.000 times more often than *in(LOC)* is. It is not possible to formulate this regularity as a linguistic rule, not even as a preference rule, because of the possibility of the sentence: *she worked in two rooms*. The semantic network will utilize the probabilistic information but not make errors in this crucial example, because the pattern of connexion weights has learned the rule for the combination of cardinal numbers and measure nouns, not for cardinal numbers only.
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Abstract

The article describes essential parts of a prototype system for machine aided translation from Norwegian-Bokmål to Norwegian-Nynorsk. The central parts of the system are a bilingual word list, inflection paradigms, phrases, and routines to deal with compound words. There are also syntactic and semantic rules, but they can be considered as preliminary. The article also includes a simple comparison of the two languages in question. The program is written in TurboPascal and runs on IBM PC compatible machines.

1 Introduction

The main goal of the project Machine aided translation from Norwegian-Bokmål to Norwegian-Nynorsk is to automatize translation between the two official Norwegian languages, both for proposing translated text, and for looking up words, phrases and text parts. There is also an important objective to gain knowledge about machine translation in general. The system will be based on comprehensive bilingual word lists and linguistic rules implemented as data for a computer program.

The development has so far partly been supported by the Norwegian Research Council for Science and the Humanities (NAVF) for 8 months in 1987–88. The author of this presentation has been responsible for the linguistic and computational work. Formal cooperators are also The Noregian Computing Centre for the Humanities and Department of Phonetics and Linguistics at the University of Bergen.
1.1 The Soft- and Hardware

The translation program and other data development programs (especially for word lists) are written in TurboPascal without usage of graphics and special database procedures, and is compatible with versions 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0. The source code takes about 50 kb, and the compiled version about 34 kb without the data tables. The program is run on IBM compatible machines with the operating system DOS 4.0 and lower. Among the machines is a Toshiba T1000 with 512 kb RAM and one floppy disc with 720 kb.

2 The Two Official Norwegian Languages, General Remarks

The two official written Norwegian languages are the majority language Norwegian-Bokmål (NB), with an unofficial English name Dano-Norwegian, and the minority language Norwegian-Nynorsk (NN), with an unofficial English name New-Norwegian. These languages can, for foreigners, be regarded as relatively similar both in spelling, inflection, vocabulary and syntax, which will be exemplified below. To Norwegians these two languages are felt as different, both because of the linguistic differences and because of the political impact of the languages. The two languages have by political decision been stated as official Norwegian languages with equal status.

NN is based on Norwegian dialects, while NB is based on an older version of written Danish which has later been improved with elements from Norwegian dialects. There is nowadays no complete agreement as to which of the two written languages are nearest to Norwegian dialects. That depends on which linguistic categories are considered and their relative importance. There is also no complete agreement to what extent a written language shall be based on dialects in opposition to written tradition.

This language situation implies that there will exist two Norwegian languages in the future. And this will motivate translation tools between the two languages, especially from the majority language towards the minority language.

3 The Two Official Norwegian Languages, Simplified Comparison

To give some impression of what the system has to work with, I will present a simplified comparison of the differences between the two languages, and consider some differences in spelling, inflection, suffixes, vocabulary, and syntax.

First it must be stated that the two Norwegian languages have more similar than different expressions, and that the differences are very often small and cover lots of expressions in a systematic manner (e.g. diptong versus monophtong). This reflects a common history for the languages.
Table 1: Spelling, inflection, suffixes and vocabulary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Norwegian-Bokmål</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>spelling:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grøt</td>
<td>graut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>høst</td>
<td>haust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>løk</td>
<td>lauk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ren</td>
<td>rein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fler</td>
<td>fleir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sette</td>
<td>sette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linje</td>
<td>linje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skap</td>
<td>skap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hjem</td>
<td>heim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **inflection:**  |          |
| gutter           | gutar    | (boys, m pl) |
| jenter           | jenter   | (girls, f pl) |
| epler            | eple     | (apples, n pl) |
| hus              | hus      | (houses, n pl) |
| problemer        | problem  | problem     | (problems, n pl) |
| boken            | boka     | boka        | [boki] (the book, f sg def) |
| kastet           | kasta    | kasta       | (throw, pret) |
| svømte           | svømte   | svam, pret  |
| kommer           | [kjemer] | kjem        | (come, irreg pres) |
| skriver          | [skriver]| skriv       | (write, irreg pres) |

| **suffixes:**    |          |
| utdannelse, -ing | utdanning | (education) |
| kjærlighet      | kjærleik | (love) |
| lærer            | lærar    | (teacher) |
| elektriker       | elektrikar | (electrician) |

| **vocabulary:**  |          |
| tillatelse, løyve | løyve   | (permission) |
| erfaring         | røynsle  | (experience) |

The comparison is presented in two tables. Table 1 contains examples of spelling, inflection, suffixes and vocabulary. Table 2 contains examples of syntactic constructions.

The examples in Table 1 are grouped into four columns, two for each language. The leftmost column below NB and the rightmost column below NN contain the forms that are most different from the other language, and are usually called moderate forms. The rightmost column below NB and the leftmost column below NN represent expressions which are regarded as approaching forms, usually called radical forms. The square brackets marks forms which are allowed in writing except in documents from the central government and text books for the primary and secondary school, high school, and some other institutions. Two of...
**genitive:**

guttens bil

\[ \Rightarrow \text{bilen til gutten} \]

(the boy’s car; NN-phrase word by word: the car belonging to the boy)

lederens forslag

\[ \Rightarrow \text{forslaget/ramlegget frå/til leiaren} \]

(the leader’s proposal; NN-phrase word by word: the proposal from/belonging to the leader)

**passive voice:**

boksene kastes

\[ \Rightarrow \text{boksene vert/blir kasta} \]

(the books are thrown (away))

boka blir lest

\[ \Rightarrow \text{boka vert/blir lesen} \]

(the book is read; common gender (i.e. masc. and fem.) singular)

**congruence (occurs in passive and in predicative):**

skriftet blir lest

\[ \Rightarrow \text{skriftet vert/blir lese} \]

(the publication is read; neuter singular)

boksene blir lest

\[ \Rightarrow \text{boksene vert/blir lesne} \]

(the books are read; plural)

**nominalization:**

forsamlingen gjorde vedtak om nye skatteregler

\[ \Rightarrow \text{forsamlinga vedtok nye skatteregler} \]

(the meeting/assembly approved new tax rules; NB-phrase word by word: the meeting/assembly did/passed a resolution on new tax rules)

fyrbøteren har behov for mer kull

\[ \Rightarrow \text{forbøtaren treng meir kol} \]

(the stoker/fireman needs more coal; NB-phrase word by word: the stoker/fireman has/is in need for more coal)

**Table 2: Syntactic phrases**
the expressions in the table are similar for the two languages, e.g. the words for *girls* and *houses*. This means that feminine plural inflection is the same (with some exceptions), and that neuter plural in some cases is similar.

In Table 2 there are examples of genitive, passive voice of verbs, congruence and nominalization. Each of the examples contains: NB phrase, NN phrase (prefixed by an arrow: =>) and an English translation often followed by some grammatical information. When the word order in one of the Norwegian phrases differs from the ordinary English translation, I have added a word by word translation of the phrase in that language. See for instance Myking 1989 for an instructive comparison of the two languages.

A system for machine aided translation will be based on these facts. The most significant differences are found in spelling and inflection of words. As well, we have to perform a syntactic and semantic analysis (parsing) to identify the current form among homonyms (in source language which may imply different expressions in target language), to ensure congruence (which exist in NN; see examples above) and to ensure rewriting of syntactic constructions.

### 4 The Structure of the System

At present the system is a bilingual translation system with transfer routines, i.e. target language data is inserted in the result structures from the analysis of the source language. A more sophisticated solution, not implemented yet, could be an interlingua system, where the source text would be translated to a language independent representation before generation of the target text.

The system is based on syntax analysis, and a semantic analysis guiding the syntax analysis. The development is performed bottom-up, i.e. it has been of importance to establish a skeleton of a total system, and then refine the parts. Because of this, the linguistic models that are used have to be considered as preliminary.

The system consists of a computer program and a collection of data files. The rules and the reference data is stored in text files that can easily be edited. During the development phase parts of the linguistic rules are part of the program code because of preliminary design issues.

The data files consist of linguistic rules for controlling the translation process (i.e. analysis and generation) and reference data for the rules. For the time being there is one rule file, with syntax rules, and seven reference files, which are the bilingual word list, regular inflection patterns, irregular inflected words, phrases, word formation patterns (for compound words), semantic classification, and internal code conversion (which will not be explained further).

### 5 Syntax Rules

The syntax rules are binary unification rules with context constraints. The system is working bottom-up, i.e. grouping related words in larger and larger units until the result is complete sentences. At the time being the rules are not based
on a specific linguistic model, and the rules must be regarded as a basis for establishing a skeleton of a syntax parser. Typical rules are \( ADNOM + NOM \rightarrow NP, V + NP \rightarrow VP, NP + VP \rightarrow S, PREP + NOM \rightarrow PP \). The rules are at the time being based on the sequence of SUBJECT + VERBAL + OBJECT in main clauses, and existence of inversion in certain types of subordinate clauses. The syntax rules can to some extent handle relative clauses, conditional clauses and adverbial clauses.

The context constraints concern both syntax and semantics. The syntactic constraints concern the existence of grammatical categories in the context, e.g. SUBJECT, OBJECT, OBJECT2, THAT-clauses and INFINITIVES. The semantic constraints concern what semantic features may characterize the grammatical categories (see above) which is tied up to a kernel word or phrase (usually a verb). It is quite a big project to work out a complete classification of semantic specification for all words. Therefore our principle is to start with classifying words which otherwise may cause wrong analyses and translations. The parser uses these specifications to reject analyses where the semantic features are in conflict. If one or none of the two phrases (words) have semantic specifications, a semantic check will not be performed. For further details, please see the description of the data file containing the semantic classification.

6 The Bilingual Word List

In the bilingual word list, a stem and an inflection code for both NB and NN are required. The following optional categories are present: context constraints (for the moment) for verbs (see syntax rules below) and semantic classification. The entries are stored in alphabetical order in a file with fixed record length to facilitate quick searches. The data is updated in a text file and converted to fixed file format.

The representation of stems are carried out according to a format that enables the program to search for the part of a word that is common to all forms, e.g. mut are common for mutter (indef. sing.) and mutre (indef. plur.), which are the NB word for the English word nut. Instances of double consonants which are single in inflected forms are represented with a hyphen in front of the second consonant, as for instance -t. And suffixes which are reduced in certain inflected forms are prefixed with an asterisk (*), as for instance *er. According to this the entry for 'mutter' is mut -t *er.

7 Inflection

The system contains two data files consisting of inflection information, a table of regular inflection patterns and a list of irregular inflected words.

The presentation of the regular inflection paradigms has the following format for each pattern: pattern code + inflection expressions. For one of the inflection
patterns for verbs, e.g. one of the two patterns for NB for the verb *kaste* (throw, cast), this means:

\[ v6 \quad e \quad e \quad r \quad a \quad a \]

The reading of this is that according to pattern v6, these endings should be appended to the stem *kast* to produce the forms *kaste* (infinitive), *kaster* (present tense), *kasta* (past tense) and *kasta* (past perfect). There is a module in the program which uses this pattern information in combination with the stem form and its inflection code found in the bilingual word list. This routine will be exemplified in more detail below.

The presentation of irregular inflection is divided between the bilingual word list and a list containing the irregular forms in NN. In the bilingual word list the most relevant forms (four of nouns and verbs) of NB are listed according to the alphabetical sequence. Each of the NB forms are marked for a form category in the bilingual word list, e.g. present of verb or definite singular of a noun. In the list of irregular NN forms we usually find four forms organized according to a sequence, i.e. infinitive—present—preteritum—past perfect, that expresses what form it is.

8 Phrases

Phrases are stored in a text file to which the program has access. Words that usually occur in the phrase in only one form are presented in that form in the file. Words that may be inflected as part of the phrase are presented in inflected forms (at the time being in different entries, but this will soon be concentrated into one entry). A wild card (\( \ast \)) has been inserted in which an additional word can be inserted (this will be expanded to phrases), e.g. adverbials as for instance *not*. Each phrase (record) is prefixed with one of the words in the phrase. That word acts as a key to the phrase. This means that the keyword is also listed in the bilingual word list with a code that tells the parser to look into the phrase list. This keyword is usually chosen among words that is regarded as having low frequency in text, to prevent too many superfluous searches. To the right of the phrase we find the NN synonym, prefixed with a dot (\( {.} \)). An entry may look like this (v0 is the inflection code for irregular verbs):

\[ \text{bebov ha v0 * behov for .trenge v0} \]

9 Word Formation, Compound Words

A module has been implemented for the analysis and translation of compound words. The main principle is that compound words that do not exist in the bilingual word list may be analysed as being composed of words in the list. The processing of word formation has two important types of restrictions.

One type of restriction is that words that are part of a compound word must usually be the so-called form 1, i.e. infinitive of verbs, indefinite singular of
nouns and common gender (i.e. masculine and feminine) of adjectives. But the rightmost (last) part of the word may of course be inflected. At the time being these restrictions are included in the program code.

The other type of restriction concerns what part of speech the different word parts can come from. An adjective and a noun may be combined, like rødvin (red wine). But we cannot combine a noun and an article, like gutten (the boy) read as gutt + en (boy + a) and will be translated to guttein. In the system these types of restrictions are written into a data file where patterns express illegal sequences of parts of speech.

10 Semantic Classification

As mentioned above, a module for semantic classification to guide the parser has been included. The system is implemented as a thesaurus in a tree structure. The raw data is written into a text file with expression for the subordinate concept in the left column and the expression for the superior concept in the right. From these data the program builds the thesaurus structure.

The parser utilizes this information to decide if two words or phrases can be unified according to the semantic classification. This is of importance when the two words/phrases have semantic representation at different levels in such a way that one of the representations is subordinated to the other. That means that they are compatible.

11 The Morphological Analysis for Single Stem Words

The main component of the word analysis is recognition of words in the bilingual word list and the related inflection endings in the inflection tables. In the analysis of compound words this information is combined in repeated word-recognition during the whole compound word.

The general strategy for word recognition works from right to left. The program first searches in the word list for the whole word. If it is not found, a new search is performed with the rightmost character deleted. The search process is repeated with deletion of the rightmost character until there will be a match or there will be no search string left. If the input word is kaster the program will search for

\[ kaster, \]
\[ kaste, \] and then
\[ kast, \]

which is a verb stem in the list. Kast has two different inflection codes, v6 and v7.
The program will expand the stem with endings from both the inflection paradigms in order to find identity between the complete input word and one or more inflected forms of the word list entry. The paradigms are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{v6} & \quad e \quad e \quad r \quad a \quad a \\
\text{v7} & \quad e \quad e \quad r \quad e \quad t \quad e \quad t
\end{align*}
\]

According to this the stem \textit{kast} and inflection endings produce these word forms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{v6:} & \quad \text{kaste} \quad \text{kaster} \quad \text{kasta} \quad \text{kasta} \\
\text{v7:} & \quad \text{kaste} \quad \text{kaster} \quad \text{kastet} \quad \text{kastet}
\end{align*}
\]

The second word forms, i.e. the present tense in both the paradigms match. That means that the program has identified \textit{kaster} as present tense of the stem \textit{kast}.

12 The Morphological Analysis of Compound Words

The analysis of compound words follows the same main strategy as for single stem words. The main difference is repeated searches for stems, endings and joining characters. If the input word is \textit{lærerhøyskolestudenter} (Teachers' Training College Students, read stem by stem as: ‘teacher + high + school + student + s’) the program will delete the rightmost letters until it matches \textit{lær}. That means that searches will be done for the following character sequences:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lærerhøyskolestudenter} \\
\text{lærerhøyskolestudente} \\
\text{lærerhøyskolestudent}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
lærerh \\
lærer \\
lære \\
lær
\end{align*}
\]

The matched stems in the word list are the noun stem \textit{lær} with the suffix \textit{-er} and the two masculine inflection codes m3 and m4, and the verb stem \textit{lær} with the inflection code v1. The program first expands these two stems with the three paradigms, like this:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{m3:} & \quad \text{lærer} \quad \text{læreren} \quad \text{lærere} \quad \text{lærerne} \\
\text{m4:} & \quad \text{lærer} \quad \text{læreren} \quad \text{lærerer} \quad \text{lærerne} \\
\text{v1:} & \quad \text{lære} \quad \text{lærer} \quad \text{lærte} \quad \text{lært}
\end{align*}
\]
None of these word forms match the whole (compound) word lærerhøyskole-
studenter. Then we have to activate the module for analysis of compound words.
As stated above, according to our rules, words which are part of compound words
can only occur in form 1. In this case there are three candidates that matches
the beginning of the compound word, of which two word forms are unique: lærer
and lære. This means that the rest of the word is either høyskolestudenter or
rhøyskolestudenter. The program tries both strings. It fails for the last one, but
will succeed for the first. The identified wordforms as parts of the compound word
are høy, skole and studenter. The program will also propose the noun student and
the copula verb er instead of studenter. This solution will be excluded because of
the rules which imply that part of speech sequences are not allowed in compound
words.

This word will be translated to NN lærerhøyskulestudentar.

13 Parsing Strategy

The parsing strategy is bottom-up. It is based on binary rules like those listed un­
der “Syntax rules”. The rules consists of two conjoining (a pair) syntactic labels
and restrictions for their syntactic features (gender, definitness, number, tense
etc). The parsing module per June 1989 is a preliminary one. The details of
the syntactical and semantical description and procedures will be radically revised
and accomodated to a methodology based on a Lexical Functional Grammar
(LFG).
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Abstract

A Radial Dictionary of Danish.

A Radial Dictionary is a KWIC-concordance, where instead of using key words key letters are used. Any pair of letters can be used as a key to identify and find all words containing a specific substring of two or more letters. All words containing the substring in question will be found together in the dictionary whether the substring is word initial, medial or word final. Thus the radial dictionary can be used as a morpheme dictionary as well. For people interested in derivation and composition, which are very frequent phenomena in Danish, the dictionary gives easy access to examples and material difficult to find otherwise.


Denne specielle måde at opstille ordene på tilvejebringes af en algoritme, som placerer ordet lige så mange forskellige steder i ordbogen, som det rummer bogstavpar. Hvis man har en bestemt ordmængde og lader denne ordmængde gennemløbe den radiære sorterings algoritme, vil det føles som en eksplosion af ordmængden, i det mindste for et sprog som dansk, som er relativt rigt på komposita
og derivativer. Mit udgangspunkt var en ordbog på ca. 50.000 ord, og resultatet blev en radiærordbog på ca. 400.000 ord. En sådan sortering lader sig naturligvis i praksis kun gennemføre ved hjælp af en datamat.


Figur 1.
Sorteringsalgoritmen er implementeret på følgende måde, cf. fig.2: Ethvert ord, man ønsker at sortere, kopieres over i lige så mange ordfiler, som ordet rummer bogstavpar. Et ord på fem bogstaver kopieres således over i fire forskellige filer, da der jo er fire bogstavpar i en streng på fem bogstaver. Der findes en specifik fil for hvert enkelt bogstavpar; denne fil vil rumme alle eksempler på netop dette bogstavpar. Ethvert ord transformeres nu til en ny streng, der består af spejlbilledet af den del af ordet, der går forud for det bogstavpar, der er karakteristisk for filen, efterfulgt af resten af ordet i dets uændrede form. Disse nye strengle alfabetiseres nu normalt i overensstemmelse med det pågældende sprogs alfabetiseringsregler, og derefter spejles første del af strengene tilbage igen til deres oprindelige form, og hermed er selve sorteringen gennemført. For at gøre resultatet mere brugervenligt har jeg centreret bogstavparret og trykt det med fed skrift. Denne sidste operation gør det også isøjnefaldende, at radiærordbogen kan betrægtes som en bogstavparkonkordans ordnet og opstillet efter KWIC-princippet.

Som nævnt kan man i radiærordbogen finde eksempler på enhver forekomende substreng i sproget. Hvis det, man søger, er eksempler på forskellige bogstavkombinationer, vil en radiærordbog formentlig være til hjælp i ethvert sprog. Hvis man vil bruge radiærordbogen som morfemordbog, vil den være mere eller mindre nyttig afhængigt af nogle typologiske karakteristika ved det sprog, man studerer. Hvis sproget er som dansk derved,

- at det har mange derivativer og komposita,
- at det har en kreativ og innovativ orddannelse,
- at dets stammer og derivativer er relativt stabile og
- at derivation og komposition i øverstketteses ved agglutination,

så kan radiærordbogen skaffe sin bruger nem adgang til materiale, som det ellers ville være vanskeligt at samle sammen.


Figur 2.
Fordi en substreng er identisk med et morfemets udtryksside, er denne substreng ikke nødvendigvis et eksempel på dette morfem; så set fra morfemanalyseens synspunkt vil der være "støj" i et opslag; algoritmen overgenererer, men ikke meget. Betragter man en række ord med et bestemt morfem, vil man meget let kunne se bort fra de irrelavante og distraherende eksempler, cf. fig. 3. Fordelen ved at sortere efter bogstavstrenge er, at alle mulige eksempler er samlet. Også hvis man var interesseret ikke i morfemer, men f.eks. i konsonantgrupper, vil alle eksempler være til stede samlet, og ikke kun de eksempler, som ville slippe igennem det filter, som en hvilken som helst morfemteori vil etablere.

Figur 3.

Til sidst vil jeg nævne, at ordbogen allerede har bevist sin praktiske anvendelighed på Hovedstadens Ordblindeskole i København. Denne skoles klienter har det specifikke sproghandicap, at de vanskeligt kan isolere og genkende ordenes bogstaver enkeltvis, og derfor opbygger de deres læsefærdighed ved at lære at genkende større grupper af bogstaver, hele ord eller dele af ord. Radiærordbogen har gjort det lettere for skolens lærere at sammensætte relevant undervisningsmateriale for klienterne.
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A Standardized Dictionary of Icelandic Verbs

Abstract

Traditionally, entries in dictionaries, including historical dictionaries, are organized on semantic principles, and syntactic features only play a secondary role. This holds for all wordclasses, even for verbs where syntactic information is both varied and of great importance. In this paper it is maintained that the characteristics of each wordclass should be given more attention. This is especially important in the description of Icelandic verbs, which vary structurally to a great extent, due to the complexity of the case-system and other related factors. These complexities must take a prominent place in the description given in any dictionary of Icelandic.

The Achilles' heel of large scale dictionaries, where the aim is completeness of description and authentic citations are used, is the difficulty in the retrieval of information. By treating the verbs as an independent project, and making full use of their characteristic traits, the perspective taken in SDIV differs from the traditional one. Syntax is superordinated to semantics in the description of the verb, which greatly facilitates the ease of access to information contained in each entry, as a fixed format will then suffice for all verbs.

The text of the entries in the proposed dictionary is produced by stages, based on an analysis of individual citations for each verb contained in the database. The end result, produced by the database itself, connected to the layout-program TeX is a finished dictionary entry, needing only minor revisions.

1 The Diversity of Historical Dictionaries

A large scale historical dictionary contains a great variety of diverse information on the vocabulary represented. A reader browsing through a work of this type will often notice changes taking place in the language; new words will appear and become common and others will become anachronic and be forgotten. The reader can, given sufficient perseverance in the study of individual entries, obtain a wealth of information on changes in the use of individual words through time, both in regard to meaning and structure. If the reader is willing to immerse
himself more fully in a dictionary of this kind, he will also find that it contains additional information of a different type, e.g. information of a cultural, ethnic, stylistic, or colloquial nature.

The totality of all this information on individual entries adds up to a massive collection of data on the lexicon and its characteristic features; in itself an important contribution to linguistic and cultural history.

1.1 The All-Importance of Semantics

If truth be told it is the enormous quantity of material in itself which gives the large historical dictionaries their edge. However, the very same quality is also their Achilles' heel. Access to the wealth of information contained in these dictionaries is severely restricted and hampered as the only way of access to individual entries is through their alphabetical order. It is therefore almost impossible to search for information on the common features of various entries (cf. Jörgen Pind 1986).1

The ease of access to information contained in the text of a dictionary is, of course, dependent on the structure of the text itself. Without overgeneralizing too greatly, it can be said that semantic principles are, traditionally, the preferred criteria used in the structuring of historical dictionaries. Information on individual features not of a semantic nature can therefore only be found under headings defined by the meaning of the word in question. The all-importance of semantics is especially apparent in the entries for nouns and adjectives, but it is also obvious in the entries of verbs, which are typically also structured according to syntactic criteria.

1.2 The Uniqueness of Verbs

The verbs, to an even greater extent than the other wordclasses, make the limiting aspects of the traditional entry of the historical dictionary immediately apparent. Search for information is made all the more difficult by the sheer mass of material contained in each individual entry. The editors are faced with the problem of describing the structural richness which characterizes this wordclass. The use of verbs is characteristically determined by syntactic features, and in every instance of use features such as transitivity and case-marking have to be taken into account, as do phenomena such as periphrastic constructions, phrasal verbs, and in the case of Icelandic, the distinction between active and middle voice.

A proper balance between syntactic and semantic characteristics is vital in any well-organized description of verbs, and it is of the utmost importance in editing the material to make full use of the inherent syntactic structure. It is worth bearing in mind that these features may eventually help the user of the proposed dictionary to find what he is looking for in the text of the dictionary.

1The Oxford English Dictionary has now appeared in a computerized version in which there is direct access to various features of single entries and across entries (cf. Weiner 1989).
In fact it holds for all wordclasses that work is being done on the possibilities of describing each one of them in such a way that its characteristic features are reflected in the entries.

2 Data for a Historical Dictionary of Icelandic

Work on the editing of the collection of data amassed in the previous 40 years for a historical dictionary of modern Icelandic was started at The Institute of Lexicography (Orðabók Háskóla), in the beginning of the eighties. At the time there was no firm outline of how such a dictionary should be organized, and there was no existing Icelandic dictionary on which to pattern the new one. This, however, also entailed not being tied to an older model, thus gaining a fair amount of freedom in developing the methods used in the editing of the material, and in deciding what the format of the proposed dictionary should be.

The collection referred to above consists of three parts:

- The Written Language Archive: Approx. 2,600,000 citations.
- The Spoken Language Archive: Approx. 190,000 citations. (See Gunnlaugur Ingólfsson 1988 for a closer description.)
- Excerpts from unpublished dictionaries in manuscript: Approx. 90,000 citations, mainly from the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries. (See Guðrún Kvaran 1988 for a closer description.)

2.1 Two Ways of Processing

As can be seen from these figures, the sheer mass included in the collections makes it a tremendous task to edit them to a satisfactory standard, especially if information from all available dictionaries and necessary additional material from other sources is included. Therefore, bearing in mind the wish that the material should be computerized to as high a degree as possible, it was decided to proceed on the processing of the data in two different ways at the outset. The first part of the processing is making an index of The Written Language Archive in its entirety. This index, The General Index, serves as a survey of all the material in this archive, (cf. Björn Þ. Svenarsson and Jörgen Pind 1989, and Jörgen Pind 1989, both in this volume). The second part of the processing entails making a detailed description of a chosen part of the vocabulary, including data from all three archives.

I do not think it necessary for me to justify why the verbs were chosen as the first subject of a detailed description of our archives. The verbs are very centrally placed, both in a lexical sense, i.e. in the lexicon itself, and in a lexicographical sense, as any dictionary will show. No other wordclass gets similar attention from lexicographers; there are even special dictionaries on verbs and verbal idioms.\(^2\)

\(^2\)The period after 1540, i.e. from the start of the age of printing in Iceland.

\(^3\)These are, roughly, of two types; valency-based dictionaries (cf. Helbig and Schenkel 1969), and dictionaries of phrasal verbs (cf. Courtney 1983).
2.2 The Status of Verbs in the Lexicon

Let us take a look at a few diagrams showing the special status of the verbs in the lexicon. The information comes from the General Index mentioned earlier.

The comparative size of the wordclasses can be seen in Figure 1. Note the low percentage of verbs, i.e. only 2.7% of the lexicon. In real numbers this comes to about 16,000 words. For comparison it may be added that the percentage for nouns is 82.3%, or over 500,000 words.

The uniqueness of the verbs among the major wordclasses is also shown in the number of citations per verb in the archive, compared to the number of citations per word in the other wordclasses, as illustrated in Figure 2. Words which occur in only one example are the least common in the verbs, whereas
words occurring in more than five examples are more common in verbs than in the other wordclasses.

This is also connected to a different distribution of types of word-formation. The verbs as a wordclass consist to a large extent of non-compounds, the percentage of compounds being lowest in the verbs, compared to other wordclasses, as shown in Figure 3.

The verbs are also relatively stable in comparison to the other wordclasses when it comes to the age distribution of the examples. This is shown in Figure 4. A relatively high percentage of the verbs is attested both with citations from the 16th century and from the 20th. On the other hand, a relatively low percentage of the verbs is only attested in the 19th century or in the 20th.
2.3 Analysing the Data

Right from the beginning the intention was to use archives themselves as a direct source of the structure and format of the actual entries in the dictionary. There were many reasons for this. The production of a fully-fledged dictionary of a preconceived type was not the only purpose of the project. In reality the purpose was threefold:

- Describing a number of lexicological and lexicographical features of each individual verb.

- Producing a dictionary text of a standardized format as end result of the analysis.

- Making it possible to search for different lexicological features across a number of verbs.

By starting with a detailed analysis which in itself was not dependent on the actual format the entries of the dictionary were proposed to have, there was ample time to decide what that format should finally be.

I want to stress the following points to show the importance of using the actual citations as the base of the analysis:

- The context is vital for the understanding of the word-forms and their use.

- The citations show historical development.

- Both the analysis and the description must be based on actual language use, i.e. attested examples.

2.4 The Data in the Three Archives

Before coming to the analysis itself, I would like to stress the main characteristics of the different archives in the collection.

The citations in the Written Language Archive characteristically show words in context, thus showing the actual use of the word, inflections, syntactic structure, etc. As a rule, the meaning has to be inferred from the context.

The material in the other archives is of a different kind. The words are usually not given in context, and consequently information on language use is missing. Characteristically the meaning of the word is given, often taking the form of a definition, but information on cultural and historical aspects is sometimes included.

---

4 This method is gaining ground among lexicographers working on modern languages, see Fox 1987.
3 The Analysing Process

Now I will return to the analysis itself, and its different stages. Information on the computerization can be found in the papers by my colleagues, Jörgen Pind and Björn P. Svavarsson (this volume). Let me just mention that the database being used is Revelation, in the new and improved version from 1987, Advanced Revelation. Initially, the database was only running on a single terminal, but in 1986 three more were added. The lay-out of the text of the dictionary entries is made by using the lay-out programme TfeK.® We are now in the process of reworking the programs used for the analysis in order to switch operating systems from MS-DOS to UNIX.

3.1 The Seven Stages of Analysis

The analysis itself proceeds in stages, taking the Written Language Archive as a starting point. The order of the fields (or slots where different items of the analysis are placed) is structured in such a way that the analysis is done by steps, from the initial processing up to the production of the completed dictionary entry. This step-by-step method has many advantages:

- Each step provides additional data which can be used in sorting and analysing in the following stage.
- At each stage of the analysis the data from the previous stage is used (and corrected).
- A substantial amount of information is available for use at an early stage of the analysis.
- Division of labour between personnel working on the project is relatively easy.

There are seven basic steps in the analysis, as illustrated in Figure 5 on the following page. The first step entails registering the actual citations and their source. The second step concentrates on the morphological structure of the word. The third step handles syntactic structure and contextual information. In the fourth step the citations are analysed semantically and definitions are formulated. The fifth phase involves the sorting of the semantic information in the preceding stage, and ordering of definitions. The sixth stage contains cross-references between related variants. This applies to two fields, idioms and meaning. In the seventh and last stage the actual lexicographical relevance of individual citations is estimated, i.e. whether the citation should be included in the completed entry or not. The first three stages set themselves apart by the fact that each citation can basically be analysed by itself, without recourse to other citations. In the subsequent steps the analysis is, to a large extent, based on comparison between citations.

®Cf. Jörgen Pind, this volume.
The data for the first step of the analysis, and the normalized form of the verb in the second step, is not keyed directly into the database, but entered by using an editing program and then transferred mechanically to the database. After that the analysis is done on two separate screens, the structural analysis on one, and the semantic analysis on another.
3.2 The Different Fields in the Analysis

A few comments on the information included in different fields. (I will return to the most important fields in connection with the structure of the database later.)

Form. The actual form of the verb in the citation is given with normalized spelling.

Age. Each century is divided into three parts (e.g. early, middle & late 16th C: f16, m16, s16). In case of uncertainty in dating, longer periods can be given (e.g. ms16, 18, s19f20). Most of the dating is done mechanically by running a program which contains the short forms of sources used in the database, combined with the age of each source.

Voice. Three structural features of importance in the organizing of the entry are distinguished. These are the active and middle voice, and also non-structural participles.

Inflection. Marking of morphological categories, i.e. active/passive, mood, tense, number, and person.

Subject. Description of the part of speech in the subject position. Personal and impersonal subjects are distinguished, and the former are classified according to the case in which they appear. (Icelandic has oblique subjects, as well as nominative ones.)

Classifying features of subject. Used for the distinction +/- alive. This field is also used to specify the instances of complement clauses or infinitive constructions in subject position.

Content of subject. The actual word in subject position is named.

Complement. Description of the syntactic item in complement position.

Classifying features of complement. Clausal complements or infinitive constructions in object position are specified.

Content of complement. The actual word in complement position is named.

Verbal particles. Adverbs or prepositional phrases forming phrasal verbs.

Type of verbal particle. The particles are divided into adverbs and prepositional phrases.

Content of prepositional phrase. The actual prepositional phrase following the verb is named (if the verb is considered to be a phrasal verb).

Adverbial. Adverbials not of a phrasal nature.

Function of adverbial. Distinction of adverbials of place, time, etc.
Idioms. Idioms in which the verb in question occurs.

Features of idioms. Proverbs are specially marked.

Features of participles. Non-structural participles are marked as having verbal, adjectival, or adverbial characteristics.

Agreement of participle. This field contains the word with which the participle is in agreement.

Context. Citations of poetry or proverbs or containing synonyms are marked for these features.

Commentary. Commentary on language use or other matters of grammatical or general interest (e.g. explanations, folklore, etc.).

Ordering of variants of meaning. Variants of meaning within the same structural heading are numbered.

4 Organization of the Dictionary Entry

We now come to the dictionary text and the organization of the entries themselves. In the following part of this paper I will refer to the sample text in the appendix.

4.1 The Content of the Entry

We can begin by sketching the material which must be contained in the text of each entry, independent of the organization of the entry as such. These are the most important points:

- A description of meaning, based on an ordered list of variants of meaning.
- A description of the syntactic structure of the verb.
- A description of inflection.
- Occurrence, i.e. attested examples of (and commentary on) the use of individual forms.
- Age, i.e. dating of individual variants (and forms).

4.2 Principles of Organization

Bearing in mind the wish to organize the material in a user-friendly manner, we feel the following principles should be adhered to:

- The description should give a clear picture of the most important characteristic features of each word.
• The reader should be able to find what he is searching for without too much effort.

• If related information occurs in different places in the text, cross-references must be provided.

• The organization of the entry should make use of the average reader’s knowledge of grammatical descriptions and prior experience of dictionaries.

• Obscure and complicated systems of symbols should be avoided.

The purpose of the third principle is providing a bridge between the first two. In case of the last two principles, a great importance is placed on the fact that all headings and classificatory features should appeal directly to a common knowledge of grammar and be in accordance with previous experience of using dictionaries which one has to assume the average reader to have. Going beyond surface structure in analysing the examples is quite risky, and can easily make retrieval more difficult for the average reader. (See Žofgen 1985 and Sinclair 1987.)

4.3 Syntactic vs. Semantic Organization of Entry

In a comprehensive dictionary of the kind we are talking about, both semantic and syntactic characteristics of the material being described must be accounted for. The prerequisite for doing this successfully is making the relation of meaning and form clearly apparent in the text. Traditionally the dictionary entries are semantically organized. Only rarely are the entries organized according to syntactic factors, but an interesting example of this kind, with a commentary, can be found in Bergenholzt and Mugdan 1984, and in Mugdan 1985. See also Carstensen 1985.

4.4 Superordination of Syntactic Structure

In this present project, we have chosen to use syntactic structure as the framework on which the description is based, consequently placing the semantic description in a subordinate position. This kind of organization is fully in accordance with the most natural way of step-by-step analysis, where the semantic analysis does appear right at the end and is based on the foregoing syntactic analysis. There are, however, other reasons for choosing this type of organization of the entry:

• A general commentary on syntactic structure in the introduction or head of each entry is insufficient.

• Syntactic features are shared by groups of verbs, i.e. the verbs can be classified according to the structures in which they appear.

---

6See Atkins, Kegl, and Levin 1988 for a treatment of the relation of meaning and form in the organizing of verbal entries in dictionaries. See also Jón Hilmar Jónsson 1985 and 1988:138-140 for information on these factors in Icelandic dictionaries.
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- A structurally based framework makes searching for individual constructions or occurrences easier.
- Semantic descriptions are to a large extent based on syntactic structure.
- The semantic descriptions are made more explicit when based on given syntactic structures.
- Semantic descriptions tend to be subjective to a greater degree than syntactic ones. They are, consequently, more liable to be idiosyncratic or inconsequent.

### 4.5 The Hierarchy of Organization

Superordinating the syntactic features to the semantic ones does not, however, by itself complete the decision-making on how to organize the material. One still has to decide which elements are to be included in the description and how these are to be ordered. There are, all told, nine fields which serve to define the organization of the text of the entry, giving the following hierarchy:

**The Hierarchy of Classifying Fields:**

1. Lexicographical Relevance
2. Voice
3. Subject
4. Complement
5. Verbal Particles
6. Variants of Meaning
7. Idioms
8. Variants of Idioms
9. Age

#### 4.5.1 Syntactic Fields

Let us take a closer look at the superordinate syntactic fields:

- Within the field marked **Voice** the order in which the features are listed is active, middle voice, perf. participle, pres. participle. In the field marked **Subject** the personal subject (in the order nominative, accusative, dative, genitive) precedes the impersonal subject.

  The field marked **Complement** mainly provides information on transitivity and case-assignment. In this field there is a great amount of variation which produces a corresponding profusion in the structure of the text of the entry. The same applies to the field marked **Verbal Particles:**
$O = \text{Object}$

$a = \text{Accusative}$

$b = \text{Dative}$

$c = \text{Genitive}$

$1 = -\text{Alive}$

$2 = +\text{Alive}$

$3 = \text{Reflexive}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complement</th>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>gráta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>á</td>
<td>vinna á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>á a1</td>
<td>minna á e-ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>á a2</td>
<td>ganga á e-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>á a3</td>
<td>reyna á sig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>á b1</td>
<td>vinna á e-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>á b2</td>
<td>vinna á e-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>á b3</td>
<td>sitja á sér</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Oa1 | $\emptyset$ | lesa e-ð |
| Oa1 | til | tína e-ð til |
| Oa1 | til c3 | taka e-ð til sín |
| Oa1 | við a1 | bera e-ð við e-ð |
| Oa1 | við a2 | tengja e-ð við e-n |
| Oa1 | við a3 | skilja e-ð við sig |

| Oa1 Ob1 | $\emptyset$ | svipta e-ð e-u |
| Oa2 | $\emptyset$ | berja e-n |
| Oa2 Ob1 | $\emptyset$ | ræna e-n e-u |
| Oa3 | $\emptyset$ | raka sig |
| Ob1 | $\emptyset$ | kasta e-u |
| Ob2 | $\emptyset$ | hrósa e-m |
| Ob2 Oa1 | $\emptyset$ | gefa e-m e-ð |
| Ob3 | $\emptyset$ | skemmta sér |
| Oc1 | $\emptyset$ | iðrast e-rs |
| Oc2 | $\emptyset$ | gæta e-s |
| Oc3 | $\emptyset$ | skammast sín |

*Table 1: Structural Types (Complement + Particle)*
4.5.2 Semantic Fields

After the text has been organized according to these four syntactic fields, the semantic descriptions follow. The internal ordering of semantic variants is specified in the field VARIANTS OF MEANING. This field specifies numbers of variants, which are directly followed by definitions of meaning, placed in the field MEANING. The definitions are always construed so that they correspond to the structural heading under which they appear. Square brackets are used to supply additional details on meaning not indicated by the structural heading or to specify variants of meaning with limited reference. The variants of meaning are
always numbered independently within each part of the superordinate syntactic structure.

4.5.3 Idioms

After the fields dealing with the meaning are completed, we come to idioms. When dealing with idioms it is necessary to start by deciding whether the idiom should be placed under one of the numbered variants of meaning described above or placed directly under the structural heading. If more than one idiom occurs within one numbered variant of meaning, these are placed in alphabetical order.

4.5.4 Meaning of Idioms

After entering the idioms themselves, these are ordered by the use of the field VARIANTS OF IDIOMS, where different variants of meaning within each idiom are ordered. The next step is giving definitions of the idioms. A large number of idioms which are placed under basic definitions of meaning is given without separate definition of meaning of the idiom itself. The last part of the classification is sorting the citations within each category according to age. The citations are listed chronologically under each heading.

4.6 Heads

In most dictionaries the most characteristic features of each entry are given as an introduction after the headword itself, before coming to the actual description. In Icelandic dictionaries it is customary to devote this space to information on inflections, but it is also quite common to give some syntactic information at the outset.

The introductory description, which I will call the verbal head, is placed within a square frame. The main feature of the verbal head is a description of inflection. Firstly, information on the paradigm of the verb is given, i.e. strong vs. weak verbs, and stem allomorphy. Secondly, deviations in inflections occurring in the citations are given, at the editor's discretion.

In addition to this morphological information, the head also contains the number of citations for the verb in question, both the complete number in the database, and the actual number used as examples in the edited entry.

4.7 Cross-References in the Margins

The organization of the entry as such is not difficult to grasp and make use of, but searching for material not inherently classifiable under the fields described above does, of course, cause some problems. Therefore, definite measures have been taken to make this kind of information easily visible in the text. This has been done by placing notes in the margins, providing additional information. The use of the keys can be divided into three parts:
1. Comments on specific context or use.
   - Language use or register.
   - Proverb.
   - Grammar.
   - Folklore.
   - Explanation.
   - Synonym.

2. Interesting inflectional variants, giving period of occurrence.

3. Cross-references
   - of variants of idioms (lower-case letters).
   - of similarity of meaning (upper-case letters).

The cross-references between related variants are made by marking the variants with the same letter. An arrow, which can take any one of three forms, is placed next to this letter. An arrow pointing downwards refers the reader to one or more related variants occurring later in the description of the verb. An arrow pointing upwards refers to variants occurring above. The third type of arrow points upwards and downwards at once, indicating multiple occurrences of variants.

5 The Project in Progress

As I said in the beginning, the motives behind this project are both of a lexicological and lexicographical nature. In reality, though, the actual text of the proposed dictionary has gradually come to play a more and more central role as the work on the actual format of the entries has been developed and a standard for a historical dictionary of Icelandic verbs has been decided upon.

Let us conclude by taking a look at the main features of the type of entry we have developed, paying special attention to the points which differ from the traditional approach in historical dictionaries:

- The description of each lexeme is directly based on authentic examples.

- Full and emphatic use is made of the unique characteristics of the verbs as a wordclass.

- The organization of entries is fully standardized (to fit a given structure).

- There are multiple ways of accessing the information contained in the text.
Approximately 200 verbs have been analysed so far, to different degrees of completion. Among these are most of the really complex (and large scale) verbs. According to our plan, the next stage of the project is producing a trial leaflet containing the entries of a few verbs (ca. 10) and a detailed description of our working model and the principles on which the work is based. The idea is to produce this next year. The long-term plan is producing and publishing a complete dictionary of Icelandic verbs in the next ten to fifteen years.

Concurrently with the editing of the historical dictionary, we hope to be able to make the information contained in the database directly available for research on the lexicologic and lexicographic features registered in the process of analysis. This is of great importance in the editing itself, i.e. in maintaining cohesion between and comparison of individual entries. A fascinating by-product, however, is a multitude of new possibilities of research in the field of lexicology.
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Appendix

On the following pages is a sample entry from the *Standardized Dictionary of Icelandic Verbs.*
berja

berja v., barði - barinn (barður); 655 dæmi af;
dæmi í textu: 428

BERJA: = 1. slí, neita högg s 17 "Hesturinn" A1
bare og besturinn alo. (Ík. IV, 184); "Ekkj
máttur berja kringum sig með svipu eða öðru
keyri. Það fældi frá manni allar göðar verur."
(Tms. (Árn.)); "Lundi kemur á skot. Það slæg
han [s: vestimadur] háfnnum á eftir honum.
Þetta er kallað að berja, lems Óðr slí." (Tms.
(Vm.eyjar)); berja hæl og hnakla þetta er kallað
ad berja, lemja eða slá." (Tms. (Arn.)); "Undi kemur á skoli. Það siar
skildum þetta svo ad hér vardir ad berja
mikin notanda eða garða farir var f langferd. Vid
talad um ad berja í nestid. Ég hugga ad
dkafla nem ad dauða kominn [slegga] naudsynleg til ad berja aa tunum
sagdi eldri bræðdirinn, þeir stóðu um tunnum og
bördu. (HKLsfolk., 343); Svo berja á vorin
unnið á með klíður, barði og strokð fjaðn úr
mylnunni, sem vannast vel. (GP-Lundstarfh.,
35); berja á taldir mið berja á tuni göðar skrying
subigere. (Lbs3074to.); Svo var farið að berja
þessa: mið berja á tuni, þ.e.: talið var mulið með klíðum, og
mylnan breidd yfir tunin. (Breiddæla., 89);
berja á velli s 18 "Alla vorins úti stund, /
er eg á velli ad berja. (Gamkv., 73); með Eg
skrying Ber a Velle (tune) occo. (JÁlb2244toc., 93);
býðað berjað var að berja á velli vorði 1871.
(JSigSíg., 73); s. brjáða á ((þafr) med höggum)
c1 s1 Eg sef / enn mith Hiarta vaker / þad er
mýnir Vinur Raust / sem þar ber. (Ljóð. 5, 2
(GP)); nið með þau ad þu skallur sminna mig / þa vil eg leita og bidla og berja. (MóllMed. K.
7r); með eingur þeir ad dyrnum og börðu. (JÁbp.
II, 181); mið heyrri hún að það var barði
(JÁbp. I, 281); mið ságðust [hann] ekki hafa
þorrað að fara til dyranna, en vist hefði einhver
barði. (JÁbp. II, 476); með þeir eru
búinn að berja kemur nokkrið roskinn maður
til dyr. (JÁbpj. V, 320); mið þad er eitt kvöld
að mér heyrsta hálfigvin barði. (JHelgLan.,
25); berja að dyrnum mið þar barði eg að e
á dyrnum. (JÁbp. II, 38); fn20 Eg var búinn að
klappa á bæðina fyrir æðsima. Nú vildi eg
reynta hiti, að berja að dyrum. (GFrRit. I,
250); mið þad er þeirrinna að berja að dyrnum
þjóðh. í Færeyjum. (JÁrnVeturít., 28); berja a
dyrnum mið Einar barði á dyrnum. (JÁbpj. II,
c1 156); mið Hann ber að dyrum. (JÁbpj. II,
425); mið Um nötina er barði að dyrnum og
er sagt að sjáumahúð sé þar kominn. (JÁbpj.
III, 502); berja til dyr aðv20 Ýðara en vori1	
ei í bæði hans kominn að garðshlíðu og barði til
til dyr. (MjÁsherl. I, 290). s. 4. röð (kröftugléga)
á mótö vedri/veiði s1 v er vedrið litill læggð, D1
bördu þeir úr eyjuminni. (FrEggFylg. II, 110);
þeir einfandi það að laða karlan berja og
tökum við saman seglin. (SvbEgFerd. II, 464);
míð Varð hann það að 'berja' klukkutínum
saman ... þar til að hann komst 'undir vind'
þeim þangað til að hægt var að nota seglin.
(JóhBárdar., 92); mið avo s20 ekkert var annad
að gera en að fara að berja í land aftur.
(DJForm., 80); mið Hann [s: fornmaðurinn]
taldi ómygulegt að berja til bakal að móti
vedriú. (Árslsf. 1959, 196); mið við höðum
barði hvíldarlaust utan úr Bolungarvik allan
dagina. (Árslsf. 1959, 160); mið barði eg á
bátum ... inn á Pingeyri. (Árslsf. 1961,
189); mið þreiði farið tippplötur ... fór
flest viðraskipt að berja fram í dýp. (Sudurn.,
319); Svo börðu fæglar af sleifi gegn
vedurofnum í bátakelinni. (KristMGMorg.,
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180); 19 Nú berjum við saman án móti veðrinu heim. (Jóh.Bskál. 19); 19 það gat tekið sex klukustundir að berja inn fjöðrin. (Jóh.Bskál. 37); berja að landi m19 hannon ... fór svo að berja að landi, gekk þá mjög lítið. (fl. 3, 119); berja til lands m20 Tóku þeir nú að berja til lands, en sæu aukjót, að hridak. (EgúnrNýtSagn., 63); m20 var þá orðið svo hvæst, að þeim þótti ekki rúðlegt að sleppa landinu, feldu því segløi og börðu til lands. (JárnBjögm. 1, 47); m20 Engin leið var að berja til lands með skúnum. (Arslaf. 1962, 11); berja til lendningar m20 hefur mörgum sjómannum orðið erfið raum að berja til lendningar. (JárnBjögm. 1, 17); m20 Gengu þeir sánu allir á skip með Tómasi og börðu til lendningar í Skeri um kvöldið. (JárnBjögm. II, 80).


berja að: m1. mylja [taÖ aÖ ahuröar å tunj ... fyrre ydur skal verða fyrir höggi berja t. bordi(m) má Hinn virdugleg konungkjöru varabingmadur andlegu stéttarinnar hefð íslenska þótt að berja að Austgotum. (MelMóð., 7); m19 Hann bardi á Filisteum allt til Gesa. (2Kong. 18, 8 (1841)); m19 hann hafði meðal annars baridi á manni og leikði hann illa. (Skírn. 1870, 71); m19 og ekki tók hann næri sér á Hafnarárum sínum, þegar hann var við íl, að berja á Danukinn, sem lóendum þá var sumum þitt. (Sunnf. V, 20); m20 og gerðu ýmist, að þær greiddu óvinnum atlögur eða þá börðu á mómann sínum, er illa gengu fram. (TácGerm., 40).

berja í e–ð: beina höggi að e–u, látu e–ð verða fyrir höggi berja í bordið mótmæla á bragðlega tmo Við getum nú hátt völdin samt, ef við höldum höppinn og berjum í bordið. (GFrRit. III, 206); berja í bresti (e–r) afsekta e. breida fyrir dæilla (e–r) m19 og er ekki til neins að berja í þa bresti. (Tvöð. 1855, 156). m20 Og þótt Arnjóður Ólafsson berji í bresti þjóðkirkjunnar með Kaupahéðni og Jóni Helgasyni. (GFrRit. VI, 89); berja í brestina e. sl. í brestina til að dyja þá 1970ó og há renningsmúðurinn ... fóru að berja í brestina og sýna hvernig fara setti með kvisina, umfyllja sprungr og þæs áhavann. (MjSHER. III, 55); m20 Fljóðlega ... fóru fjarðunans að þegar að sér fisk sé að fjölda í viðum. Sveinn reyni aðskulda þó að berja í brestina og þeir fyrir alg eru bruni. (RGSomSkáld., 61); k. afseka e. breida fyrir dæilla e–r 1819 þógt ek kætta barid eittvþæð í brestina. (GViðBr., 101); m19 Raak bardi aptur í Brestita í fornvarandi þad sem ekki légt sig forsvara. (SáfnF. XIII, 197). m19 Englandingar hafa með öllum móti reyni að berja í brestina fyrir þeim þó: Tyrkjum. (Skírn. 1864, 91); m19 en hann er með okkur svo, að hann er alltaf að berja í brestina. (JÓSkr. 178); m19 Herra Tryggi vilt ... þó berja í brestinum þó þótt er Grófin abjökt. (Tvöð. 40, 101); m20 Væntum vær, að göðir menn taki viljana fyrir verki og berji í brestina. (Ársaf. 1966, 50 (1923)); m20 að láta mistökin ekki endurtækast, heldur reyna að berja í brestina. (ThArnHest., 340); m20 þó tektur svari hans og reynir að berja í brestina. (GubrLDal. 1, 145). 

berja í brestina á e–u afseka e. breida fyrir e. dæilla e–r) m19 Hann virðugu konungkjörri varahlingum undlega stéttarinnar befr haft miðla fyrirhöfn fyrir að berja í brestina á

berja að e–m: miða um e–m, jafna um e–m, veit í e–m harða rönningu m19 Sendir nú Æl Ístinianus keisari Beliarusins til Italiu þess erinda að berja að Austgotum. (MelMóð., 7);
berja

konungsfrumvarpinu. (Alb. 1849, 863); st aEr miðið drengilegæ að játa það og kannast við það, enn að vera að berja í brestita á gjörðum sínum. (Fröði, 1848, 40), berja f vønginu hafa fí afseksaðir í fremmi st í sama streng tóku þeir Jón ... og Benedikt ... en Halíður ... barði heldur í vønginn. (Jafn. 1885, 115): það er eins og að berja í stein(lan) f-eð/ir að algirlega dt strængilsæt eff ein það var eins og barði væri í stein, og söðu að enginn hefði þekkt það illa frá því göða. (Eir.Ö., 229): st ekkert var spæri til að frelsa hanna, ... en það var sama sem að berja í steininn. (21b. I, 54), berja ofan af fyrír e-u: vinna (hórdum hónum) fyrir e-u mið. Enn er eg að reyna Fi að berja ofan af sjálfr-fyrir finnunu vesæla líti. (DöIuHj. V, 239), berja ofan af fyrír e-m/séri vinna (hórdum hónum) fyrir lífsfærri e-s/finu miðfr. Fíirir barði ofan af fyrír hinu [þ: barninum] um sumarið. (FrEyfgylg. I, 214); st varðaðar var hann með öllu að ofan af fyrír sér. (FrEyfgylg. II, 294); st forður til að berja ofan af fyrír sér en til bóknar. (SGSBR. IV, 203), berja um eði berja um bresti(na) a. eð/ir í brestini) til að dýja þá mið að berja skýring umm bresti, prófið fraktarins í ferro, vel alligvo alio duro metallo, mællo complanare. (JÖGrvOb.; b. afseksa e. breiða yfir dýgala e-re mið að berja umm bresti, ... nærvö dýkring alljucus emendare (JÖGrvOb.).; berja upp: þúxis dyra m20 barði upp á C1 Bessastodum í vökulok. (JBjörnJömf., 54), berja upp á þúxis dyra m20 munud þér, sem C1 fyrír utan standið, taka að berja uppá og sögja: lúk þá upp fyrír os, Hreina. (Lók. 13, 25 (1841)); st Mæður ber upp á, af ekki með krófum, það samstæð með eptirvæntingu, og hvað sér barður það fyrst, þegar dýnar lökkast upp? (Púó. 30, 61); st kemur John Brown inn þegjandi og ber eigi upp á. (Jafn. 1895, 83); st ðe barður tírvæntað barðu upp á hjá okkur. (Vísur 12/6 1972, 16), berja e-st: sl á sl á d-e, beina vegum að e-s til og þúxin og þeim verða lauten Af þeim verða þeim brenna verða lauten Af þeim verða þeim. (NiceSpag. 890); st og þóttu þá sem veðrið berði skipið á allar hídar. (Jbókkjó. 156 (18. öld)), og þí og koddar séu börnin og barðir vel á sumrum. (SpurnHei., 48); st bær þá hefði barð við stundu af þinu stiltrú, þá skiltu eir gíja þar eptirleit. (SMóx. 24, 20 (1841)); st *nu veit, hvernig hjartað berjost þær, / að blöðið logar það í djúpum sárum. (JHál. I, 134); st *ðau [þ: skipið] börðu lóðrið, langi og skammt, / en eptir engri náðu samt. (SGSAnd. 11, 432); st Börðu þásetar þá [þ: lífrarpóskun] öðru hvoruk, og var það nú vörn, að skipið fikk aldrei áfali meðan dref. (Blanda. V, 97); berja dán/hyllan reyna að sjálfu á stöngu. (Tms.); berja berjost „Berja barði máv. = að berja lóminn var algengt og þýðdi að barma sér." (Tms. (Fjósadalsh.)); berja bumbu(r) sl á bumbu(r) í fjógarafrekyni s til Horn var þeitt, en bumba börði. (Pont. börð mið 1, 68); sl þa voru barðar bumburnar, / og eptirvæntingu, / en eptir engri veit, sum uhinn. (Ilk. V, 138); st bumbur voru barðar, turulukum bringt. (MelN. II 1, 64); st Verkamstjóðfrunum þessi hefði fóðið ofhúð lífrarpóskun og engar bumbur vorður barðar við frelsaðu heinar. (Fjalk. 1903, 157); berja bumbur sínar fyrír e-u halda sl e-s skáft fram m20 hann hóf ... að flytja þá på kenningu, sem hún [þ: kirjanc] hæfti sjálfr barði bumbur sínar fyrír um niþan alda aðeir. (SæmVörg., 82); berja e-s augum aj hí e-d, verða e-d fyrir sér m20 Pa bíblíu hof e-s sjálfr bumbur augum hér í Dómákirjuni. (HKLBrekk., 30); mið m20 augum að vía nokkrir ydar brytt hafa getið þessa landa, þó að fámir ydar hafiþ barði þá augum. (HKLGerpla., 454); berja fótastokk(lan) dýngla fósum á kartebli (til að knýja kartebli áfram) sl Eg þóttu hefði breytt frá barnakum þá laðað sem fótan óvanna, að `berja fótastokk winning. (Bún. 1894, 132); st Hæðlið þeim þjóna vana, að berja `fótastokk` og knýta bestum í taglið. (Alm. 1901, 91); st að telja hann með reidiðumum ... sem patar, ber fótastokkinu og barður út allað ógum. (Skírn. 1915, 191); st við héliðum áfram að berja fótastokkinu til að fjára forinni. (GumnilUndjó., 40); berja gædd(inu) hestur e. annar fæður] stoppa í freðnum jörð til að ná e-u til að bite) st heldur berja [hrossin]
berja

gadd, er menn kalla, eðr lenia upp jördina med bóðumum. (LFR. VI, 61); sér að sjá hrað fela ... berja gaddinn. (Isaf. 1880, 8); sér ekki eiga browin Þetra. Bau verða að berja gaddinn, allan veturinn. (Dagkr. 1897, 331); mót Syndt munurinn stundum helst til mikill, sem var á Þið reðbestanna og hinna, sem mótu berja gaddinn liknarlausir. (KrPostBgf. II, 148); berja höstann „A lenda höstann og berja höstann var sagt um ræðilegan hösta.” (Tms. (N. Ólfgang.)); berja lómanum ævarta (aðfell), berja eða illa stefnu þann var bæði að ... berja lóminn út af sýr og þessari þótmæliðuðu. (Heimdr. 1884, 170); sérno *Fókis sérvað með átættýgjum, / aðfellið
barði lómin. (MJLj. I, 108); nót lóminum er barinn látlaust. (SGSsBR. III, 43); mót durrtr ekki í hug að fara að berja lóminn eða bæta fyrir Jón. (Eggr. 1924, 51); sér að þýrka togarsvæðið er sem stendur í hinum mesta vanda ... enda ber hún ogart lóminn og hópráð á hjálpar. (Eggr. 1923, 203); sérno enda er það egir áður félendinga að berja lóminn framan í eirleenda menn. (Grímurý. II, 217); berja nestið verts í andarsvæðum, sér að bæta berja nestið, sem haft er enn í dag um þa, er berjað í andarsvæðum. (SGUmsPongr. I, 50); sér því eftir átætt út og aðbóðum manna erlendis sýnt skipsvæðið vor eiga skamt eftir til að berja nestið. (Bjarki. 1898, 22); mót eftir þann tíma fer eðg að berja nestið. (Rauðuk. IV, 42); mót Um þann sem í banaleguna var sagt: það hún er nú að berja nestið augnningum. (BKLBrékk. III, 60); sér að gátt að vera gamali og eiga ekki eftir nema berja nestið. (EggrumPaddi. II, 254); mót í döymblikumna flægg það fyrir að gamali þótmæliðu í Glimrum undir nút verð að berja nestið. (BKLBeinmál II, 319); mót þánnig í hún mánumum saman og barði nestið, og var því líkast við. (GJþl. I, 68); „að skref berja nestið. Ég heyrði þessa oft sagt þegar ég var að almæ upp fyrir nordan. Það var algengt að hafa hardfisk í nesti, og oft var það báða verk þess sem lagið af stað í ferðalag, t.d. gongur, að berja hardfisk í nesti. Ég heyl allir hafa skilid orðaðumbandið út frá þessu.” (Tms. (Norðurl.)); berja nestið sitt bj eru í andarsvæðum, sér að dauðu kominn „Austur í Landbroti var alltaf sagt: berja nestið sitt, en ekki berja nestið eða berja (Ár) í nestið.” (Tms. (V. Skaffji.)); sér að eð-a harkæla þa eð-stefnu 1970 * í Íslanda gull skal fúna fyrir en frelsiprað sé bóð á 
dyr. (SGSsAnd. I, 546); mót Beljarvergurinn og vigða moldin eru uppúttur til að berja sjofellum 
þrátt að heyrðu ein hrað í bættum til. (PórbölEdda., 112); mót Sigur Sverris voru sem harnesög 
á harneshög af og bóðu þa út inn í hugskot almenningar, að hann var réttbörinn 
til rikis. (Álfðráð VI, 320); mót Þé; hann hafti 
barið ðvísnuna og kvíðinn úr líkama hennar 
og sål. (HKLsþolk., 362); m s. mjóka eð-

mjóka eð-barefni þa þeir forseta sinn 
kvíkonæð mest af bænum, sem þeir með 
leggju berja um veturinn, en gefa ei með af heyr 
þaði en vel til þjórturs. (Jardab. X, 316); mót [táf]ð það sem tækt fyrrenn brunnur var 
under því, þa það bæði. (KMetBest., 33); sér þegar berin var mjóka af þeim fannst 
kvíkonæð í eini kvíkonæð. (JÁPj. III, 373); sér í Óðrum löðum er aldrei tilhöfuð að berja 
áburðinn á vorin. (RF. XXX, 73); sér barinn 
þ. á áburðurnum á vorumin. (N. Nordurl.)); mót Ef tveir berja sama 
hlíðis ... og klífrurinn aljast saman. (Huld. 
II, 151); sér þ. [s. líkmenn] mætti opin ... 
berja klaka þálfan dag. (Isaf. 1879, viðauki, 
26); mót Áburðurinn var barinn með kvíslum og 
klífrum. (Fjóðhjóð., 364); mót svo var með, 
sem þa það var innan í þósum, þarinn með 
leggju á faskasteiningum eða bóðustéiningum, 
sem var að hverjum það. (Breiddmela., 84); mót þarinn voru móðin barinn eða hordur 
fiskur þaðað til þeir var orðinn svo muðin, 
sem líkast var mjóli. (Breiddmela., 84); mót Hann 
standur með klífruna eina á velinnum og ber 
það Juð í bænum. (HKLsþolk.); mót Nú 
hlíð vókurvinnum. Þa voru rakadar gætur, 
tálgadur mör eða barinn. (AðalAðal. 52); berja fisk 
mót að berja fisk svo sem við 
þýrfr að þaú bai. (DI. XIII. 293 (1558)); mót 
*Feginn heldur fiskinn vil ég berja. (RPSk. VI, 407); mót Kvöð var engin nema 
berja fisk á staðnum. (Jardab. V, 136); mót
berja
adsciscit Dativum instrumenti et Accusativum objecti... ut: at berja fiskinn slegjumni.
(30GevOB.);>16 Lýst frir ef leindi er barinn. málsh.
(G2.:209);>16 var hann láttinn berja fisk.
(V4B. II, 441);>16 Lokke þurfi at berja í nesið þjóð.
>30 það dunk það fiskið sem þau var þeir vildu berja fram blákalt.
(Sknr. 1931, 66).  

berja e-d áfram: berja e-d blákalt áfram

þing fæ till þess, að berja fram blákalt.
(Alp. 1855, 662).

berja e-d fráum: 1. haldu e-d (lýkkja) fram,

þing fæ till þess, að berja hinna blákalt áfram.
(Alp. 1855, 662).

berja e-d í gegn:

þing fæ till þess, að berja fram ein húnda útilýsug.
(MagnStefBr. 68).

berja e-d áfram: 1. haldu e-d u í

þing fæ till þess, að berja fram ein húnda útilýsug.
(MagnStefBr. 68).

berja e-d í gegn: 1. ala u-d (kynsa) fram,

þing fæ till þess, að berja fram ein húnda útilýsug.
(MagnStefBr. 68).

berja e-d áfram: 1. haldu e-d u í

þing fæ till þess, að berja fram ein húnda útilýsug.
(MagnStefBr. 68).
berja

er barinn saman ad banda höf. (BónSud., I, 142); m20 að kunnattutillir minn væru án eftirita létir berja saman fjöldandi líkistur. (GGSkr., II, 93). m3 semja e-d (með erfjöðumum) st s ad samanberia fæ-inar h1 Sorgavísur in minningu þeirra ... Híona. (ÓOIDraum., A, 2r); m19 *jeg hef / drúkkð í dag, svo að allt mytt dýt í bring / í meðan þetta ber jeg saman stef. (GTáð., I, 203); m20 sem ég var bóinn að berja saman þúgangum stof [s· ræðustuf] rennur læstinn ín á bráutarslóðina. (TvVíliHjerv., 30).

berja e-d úpp: m1 loa os [blakakrónn. e. suðskaffi] ró Fjara er born í hón, 'bðirir Að upp móðarnir' og fluttir í hús. (SafnF., II, 118); m20 í hæstu flóðhönn var hann að berja upp fæðinn þaraksþ yfir sáiða sín. (HérðasBgf., II, 160). m2 safna [fe] með þarðnesku m20 Hansan þrei ... bæði verið á GI snopum út um kónd að berja upp fél til allirkr ugetær. (ÁsakKant., 159); m20 það er alltaf hægt að berja upp þeninga. (IGPorst.Land., 179).

berja e-d úr e-m: kveða físlit, skóðun e. káttamri e-aj níður m19 Bóndi var einaður GI maður, og þetta úr fólki. (JÁþ., I, 391); m20 það er svo eðliblet og sjálíflegt, að útrælegt er, að það verði nokkurn tíma úr hjöðinni bæði. (Iøaf., 1887, 143).


BERJA E-N: alð e-n, ráðast að e-m með hágum/bæremfi m16 bórðu hann með bnefum Aú [ef ann] dæðar gufða pustra í hans andlit. (Matt. 26, 67 (OG)); m16 gripin / bundinn oc bæður / spytur oc spieður / einin pustradur. (CorPamm., A, IIIv); m16 erum klæðfarar og verðum bnefum bæðir. (Ikor., 4, 11 (OG)); m16 frændaði læsum suipum bæðan. (Mark. 15, 15 (OG)); m16 það tóku nockrer að spjúta a hann, í hans Asíonu, og bæðu hann með Knefum. (Eintal., 173); m17 berja skal Barn til Ásta. (Þfrígm. 40); m17 finnendi bæðirnir / þó öngvir fé varnir, / þeir orfíki líða. (BínSaf. II, 354); m17 Eingenn er að bæðin, sem Húsboðanda Skipan gjöri. (GÖThm., 760); m18 berja skal bæði til aastar. (JÖGrvOb.); m18 adscícit Datívum instrumenti et Accusativum objecti ... ut: ... at berja man griooti. (JÖGrvOb.); m18 at berja man med lurkum, keyrum og Svipum. (JÖGrvOb.); m19 Sá er enginn bærinn, sem húsboðanda skipan gjöri. (GJ., 280); m19 þann er eirandi að verja, sem enginn vill berja. (GJ., 390); m19 því veldir þó,jukka þróa að húfum bæði. (GJ., 417); m20 það hún visi sem var, að þaður sinn muni ekki trúa sér og berja sig eins og bæðan fiðk í þokkabót. (ÓDavPj., III, 376); m20 hún visi dæmi til að hraðar hófuðu bæði þjarnmenn til órku Ía og bestað líkt hú sanna. (GFrRit., III, 290);

berja e-d úþ: tea fæður tee kveða e-n sundur að beria í bæðinum með lurkum, keyrum og Svipum. (JÖGrvOb.); m18 at berja mann griooti. (JÖGrvOb.); m18 at berja upp fé til sérkra berja upp* ■

berja e-d stafn ræðustuff rennur lestio inn á bæðu huntinu. (II)
berja e–u frá séri: „Ekki móttum við sveifla
banddepotta eða ættu í kringum okkur þvi
þá þurðum við frá okkur englanna.“ (Tma.
(Árn.).)
berja e–u níður þá e–n svo að hann feiltur
því þeir fáleit þá, og þróu því enn, að mennafir,
sej hálputu mér upp úr ójónum, hafi verið
só (*nun* mennafir, sem þórðu mig níður á
gótunni. (IndEinSó., 169).

**BERJA SIG:**
1. [fugl:] hlaka vængjunum
fáe–m 20
Rjúpan flæg af (stigvægur og þar af
þessa átakur að): því þeir þarfer
sússuðum, ekki gö incrementum
eina og þeir þeir af.

2. berja sig (því þeir stó
sljótrum okkur í
kröfur þevi okkur eumglana” (Tma.
(Arn.)).

berja e–n nidurt
alnd e–n sto
S
hann fellur
fáe–m 20
Ég áleit þá, og þróu því enn, ad mennirnir,
aem þjalpudu mér upp úr sjonum, hafi verið
só (*nun* mennirnir, eum bördu mig nidur á
 göttunni. (IndEinSó., 169).

BERJA
s í g
: ■ 1.
[fugl:] hlaka vængjunum
fáe–m 20
Rjúpan flæg af (stigvægur og þar af
þessa átakur að): því þeir þarfer
sússuðum, ekki gö incrementum
eina og þeir þeir af.

B 2. berja sig utan
sid dvitandi d likarna
fáe–m 19 félkíð bardi sig utan fyrir vitleýsuna og
innvoriis nagandi kvöl og skómin fyrir þessa
athöfn. (EirÓl., 211).

BERJA E-U:
áld e.
beina e-u harkalega [i e-a
åtefnn]
ml9 sat t>&r (>egjandi á kistunni og bardi
hælunum f hlidina. (JThSk. 1, 56); il9 síldst
hun upp á hana med skapraunorðum, ))reif
af henni bogann og bardi honum glotiandi um
eyri henni. (StollGod., 40); no beir
[d]: ungr-
ar
félkíð bardi sig utan fyrir vitleýsuna og
innvoriis nagandi kvöl og skómin fyrir þessa
athöfn. (EirÓl., 211).

berja e–u framt
halda e-n (dkafi) fram,
áiaåhæfa e-6
å19 Sjer syndist ...
þalleir ad HT
só
berja einhverju fram með ofurkappi, í stathinn
fyrir með skyrssemi og sónnumum. (laaf. 1879
vídauki, 36); nó Þann [p: Taitur] er ekki
söguleikur, og það er ónánvænni að berja
þvi fram þvert ofan í yfirlyðingu mina í
athugasemundum. (JTrRit. VIII, 467).

berja e–u í e–ð: berja augum í e–ð verða
stærst af e–ð mi9 lýtur samningurinn að
þýmu, er þau munu berja augum í. (Skírn.
1863, 59), tí hafa þeir menn komist á þingð
er lengi hafa þarð augum í svin mörg lágstal.
(Skírn. 1868, 159); tí en þórðu hins vegar
augum í kostnáðinn og þrjóðungir, er af því
blytu að rás. (Skírn. 1871, 174).

berja e–u níður: breiða gyfri e–ð mi9 eininga
skyldde draga Fjórður fyrir Syner syner / beria
þeim níðr en laa taier lítjúk þeirra finnast.
(FröstSkrift. G, VIIIv).

berja e–u því: fára e–ð fram sem ofnðús
(fyrir e–u) mi9 kappemin tju í at kannu Gudz
ord heimtist at predikorum / svo at eininga
meige því þeir beria. (CorvPost. II, 62r); tí Nu
so á eingen þerfe þennu þerfer eig þeim ad
beria. (DistPass. A, IIIr); tí Sumer beria
því / ad þeir hafa laangann Kyrikyveg.

(DilherrPost. A, IIIr), mi9 að berja einhveriu
skýring
vid, causei aliqvid, vel culpa in rem
vqandam þeirce, causa vqandam þeirce
et excogitata semen excuare, vel a crime
vqandam púrgare. … að berja við fataekt
edur heilu veiki. (JÓGrvOb.); tí hveruþ
þeirra þurfti skulldum við at beria. (LFR.
IV, 44); tí oc var því vðbarad at þærð
heði fyrir þá sók skornad undann skattgjali.
((ExpArb. ÍI, 31); mí9 þó hann þreið því þeir
að hjá sér verði mikil guilkortur. (Felsenb.,
350); mí9 hafa þeir þarði þeim ad hafa
laangann Höfdinum. (GÖlThes., 1446); tí
no Sumir þerfe því þeir, að þeir séu
hræðdir. (ÁrsrPör. II, 39); tí því er opt
barði við að menn þurfti að hafa brennvin
til að hremsa sig á. (NF. III, 130); mí9 en
hann þarði við heilsuleikum stáum. (Pús. I, 4);
því og þó sendi jeg þinginu 10 exemplór, svo
því verður ekki barði við, að gengið hafi verið
fram hjá þingingu. (Isaf. 1891, 261); tí allt
af er því við barði, að ekki verði gert fyrir
peningaleysi. (Pjéd. 34, 70); tí Sumir kunna
að berja því við, að sóknum hærðars og óþruna
sví tíuminn nú illa valinn til álka fyrirtækis.
berja

(Subri. 1885, 83); Í9 Menn munu, ef til vill, berja því við, að ekki að það hugaandi, að sjómen veir þegna ynti sér í Islandersþóðum. (Subri. 1886, 134); Í9 því er einnig við barði, að naust afenguðrykkja stjórn því næ fræmenn í súllum báðum. (IoGt. VI, 134); Í9 þá að fælseyi megi ef til vill við berja, þá þá er ekki þegn að kenna því um. (TímUp. 1891, 65); Í9 Karlinn barði þær við kunnatætu- og hreyfinga aðf. (FÉggFylg. I, 94); Í9 því er barði við, að vör þétum svo fætakir, vör getum ekki farað að dæmi stóðjónanna í þessu efnir. (Fjáalk. 1901, 23-1); Í9 Bórmangarar hættu að láta skip sigla hingad 1745, börðu því við, að þöðin væri að sýlla af sandi. (ÍRgr. 1929, 92); Í9 Kuldalan er mest barði við og er það nokkur þáttú. (Arof., 109); Í9 Barði væri við peningaleysi og verkfæralæysi. (Búi. 1902, 251); Í9 barði [hann] því því, að hælsta sín myndi ekki þola loftalag viðbrigðin. (Sagafal6.., 310); Í9 hinir flokkarnir börðu þá við tímaþróu vegna konningausturhins. (GBenSag., 158); (TímS. (Skaigaf.).)

berja e-m og e-dí bergða e-m um skort á e-s mið [hann] taldi á því öll vankvæði, og barði fælguni og stófuninni um alla hæflegilega til alla. (þókí. 1921, 47).

berja sér: 1. að sig áttum (til að A1 þa fá e sig háta) mást að berja sér til hita, sem þeirn eftim célaðafæði undar staða, sem þeirn eftim célaðafæði undar staða. (JÖGrvOf.); Í9 því oð inni vorur að bista og stappa af séj annjón og berja sér. (Erölf., 47); Í9* svo braust jeg upp í bræði í norðankófl / að berja mér og stappa niður fótum. (PéRíRit. II, 186); Í9 gengu þeir um golfl á saðindum og börðu sé til þess að halda á þurri. (Blanda. VIII, 299); Í9 Húskarlar þáttar þeir báru sig heldr krokulega og börðu sé mjög, milli þeir sem þeir bundu baggana. (ThrVer., 462); Í9 Hann ber sé og ekur af kulta, klipar til aðstips stófrgildum und eðlabukkum. (Tjókrósm.); Í9 nokkur hrúðar til þess að hita sé á hóðum: að vindu lopppingana, hrøra flautir, fara í lúcham, slá aðvank, berja sé duglega. “(TímS. (Rang.)).

= 2. “Stæðan bein, fótum lyft sitt á hvern í láttótt stellingu frá mjóðum til hnað, en berja um handið með eljið horni. Meðan stæði er f

vinstri fót er reyni að slá lófum sman annandur hnaðbótt hægrí fótjarn, skipt um fót og farið eins að ekki var fyrst úr stað, en hreyfing þess fótjarn sem stæði var í hverju sinni þurfì að vera lítt og fjarðandi, en ekki þunglansleif.” (TímS. (Eyjaf.)).

= 3. „Standa uppréttur, sveita bóndum eins langt aðfyrir bakk og unat er, lófum skelft sman. Sumuleíðis fram fyrir sig, lófum skelft sman; skarpplag hreyfingar, óðun með nefî.” (TímS. (Eyjaf.)).

= 4. „Standa uppréttur, berja bóndum sman framan á björk í kross, svo langt að lóf nesi við Það. Þetta skaða skarpplag og staða á öndinni meðan lotan vatni.”. (TímS. (Eyjaf.)).

berja sér: 1. að sig áttum, berja fótum saman fram á þessum undir þessum sem þeirn eftim séj annjón og berja sér (TímS. (Eyjaf.)).

berja sér e-m og e-dí berja sé því sem þeirn eftim séj annjón og berja sér í þessum sem þeirn eftim séj annjón og berja sér. (JÖGrvOb.);

berja sér, / þáttar þeir báru sig heldr krokulega og börðu sé mjög, milli þeir sem þeir bundu baggana. (ThrVer., 462); Í9 Hann ber sé og ekur af kulta, klipar til aðstips stófrgildum und eðlabukkum. (Tjókrósm.); Í9 nokkur hrúðar til þess að hita sé á hóðum: að vindu lopppingana, hrøra flautir, fara í lúcham, slá aðvank, berja sé duglega. “(TímS. (Rang.)).

berja sér: 1. að sig áttum (til að A1 þa fá e sig háta) mást að berja sér til hita, sem þeirn eftim célaðafæði undar staða, sem þeirn eftim célaðafæði undar staða. (JÖGrvOf.); Í9 því oð inni vorur að bista og stappa af séj annjón og berja sér. (Erölf., 47); Í9* svo braust jeg upp í bræði í norðankófl / að berja mér og stappa niður fótum. (PéRíRit. II, 186); Í9 gengu þeir um golfl á saðindum og börðu sé til þess að halda á þurri. (Blanda. VIII, 299); Í9 Húskarlar þátta þeir báru sig heldr krokulega og börðu sé mjög, milli þeir sem þeir bundu baggana. (ThrVer., 462); Í9 Hann ber sé og ekur af kulta, klipar til aðstips stófrgildum und eðlabukkum. (Tjókrósm.); Í9 nokkur hrúðar til þess að hita sé á hóðum: að vindu lopppingana, hrøra flautir, fara í lúcham, slá aðvank, berja sé duglega. “(TímS. (Rang.)).

berja sér: 1. að sig áttum (til að A1 þa fá e sig háta) mást að berja sér til hita, sem þeirn eftim célaðafæði undar staða, sem þeirn eftim célaðafæði undar staða. (JÖGrvOf.); Í9 því oð inni vorur að bista og stappa af séj annjón og berja sér. (Erölf., 47); Í9* svo braust jeg upp í bræði í norðankófl / að berja mér og stappa niður fótum. (PéRíRit. II, 186); Í9 gengu þeir um golfl á saðindum og börðu sé til þess að halda á þurri. (Blanda. VIII, 299); Í9 Húskarlar þátta þeir báru sig heldr krokulega og börðu sé mjög, milli þeir sem þeir bundu baggana. (ThrVer., 462); Í9 Hann ber sé og ekur af kulta, klipar til aðstips stófrgildum und eðlabukkum. (Tjókrósm.); Í9 nokkur hrúðar til þess að hita sé á hóðum: að vindu lopppingana, hrøra flautir, fara í lúcham, slá aðvank, berja sé duglega. “(TímS. (Rang.)).
hann ber sig af berja á bilkunni "getur málv. líka hvest um éoa, og er þá sagt at hann berji á bilkunni eða blári þetta af sér." (Tma. (Dal.)).

HANN BER: 2. hann ber eð–ú: hann ber á bilkunni "getur málv. líka hvest um éoa, og er þá sagt at hann berji á bilkunni eða blári þetta af sér." (Tma. (Dal.)).

HANN BER SIG: hann ber sig af berja í sín lig það er af draga á ársti ki m20 Nið fer hann bráðum á berja í sín lig, sagði konan. (HKLSSjfl., 249); m20 Hann er á berja í sín lig. (HMattVeð., 87); "Ef verði málv. hafið slíki, frost og haglýsia, en þar af draga á ársti var sagt: Hann er á berja í sín lig." (Tma. (V.-Skaf. (Árn., A.-Bar.))).

HANN BER SIG: þau »19120 Klettarnir næst fossinum eru bær voru af berjast margar og voru þróðu reðar. ... það veit á hvamsviði, þegar saðskeptrarla láta svona á kyrri veðri. (GRFrRit. VII, 271); m20 Tarfarnir berjast miðkunnalaust allan fengismann. (ÁrnVeðurnották., 139).

3. brjóta áfram m20 bílfræðilegir men þjónar á berja á úrkomu, þegar hrafnar fjárgast á og berjast, en á þurt veðru, ef þeim kemur vel saman og þeir kvaka á fluginu. (SPórVeð., 65); m20 Þær voru á berjast margar og voru þróðu reðar. ... það veit á hvamsviði, þegar saðskeptrarla láta svona á kyrri veðri. (GRFrRit. VII, 271); m20 Tarfarnir berjast miðkunnalaust allan fengismann. (ÁrnVeðurnották., 139).

3. brjóta áfram m20 bílfræðilegir men þjónar á berja á úrkomu, þegar hrafnar fjárgast á og berjast, en á þurt veðru, ef þeim kemur vel saman og þeir kvaka á fluginu. (GRFrRit. VII, 271); m20 Tarfarnir berjast miðkunnalaust allan fengismann. (ÁrnVeðurnották., 139).

3. brjóta áfram m20 bílfræðilegir men þjónar á berja á úrkomu, þegar hrafnar fjárgast á og berjast, en á þurt veðru, ef þeim kemur vel saman og þeir kvaka á fluginu. (GRFrRit. VII, 271); m20 Tarfarnir berjast miðkunnalaust allan fengismann. (ÁrnVeðurnották., 139).

3. brjóta áfram m20 bílfræðilegir men þjónar á berja á úrkomu, þegar hrafnar fjárgast á og berjast, en á þurt veðru, ef þeim kemur vel saman og þeir kvaka á fluginu. (GRFrRit. VII, 271); m20 Tarfarnir berjast miðkunnalaust allan fengismann. (ÁrnVeðurnották., 139).
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beðja

berja

andisk og innigeymandisk allar skupnar illar og góðar. (MJBrH., 16). s. 5. vere laminn A1
6.19 Laaft barðist burt af sköggum [s. i laghbreið].
(Pjó. 27, 97). 6.10 miætist hann brúta tvø af steinkasti, eða þér borbust til dauða. (Visagn.
III, 308).
berja af: komað af st s hefi jeg ekki þurft mikið að brúka hans [s. reikninglættum] um
dagana, jeg hefi einhvervegninn barist af án þess. (Nf. XVIII, 9).
berja át af: takast af h»i af il9 hefi jeg ekki þurft mikið ad bruka bana [s. reikningslætt]
um dagana, jeg hefi einhvervegninn barist af án þess. (Nf. XVIII, 9).
berja

bærjast skýring

berja

starkasti kastalinn, er þeir börðast undan ábjárn Englaendinga og náðu fresli sínu. (Fjallk. 1902, 15-2).

berjast við e—ð: 1. básía við e—ð, þást með erfðumrunum við e—ð mátt at berjast við Eiðthvad, notagr (JÖGrvOb.); við beriað við barðtöt, adversis premi. (HFLbs99fol., 213); við í ... 94. bl. ... Þjóðbóks hefri einhver jeg farði að berjast við, að halda uppi svörum fyrir eftulmaninn í Rangárvals-sýolu. (Pjóð. 1853, 138); við Gudbrandur var gáfnaðurur og barðst við lagalærðum í 12 ár utanlands. (Føgg. 1, 17); fóto að hún setti að sjóla séyra og vera ekki að berjast við þennan þúkap. (Grákinnull. II, 76). 2. eiga í barðtöt við e—ð mátt að KÍ beriað við fæstektina. (JÖGrvOb.); berjast við skuggann slán berjast vonluari berðtu við Hinnum hafið höf. berst aðvei við skuggann sínn, þar sem hinn er að beri af eftir aðhugserindina. (ðaf. 1891, 307); berjast við öndina vera í andraslúðum nú ma si a þeim sem við endena beriað / húsrú þeir junglega kueialta. (Mollman. I, 1); mað Ad Beriað við öndena. Í mortis agone versari, constitutum esse, extrema agere, animam agere. (JALbs224 4to., 93); við var óreiðileki sá lengi, er fylgir andalslúnum, kallat að hinn svíki beriez við öndina. (LFR. IX, 187); við barðst slán við öndina í fullar 15 klukkustundir, og gaf hanna lokana upp. (MStsámsa., 264); mað Ef madur lettur ljósvatn-drepast, og kveldur það, það berst madur leining við öndina. (ðaf. II, 550); mað var eins og hinn beriað við öndina og gei ekki dáið. (ðaf. I, 618); við vita menn ekki, hversu sát það er forðlurunum að sjóla bann sitt berjað við öndina tínum saman, opt á íritur á. (Pjóð. 39, 10); eiga við e—ð að berjast eiga við e—ð að eftir það að það við tætinn smulmenni sér þegar þeim sem ... buntil. (ðaf. II, 113); við Póstur ... það þó við miðla erfðileika að berjað. (ðaf. 1888, 30).}

berjast við e—ð: 2. áregi þróðaga e. barðtöt við e—ð mátt at beriað við mann, certare cum K1 allíve, ut in adagio: þar er við blásemenn málið.

at beriað, sem brödir eiga land ad veria. (JÖGrvOb.); mað þar er við börn að berjað, málið sem hinn er. (GJ., 392); mað að nefndin í þessu tilliti áttu ekki, ef svo má segja, við börn að berjað, þar sem frumvarpið var. (ðaf. 1853, 747); mað berjast sem haukr við klár. (Sch.); málið mað Austur- og vestanvindur eru sjaldan eins hvaðir. Þeir berjast oft hvor við annan þássag, að skýja dregur upp frá vestri og komi svo straks afur frá austri. (Landning. I, 15).

það berst í barnáštum með e—um sagt í tilhefni af þó að ungenni málið kjófst e. glettað nú. Láitúð þá þau eiga sig, það berst bara í barnáštum með þeim. (Pvgl. III, 226); þeir Nei, láitúð þá þau vera. það berst bara í barnáštum með þeim. (Stróðnú., 116).

2. það berst í bókkum a. afdóman er þøpp, það það það tekst innalag að framflýtta sér síði í góðu árunum má ekki láta eftir þyndu að berjist í bókkum. (ðaf. 1890, 281); b. [e—af] stendur þó sem næst sjafh, [e—af] stendur enn öðilkjöf það það Berst í bókkum. Dubio ancipiti, vario Marte pugnatur. (JALbs224 4to., 93); mað Berst lengi í bókkum með hvorumtveggju, uná Svartfellinga rjóðu til meginbardaga þópori er Duga heitir. (Skirn. 1863, 102); að þeim í Washington berst nokkurn í bókkum med þeim, þjóðvalsmenn eru í meiri hluta í öldingaráðinu, en hinir á fulltrúðinginu. (Skirn. 1878, 160); mað er sagt, að þó hjør hafi barst í bókkum, en Rússar hafi þó halði Þjóða. (ðaf. 1877, 106); mað Berst í bókkum enn í Tonkin. (NF. XXII, 114); c. mað Pat berst í Böckum, adv. hoc ripas allidit, loqvendi modus de re, qvæ ultra citro, huc et illuc ventilatur et reciprocatur nec effectum sortitur. Metaphora similitudinis, ducta a re quadam intra ripas trivis fluitante. (JÖGrvOb.); það berst í bókum fyrir e—m afdóma e—s er þøpp, e—m tekst innalag að framflýtta sér síði hvørsu mikid, sem ... lausammen sýnað að mega ávina með bralli sínu ... er þó, sem med íllams leið berjist í bóckum fyrir fólum jafnvel í góðum árum. (MSI.Álv. I, 67); mað Og fyrir þessum berst í bóckum. (LFR. V, 72); það berst í bókum með e—um niðareign e—ru stendur sjafh, það það það það þá það vera á rekur í niðareign e—ru.
Application-Dependent Discourse Management for Natural Language Interfaces: An Empirical Investigation

Abstract

This paper presents results from a refined analysis of a series of Wizard of Oz-experiments with focus on discourse management. The study is part of a larger project aimed at designing a general natural language interface. It is argued that a natural language interface needs different referent resolution mechanisms for different combinations of background systems and scenarios. I present three mechanisms that can be used: proximity, object hierarchy and goal-directed control. Finally I suggest the use of a Natural Language Interface Management System (NLIMS) for customization of natural language interfaces to different applications.

1 Introduction

The language used by a user when communicating with a computer application (database, expert system etc.) in natural language will differ from the language used in a spoken face-to-face communication between humans as well as the language used in written communication.¹

The development of natural language interfaces more sophisticated than simple question-answering requires knowledge of the characteristics of such an interaction, not only of the language but also of how the discourse progresses. In a series of experiments (Dahlbäck & Jönsson 1989; Jönsson & Dahlbäck 1988) we have studied these phenomena and presented results on the characteristics of the interaction between a human and a natural language interface.

We have conducted experiments using five different background systems (see section 2) and 21 subjects, all computer novices. After every simulation we have interviewed the subject in order to find out how they liked the 'system'. No

¹In Jönsson & Dahlbäck (1988) we elaborate more on this.
subject understood that it was a simulation and many (too many?) were not
surprised with the system's capabilities. We have focused on computational as­
psects of the interpretation of the Subjects/Users utterances. This means that
we have not considered the utterances typed by the system (simulator).

There are 1047 utterances which we have divided into four different cate­
gories; Initiative, Response, Resp/Init and Clarification, (cf. Linell, Gustavsson,
& Juvonen (1988)). What poses problems from a computational point of view
are mainly the user Initiatives and especially the indexical initiatives. There
are 193 indexical subject utterances, which is 49% of the initiatives. Dahlbäck
& Jönsson (op. cit.) further analyze these indexical utterances and also pro­
vide some other results. But the results have to be refined in order to see what
mechanisms different kinds of NLI's should adopt when interpreting an indexical
utterance.

2 Scenarios and Background Systems

In our experiments we have varied the type of background system and the scenar­
io. The analysis of these experiments exposes considerable differences between
different combinations of background systems and scenarios. These differences
must be considered, as this study is concerned with exploring computational
mechanisms for handling indexicals. Consequent our background systems and
scenarios require a presentation.

The scenario is the characteristics of the task the subject has to solve. We
used two different types of scenario, namely information retrieval and configura­
tion. They differ in that a configuration, besides data retrieval, must deal with
a dynamically updated object, such as an order or specification, during the dis­
course, while information retrieval is less complex and involves only retrieving
facts from an information base.

Further, we use two different kinds of background systems, simple database
systems and advisory systems. A database system simply returns facts from the
database. The subject must state an information seeking question, he or she
cannot ask for an opinion or evaluation from the system. An advisory system,
on the other hand, can also be used for consultation. The subject can ask for
advice i.e. the system's evaluation of certain facts. In both systems we have
most answers as pre-stored texts, or text fragments which are completed, and
the simulator (wizard) selects the appropriate text.

The different experimental settings as a function of the combination of back­
ground system and scenario are shown in Table 1. The name refers to the back­
ground system and the number of experiments of each combination is stated
inside the parenthesis. Section 4 contains some examples from our simulations.

There are two systems of the most simple combination, namely database
background system and information retrieval; one where the subjects ask ques­
tions concerning publications at our department (PUB), and one where they
can ask questions about one of the education programmes (C-line). These sys­
tems allow the subjects to ask questions and also to refer to previous pieces
of discourse, but they do not allow questions like *Which books have I ordered?* (configuration) or *Is that a good course?* (advice).

A bit more sophisticated is the information retrieval advisory system for selecting wines where the subjects can get advice on whether a wine is suitable for some specific meal, dialogue 1. However, it is not possible to select one wine for the first course and then order that wine, i.e. configuration is not possible. This does not prevent the user from referring to previously mentioned wines.

```
U:9> What do you recommend with crab-filled avocado?
S:10> Searching ...
        With crab-filled avocado a white wine is suitable
        Do you want more information about any specific wine?
U:11> Yes, in the price range from 30 to 50 SEK
S:12> Please wait
        Do you want rhine-, mosel- or burgundy wines. Or all.
U:13> Rhine wine
S:14> Searching ...
        The following wines exist ... listing ....
```

Dialogue 1. Wines:1 (The corpus is in Swedish and translated for verbatim correctness.)

Another combination is configuration and database. This is found in the travel system. Here the subjects can order a trip to a holiday resort by retrieving information from a database and using these facts to configure a trip. However, they can not get advice, only access the database. This is discussed in section 4.2.
Finally, we have the HiFi dialogues, which are both advisory system and configuration. Here the subjects can get advice on HiFi equipment and also select their own outfit. The fact that a system is an advisory system does not prevent the use of canned texts. In fact we try to use pre-stored texts and sentence fragments as much as possible in order to get a uniform setting and amplify the belief that the subject interacts with a computer.

3 Discourse Management

The research reported here is part of a larger project on designing a general Swedish natural language interface. We have a pilot version of the system, called FALIN (Ahrenberg, 1989) which is a constraint-based, object-oriented model for a natural language dialogue system. FALIN provides a content structure which is an exhaustive description of the utterance. The content structure can be seen as an instantiated case frame and can be used for accessing the database or knowledge base. As an example, the content structure for utterance U:104 ordered turntable in dialogue 2, HiFi:3, would look like:

```
CLASS: $Question;
SPEAKER: Subject#3;
ADDR: System;
BASIS: Subject#3.Order;
ASPECT: $Turntable
```

When FALIN builds a content structure it can access information from what is called the Discourse.State for finding the referent to an anaphoric expression. The Discourse.State contains information about which of the many objects introduced in the discourse is currently active and also pending objects. This information is used to determine the referent, i.e. to select which of the many possible objects in the discourse that a certain anaphoric expression refers to. Thus, one needs some kind of dynamic discourse representation. This representation can be constructed either from the discourse using certain coherence criteria (see below) or like Grosz (1977), and Reichman (1985), from the task structure. In the present case the task structure is reflected by the conceptual structure of the knowledge base, see figure 1. The conceptual model of the knowledge base is a static structure and not a dynamically created description of the discourse.

The problem of managing discourse is normally divided in two parts: segmentation and finding the focused object. Segmentation is the process of finding out which parts in the discourse belong together and where one changes topic. The problem of segmentation is connected to the problem of coherence in discourse, where cue words (Reichman 1985), coherence relations (Hobbs 1985), recency and temporal progression (Webber 1988; Merkel 1989) are regarded as major coherence criteria.

The focusing problem is to find, given a segment, which of the many different objects that are actually talked about, is in focus. This is often done by
Dynamic Discourse Representation

Figure 1: The Dynamic Discourse Representation

maintaining both a reference to the focused object (or objects), if any, and also a, possibly empty, list of objects that might be focused later, potential foci (PF) (Sidner 1983).

4 Empirical Findings

In this section I will illustrate the various strategies found by examples from our corpus. However, as can be seen from Table 1 there are few experiments of each combination of scenario and background system. Therefore I will not give any quantitative data on the occurrence of the different phenomena reported here.

4.1 Some General Findings

First of all there are individual differences, as can be seen from the examples in dialogues 2 and 3, both taken from HiFi, the most complex combination of scenario and background system. Dialogue 2 is a good example of what has been described as 'telegraphic' (Guindon, Shuldberg & Connor 1987), or 'computerese' (Reilly 1987).

This user started with a less fragmented language, but when he found that it was possible to interact in this 'cryptic' fashion he started to explore the database—not the language component as it may seem. Compare this dialogue fragment with dialogue 3.

The subject in dialogue 3 is a secretary and she is the subject which uses the most sophisticated language constructions. I have not selected a special part of the dialogue, although utterance 15 is our longest. This subject writes more
U:104> ordered turntable
S:105> Linn Sondek LP 12
U:106> cancel order
S:107> OK
U:108> 520 mm
S:109> HiFi searching:
  Oracle Delphi MarkII
U:110> prices turntables
S:111> TURNTABLES .... listing...
U:112> order oracle
.

Dialogue 2. HiFi:3
.

U:11> What is the price if I instead take a cheaper pair of
  loudspeakers
S:12> What loudspeakers?
U:13> The cheapest there are
S:14> 70 600 SEK
U:15> Now I want to change to a better pair of loudspeakers which
  are at the most 29 400 SEK more than the ones I have now.
  The new items I'm getting should be as appropriate as possible
  for a small room.

Dialogue 3. HiFi:1

than one sentence in many of her turn-takings and illustrates the fact that certain
non-linguistic factors, like type-writing skills, affect the language.

As noted above, cue words, coherence relations, and temporal pro-
gression are regarded as major coherence criteria. In our corpus I found no cue
words used by the subject to signal the beginning of a new segment or termi-
nation of a segment and temporal progression is not significant for identifying
segment shifts.

Although these findings seem pessimistic concerning the future of NLIs there
are other results which are more optimistic. Especially the use of what I call
Resp/Init, i.e. responses from the system which also include a system initia-
tive. If the system does not only respond to the user's input, but also puts
forward a follow up question, the dialogue becomes simpler. This is seen in di-
alogues 1 and 4. In dialogue 1 the system takes an initiative by hinting on a
probable new piece of information to the user. In dialogue 4 the system follows
a plan to help the user fulfill his goal.

Note that I do not consider the interpretation of the indexical utterances U:8
or U:10 in dialogue 4 problematic as they are responses to questions posed by the
U:6> We would like to go to Corfu
S:7> What hotel class do you want?
U:8> The best
S:9> How long will you be gone?
U:10> For two weeks
S:11> Vingfritid searching
   Hotel Hilton ++++ costs 5575 SEK/person
U:12> How much does the cheapest class cost?
S:13> Vingfritid searching
   Hotel Royal +++ costs 2245 SEK/person

Dialogue 4. Travel:2

system and, as such computationally easier to handle than the initiative taken in for instance U:12. This is also seen in dialogue 1 where for instance utterance U:11 is a response that could be interpreted using case-frame expectations like those described in Carbonell & Brown (1988).

4.2 Techniques for Discourse Management

The motivation for my study was to explore which computational mechanisms to use for a certain combination of background system and scenario. I have identified three different mechanisms for finding the referent to an indexical, that are applicable to different dialogue categories. I call them Proximity, Object hierarchy and Goal directed control.

Object proximity is found as the major criterion in the database information retrieval dialogues. In these dialogues the subject discusses one task and when that task is finished the object being discussed is dropped and a new object is introduced. This means that finding the referent is no problem; it is the closest object at hand, i.e. the object in focus. If the proximity heuristic fails to find the referent, some simple recency criteria can be used, like searching the segment stack for the referent. Carbonell & Brown (1988) present a Multi-Strategy approach to anaphora resolution using case frame information. They restrict themselves to a single previous sentence but suggest the use of recency if context information is necessary. Dialogue 5 from the PUB system gives an example.

This dialogue is very representative for all the PUB dialogues and many of the C-line dialogues. In this dialogue the signals to manipulate the segment stack and creating new segments is found from the syntactic/semantic structure, for example the segment shift in U:15 in dialogue 5. Further, the next utterance, utterance PUB:2:21, is: What books are there on artificial intelligence? This utterance cannot be seen as a continuation of any object on the segment stack, and thus the segment stack is popped and a new segment is created.

Proximity can also be viewed as a simple variety of goal-directed control (see
below). However, I regard this mechanism separately since my goal is to find the simplest possible mechanism for each combination of background system and scenario. The reason is that one should not use a more sophisticated mechanism than necessary for a certain application.

In section three I discussed whether the referent is to be found using information from the discourse or from a conceptual model of the database. Object proximity is one example of using the discourse as the source for finding the referent. If a conceptual model of the database is used we get what I call object hierarchy. Grosz (1977) used partitioned semantic networks—focus spaces—which reflected the task structure for interpreting discourse. Bobrow & Webber (1980) use a general object-centred knowledge representation for syntactic and semantic processing. Figure 1 gives an example of a conceptual model of the database for the HiFi dialogues. Dialogue 6 taken from the travel system dialogues is a good example of when it is more or less impossible to find the referent using only information about the discourse.

Here the subject discusses excursions in utterances S:33 to U:40. Thereafter the topic is dropped and the subject orders his travel. Twenty eight utterances later he once more raises the question of excursions in U:68. However, this question does not refer to excursions in general (as before), but to excursions on Corfu. Information about where the user wants to go is found in the subject's order and using the hierarchically organized database the information on excursions is found by searching this hierarchy.

Finally we have Goal directed control. I use the phrase goal directed control to describe the mechanism where the system uses knowledge about what goals the user has to fulfil. Grosz & Sidner (1986) identify a discourse segment purpose which provides information on what purpose a certain segment has in the discourse. Carberry (1989) presents a number of discourse goals and rules for utterances in information-seeking dialogues. She also identifies a number of plans for nonprimitive tasks. Litman (1985) provides not only plans but also
Dialogue 6. Travel:2

meta plans. These studies all report the importance to model and use the users expectations and communication goals when interpreting an utterance.

Dialogue 2 is an example where knowledge about the user's goal can help. Utterance U:108 signals a segment shift from one turntable model to another. The user wants to find a turntable in the database with breadth 520 mm. However, 520 mm could also be interpreted as a question whether the canceled turntable was 520 mm or if there is any item in the database that is 520 mm.

To handle this we assume that the discourse state consists of both focused object and potential foci (PF) objects. After utterance S:107, Turntables is in PF as turntables are currently discussed, so 520 mm could be interpreted as either the breadth of the canceled turntable or of any turntable. Now, the user's goal is to complete an order and after canceling one item it is probable that he will order another of the same type. So a search for another turntable occurs.

To summarize:

- Proximity is the major criteria in the database information retrieval dialogues

- Object hierarchy is important for database configuration dialogues

- Goal directed control is necessary for advisory system configuration dialogues.

\(^2\)In this particular dialogue, the user has discussed the breadth of the items before and therefore breadth is the aspect being discussed. I will avoid too many different details and therefore omit the mechanisms to handle this.
5 Discussion

This paper is somewhat pessimistic concerning the building of a general NLI, as the mechanisms for handling indexicals differ depending on both task structure and type of background system. However, developing the various mechanisms is one problem and knowing which mechanism to use another. This second problem, I believe, can be solved by the use of Natural Language Interface Management System (NLIMS). Kelly (1983) created a natural language interface using Wizard of Oz experiments for customizing the lexicon and grammar for a calendar system and Good, Whiteside, Wixon & Jones (1984) report similar ideas for developing a command language. My idea is to use a NLIMS for deciding the priority of the different discourse strategies. Such a system should have a component for morphological and syntactic analysis, a collection of different semantic components and a collection of mechanisms for discourse management. The language engineer first builds a prototypical interface using knowledge about the type of background system and also maybe some information concerning the future use of the system. Then he runs a series of simulations. These simulations are used for updating the grammar and lexicon automatically (Jönsson & Ahrenberg, 1989) and also for selecting the appropriate mechanisms for discourse management. The discourse handler can consist of more than one mechanism with different priorities, i.e. if the referent cannot be found using one mechanism another is tried. Of course the system must be updated after a number of runs which also could imply that new simulations need to be performed.
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Abstract

As part of the general strategy of computerizing the lexicographic work process at the Institute of Lexicography, we have adopted Donald E. Knuth's typesetting program \textsc{TeX} as our typesetting engine. The main characteristics of the program will be briefly described, followed by a discussion of its advantages for lexicographic work.

\textsc{TeX} has already been used for the typesetting of a 1300 page etymological dictionary of Icelandic. A number of other projects are under way.

Special notice will be paid to the problem of coding as it relates to the making of dictionaries. The advantages of a generic, or logical, coding over typographic coding will be emphasized. However, doubts will be raised about the possibility of providing a set of tags which are completely neutral with respect to typographic considerations.

1 Introduction

In this paper I want to discuss one particular aspect of computational lexicography, namely the typesetting of dictionaries. This is perhaps not an issue which is central to computational lexicography, yet it is a subject which deserves study, especially now when the arts of typesetting have been moving onto the desktop. I will show you the approach we have adopted at the Institute of Lexicography, and remark on how it fits into our overall strategy for computational lexicography.

Let me begin, in all modesty, by quoting myself. In 1986 I was invited to give a talk at the NordData Conference in Stockholm. At that time we were just embarking on widespread use of computers at the Institute, and I attempted to draw up a schematic diagram of a 'Lexicographers' workbench' (see figure 1), commenting that a number of features had not been implemented. "This holds especially for the 'manuscript writer'. Our work has not yet reached the stage where this is in great demand, but we envisage the possibility of using the database to turn out manuscripts for a typesetting program like \textsc{TeX}.'" (Pind 1986:87).

Well, this was written before we even had a version of \textsc{TeX} running at the Institute! As a matter of fact, though we expected that typesetting would be
something that we would deal with much later, a lot of work over the past couple of years has been devoted to the typesetting side of lexicography.

There are two major reasons for this. The first is that the editor wants to be able to print proofs which are as closely related to the final form of the dictionary as possible. Thus a 'manuscript writer' has in fact been implemented as a feature of the 'workbench' we are currently working on. The relationship of this 'manuscript writer' to the work on the verbal dictionary has already been touched on in the paper by Björn Dór Svararsson and Jörgen Pind in this volume.

The second reason is the fact that we have been engaged in producing Icelandic dictionaries from manuscripts, rather than from a database. Foremost among these is an Icelandic etymological dictionary by the late Ásgeir Blöndal Magnússon, former editor at the Institute, which will appear later this year.\footnote{As a matter of fact, it was published on the 2nd of November 1989 as planned.}

We have also embarked upon a series of reprints of older Icelandic lexicographic works. These works have been coded in the \TeX typesetting language.

\section{Named Categories and Visual Formatting}

In recent years a revolution has been taking place in the typesetting industry where numerous 'desktop publishing' programs have gradually been replacing the traditional tools of the printer. How far has this revolution affected the
dictionary publisher and maker? I want to argue that such systems are not suited for the making of dictionaries.

Traditionally, dictionaries have been produced from collections of slips which have been used to ease the task of keeping the dictionary entries in alphabetical order and to allow them to expand as needed, without unduly affecting entries which follow alphabetically. The slips have then often been used, with minimal markup, as the manuscript for the printer. In the past few years attempts have, however, been made to use database systems to ease the arduous task of handling the collections of slips, with some success (cf. the paper by Björn Dór Svararsson and Jörgen Pind in this volume). If we consider for a moment the nature of the database system, it is obvious that one of its major strengths is the fact that it allows the user to assign names or tags to the individual fields in the database. Thus we can easily imagine a database system for lexicographic work which knows about categories such as headword, pronunciation, grammatical code, semantic field, usage notes, and so on.

One of the typographical requirements for a dictionary is that some of these categories should be reflected in the typesetting itself. This shows for example in the use of different fonts in dictionaries, typically used to distinguish some of the categories. Note that only some of the categories will be thus reflected, since a typical dictionary contains many more categories than would be distinguished by typographic means. Some distinctions will thus be lost in the printed dictionary which are kept in the database systems.

Ideally, the lexicographer would like to use the database to automatically generate 'scripts' for typesetting, simply by instructing the database to print relevant typographic codes around some of the fields and not others. An even better approach would be to tag all the categories in the typesetting script and then instruct the typesetting system as to which ones should affect the typesetting process and which ones should not be reflected typographically. This latter approach is easy enough to accomplish if the typesetting system allows 'generic' or abstract coding of the input.

The desktop publishing systems mentioned at the beginning of this section do not allow such abstract coding (indeed very few of them are able to deal with traditional typesetting codes), since they are almost universally based on the idea of 'direct manipulation' or 'visual formatting'. The user manipulates a pointing device, such as a mouse, to mark parts of the text for, say, a font change. The notion of abstract coding plays no part at all in the formatting, and thus it is impossible in such a system to form a link between the categories of the database system and the typesetting. However, this is, of course, of the utmost importance for the lexicographer. A priori, I would have thought that this limitation of the desktop publishing systems would rule them out as being suitable for lexicographic work, and I was thus rather surprised when I came across the following description of the approach taken at the dictionary of Old English in Toronto.

The typographical complexity of the dictionary entries—with a number of special characters, several languages, and many subsec-
tions and cross-references which are distinguished by type—emphasizes the importance of interactive formatting. Because the working copy of the entry on the screen depicts the final appearance of a page, we hope to improve consistency...

...For example to put a keyword in bold in a citation, an editor can activate the area to be formatted by ranging over it with the mouse, and then use the mouse to select and apply the property bold from the Character Looks Menu (Healy 1985:248).

The system being described is a Xerox workstation, running publishing software similar to programs running on the Macintosh computer.

As mentioned earlier, this approach is severely handicapped by the fact that there is no easy way in a visual formatting system to form links to the categories of the database system being used. I would therefore like to argue that the requirements which need to be made of a typesetting system for lexicographic work are twofold.

- The typography should be of the highest order.
- The system must be able to work with generic or logical markup.

These requirements are met by a number of systems. We have chosen to work with \TeX. In the following pages I will describe the way we have used \TeX. While some of you are undoubtedly familiar with \TeX, I will presume that not everyone is, and ask those knowledgeable to bear with me while I give a short tutorial introduction to \TeX.

3 What is \TeX? A Tutorial Introduction

\TeX is a typesetting system 'intended for the creation of beautiful books' to quote \TeX's author, Professor Donald E. Knuth of Stanford University. Those who have read his \TeX\book will also know that the previous quote continues with 'and especially books that contain a lot of mathematics'.

\TeX is indeed the premier system for typesetting mathematics available in the world today, so it is perhaps somewhat surprising to find it used for the making of dictionaries, indeed dictionaries which contain no mathematics at all! I will attempt to describe why we have found \TeX to be eminently suitable for the typesetting of our dictionaries.

3.1 The Beginnings of \TeX

It is perhaps rather surprising that we should be able to use \TeX at all considering that it was created for one express purpose, viz. to allow Don Knuth to typeset his own magisterial treatise on the Art of Programming in what he felt would be an acceptable manner. These books started out being typeset in lead in the time-honoured manner of many generations of printers. When subsequently revisions of the original volumes were being prepared, the computer had made inroads into the field of typesetting and, to quote Knuth,
... when I received galley proofs they looked awful—because printing technology had changed drastically since the first edition had been published. The books where now done with phototypesetting instead of hot lead Monotype machines; and (alas!) they were being done with the help of computers instead of by hand (Knuth 1986f:96).

This was in 1977. This lead Knuth to temporarily abandon the project of writing the *Art of Computer Programming* while he would make up his own system for the typesetting, a task which he estimated would take about one year. In fact it took nine years of concentrated work to finish TeX and it's companion program METAFONT, which is a system for generations of letterforms.

The source code for the TeX system has graciously been put in the public domain by Knuth. The programs are written in WEB which is a special system for 'literate programming' (Knuth 1984b). A WEB program is processed by two programs. TANGLE makes a Pascal program from the WEB source which can then be compiled by a Pascal compiler, while WEAVE makes a TeX script from the same source, containing the source code with comments and detailed indices. Running this script through TeX produces a typeset version of the program. Knuth has thoroughly documented the TeX and METAFONT programs in his five volume work *Computers and Typesetting* (Knuth 1986a-e).

### 3.2 The Nature of TeX

TeX can be described as a document compiler or a typesetting language. Both terms require some clarification.

In the history of computer science, many computer languages have evolved. Some of these have been general purpose languages like Pascal or C, others have been specifically crafted for some particular task. TeX is an example of a special purpose language, and so is METAFONT. TeX as a language has primitive constructs which relate to the traditional art of printing.

The objects which TeX handles are 'boxes' and 'glue', to use Knuth's terminology (see figure 2). The smallest boxes which TeX manipulates are those surrounding the individual letters. Larger boxes can be built out of the undecomposable boxes surrounding the letters. Thus a line of type is also considered a box from TeX's point of view. Glue is the stuff which gets put between words and other boxes (though not between the boxes making up individual words). Leading, the distance between consecutive lines of type, is implemented in TeX through interline glue. This 'boxes and glue' model turns out to be surprisingly powerful and enables TeX to perform extraordinary feats of typesetting for example in the typesetting of mathematics.

Some of TeX's algorithms are quite well known. This is especially true for the paragraph setting algorithm (Plass and Knuth 1982), as well as the hyphenation algorithm devised by Frank Liang (Liang 1983).

The algorithm for setting paragraphs minimizes the 'demerits' associated with the setting of a particular paragraph. These demerits reflect, among other things, the 'badness' of individual lines of the paragraph which are calculated...
by noting the extent to which the inter-word glue has to stretch or shrink. \TeX sets the paragraph by minimizing these demerits. The interesting thing to note is that this means that the paragraph as a whole is typeset in one go and a word coming late in a paragraph can influence the setting of lines coming earlier in the paragraph.

Liang's algorithm for word hyphenation is pattern-based, but departs from older versions by using both variable length patterns and patterns which both allow and inhibit hyphenation points. I will not discuss this any further here, but simply note that his method gives excellent results in a number of languages besides English. In particular the Icelandic hyphenation table does a very creditable job of hyphenating.

\TeX has numerous primitives (around 300) for dealing with typesetting and also a very powerful macro programming language. It is this latter which gives \TeX its status as a programming language.

Here are a few examples of the primitive operations which \TeX operates with. Note that primitives and \TeX macros are expressed with 'control sequences'. These usually start with a special 'escape character' which is typically \, the backslash.

- \texttt{\kern}. This command is followed by a dimension specification (e.g. in printers' points) and moves the placement of two boxes relatively to each other. Note that boxes come in horizontal and vertical versions and \texttt{\kern} can be used to position boxes both vertically and horizontally, depending on the 'mode' \TeX is in. Usually kern is used to bring boxes closer together.
(e.g., letter pairs like 'V' and 'A' which, because of kerning, are printed as 'VA' rather than 'VA'.

- \texttt{looseness}. Changes to looseness mean that \TeX\ will attempt to set a particular paragraph in more or fewer lines than the optimal setting calls for. By setting \texttt{looseness=1} an attempt is made to open the paragraph and set it one line longer than would be the case if no \texttt{looseness} is specified.

- \texttt{fontdimen}. This command enables one to query the 'current font' for font parameters like the \textit{x-height}, normal spacing, etc.

- \texttt{penalty}. Controls the desirability of breaking at a particular point. Penalties can be both positive (making a break less likely) and negative (indicating desirable break points). Infinite penalties (having a value greater than 10000) either force (\texttt{penalty=-10000}) or prohibit (\texttt{penalty=10000}) a break at a particular point.

- \texttt{sfcode}. The 'space factor code' is used to control the stretching of spaces after individual characters. Using the \texttt{sfcode} makes it possible to, say, stretch spaces after periods more than after ordinary characters.

- \texttt{hyphenchar}. Very few things are hard-wired into \TeX. Even the hyphen\# ation character can be changed. By setting \texttt{hyphenchar\texttt{\tenrm='\#}}, \TeX\ will use the hash-mark as the hyphenation character for the 10 pt Roman font (witness the first line of this paragraph).

### \TeX\ as a Programming Language

\TeX\ has a very powerful macro language which can be used to write macros at almost any level of abstraction. The execution of these macros takes place through a process of macro expansion, where the macros are gradually reduced to primitives of the \TeX\ language. Since macros can call other macros, it is possible to structure the code in a systematic way by gradually moving from primitive constructs to more abstract ones.

\TeX\ observes a block structure, like most other programming languages. The block structure is achieved by using the symbols for 'open' and 'close group' which are usually the curly braces \{ and \}. Using grouping, it is a simple matter to structure code, such that the likelihood of naming conflicts are lessened.

The \TeX\ macro language, like most other macro languages, uses registers for the different 'data types' which are available. These registers come in five varieties:

- Count registers are used for keeping integer values (32 bit). \TeX\ has primitive operations for integer arithmetic only, but this is usually not a problem. The following piece of \TeX\ code declares a count register named \texttt{\figno} which is initialized to 0:

\begin{verbatim}
\newcount\figno
\figno=0
\end{verbatim}
The code for the figure macro would then take care of placing the figure and assigning a number to it which would be incremented for each figure. This last operation is achieved by:

\advance\figno by 1

Dimension registers are used for printers' dimensions, points, picas, millimeters, etc. The following piece of code declares a dimension register and then initializes it.

\newdimen\pagewidth
\pagewidth=170mm

Next come the glue registers or 'skip' registers. These contain glue specifications. The following example illustrates the definition of the \smallskip macro which makes use of the \smallskipamount glue register:

\newskip\smallskipamount
\smallskipamount=3pt plus 1pt minus 1pt
\def\smallskip{\vskip\smallskipamount}

The \smallskipamount register is set to 3pt plus 1pt minus 1pt. The macro \smallskip is defined as a vertical skip (\vskip) of \smallskipamount.

Finally, we come to the box registers which are used for holding the boxes gradually accumulated for each page. Boxes have three dimensions, as mentioned before. These can be queried or set, using the primitives \wd, \ht, and \dp for the width, height, and depth, respectively.

### 3.4 Defining Macros

We have already seen one example of how macros are defined. This is done with the \def primitive. Macros can take arguments, it is even possible to have macros which check for optional arguments, a highly useful feature. A typical macro with arguments is the following simple macro for setting headwords in bold face. (The percent sign % is usually a comment character in \TeX. Anything coming after the % on a line is ignored by \TeX.)

\def\hword#1{% macro for the headword
{\bf#1\mark{#1}}}

This sets the headword in boldface (\bf) and defines a 'mark'. This mark can, for instance, be used to establish the range of entries on a particular page of a dictionary. The parameters are denoted by # and they are numbered consecutively, starting with #1.

Like any good programming language, \TeX offers the user a conditional testing mechanism. One application of this is to print different types of proofs. For instance, it is possible to redefine the \hword macro in such a manner that \TeX will write the headwords to a special file when the dictionary is being proofed. It
is then a straightforward matter to check whether the list of headwords thus generated is in correct alphabetical order. This can be accomplished in the following manner:

\newwrite\hwordfile % first a file is defined
\newif\ifproofmode % A conditional is declared
\proofmodetrue % Are we printing proofs? Yes we are.
\ifproofmode \message{**** Printing proofs *****}
\immediate\openout\outfi le=\jobname\hword
\def\hword#1{\bf#1\mark{#1}}
\immediate\write\outfi le-f#!}}
\else \message{**** Final run *****}
\def\hword#1{\bf#1\markf#1}}\fi

The conditional construction

\if
...
\else
...
\fi

thus makes it easy to print different versions of the same manuscript according to need.

This has only been the briefest of introductions to \TeX as a programming language, but it should, I hope, reveal to the reader something of the flavour of the \TeX language.

3.5 \TeX in Iceland

The Institute has been responsible for introducing \TeX into Iceland. I have earlier described the steps undertaken to make \TeX work with Icelandic (Jörgen Pind 1988). In particular:

- It was necessary to make a set of patterns for \TeX to achieve correct (or nearly correct) hyphenation. The patterns were generated by Frank Liang’s program PATGEN, using as input a 210.000 word dictionary made by the Institute for IBM in Iceland to use in IBM spelling checkers.\(^2\)

\(^2\)I am very grateful to Mr. Gunnar M. Hansson, general manager of IBM Iceland, for allowing us to use this material for this purpose.
• The Computer Modern Fonts had to be adapted to Icelandic by adding a few characters (e.g., 'ð' (eth) and 'þ' (thorn)).

• Changes had to be made to the standard macro collections to allow for new fonts and some differences in character definitions.

With these changes, \TeX{} has been found to work admirably for Icelandic and has already been used to typeset a number of books. I guess Iceland must be unique in having brought out a number of \TeX{}ed books and yet no mathematics book has been typeset with the Icelandic version of \TeX{} as yet!

4 Typography and Dictionaries

4.1 Some General Observations

The typesetting of dictionaries usually presents few problems. Dictionaries are usually set in two or three columns which are rather narrow. This can often lead to difficulties with line-breaking, since the narrow columns leave relatively little latitude for the paragraph-breaking algorithm. For this reason, it is advantageous to choose a font with a narrow set width, and, secondly, it is necessary to allow the typesetting program more flexibility in stretching and compressing interword spaces than is normal in books which are set to the full width of the page. In \TeX{} this flexibility is controlled with the primitive \texttt{\tolerance}.

When the columns are set in register, as is usually the case, widow lines are bound to occur because the leading (interline glue in \TeX{}) is not allowed to vary. These can be got rid of by stretching or shrinking the paragraph (or paragraphs on the previous page or pages). In \TeX{} this is controlled by the \texttt{\looseness} primitive. If one is prepared to accept \emph{full} widow lines (as we occasionally did in the etymological dictionary), it is possible to achieve this in \TeX{} by setting the glue register \texttt{\parfillskip} equal to 0 pt, thus drawing the last line of a paragraph out to the full width of the column.

If the columns are not set in register (as is, for example, the case in the Oxford English Dictionary where the quotations are set in smaller type, thus forcing variable leading), it is much easier to control for widow lines since the space between paragraphs can easily be varied (this is done in \TeX{} with the \texttt{\parskip} primitive).

It is customary in dictionaries to print words at the top of the page, showing the range of the entries on that page. This process can very easily be automated in \TeX{}, using the \texttt{\mark}. By \texttt{\marking} all headword entries and defining suitable macros for the outputting of the headlines, this process becomes completely automatic. Note that though I mention here the necessity of \texttt{\marking} the headwords, it is in fact not necessary to mark them individually. By a suitable definition of the \texttt{\hword} macro this can be programmed (see the previous definitions of the \texttt{\hword} macros).
5 Work Finished and in Progress

The major performance test of \TeX for lexicographic work was the typesetting of the etymological dictionary by Ásgeir Blöndal Magnússon. This book runs to 1231 two-column pages with forty pages of introductory material. \TeX took care of the typesetting of all the pages except for two pages which contain illustrations demonstrating the use of the dictionary. These two pages were designed with a drawing program.

Originally, it was never intended that the etymological dictionary would be typeset with \TeX. When keyboarding of the manuscript began in 1985, we did not have \TeX, and the coding of the manuscript was such that it would be easy to transfer it to a printer for typesetting with traditional printers' typesetting codes. However, in January 1989, when we were ready to turn the manuscript over to the printer, it turned out that they did not have all the characters needed for the typesetting, and would also have difficulties with all the diverse floating accents which the book contains. At that point I decided to make some trial runs with \TeX, using PostScript fonts (Adobe Times Roman). It turned out that no problems where encountered which could not rather easily be solved. Even the fact that PostScript has a fairly limited character repertoire could be remedied by drawing the missing characters with Fontographer, a font generating program running on the Macintosh (Altsys Corporation 1989).

Figure 3 shows a sample page from the dictionary.

Our major project in the future will, of course, be the dictionary of verbs outlined in the paper by Jón Hilmar Jónsson in this volume. The editing will take place in a database system, and the output of that system, a \TeX script, will be generically coded.

Additionally, we have just embarked on a project to reprint some older Icelandic lexicographic works. Work is now in progress on four older dictionaries. These are all coded in the \TeX language, and the intention is to bring these out in new editions. These are dealt with as textual objects, though the generic coding would, of course, considerably ease the task of putting them online, if that should be decided at a later stage (cf. Alshawi et al. 1989).

6 Issues of Coding

In recent years, more and more attempts have been made to use database systems for the creation of dictionaries. When a database is used for a dictionary, it becomes possible to name the fields which are being entered. The database programmer has quite a lot of freedom in the choice of these names and therefore in the choice of categories which are dealt with in the dictionary. I shall assume here that the final aim of the project is to produce a printed dictionary, though, of course, if it is made up using a database system it becomes possible to 'publish' it in computerized form, say, on a CD-ROM disk.
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*-ö-pu-.
aOili
édess. Oédeis
AOill k.

addressa Adolf.

k.ft. krislinn truflokkur; nafngiftin
af trjám' og slyBsI |iar m.a. viS umsögn B.H., en
beldi

avbragd-
afhragd, aflåt, afråd, afrek
beldi

avhragdsstyrki

afhrudig(u)r.

áf-baka s. (16. óld) 'afлага, skekkja'; str. mno.
avbaklig 'ofugsnúinn, óhegur, erfurð, aðskéktæur,
avbæri 'þver, öfugur', s.e. máli. 'ðjólegur, ólögulegur', fær. avbeklaður 'lilla trofinn, aðflaga-
ur (um skó)'. Myndun orbsins er öfugur, þott það
sýnilega tengi no. bah. F.J. (1914) áælar að það
merki í öndverdu 'að bækfesta trjávði, höggva ávala
af trjám' og styðst þar m.a. við umsögn B.H., en
það samræmist lítt merkingu og formi mno. og só.
orpymundanna. Sjá bah og bekilí; ath. bekill.-baldi
k. (nfls.) 'IFSaffingum máður', sk. baldinn l. og
ofbeldi h. -bragð h. 'eð fráhætt'; str. mno. avbraðg
fær. avbraðg-1 avbraðgsetryki 'miklø aðf'. Leint
af so. *ab-bregðan eða bregða af. str. oftuhénn
'fráráuginn, ólikur og aðfráðugj(inj. -bráðugj(u)l,
af-bryði (taf-bryði) kv. Sjá áðráðugj(ur).-danka s.
(nfls.) 'співаі meteorum еда стооу'; -dankaíur l.
The traditional way of making a dictionary has been to proceed in a somewhat different manner, writing the dictionary entries on slips of paper.³

While the comparison between slips of paper, a file cabinet, and a database system is often made, this comparison is somewhat misleading since categories on the written sheets or slips are usually not named. In the case of dictionaries this is most clearly the case. An example will show this. Figure 4 shows a slip from the collection which was used in the making of the first standard dictionary of modern Icelandic, Sigfús Blöndal’s Icelandic-Danish dictionary (Blöndal 1923). It is quite obvious that no categories as such are marked on the slip. They can, however, be inferred from the slip by the use of markings which indicate different fonts. The slip implicitly marks categories by the use of underlining and other typographical marks.

³Actually, using dictionary slips was quite a breakthrough in the making of dictionaries. This can be seen if one has a look at the 18th century monumental Icelandic dictionary by Jón Ólafsson from Grunnavík (which was never finished). This was written out as a single manuscript, at first having reasonable space between the entries, but gradually deteriorating into complete chaos as entries were added to the manuscript.
This approach is quite natural, considering that dictionary editors, such as Sigfius Blöndal, were working with the sole aim of producing a printed dictionary. They thought of their work as that of producing a text, and their approach was quite plainly a ‘typographical’ one where the only things they needed to keep distinct in the manuscripts were changes which would show up on the printed page, like font changes.

This approach has no doubt been almost universally followed, at least until quite recently. Some published dictionaries have been made available to researchers. These are generally typographically coded and bringing them online has often proved to be a formidable task (Alshawi et al. 1989).

This discrepancy between the database representation of a dictionary and the printed, typographical, representation is quite unfortunate and various steps have been taken to close the gap. This is currently not too difficult a task and I want to discuss here briefly how one could achieve this aim with \TeX.

A programming language such as \TeX makes it possible to code the manuscript at any level of abstraction which one finds most convenient. The primitives which \TeX deals with are for the most part typographical ones, as already discussed. However, it is by no means necessary to use these primitives directly. Let me illustrate this by taking the entry from the Icelandic-Danish dictionary shown in figure 4 as an example. This can be typographically coded as follows in \TeX (the phonetic transcription has been left out):

```
\textbf{letur} (-urs,) pl. ds.) [...] n. 1. a. Skrift, Typer:
\textit{gotneskt, latneskt} 1.; \textbf{færa e-ô i letur}, optegne n-t,
\textit{føre i Pennen}; \textit{sett 1.}, en slags Halvfaktur,
nærmende sig til Schwabachertypen. --- \textbf{b.}
\textit{leturs land}, Papir (BóluHj. 255);
\textit{letra rolla} (egl. Typfaar) (BóluHj. 217)
= \textit{prentsmiddja}.
```

This example should be mostly self-explanatory. The instructions \textbf{bold} and \textit{italic} change respectively to the bold and italic fonts. This representation is fairly close to the one given on the slips themselves, as depicted in figure 4. Note incidentally the somewhat strange use of fonts in the first line where parentheses do not balance correctly with respects to fonts. This use is probably quite natural for the printer (who has, after all, been taught that a delimiter character, for example, should belong to the same font as the preceding text). To someone accustomed to the notions of ‘blocking’ and ‘environments’ from computer science this manner of font change does seem illogical.

If we care to analyze the example from a functional perspective, we can easily see that it contains a number of different categories. There is the headword, which is printed in bold type, and so is the grammatical ending signifying the genitive. Here we have an example, ever so common in dictionaries, of one font being used for disparate categories. Additionally, there are examples of use and phrases shown in italic type, of sectioning (using numbers and letters of the alphabet), and of source references (‘BóluHj.’ being the Icelandic 19th century poet Hjálmar Jónsson).
A different way of coding would be to code the categories directly without any reference whatsoever to their typographical implementation. This approach, which has quite a short history, has been variously named 'logical' or 'generic' coding, and can thus be distinguished from the visual coding shown above. Generic coding has recently received increased attention through the standardization of the SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) (ISO 1986, Barryon 1989, Bryan 1989). Similar concepts have been expressed in other languages and formatters, though SGML carries it to its logical conclusion: SGML is simply a manner of coding a manuscript, and has really nothing to do with typesetting, or database manipulation. It does, however, embody a manner of representing the structures which are to be found in a particular document.

In particular, as regards T\TeX, Leslie Lamport's macro package LATEX is very much geared towards logical coding (Lamport 1986; see also Lamport 1988). LATEX is a macro package used for general document processing. It uses the concept of separate 'style files' to capture the different formatting needs of reports, articles, books, etc. Furthermore, it defines categories such as 'titles', 'sections', 'chapters', 'footnotes', and so forth to express the different logical categories of documents.

The T\TeX macro language is such that one can easily implement macros to any degree of abstraction required. Using such an approach, it would be easy enough to code the above example from Sigfús Blöndal's dictionary in the following manner (I have formatted it here for easier readability):

```latex
\word{letur} (\decl{-urs}, \xx{pl. ds.}) \phon{[...]} \\
\pos{n.} \\
\ssense{1.} \\
\ssense{a.} \trans{Skrift, Typer}:\V \\
\examp{\ic{gotneskt, latneskt l.; fera e-ð letur},} \\
\examp{\ic{optegne n-t, fere i Pennen}}; \\
\examp{\ic{sett l.}}, \\
\da{en slags Halvfarkraktur, narmende sig til Schwabachertypen}). --- \\
\ssense{*b.} \\
\examp{\ic{leturs land}, \da{Papir} \source{B61uHj. 255}}; \\
\examp{\ic{letra rolla} \da{(eql. Typefaar)} \\
\source{B61uHj. 217}} \\
= \xrf{prentsmitja}. \\
\sense{2.}
```

This, I hasten to add, is just a demonstration of the manner by which it would be possible to proceed. In particular, in no way is this coding based upon a study of the entries in this dictionary, a study which it would be necessary to undertake if it were desired to code the dictionary in this manner.

The categories mentioned above should be easy enough to understand since they have been given names which are fairly self-explanatory (the categories /ic and /da stand respectively for 'Icelandic' and 'Danish') and it will thus not be
necessary to give detailed explanations for each of them. It is, of course, immediately apparent that the manuscript gets considerably more complicated when such a system of coding is employed. After all, a lot of categories are delimited which will not find any particular realization in the printed text. By working from such a manuscript it is much easier to set up a one-to-one relationship with a database representation which of course is considerably more difficult when dealing only with a visually coded manuscript.

The astute reader will probably object to the choice of terms for the entries labeled \textit{sense} and \textit{subsense} in the above extract, since these only refer to numbers and letters and cannot strictly be said to denote the sense. This is, of course, true. In this case it would have been better to label the whole passage belonging to the particular sense, leaving out the numbers and letters and letting \LaTeX assign these automatically. The point here is simply that it is possible to approach the task of coding in different ways, and it is difficult to specify once and for all a finite set of categories that will take care of all the entities one could conceivably want to code.\footnote{\textit{I} guess The DANLEX Group (1987) would want to argue differently, since they have attempted to provide a taxonomy of all the different categories which can occur in a dictionary.}

One example will illustrate this. The etymological dictionary, like all of its kind, contains \textit{n} different accents which have to be coded for. In \LaTeX, accents are expressed with special macros which make use of an \texttt{accent} primitive. Thus one would write \texttt{\=a} to get '\texttt{\=a}', where the \texttt{\=} signifies a floating bar accent, or \texttt{' \=a} to get '\texttt{\=a}' etc. But this command will not always give the correct result. Thus if one attempts to put an acute accent on top of a 'k' by writing \texttt{\'{k}} the result is \texttt{\'k}. The correct version should look like 'k'. This reflects a limitation of the \texttt{accent} primitive in \LaTeX which can be circumvented by writing special purpose macros for letters like 'k'.

To obtain this effect it is necessary to write a special purpose macro in \LaTeX. However, in that case, it is of course necessary to know about the fonts being used for typesetting. One of the major premises of generic markup is that such knowledge is not necessary, indeed it is not necessary to know how the text will eventually be used, say, whether it will be printed or put into a database.

\section{Visual Coding and Direct Manipulation}

The approach to coding which has been described here, is language-based and thus contrasts very much with the 'direct manipulation' approach which has in recent years been popularized especially on the Macintosh computer. As regards typography, the direct manipulation approach entails that the user points to or clicks on words or letters on the screen and then typically chooses the relevant font from a menu. This was the pattern of usage which was embodied in MacWrite, the archetypical Macintosh word-processing program. The effects of the font changes could be immediately seen on the screen, in a \texttt{WYSIWYG 'What you see is what you get'} representation. The user interface was immediately hailed as a breakthrough, which of course it was, and yet, as time has shown, it has its problems. This can be seen in the evolution of word-processing programs
for the Macintosh which tend to move them closer to a language-based representation. Thus the notion of ‘style sheets’, an idea borrowed from Brian Reid’s program Scribe, has now been carried over into almost every word-processing program for the Macintosh (Reid and Walker 1980). Using style sheets, it becomes possible to mark sections in a semi-generic or logical manner. Unfortunately the notion of style sheets only applies to paragraphs, and is thus useless for the making of dictionaries where one is mainly interested in categories at a much finer granularity (i.e. sub-paragraph categories).

As demonstrated in this paper, a language-based formatter like \TeX can easily be accommodated to a manuscript generated from a database and thus it can deal with categories at any level. I can state without hesitation that our experience using \TeX has shown that it is eminently suited for lexicographic work.
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Abstract

At the Institute of Lexicography of the University of Iceland work revolves around very large collections of data in computers. There are mainly two types of databases which are kept in computer storage.

The first one is a relatively simple database containing the whole vocabulary of the main collection of the Institute, along with the age, number of citation, word class, word type, and oldest citation for each word. For maintaining this database there is no need for a very complex or powerful database system, but it must be fast since it contains over 600,000 words.

The second database is much more complex. It contains the lexicographic analysis and is used to construct the dictionary itself. A system like this must be more "intelligent" and more flexible than the first one, but speed is not as important a feature.

This paper describes some of the properties of the database systems we have been working on under MS-DOS and UNIX at the Institute.

1 The Background

The Institute of Lexicography at the University of Iceland was established in 1947 with the major purpose of making a historical dictionary of the Icelandic language, covering the period 1540 to the present. Over the past four decades, major effort has been put into the excerption, building up a collection of some 2.6 million citations. The state of excerption is now such that it is 'complete' for the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, 'fairly complete' for the 19th century, and 'incomplete but substantial' for the 20th century. The collection encompasses a vocabulary in excess of 600,000 words.

When confronted with such a massive amount of material, the question arises as to what would be the natural way of proceeding with the editing. The first question one would presumably ask is: How has it been done? Well, the answer to that question is pretty well known. Traditionally, after the material has been collected, or at least a substantial part of it, the editor sits down with the first few hundred slips from the first box and tries not to think too much about the
2.6 million slips awaiting! As material gathers, it is brought out in installments over a period of decades, sometimes even extending to a century or two. This procedure, almost universally adhered to in the making of historical dictionaries, is shown on figure 1.

We want to emphasize here that the historical dictionary, because of its enormous scope and sheer size, poses some problems which can conveniently be labelled ‘order of magnitude effects.’ They are not primarily problems of theoretical difficulty (although such problems are also abundant, as discussed in the paper by Jón Hilmar Jónsson in this volume), but simply problems which are related to the enormous bulk of these books. The major aim of this paper will be to discuss some ways in which we have attempted to deal with this problem. We would also like to emphasize that we are dealing with a project which is in some respects unique, since the whole editorial process will be computerized. This is in contrast to projects for computerizing existing dictionaries, e.g. the Oxford English Dictionary (Raymond and Tompa 1988) or the Svenska Akademiens Ordbok (Rydstedt 1988).

In 1983 a pilot editing project along traditional lines was undertaken. A reasonably full dictionary text was made up, containing words from a small subsection of the alphabet. By comparing this sample with a standard dictionary
of the Icelandic language (Sigfús Blöndal 1920–1924), it emerged that it would take close to two centuries to finish the editing using traditional methods and present levels of staffing. At the time this seemed to us an unacceptable way of proceeding. There were two reasons for this. On the one hand we felt the time scale to be absolutely unacceptable, on the other there are well-known problems with the traditional approach which we felt we could do something to solve by following another approach to the editing task.

2 A Different Strategy

Based on the experience gained in 1983, a new strategy for the editing of the historical dictionary has gradually been taking shape in the work carried out at the Institute. This strategy stands in rather sharp contrast to earlier methods and approaches. It is characterized by heavy reliance on computational tools. Indeed, we think it would be fair to say that without the existence of such tools this strategy would not be feasible.

The contrast between our new methodology and the traditional one can be captured with two terms borrowed from computer science. The traditional methodology can be characterized as depth-first, whereas ours comes much closer to being a breadth-first strategy.

A depth-first strategy means that every detail in the editorial process must be resolved to completion as the need arises. There is no chance of delayed commitment, no matter how much the lexicographer so desires! Since the editorial process turns out pages evenly and constantly, any revisions, which may be called for at a later date, may lead to the necessity of redoing the analysis, taking the manuscript apart, as it were, and putting it back together again.

How much more efficient it would be if it were possible to carry out the analysis independently of making up the manuscript. This is a goal not readily achieved, however, since the lexicographic analysis needs to be linked to the sources, i.e. the citations, in some manner. Traditionally, that link has been achieved by interspersing the analysis with quotations from the collection of citations.

It is precisely this reliance on alphabetical ordering, coupled with the enormous wealth of material which has to be accounted for, which gives rise to the aforementioned 'order of magnitude' effects. The following points are worth mentioning:

- There is a time lag of decades between the editing of different parts of the dictionary with many generations of lexicographers involved.
- The editor has a very limited view of the task at hand since he is labouring in a small corner of the dictionary.
- The alphabetical ordering of the text forces the editor to deal with material which is in no way related.
These problems are acute because of the size of the project. With a single volume dictionary, which takes perhaps 10 years to complete, it is relatively easy to bypass these problems. Not so with the historical dictionary. The research carried out at the University of Waterloo on the computerized Oxford English Dictionary has brought this out (Raymond and Tompa 1988). It turns out, for instance, if the cross-references of the OED are examined, that references to previous letters of the alphabet are much more frequent than those to subsequent letters. Most cross-references are, however, to words starting with the same letter. While the latter is to be expected (many cross-references are probably to closely related words), the former result can only be explained by the individual editor's limited view of the whole project.

A breadth-first strategy, of the sort now being developed at the Institute of Lexicography, proceeds with the editorial work from the top down, by making a number of passes through the citation collection, deepening the analysis at each stage.

There are numerous advantages to such an approach:

- Since the editing is computer-based it can be made available on the computer at an early stage.

- It is possible to deal with coherent parts of the vocabulary at any one time.

- It opens the way for defining significant phases in the work which can be finished in the relatively short time span of 5–10 years.

The first stage in the editorial process, which began in late 1983, involved a complete pass through the main collection, making up a database of the total vocabulary.

This database is of twofold use. In the first place it is of tremendous value for work in linguistics, especially those areas dealing with word-formation and morphology. The database has already been used to investigate the nature of compounding in Icelandic (Kristín Bjarnadóttir 1990). Such research is not only of theoretical importance, but is also relevant in the making of practical language tools on the computer, such as the ubiquitous spelling-checker. Spelling-checkers are usually dictionary-based. Dictionary-based checkers, however, have some limitations in most Germanic languages where the process of compounding is quite active. Some dictionary-based checkers now offer compound word parsing (and one Icelandic checker is completely based on the idea of word parsing). Due to the limited knowledge about compounding, however, it has generally not been possible to state the constraints which compounding obeys, and thus the mechanisms tend to overgeneralize wildly.

Secondly, the database is of great value for further lexicographic work as it, at once, opens up multiple search paths into the collection and frees the editor from the 'tyranny' of the alphabet (since a collection of written dictionary slips permits only one search key!). Now, however, the editor can access the collection on the basis of grammatical category, age of citations, oldest source, etc.
3 The Vocabulary Database

3.1 The Nature of the Database

As already mentioned, the first computational project involved a database covering the whole vocabulary of the main collection of the Institute. This database has 8 fields which can be briefly described as follows:

The word itself. The choice of words was primarily based on the orthographical form.

Word class. This, of course, has traditionally been indicated on the dictionary slips.

Age of oldest citation. The age is established to the nearest third of a century or to a greater time period if it is not possible to uniquely position the citation in this time frame (of 33 years). See also note below on the source.

Age of most recent citation. This is coded in the same manner as the age of oldest citation.

Number of citations. This is noted exactly for 1 to 5 citations. All words having more than five citations are marked as such with no finer distinctions being made.

Word type. This is the only type of information which cannot be read directly from the citation slips. We felt, however, that it would be advantageous to attempt a rough classification of the vocabulary according to word-type so words are marked as being compounded, affixed, or noncompounded.

Source. Finally, the source for the oldest citation is noted. This is often followed by a note detailing the exact age of the citation, e.g. a specific year. In fact, this field is built up of two subfields: abbreviation for the source and reference of page, exact age, etc.

Word in reverse. Part of the word is kept reversed in this field. This is done for the indexing of word endings.

Actually, while the Vocabulary Database makes up a relatively simple dictionary, it took quite a while to prepare. This was mainly due to the enormous vocabulary in the main collection. While the total number of citations is approximately 2.6 million, the total number of different words contained in the vocabulary database now stands at 608,205. This shows that the number of 'singletons' (words attested by only one citation) is relatively high, as noted by Jón Hilmar Jónsson (this volume).

Work on the database started in October 1983, we reached the 100,000 mark in May the following year, and keyboarding finished on the 7th of March 1986! The keyboarding was done on a Victor 9000 microcomputer using a specially made BASIC program.
After the keyboarding was completed, proofs were read, mostly in 1987. Due to the simple nature of the database, it was possible to perform numerous integrity and consistency checks with specially written programs. This considerably eased the onerous task of proofreading. The database reached its present form at the end of 1988, or five years after work on it was originally started.

Though we did not keep an exact account of the work involved, we would guess that it probably amounted to about 10–12 man-years. This gives some indication of the magnitude of the task of compiling a true dictionary of the material contained in the collections of the Institute.

### 3.2 The Computer Database

As already mentioned, the Vocabulary Database contains over 600,000 records at the present time. Putting the database online under the MS-DOS operating system (which has been our platform for most of this period) was never considered a viable option, since we felt that this operating system would have considerable difficulty in coping with a database of this size. This was one of the reason for a decision made late in 1987 to change to the Unix operating system.¹

Our main computers are two IBM 6150 machines (perhaps better known as IBM RT/PC), running the AIX operating system. At present their total disk capacity is 840 Mb. We also have two IBM PS/2 machines running AIX PS/2 with 230 Mb of disk space. The RTs are connected by Ethernet and the PS/2s will also shortly be linked to the network. The Network File System (NFS) runs on top of the Ethernet connecting the machines.

The Vocabulary Database can conveniently be described by the relational database model. It consists of one main table, containing the records for all the words, along with a secondary table which contains information about the sources used to gather the citations for the main collection. These two tables are linked on the source fields as shown in figure 2.

There are a number of relational database managers available for AIX, among the better known are Oracle and Informix. Due mainly to considerations of cost, we decided to use the Informix database system. This is a fully relational system with the SQL query language. Unfortunately, it turned out that Informix has a nasty peculiarity² in that it does not allow fields with a variable number of characters (VARCHAR). Now this, obviously, makes life pretty difficult for the lexicographer!

For this reason the database grows to approximately 150 Mb when it has been indexed under Informix.³ While the database is quite voluminous, it is also quite fast. It will instantly find any word and search on indexed keys is also fast.

¹ There were, of course, other reasons as well. Unix is well-known for its outstanding collection of tools, its preeminence in dealing with text files, the easy access to e-mail, etc.
² When compared with the description of relational database systems given, for example, by Date (1986).
³ In textform it is about 30 Mb.
3.3 Searching the Database

We will not particularly elaborate on the existing possibilities for searching the database. It is evident, from the description given so far, that we now have the possibility of searching the collection in ways not possible earlier. The following are examples of queries which have been put to the database by members of staff at the Institute, as well as by other researchers.

1. Find all words which occur for the first time in the works of the 19th century poet Jónas Hallgrímsson.

2. Find all adverbs ending in 'is'.

3. What is the proportion of verbs in the total vocabulary?

4. List all nouns for which there are more than five citations in the collection, with examples attested both in the 16th or 17th centuries and in the 20th century.

5. List all noncompound nouns for which first examples are attested in the first third of the 19th century.
3.4 Enhancing the Vocabulary Database

We have given some thought to the possibility of enhancing the Vocabulary Database with other kinds of information. As described by Jón Hilmar Jónsson in his paper (this volume), the main thrust of the editorial process concerns the description of verbs. Evidently, quite a lot of material which is of relevance to the verbs is filed under other word classes in the collection. This holds, for example, for phrases and idioms which are often filed under the noun rather than the verb. Some attempts were made by those collecting the citations to file them under all the relevant categories, but it goes without saying that in a task of this magnitude, stretching over decades, it is inevitable that various inconsistencies of practice will arise. While this extension has not been implemented, figure 3 gives an example of how it could be carried out.

4 Editing, Excerption: Computational Approaches

While material was being gathered for the Vocabulary Database, work was also being carried on in various other areas relating to the dictionary project as a whole. Four things in particular stand out:

1. The editorial process was begun in 1983 and gathered momentum during 1984 and 1985.
2. The Institute started a collection of machine-readable texts. These texts can readily be used to augment the collections. It should also be noted that although most of the texts are modern texts from publishers and printers we have also endeavoured to acquire older texts. Some of these have been specially keyboarded at the Institute.

3. Excerpting for the main collection continues. All new citations are now entered directly to the computer.

4. We have adopted the TeX typesetting system for typesetting dictionaries. This is further discussed in the paper by Jørgen Pind (this volume).

Figure 4 shows in a schematic way all the major activities where computers have been brought to bear on the lexicographic work. This figure shows this activity as it is carried out at present under MS-DOS and Unix. We are presently
in the process of moving all these tasks to Unix. A number of points are worth discussing in some detail.

The editorial process was carried out using the Revelation database system for MS-DOS—which later became Advanced Revelation (Cosmos 1987). Revelation is a database system, based on the Pick Operating system which has enjoyed some success in the commercial environment (Rochkind 1985). The main reason for originally choosing Revelation was the absence of any (significant) constraints on the length of individual fields; using, as it does, completely variable length fields. The main characteristics of Revelation are summarized in the following:

The benefits of Advanced Revelation are:

- It is very flexible. It is easy to reorganize datafiles and reconstruct applications.
- It has a user-friendly interface.
- It has variable field lengths. Each field can range from 0 to 65 kilobytes, and predefinition of length is unnecessary.
- It is possible to define as many as 65k fields in each record, and the number of records in one file is only limited by disk space.
- It is possible to have many files open concurrently, and these can be related.
- It has its own procedural programming language (R/BASIC), similar to BASIC, but more structured.
- It has a powerful query language, similar to SQL.

The major disadvantages of Advanced Revelation are:

- It is too slow.
- It is only available on computers running MS-DOS which is a primitive operating system.\(^4\)
- Since the system has only been available on computers running MS-DOS, disk storage is limited.

In spite of these disadvantages we have found Revelation to be a singularly useful product for lexicographic work, and it is with some sadness that we take leave of it now that we have moved over to Unix! The combination of variable length record fields with a very powerful programming language has turned out to be ideal.

\(^4\)As of 1990 it is also available under OS/2.
4.1 The Nitty Gritty of the Editing System

We will now describe the editing system as it was implemented under Advanced Revelation.

As Jón Hilmar Jónsson has already described in his paper, the editing of verbs proceeds mainly with reference to the formal, syntactic and morphological behaviour. The editing is based on the citations and proceeds in a number of steps. In effect, it is possible to view the editing as being, to a large extent, a continuation of the excerption in that the citations are provided with grammatical markers. This is in complete contrast with the methodology traditionally employed (Kuhn 1982).

Traditionally, the editing proceeds with the editor spreading all the slips attesting the occurrences of a particular word out on a table, attempting to sort them manually into semantic categories. Kuhn has a nice illustration of an 'exceedingly useful' sorting board (shown in figure 5) which has been used to assist in the preliminary sorting done for the Middle English Dictionary.

It goes without saying that the strategy employed at our Institute is diametrically opposed to Kuhn's approach since the editing process starts out by augmenting the citations with various entries detailing such factors as conjugation, subject, object, meaning, etc.
The method used in the editing is also reflected in the structure of the database program which is used for the editing. Figure 6 shows in a schematic way how the editing takes place. All citations are keyboarded by a secretary into files which are then imported into the database system. One file keeps a log of the editing process, noting which verbs have been analysed, the state of analysis, and other such information of a general nature. Furthermore, it contains
fields with detailed information associated with most of the citations. This file functions as a log of the editing process.

The citations for each word are kept in separate files which also contain the analysis. Jón Hilmar Jónsson, in his paper, describes the fields which are entered into these files and the editorial process as such. A special ‘dictionary’ contains information about the structure of the files. Each time a word is imported into the database the dictionary is consulted regarding the structure of the file which is to be made for the imported word.

Two screen input forms are used for the editorial analysis, one for the formal analysis, the other for the semantic analysis. When the editor starts on a particular phase of the analysis, he or she can use the query mechanism to arrange the citations in any desired order and browse through the collection while entering the analysis, thus dealing with similar citations at each point. After each pass through the citations, it is possible to rearrange the citations using the fields which have been entered. The command given is the select command. The following command is, for instance, used to order the verb ‘koma’ (come) on the fields form, followed by voice, followed by conjugation:

```
select koma by form by mynd by beyging
```

This possibility of ordering the citations prior to the analysis and at each subsequent step, is one of the main attractions of a database system such as Advanced Revelation as it ensures consistency of treatment and also speeds up the analysis considerably. Another advantage of Revelation is the fact that the entry forms have been defined in such a way that they carry over default values from the preceding citation. When the citations are sorted such carry-over defaults also serve to ease the data entry task and ensure consistency.

For the person responsible for the maintenance of the system it is very important that changes to the system, especially the entry forms, can be easily achieved. A special forms editor (which, incidentally, goes by the name 'painter') makes it very easy to change the layout of forms. It is also easy to change the structure of the files.

When the analysis of each word is finished the system will output a TeX-coded manuscript. This is done by a special program written in R/BASIC, Revelation’s procedural language. This program uses a query command to select the citations which are marked as suitable for the printed dictionary.

To summarize briefly at this point:

- The editorial process augments the citations by attaching entries to the citations.
- These entries make up the sort key which is used to deliver automatically the major structural lines of each article.
- The database’s “report writer” has been changed so that instead of producing the normal columnar reports it turns out manuscripts for TeX which can then be directly typeset.
The discerning reader is now probably wondering how we guarantee the integrity of our database, when on the one hand we have a collection of citations, and on the other hand citations contained within the editorial database. If errors are found in the editorial database, where will they be corrected, in the citation database, in the editing database, or in both places?

Obviously, this is a weakness of our approach as implemented in the Advanced Revelation database system of which we are fully aware. This, in fact, brings us right up to the present date as regards the development of our lexicographers “workbench”. It is obvious that the computerized citation collection needs to be integrated with the editorial database.

5 Computational Lexicography under Unix

How should this database be implemented under Unix? It is quite clear that a database system like Informix is not at all up to this task since it cannot deal with fields having variable length records. Presumably the Oracle DBMS would be able to cope and this is already used for at least one large lexicographic database, CELEX in the Netherlands. However, Oracle is an expensive system, and, furthermore, other considerations have lead us to consider a different approach.

Our experience with TeX, which is a completely open system with all source code freely available, has brought home to us the importance of having programs which are available in source code form. If the program does not behave quite as desired one can always change the program code. This lesson has been reinforced with our experience of Unix, where an abundance of excellent software in source code form is also available. For this reason, we will be making a serious attempt to create a system where we can use available source code which is (preferably) available in the public domain (e.g. TeX and GNU) or commercially. The details of the actual implementation are currently being worked out, so here we will limit ourselves to an overall view of the toolset, as we have currently come to view it.

Perhaps the major concern for us is the following: Since the computerized citation collection is still being added to, we need some way of keeping access to the collection open, while at the same time using the citations, or at least a part of them, for the editorial work. Now, by referring to the description given earlier of the editing process as it was implemented in the Revelation database, it can be seen that quite a lot of the information which gets added to the citations in the editorial process is only dependent on the citation itself. As a matter of fact, this holds for 25 out of the 29 features analysed. It would, therefore, seem natural to detach these features from the editorial database and store them along with the citations. This would leave the citation collection intact and still allow us to progress with the editorial process. In this way, the formal analysis would be taken care of.

In this manner the citation collection, thus augmented, could be input directly to a sort routine similar to that illustrated earlier for Advanced Revelation.
From this point on, we need to rely on a specifically made editorial program or a collection of programs for further analysis. Such a collection of program needs to be able to handle the following:

- It must keep a journal of the editorial process.
- As the citation collection grows, there must be some mechanism for notifying the editor that further citations have been added to the collection. These need to be incorporated into the editorial database.
- The generation of TeX manuscripts should be automated.

Work on the implementation of such a procedure has just been started under
Unix so it is not possible for us to elaborate in detail as to how the programs
will be implemented, but figure 7 shows our present ideas.
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Lemmatising the Definitions of Svensk Ordbok by Morphological and Syntactic Analysis.
A Pilot Study

Lemmatizing Dictionary Definitions

Abstract
In this paper we present the results of a study of the definition vocabulary of Svensk Ordbok. It is part of our on-going work on the generation of a machine-tractable dictionary from this dictionary, in specific, of making its definitions exploitable to a parser. Aiming, in particular, at the automatic lemmatisation of the definition vocabulary, the study includes an automatic morphological analysis of a subset of it, and an examination of its results. Two major issues were addressed, i.e. the coverage of the dictionary in relation to the definition vocabulary, and the feasibility of homograph resolution by syntactic analysis.

1 Introduction
The primary lexical source of the Swedish parser developed in the project A Lexicon-Oriented Parser for Swedish, LPS, (Sågvall Hein 1987a), is Svensk Ordbok 'A Dictionary of Swedish' (1986). It comprises 58,536 head words, lemmas, representing 65,568 lexemes. The lemma is defined as a group of word forms belonging to the same word class and the same inflectional pattern (Allén 1970: Introduction). The distinct senses that can be expressed by a lemma are referred to as lexemes (Allén 1981: 382).

Svensk Ordbok is drawn from a lexical data base, developed in the Lexical Data Base, LDB, project (Allén 1976). Thus, the lexical material is not only machine-readable, but also systematically organized in a flexible file handling system (Sjögreen 1988). The database was, however, primarily compiled for human use, thus presupposing linguistic background knowledge to be fully exploited. In other words, it is not readily machine-tractable in the sense of the word used by e.g. Wilks (1988).
The basic semantic information in Svensk Ordbok is provided by the definitions of the word senses, expressed in a subset of Swedish. In order to make this information useful to the parser, we have to make the implied linguistic knowledge explicit, and to formalize it. A step towards this goal is to parse the definitions, morphologically and syntactically. Here we will discuss the problems involved in lemmatizing the (graphic) words of the definitions automatically. The procedure involves two basic steps, i.e. an automatic morphological analysis, followed by a homograph resolution process, optionally carried out by automatic syntactic analysis. In the carrying through of such a scheme, aspects of the implied linguistic background knowledge will be brought up and concretized. In specific, the following questions are addressed:

- To what extent are the words of the definitions explicitly defined?
- To what extent are the homographies of the definitions solvable within the contexts in which they occur?

The results that we present are based on an automatic morphological analysis of a subset of the definition vocabulary. First, however, we give a short description of the definitions and the underlying principles behind them.

2 The Definitions of Svensk Ordbok

In the semantic model developed in the LDB project and applied in Svensk Ordbok, every lexeme is supposed to have a well identifiable and relatively pregnant kernel meaning, around which a number of subordinate, derived meanings are grouped (Järborg 1988). The kernel senses of the lexemes are described by means of a definition, and, optionally, a definition complement, whereas for the derived meanings their relations to the kernel meaning are stated. The definition "is subject to the restriction that it should be capable of replacing the lexeme in question (the definiendum) in all syntactic or morphological contexts (sometimes with the help of some natural transformation). Given this restriction, the definition should describe the kernel sense in an analytic way, i.e. with each semantic factor being recognized during the analysis being assigned a separate word or phrase in the definition. The words of the definition should, as far as possible, be more semantically central in the lexicon than the definiendum, as a first step towards establishing an inherent defining vocabulary." (Järborg ibid.: 144).

The corpus of the definitions (disregarding definition complements) comprises 360,144 tokens and 43,184 inflectional types (distinct graphic words). This is the primary corpus of our study. In the pilot study reported on here, a subset of the primary corpus has been analysed comprising the 2,500 first (in alphabetical order) types, from abborre ‘perch’ to behovet ‘the need’.

1By definition vocabulary, as opposed to defining vocabulary we simply understand the inventory of words actually used in the formulation of the definitions.
3 The Morphological Analysis

As a result of our previous work in the LPS project, we dispose of a morphological analyser of Swedish, comprising a stem dictionary covering the head words of *Svensk Ordbok*, along with a corresponding inflectional grammar (Sågvall Hein 1988; 1989). The parsing engine of the LPS parser is the *Uppsala Chart Processor, UCP* (Sågvall Hein 1987b).

\[
\text{AGAT :}
\]
\[
(* = (\text{WORD.CAT} = \text{VERB}
\text{LEM} = \text{AGA.VB}
\text{DIC.STEM} = \text{AGA}
\text{INFL} = \text{PATTERN.ÄLSKA}
\text{TENSE} = \text{SUP}))
\]
\[
(* = (\text{WORD.CAT} = \text{VERB}
\text{LEM} = \text{AGA.VB}
\text{DIC.STEM} = \text{AGA}
\text{INFL} = \text{PATTERN.ÄLSKA}
\text{PP} = +
\text{GENDER} = \text{NEUTR}
\text{ADJ.INF} = \text{STRONG}
\text{NUMB} = \text{SING}))
\]
\[
(* = (\text{WORD.CAT} = \text{NOUN}
\text{LEM} = \text{AGAT.NN}
\text{DIC.STEM} = \text{AGAT}
\text{INFL} = \text{PATTERN.FILM}
\text{GENDER} = \text{UTR}
\text{FORM} = \text{INDEF}
\text{NUMB} = \text{SING}
\text{CASE} = \text{BASIC}))
\]

*Figure 1: An example of morphological analysis*

The morphological descriptions generated by the LPS parser are represented as *Directed Acyclic Graphs, DAGs* (see e.g. Shieber 1986). Information on word class, lemma, inflectional type, and dictionary stem\(^2\) is a compulsory part of each morphological description. For the rest, the information provided differs with the different word classes. For an illustration, we present an example of a morphological description generated by the morphological analyser (Fig. 1). The word *agat* (Fig. 1) has been recognized as a supine or past participle form of the verb *aga* 'flog', *internal homography*, or as the noun *agat* 'agate', *external homography*. However, with the automatic lemmatisation as the primary goal of the current study, internal homographies will, for the time being, be disregarded. In other words, *homography* in the following presentation should be understood as *external homography*. Likewise, when we present data on number of analyses below (Table 1), we disregard cases of internal homography.

As shown in Table 1, a single analysis was given in 73 percent of the cases, no analysis in 23 percent of the cases, and, finally, more than one analysis for a

\(^2\)The information on dictionary stem is saved to be used as a tool in extracting a subdictionary for the syntactic analysis to follow; the information on inflectional type is included to provide a basis for subsequent statistical calculations.
Table 1: Number of analyses resulting from the inflectional morphological analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of analyses</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1817</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Types of analysis failure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no stem: compound</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no stem: derivative</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no stem: proper noun</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grammar coverage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthographic convention</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Focusing for a moment on the missing stems, we have to state, that some 23% of the words in the definitions are not themselves head words in the dictionary, and, consequently, not explicitly defined. They are, basically, of two kinds, i.e. **proper nouns** and **derived words** (compounds and derivatives). The very fact that there are derived words missing in the dictionary should not surprise us (even if the high number of them did). A “complete” dictionary is theoretically impossible, due to, among other things, the rich potential for word formation, in specific, accidental compounding.

"Av samma skäl [utrymme] ges inte den triviala betydelsen hos en rad sam­mansättningar, avledningar och partikelverb. Denna betydelse täcks indirekt av ordboken genom beståndsdelarnas definitioner." 'For the same reason [space] the trivial meaning of a number of compounds, derivatives, and particle verbs is not given. This meaning is indirectly covered by the definitions of the constituent parts.' (Svensk Ordbok 1986: Preface). What can be objected to, however, is the minority (5 percent) of the (graphic) words. Below we will examine the different cases, starting with analysis failure.

3.1 Lexical Gaps

The analysis failures are due to missing stems in the dictionary, excluding two cases of insufficient grammar coverage, and one case of an unforeseen use of parentheses (Table 2).
use of such words in the definitions. “Vidare har en strävan varit att hålla an­
talet ord som används i definitionerna relativt litet och att välja så enkla ord
som omständigheterna medger.” ‘Further the aim has been to keep the number
of words used in the definitions relatively small and to choose as simple words as
the circumstances permit.’ (ibid.). Here we won’t discuss this issue further, but
rather examine the derived words used in the definitions to see if they keep up
with the transparency claim, i.e. if their meaning is derivable from the definitions
of their constituent parts by means of a set of general word formation rules. The
rules on which those derivations are based, are part of the background knowl­
edge implied by the lexicographers, and as such of primary interest to us. Thus,
if they fullfil the transparency claim, they should be formalized and included in
the word formation component of the LPS machine dictionary as its first piece.

A subset of the implicitly defined words of the definitions are included in the
dictionary as morphological examples. The very existence of the derived words is
confirmed by the examples, but still, nothing is said about their use and meaning;
they are found to be transparent. In all, there are 3,934 morphological examples.
Once the word formation rules behind the derived words of the definitions have
been formulated, the total of the morphological examples might be used as a
test corpus for the resulting word formation component.

The missing proper nouns make up a much smaller number (36) than the
derived words (532). Thirty-three of them name geographical units, and the
remaining name persons. As long as the words that they define are included in
the dictionary, we see no other solution than to enter them as head words and
thus define them. A frequent type is made up of country names (e.g. Algeriet
‘Algeria’) used in the definitions of people from those countries (e.g. algerier
‘Algerian’; person från Algeriet ‘person from Algeria’).

Two words were not analysed due to limitations in the inflectional grammar.
They represent a type that can be illustrated by the graphic word ansikts­ ‘face’
in coordinated compounds such as ansikts- och hårvård ‘face and hair care’. The
phenomenon is regular and has to be taken care of partly by the morphologi­
cal, partly by the syntactic grammar. In the first instance, the LPS inflectional
grammar will be accordingly extended.

Short for befördrats ‘(has been) sent’ or befördras ‘is (being) sent’ we find
befördra(t)s among the definition words. This abbreviated form of expressing
alternatives was not foreseen by the LPS inflectional grammar. Nor will it be,
but the short forms of this kind will be spelled out.

3.1.1 Compounds and Derivatives

To keep up with the transparency claim, the word formation competence on
which the understanding of (some parts of) the definitions is based, should be
more stereotypical than what is generally the case. Further, we must require
that the constituent words are themselves defined, and, that they are not homo­
graphic or polysemous. We begin our examination with the most dominant word
formation type, i.e. the compounds. In Table 3 we present the distribution of the compounds by syntactic types.\(^3\)

Among the 11 compound types that were found, the quite dominating one is the \(N-N\) type making up some 83 percent of the total number of compounds. The dominance of this type is in accordance with our intuition and with other studies of modern Swedish (see e.g. Blåberg 1988). Our figure is, however, considerably higher than that presented by Blåberg (68%). His figures are based on an investigation of a corpus of 3,971 compounds, identified in newspaper text from 1985. Our higher proportion of \(N-N\) compounds seems to support the transparency claim, indicating a restricted use of the variation offered by the word formation potential. Additional support is given by the parameter number of different types, whose value is much lower in our material than in that of Blåberg, i.e. nine\(^4\) versus 22. Our types constitute a subset of the set identified by Blåberg, including, in addition: V-N, V-A, A-V, Ab-V, Numeral-V, Numeral-N, Numeral-A, Numeral-Numeral, N-Proprium, A-Proprium, Proprium-N, Proprium-V, Proprium-Proprium. It remains to be seen though, how stable our figures remain throughout the material. We don’t, however, expect to find such a rich variation of types involving proper nouns as does Blåberg, proper nouns in general, being outside the scope of \textit{Svensk Ordbok}.

Among the 376 \(N-N\) compounds, there are in all 154 different first constituents (simplex or derived). The majority of them (146) are explicitly defined, seven of them implicitly, and one of them (\(A4\) in the compound \textit{A4-format} not at all). Among those that are only implicitly defined, there is a dominating type, i.e. process nouns derived from verbs by means of the -\(n\)ing suffix, such as \textit{aufyrnings-} ‘firing’ (cf. \textit{aufyrningsmekanism} ‘firing mechanism’) of the verb

\[\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
  \hline
  \text{Type} & \text{Example} & \text{Absolute frequency} & \text{Relative frequency} \\
  \hline
  \text{N-N} & \text{aktieägare ‘stockholder’} & 376 & 83 \\
  \text{N-AP} & \text{abborrliknande ‘resembling a perch’} & 22 & 5 \\
  \text{N-PP} & \text{arvserättigad ‘entitled to an inheritance’} & 11 & 2 \\
  \text{N-A} & \text{alkoholfri ‘non-alkoholic’} & 18 & 4 \\
  \text{Ab-N} & \text{bakåtspark ‘kick backwards’} & 8 & 2 \\
  \text{A-N} & \text{alimänglighet ‘universal applicability’} & 4 & <1 \\
  \text{Ab-Ab} & \text{akterifrån ‘from the stern’} & 4 & <1 \\
  \text{Ab-AP} & \text{bakomliggande ‘lying behind’} & 3 & <1 \\
  \text{Ab-PP} & \text{bakåtriktad ‘pointing backwards’} & 3 & <1 \\
  \text{Ab-A} & \text{antidemokratisk ‘antidemocratic’} & 2 & <1 \\
  \text{A-A} & \text{alimänkulturella ‘general cultural’} & 1 & <1 \\
  \hline
  \text{Total} & & 452 & 100\% \\
  \hline
\end{array}\]

\textit{Table 3: Types of compounds.}
avfyra 'fire'. It accounts for five of the seven cases. One of the remaining cases is in itself an N-N compound, i.e. bastuba 'bass tuba' (cf. bastubeinstrument 'bass tuba instrument'). The other one is an A-N compound, i.e. andraklass 'second class' as in andraklassutrymme 'second class area'. When one of the nouns of an N-N compound is in itself only implicitly defined, the derivation of the definition word has to proceed in two steps. We think that such a situation should be avoided, and the two constituents of a compound used in a definition both be explicitly defined.

Another problem with the derivation of meaning from the N-N compounds of the definitions concerns homography and polysemy. Among the first constituents of the N-N compounds we found four cases of homography, i.e. akter, arm, babords, and back. Akter, babord, and back are all nouns or adverbs, and arm is a noun or an adjective. For instance, akter is a noun 'stern' or an adverb 'aft', and back, a noun 'back, reverse' or an adverb 'back'. The word akter occurs in akterdäck, aktermast, and aktervägg, and in deciding whether the noun or the adverb interpretation of akter was the intended one, we were guided by the morphological example akterdäck presented under the (noun) head word akter. By analogy, we chose the noun interpretation in the other two cases, too. As regards back it occurs in backverkan 'reverse effect' and in backåkning 'downhill going'. No morphological examples are given, but intuitively back in backverkan should be understood as an adverb instead of as a noun. This intuition is confirmed by its context vända med utnyttjande av backverkan 'turn using reverse effect'. The context of backåkning, i.e. (typ av) kälke för backåkning 'kind of sledge for downhill going' confirms the intuition that back here is an occurrence of backe 'hill' rather than of back.

In addition to the 376 N-N compounds there are 76 compounds of different syntactic structure (Table 3). They will all be examined with regard to explicit definition and homography of constituent parts. The total number of derivatives (not explicitly defined) that were identified is 80, which means that their share of the total number of implicitly defined words is only roughly 15 percent as compared to 85 percent for the compounds. In Table 4 we present the distribution of the derivatives by different types. The total number of derivatives given in Table 4 (90), is higher than that presented in Table 3 (80), for the following reason. The figures in Table 3, are based on a 'top-level' classification of the words. In other words, a word such as bakningsredskap 'baking tool' is classified as a compound only, disregarding the fact that its first constituent is a derivative not explicitly defined. However, the figures presented in Table 4, include also such indirect derivation, and, in some
cases, a word contributes to more than one of the derivation types. For instance a word such as avfjällning which has to be derived in two steps, i.e. fjälla 'peel' (explicitly defined), fjälla av 'peel off', and the process avfjällning is counted as an instance of both the V Particle and the N {-(n)ing} type. Cases of two-step derivation, though, are rare.

The dominating type (49%) is that of the verbal nouns, formed by means of the -(n)ing suffix. Its 44 members (inflectional forms) are derived from 42 different verbs. 32 of these verbs are explicitly defined, whereas 10 only implicitly so. Further, six of the 32 explicitly defined verbs are polysemous, and, consequently, the nouns derived from them not uniquely defined. The ten implicitly defined verbs, are either particle verbs formed by means of the particle av, or prefixed verbs formed by means of the prefix av. Intuitively, we identify them as derived from the particle verbs e.g. klippa av. However, formally they might as well be derived from the corresponding prefixed verbs e.g. avklippa. The same kind of ambiguity is a problem in the identification of the verbs of prefixed past participles, e.g. avhuggen. It might be derived from avhugga as well as from hugga av. As regards the semantic distinction between the prefixed verb and the particle verb, the meaning of the prefixed verb seems to be more abstract than that of the particle verb (see further Hellberg 1976; Ejerhed 1979). If we allow the use of implicitly defined particle verbs or prefixed verbs as a basis of verbal nouns of the (n)ing type, a systematic ambiguity will be created. It should be avoided, as should also the use of prefixed past participles in the definitions, inherently ambiguous as they are.

Concerning the remaining derivative types, their representatives will be examined for homographies and implicitly defined types in the same manner as the verbal nouns. In discussing the derivatives and their aptness for being handled by the word formation component rather than being registered as lexical units, the productivity of the affixes is an additional parameter to be considered. An example of a suffix sequence with low productivity is -or-isk with an absolute (lexical) frequency of one (artikulatorisk 'articulatory') in our material and of two in the NFO material (Allén et al. 1980).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N {-(n)ing}</td>
<td>annonsering 'advertising'</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N {het}</td>
<td>aktssamhet 'carefulness'</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N {nde}</td>
<td>anskaffandet 'acquirement'</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A {bar}</td>
<td>avgörbar 'delimitable'</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A {orisk}</td>
<td>artikulatorisk 'articulatory'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pref-V</td>
<td>avstämpla 'stamp'</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Particle</td>
<td>hugga av 'cut off'</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>90</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Types of derivatives incl. particle verbs.
Finally, derived words, which can be segmented in more than one way should be avoided. An example of such an instance in our material is *aUiansfri-het* 'non-alignment' or *allians-frihet*.

### 3.2 Homography

In the automatic lemmatization process, the morphological analysis has to be followed by a homograph resolution procedure. The need for such a procedure in our material is evident from the figures on alternative analyses presented in Table 1. Roughly five percent of the definition words are homographic. Here we will give a presentation of the different kinds of homographies that we found, and discuss the possibility of solving them by means of syntactic analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/V</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/V</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/N</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1/N2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1/V2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Ab</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab/Pp</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/Ab</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/Pn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/Pp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/Im</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5: Types of homographies.**

In Table 5 we present a word class based overview of the different kinds of homographies resulting from the morphological analysis. First we state, that in roughly 85 percent of the cases, the homograph components belong to different word classes, whereas 15 percent concern homography *within* one word class (the nouns or the verbs). The preconditions for solving the homographies by syntactic means, should, of course, be better within the first category than within the second one, where we may come close to purely lexical disambiguation. However, for an evaluation of this general assumption, we need to know more about the actual forms that coincide, and present such data for the major types in Tables 6 to 10.

The overwhelming number of cases of A/V homography (90%) are due to coincidence between the adjective and a participial form of the verb. The differentiation between them is notoriously difficult, to a great extent due to their partly overlapping distribution. However, one of the principles that was adhered
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Number of members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. A/V(pp)</td>
<td>ansedd ‘respected/considered’</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. A(weak)/V(pp/sup)</td>
<td>ansedda ‘respected/considered’</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. A(neutr)/V(pp/sup)</td>
<td>avancerat ‘advanced’</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. A(weak)/V(pp/pret))</td>
<td>allierade ‘allied’</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. A/V(ap)</td>
<td>anslående ‘impressive/impressing’</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. A(weak)/V(inf)</td>
<td>anrika ‘high-born/concentrate’</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>29</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Types of A/V homographies.

...to in the formulation of the definitions, i.e. the replacement restriction (see 2), makes the task more realistic than would be the case with unrestricted text.

The nine members of the first type of Table 6 are in the basic form, and thus may occupy both an attributive and a predicative position. In all, they occur 73 times, and in 67 of these cases the adjectival interpretation should be preferred. Our choice was based on the following heuristics:

1. If the current word is in the attributive position, and not negated by an adverb, choose the adjective.
2. If the current word is the head of the definition of an adjective, and not negated by an adverb, choose the adjective.
3. If the current word is nominalized, choose the adjective.
4. If the current word occurs in the context *egenskapen att vara ...* the property of being ‘...’, choose the adjective.
5. Else, choose the participle.

Examples:

1. [nn absess]: *begränsad* ansamling var ‘limited amount of pus’
2. [av krystad]: *påfallande onatträngd och onatural* ‘strikingly forced and unnatural’
3. [nn arv]: *övergång av egendom av (visst) värde från avliden till efterlevande* ‘transition of property of (certain) value from deceased to surviving’
4. [nn begåvning]: *egenskapen att vara begåvad* ‘the property of being talented’
5. [vb gälla 1/3]: *vara ansedd (som)* ‘be considered (as)’,
   [nn bricka]: *bärbar skiva begränsad av låg kant* ‘portable plate surrounded by a low edge’,
[av oavgjord/1]: inte avgjord till någons fördel ‘not decided to anyone’s advantage’;

[nn ödesbygdsväg]: väg genom ej bebodda trakter ‘road through not inhabited regions’.

The heuristic rule 2 is based on the replacement restriction; only if the definition belongs to the same syntactic category as the definiendum is it capable of substituting it. Further we require same syntactic category to mean same word class, (or same word class with respect to the head word of the definition). If, however, the homograph is preceded by a negating adverb, being a strong verb signal, the participle interpretation is chosen.

Concerning Type 2 (in Table 6) we have the same situation as with Type 1 with an additional supine form alternative. The supine form has a quite different distribution as compared to the adjective and the participle, and thus is easily distinguished in the syntactic analysis. (No supine forms, however, were found among the 31 occurrences of this type). In distinguishing between the adjectival and the participial forms, the heuristics listed above should be applied. It should also work out for Type 3, 4, and 5. The finite (past tense) form of Type 4 should be easily identified in the syntactic analysis. Finally, Type 6 should cause no problem.

A/N  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Number of members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. A/N</td>
<td>alternativ ‘alternative’</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. A(neutr)/N</td>
<td>basalt ‘basal/basalt’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. A(weak)/N</td>
<td>amerikanska ‘American (woman)’</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 7: Types of A/N homographies.*

The dominating type of the adjective/noun homography is that between their basic forms (Type 1 in Table 7). Among the 70 occurrences of this type, 46 are adjectives, and, only 24 nouns. In the attributive position, there are hardly any problems in recognizing the adjectives on a purely syntactic basis. Making the homograph resolution though in the position after the finite verb requires additional knowledge. This is the case, for instance, for a word such as bankrutt ‘bankruptcy’ in the definition göra bankrutt ‘become bankrupt’ [vb bankruttera]. Further, Type 2 (Table 7) is an example of a causal coincidence between a neuter adjectival form and a noun. More systematic, however, is the homography between the weakly inflected adjective and the noun in Type 3. The rules for nominalizing the adjectives must be very restricted in the analysis grammar, if we are to solve these homographies syntactically, the reason being that the weakly inflected adjectives due to their inherent definitenesse constitute a productive basis for nominalization.
Table 8: Types of N/V homographies.

In Table 8 we present the noun/verb homographies. All the different types seem to be solvable in their local contexts in combination with the syntactic prediction made by the word class marker of the definiendum, the substitution criterion.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Type} & \text{Example} & \text{Number of members} \\
\hline
1. N/V & aga 'flog(ging)' & 6 \\
2. N/V(imp) & begär 'desire/require' & 3 \\
3. N/V(ap) & anseende 'reputation/considering' & 4 \\
4. N/V(sup/Pp) & agat 'agate/flogged' & 2 \\
5. N/V(pret) & bad 'bath/asked' & 3 \\
6. N(+gen)/V(sup pass) & ansats 'approach(+gen)/(been) cultivated' & 1 \\
7. N(gen)/V(pres pass) & begär 'desire(gen)/(is) required' & 1 \\
8. N(gen)/V(pret pass) & bars 'bar(gen)/(was) carried' & 1 \\
9. N(gen)/V(dep) & andas 'spirit(gen)/breathe' & 1 \\
10. N(pl)/V(pres) & bakar 'backs/bake(s)' & 7 \\
\hline
\text{Total} & & 29 \\
\end{array}
\]

Table 9: Types of N1/N2 homographies.

In Table 9 and Table 10 we present the inherently most difficult homography cases, i.e. those in which the homograph components belong to the same word class, the noun class in Table 9 and the verb class in Table 10. Among the nouns there are four types (2, 3, 4, and 9) with no formal criteria to distinguish between them. Consequently, in these cases the homograph resolution amounts to purely lexical disambiguation, and the homography will be indifferent to the syntactic analysis. In Type 1 the homograph components differ with regard to gender only.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Type} & \text{Example} & \text{Number of members} \\
\hline
1. N1(utr)/N2(neutr) & as 'as/carcass' & 5 \\
2. N1(pl)/N2(pl) & backar 'backs/hills' & 2 \\
3. N1/N2 & bar 'bar1/bar2' & 1 \\
4. N1(def sg)/N2(def sg) & anden 'the wild duck/the spirit' & 1 \\
5. N1/N2(pl) & basar 'bazaar/bass voices' & 2 \\
6. N1/N2(def) & banan 'banana/the path' & 1 \\
7. N1/N2(gen) & askes 'asceticism/ash wood(gen)' & 1 \\
8. N1(indef gen)/N2(def gen) & bananas 'banana(gen)/the path(gen)' & 1 \\
9. N1(gen)/N2(gen) & bars 'bar1(gen)/bar2(gen)' & 1 \\
\hline
\text{Total} & & 15 \\
\end{array}
\]
Its five members have, in all, 35 occurrences, but only in 9 of these cases is gender decisive for the choice. In Type 5, number is the distinguishing feature. It has two members with 10 occurrences. Three of these cases can be readily solved by syntactic means. Three of them can be solved, if number agreement is considered to be a precondition for coordinating nouns. For instance, hög överbyggnad i för eller akter på medeltida fartyg [nn kastell/2] 'high superstructure at the prow or at the stern of medieval vessels'. Two cases, finally, can be solved if phraseology is taken into account, e.g. akter ut 'astern'. In Type 6 and Type 8 definiteness is the distinguishing feature. It readily solves one of the three cases, i.e. väg (till ngt) som ej följer den naturliga banan 'road (to something) which doesn’t follow the natural path' [nn bakväg]. As regards definiteness in the head word of prepositional phrases (the remaining two cases), the individual prepositions make their own demands, and the situation is more complicated. Finally, in Type 7, the homograph components differ with regard to case. It solves the homography, if the grammar doesn’t admit elliptic NP heads.

### V1/V2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Number of members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. V1/V2</td>
<td>avsluta ‘finish/conclude’</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. V1(+pres)/V2(+pres)</td>
<td>avslutas ‘finish(pass)/conclude(pass)’</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. V1(pp/pret)/V2(pret)</td>
<td>avlade ‘begetted/layed aside’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 10: Types of V1/V2 homographies.*

In Table 10 we present three types of verb homographies. The first two have no distinguishing formal feature, and thus cannot be solved by syntactic means. In the third type, however, there is a context in which they differ, i.e. in past participle constructions. In our material, this distinction doesn’t emerge, and the homography cannot be solved syntactically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Number of members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1/N2/V</td>
<td>backar ‘backs/hills/back(s)’</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/N/V(ap)</td>
<td>avgörande ‘decisive/decision/deciding’</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Ab/Pp</td>
<td>bakom ‘stupid/at the back/behind’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Ab/C</td>
<td>bara ‘bare/only/(as) long as’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1/N2/Ab</td>
<td>akter ‘stern/acts/aft’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/Ab/Pn</td>
<td>allt ‘(the) universe/gradually/everything’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/N/Ab</td>
<td>akut ‘acute/casualty department/urgently’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/N/Ab/Pn</td>
<td>andra ‘state/second/other’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1/N2/N3</td>
<td>bas ‘bass voice/base/thrashing’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 11: Three homograph components*
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Number of members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1/N2/Ab/Pp</td>
<td>bak 'behind/baking/at the back/behind'</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1/N2/A/V</td>
<td>bar 'bar/bar/bare/carried'</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 12: Four homograph components.*

In those cases where three or four analyses were generated (cf. Table 1) combinations of the homography types presented above (cf. Table 5) were involved. The actual combinations are presented in Table 11, and Table 12.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the results that we achieved in a pilot study of the definition vocabulary of *Svensk ordbok*. It is part of our on-going work on the generation of a machine-tractable dictionary from the lexical database from which the dictionary was drawn, in specific, of making its definitions exploitable to the LPS parser. Parsing them is a step towards this goal. The present study, aiming in particular at the automatic lemmatisation of the definition vocabulary, has included an automatic morphological (inflectional) analysis of a subset (2,500 graphic words) of it, and a, largely manual, analysis of the results. Two major issues were treated, i.e. the coverage of the dictionary in relation to the definition vocabulary, and the feasibility of homograph resolution by syntactic analysis in the local (definition) contexts.

The morphological analysis was carried out by means of the LPS morphological analyser, disposing of a stem dictionary covering the head words of the dictionary. As a result of this analysis, we found that, roughly, 23 percent of the definition words were not explicitly defined. The lexical gaps were mainly due to the use of proper nouns (6%), and derived words (93%). As regards the missing proper nouns, they will be registered in our machine dictionary. The dominating type of the derived words are the compounds (79%), while the derivatives (incl. particle verbs and prefixed verbs) account for 14 percent of the gaps. The transparency claim with regard to the implicitly defined words cannot be maintained without certain modifications of the definition vocabulary. Two measures will be taken in the generation of the machine dictionary. First, derived words including homographic or polysemous constituents will be exchanged by explicitly defined words, or by derived words of unambiguous elements. Secondly, the use of deverbal nouns based on implicitly defined particle verbs or prefixed verbs, implying a systematic ambiguity, will be avoided, as will the use of prefixed past participles, inherently ambiguous as they are. In general, derivations of more than one step will be avoided. In other words, we require that the toplevel constituents of a compound or a derivative are themselves explicitly defined. These modifications, when applied to whole definition vocabulary, will bring it one step closer to a defining vocabulary.
Homography turned out to be a smaller problem than the lexical gaps. In all, external homographs constitute less than five percent of the lexical material that was examined. Data on the distribution of different types of homographies are presented. With a manual study of their contexts (definitions) as a basis, we conclude, that they can, to a large extent, be resolved by syntactic means, provided that the syntactic prediction made by the word class marker of the definiendum is taken into account. This information is of vital importance. A heuristics for distinguishing between adjectives and participles was proposed. It will be further evaluated in the course of the project.
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What Should be Included in a Commercial Word Data Base, and Why?

The original title, which should be considered as synonym, was:

*User considerations and market strategy as basis for profiling content in computational word bases, with special regard to the Norwegian Term Bank's data base NOT and a multilingual Norwegian word list*

Abstract

In the article I present definitions of the concepts quality and quality assurance, which are basis for proposing a general definition of quality of word bases. The quality of word bases is the specifications that customer and producer agree upon, and includes linguistic and other user relevant considerations. This is exemplified with the revision work of a term record format, and work with a word base of everyday language.

1 Introduction

In this paper I will propose guidelines that could be worth aiming at in order to compile word bases that the users wish, need, and will pay for. The presentation of the guidelines will be based on a presentation of the quality assurance concept, which is becoming very important in the industry and the service sector. This will be exemplified with some word bases, i.e. computer based word lists and terminological data bases. I will emphasize that the presented proposals are not a complete solution, but I hope they will present some ideas for further work.

The ideas will be based on experience with terminological data bases at the Norwegian Term Bank (NT, Norsk termbank), and with work on word lists based on everyday language at the Department of Scandinavian Languages and Literature (Nordisk institutt) in cooperation with the Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities (NAVFs edb-senter for humanistisk forskning). I have been working in or in close contact with these institutions for some years, and base
the descriptions on the current term record format on documents produced by personnel at NT. Much of these activities, and especially those of terminological work, have been based solely on support from the industry and users outside the University.

Note that the term producer in this presentation always will mean producer of products and services, and the term product will always mean product and service.

2 Word Base Quality — Quality Assurance

In order to design word bases and to get language services contracts including compilation of lists as part of them, we need to have a strategy to succeed in the market.

The main points for such a market strategy could be described as transfer of products and services to a market with regard to:

(a1) Users' wishes and needs

(a2) Identification of new paying user groups and their wishes and needs

(a3) Compare user wishes and needs with the needs of the researchers to gain cooperation and/or coordination in order to give more resources to research and to improve the product

(a4) Prices, which will not be further developed here

According to this I will concentrate on the quality of the products, which is the most important premise on an effective market strategy.

Quality of products (and services) is according to the International Standardization Organization defined as:

The totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs. (ISO 8402-1986:2)

More shortly it could be stated as:

Accordance with what specifications the customer and producer have agreed upon.

Another related concept is quality assurance (QA). According to the same standard QA is defined as:

All those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that a product or service will satisfy given requirements for quality. (ISO 8402-1986:4)
While ISO stresses the relation between producer and customer, Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (Oljedirektoratet) stresses safety for personnel (and society) and Norwegian Society for Quality (NFK, Norsk Forening for Kvalitet) in some publications also expresses the importance of profit as result of effective production routines.

Norwegian Petroleum Directorate states aspects of QA in *Regulations concerning the licensee's internal control in petroleum activities on the Norwegian Continental Shelf with comments* (Oljedirektoratet 1985a:3):

The regulations will be applicable to worker protection and the worker environment within the scope of the Act concerning worker protection and worker environment (the Working Environment Act).

The regulations will also be applicable to protection against pollution in petroleum activities within the scope of the Act concerning pollution and refuse (the Pollution Act).

The QA requirements related to worker environment and public considerations is not yet precisely formulated in the legislation and regulations. An instructive presentation of QA and worker environment is Hellesøy 1988 (Norwegian text).

Norwegian Society for Quality states their views on profit for instance in:

- the title of a booklet called *Profit by quality* (The Norwegian original title is: *Lønnsomhet ved kvalitet*), NFK 1987a.
- the heading "Correct performed quality assurance increases the productivity" (The Norwegian original text is: "Riktig utført kvalitets­ sikring øker produktiviteten") in another booklet (The Norwegian original title is *Kvalitet og Kvalitetsstyring* which means Quality and Quality Control, NFK 1987b).

This means that QA implies existence of systematically controlled routines to ensure that:

(b1) For the *producer-customer* relation: A product will be completed according to what is agreed beforehand, which implies routines to secure that the order is unambiguous and that there exists routines during production to ensure that the production acts towards the agreed goal.

(b2) For the *employers*: That the producer has as effective routines as possible, to ensure low cost for both parts (employer).

(b3) For the *employees*: The personnel implied work takes place without any lack of security and according to work environment requirements.

(b4) For the *society*: There shall be no considerable risks for workers' safety and pollution, and the national (here: Norwegian) language shall have preference for the sake of safety (A requirement stated by Norwegian Petroleum Directorate in Oljedirektoratet 1985b:4 may possibly be interpreted like this.)
In order to apply this on work with word bases we have to decide what is central aspects of word base quality and how customer and producer can agree on what alternative expressions or style and other non-linguistic specifications that are to be defined as goals.

The specifications for word base quality should consider at least language, user relevant information and user interface. The consideration may include different values, e.g. that cultural considerations and rhythm language may be of low or no importance; more in detail:

(c1) Good and communicative language

Good style/performance (aesthetic and cultural considerations with possible consequences for economics)

- Rhythmic or harmonious language
- Cultural considerations, tradition of "good" written language
- Subcultural considerations, e.g. firm or other local standards

Effective information transfer (economic and administrative considerations) means:

- Requirements for the selection and formation of terms according to ISO 704-1987(E):12–13 are that the terms should be:
  * linguistically correct
    "the term should conform to the norms of language in question" (op.cit.), e.g. letters (k$s instead of z) and inflection paradigms
  * accurate, or motivated
    "the term should reflect, as far as possible, the characteristics of the concept which are given in the definition" (op.cit.), e.g. magnetic tape which is defined as "carrier of a magnetic recording, having the form of a tape" (based on op.cit.)
  * concise
    i.e. preciseness
  * permit, if possible, the formation of derivatives
    "alcohol — alcoholic, alcoholism, alcoholize" (op.cit.)
  * monosemous, if the terms are considered for standardization there should be only one standardized term for a concept, and only one concept for one term
- Native (e.g. Norwegian) versus foreign (e.g. English) expressions
  * a native expression may be preferable because of accuracy and because it is linguistically correct (in the native language)
  * a foreign expression may be preferable in international communication, especially for abbreviations, formulas and symbols, but also for subjects with international traditions like chemistry
— "noise free" or neutral expressions
  * not stigmatizing in the actual subculture
  * related to relevant tradition

(c2) *User relevant* information
Reference to standard/authority documents/publications, i.e. controlling/prescriptive documents (publications from language councils or academies, standards)
New use of symbols and other expressions, which usually are not included in dictionaries
Additional consensus with subject/user defined groups

(c3) *User interface* in a data base system
Transportable program and data, including copy protection
Stratified selection of information related to the purpose
Simple and logical user dialogue
Frequent update, especially when language services interact in multipurpose projects

For the implied interest groups in the collection of QA definitions listed above this means for:

(d1) *Customers:*
To decide what will be the goals we have to clarify and coordinate the needs and wishes of the customers with the word base knowledge/expertise.
Central interfaces may be listed like this:

- What the users want and need
- What the users want, but don't need, e.g.:
  * alternative synonyms in the target language
- What the users need, but don't ask for, e.g.:
  * consistent terminology without use of synonyms in the same language
  * consequent use of substandards (-norms), such as British English without US forms
  * defined subsets of Norwegian
  * accommodation to existing standards and regulations

In order to decide the quality requirements of the product the customer and producer must be in dialogue:

- To choose and design expressions according to the linguistic requirements above, cf. (c1).
  To choose information categories (types)
* In word lists: the selection of languages, references, definitions etc.
* In thesauri: any registration of deleted subject words/concepts after revision of an old thesaurus
  – To design the information according to needs and subject knowledge
* In terminological data bases: should the additional synonyms, references, or context excerpts be left out
* In word lists: e.g. the selection of variants (style) within Norwegian-Nynorsk

(d2) **Employers:**
- Backup routines
- Effective tools
- Reference information
- Housekeeping of information for other projects and for research

(d3) **Employees:**
- Effective and user friendly tools for automatizing, to get rid of boring work and have overview and control
- Proper procedure descriptions
- Easy access to relevant information
- Unambiguous references

(d4) **Society:**
- Consideration of culture values, according to the prevalent values
- Public considerations, e.g. proper language for effective communication which may imply a precondition for safety and good health

In the next section I will apply these definitions and principles to the word base work at my institution. For a discussion of quality assurance for language work in general it is referred to Utne 1987 (Norwegian text).

3 **Record Format for a Terminological Data Base**

The terminological data bases at NT include mainly bilingual dictionaries and also hierarchically structured thesauri. Both these data types have been presented at *Symposium for datamatstøttet terminologi og leksikografi* in 1985 and 1987 (Utne 1986, Utne 1988), and revised descriptions are distributed from NT (free of cost). An excerpt from the present description (NT 1989) is included in the appendix.
The terminological work has usually been part of multipurpose projects aiming at cost effective document production. Language services have in most occasions been looked upon as a totality in this context. It is very unusual that the supporters give grants for development of dictionaries. For the bilingual dictionaries the exceptions have been projects for oil companies, mostly in the period 1984–86. The update of the data is partly financed by subscription on continuously updated copies. NT is maintenance contractor for a thesaurus developed by NT in 1985–86.

A radical restructuring of the data base format for the terminological data base was performed in 1988. A presentation of this restructuring while in process is presented in Ebeling and Utne 1988.

In the following I will exemplify application of the quality assurance concept on the restructuring of this data base. This application is based on my point of view which is partly from outside. The process was in practice not planned and performed according to the principles presented below, but has in fact followed most of them. My presentation will be an application connected to a possible and realistic strategy.

Lots of considerations about quality of linguistic expressions are not dependant of this revision of format and are therefore not listed below. The general leading principles for the revision have been to gain better quality of:

(e1) Language, by:
   Error free data to a larger extent

(e2) User relevance, by:
   Unambiguous classification of greater part of the data
   More flexible introduction of new categories/classification
   More stress on standardization

(e3) User interface, by:
   More flexible presentation, excerption and introduction of different and more fine grained data types
   Improved distribution

This implied some more applied leading principles (without explaining the links to the general principles in detail):

(f1) More strictly constructed hierarchical structure

Goal: To make more flexible excerpts of subsets of data possible, i.e. to extract different combinations of fields and parts of fields, and introduce more unambiguous links between a term and its abbreviation, reference or its context

Solution: A more strictly hierarchical structuring inside the term record, which means that:
Abbreviations, contractions, symbols and formulas are unambiguously bound to their full forms and not only to their concept.

References are unambiguously bound to their term (or abbreviation etc.), context-excerpts, definitions etc.

Contexts are unambiguously bound to their terms etc.

Comments are unambiguously bound to all relevant kinds of fields.

(f2) More formal notation language

**Goal:** Be more consequent in registration of all kinds of information, i.e. more formal and restricted formats for the information types, to make it easier to extract expressions from the same page or pages in a specified source or to extract terms from a specified subject area.

**Solution:** Defined vocabulary (e.g. titles) and syntax for references

Program tools according to the goal.

(f3) A productive notation system to include user relevant information

**Goal:** Be more flexible in introducing of new information classes, i.e. the possibility of introducing new information classes according to simple and defined routines.

**Solution:** Supplementary information not traditionally included in dictionaries, is introduced because of the usefulness for the target groups. This means for instance that there is introduced a distinction between general abbreviations, project specific abbreviations, symbols, classification codes and formulas. Some of the categories are:

- International standardized symbol; shown, referred to an illustration, and/or described.
- Chemical/mathematical formulas, e.g. \( \text{NH}_4\text{HSO}_3 \) for *ammonium hydrogensulfite*.
- International classification codes, e.g. according to UN (United Nations), EC (European Community), CAS (Chemical Abstract Services) and widely used national standards.
- Trade names for products of the concept.
- References to official documents, e.g. standards, registers, laws and regulations.
- Hazard classification, e.g. fire, poison.
- References to figures which illustrate the concepts.
- Area of application (not uniquely for this data base), for housekeeping, collecting subsets and for indicating meaning.

(f4) Existence of programs and other routines for error checks

**Goal:** Make update more free from errors, i.e. facilitate more throughout error checks.
Solution: Program tools according to the goal

(f5) Standardization

Goal: As it has been a goal for years, one concept is one record
Solution: Synonyms in the same language are collected in the same record.

Goal: As it has been a goal for years, there should be only one preferred full form term for each language.
Solution: This is called main term, and the others are called synonyms or deprecated terms.

Goal: The format should also include registration of alternative standards, like former main term, and main terms in other standards.
Solution: Introduction of fields for approval date and scope of a standard. This includes also out of date standards.

(f6) Transportable program and data

Goal: Program and data files produced for different machines and media
Goal: Routines for copy protection
Solution: Program tools for both these goals.

4 Word Lists

The development of word lists of everyday language was initiated by the researchers at the University about 20 years ago. The project is a cooperation between NT and Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities. Further development is financed by sale. Customers are mostly software houses, institutions and firms (graphic industry and newspapers) which are able to include the lists in existing software or to develop standalone programs.

The quality of these lists is partly based on general needs for spelling lists, special and general needs for lists with hyphenation marks (with special reference to different levels) and our estimation of user needs for other lists with grammatical information and lists of word parts. The development of spelling lists has been based on our own assumption that a frequency based and general correspondance vocabulary would suit the users’ needs best. The development of lists with grammatical information and word composita is based on point (a3) in market strategy above, i.e. combination of researchers’ and customers’ needs. The development of lists with substandards also accommodates needs and wishes for accommodation to substandards and more personal ways of writing.

The existing word lists include spelling lists based on general need and a list with hyphenation-marks based on special needs:
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- **Spelling word lists** for Norwegian-Bokmål and for Norwegian-Nynorsk, including a collection of high frequency word forms without any further coding.

- Word lists with **hyphenation marks**, based on special need, but also with general application. The marks express different levels, so that the different types of marks borders between:
  - **Compounds**, like data-base (which is written as one word in Norwegian)
  - **Pre- and suffixes** and the rest of the word like ex-plos-ion (Norwegian: eks-plo-sjon)
  - **Inflection morphemes**, like the definite plural in bil/ene (= the car/

The further development includes partly further refinement of the lists above and development of new word list types partly based on a combination of what is asked for in new products for text processing or data base tools with dialogues in natural language, and work with machine-aided translation with what is asked for, cf. combination of customer needs and wishes with the researchers' as market strategy. That means lists containing:

- **Word composita**, e.g. parts of latin and greek loan words.
  - The machine aided system may use lists like this to translate loan words which have identical parts, but related inflectional paradigms.
  - In text processing systems this may be used as part of hyphenation programs, and combined with supplementary rules partly also as part of spell checkers.

- Word lists including **grammatical information**, like part of speech and inflectional paradigms.
  - The most important part of a machine aided translation.
  - In text processing systems and especially in dialogue based data base tools this may be used in programs that are based on simpler syntax analysis or calculations of possible part of speech for words in a text string.

And as a combination with work to systematize **substandards** in the written Norwegian languages:

Word lists with grammatical information that classifies the words and word forms (often inflectional paradigms) as moderate (as different as possible) and radical (approaching to each other) within the two official Norwegian languages. This is of importance to writers who need language checks to profile their writing closer to such
a substandard. This implies a great variety of possible written languages which computer systems should be able to control. The exact definitions of each such language are not objectively stated, but are to some extent a matter of personal or user groups decisions. Table 1 and 2 in Utne 1989 (paper at Nordiske datalingvistikdage 1989) present some examples of this diversity. Some of the examples are repeated in Table 1 below. A further explanation of the language situation is presented in Utne 1989.

Table 1. Spelling and inflection in Norwegian
(Mod. = Moderate, Rad. = Radical)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>porridge</th>
<th>line</th>
<th>problems</th>
<th>boys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mod. Norw.-Bokmål:</td>
<td>grøt</td>
<td>linje</td>
<td>problemer</td>
<td>gutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad. Norw.-Bokmål:</td>
<td>graut</td>
<td>linje</td>
<td>problem</td>
<td>gutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad. Norw.-Nynorsk:</td>
<td>graut</td>
<td>linje</td>
<td>problem</td>
<td>gutar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod. Norw.-Nynorsk:</td>
<td>graut</td>
<td>line</td>
<td>problem</td>
<td>gutar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To some extent this substandard works as if there are slightly different written sublanguages inside each of the two official Norwegian languages. There is also some tradition for unofficial written standards, e.g. one more moderate than Norwegian-Nynorsk called Conservative Norwegian-Nynorsk, another more moderate than Norwegian-Bokmål called Conservative Norwegian-Bokmål (Norwegian: Riksmål) and a third one between the two official languages which is sometimes called Pan-Norwegian (Norwegian: Samnorsk). Of these three Conservative Norwegian-Bokmål has the widest use with its use in at least one of the most widespread newspapers, in lots of books and publications every year.

The list containing a diversity a form alternatives within each of the language and also to some extent other unofficial language standards can be considered as a multilingual dictionary. This total word base concept, which at the time being contains between 20 and 30 000 entries (which can be inflected according to different alternatives) is the base of such a multilingual Norwegian word base. This base will be developed both for research, included machine aided translation, and for commercial applications.

Other possibilities not worked out in detail yet are for instance:

**S ynonyms** and words with related meaning

**Deprecated words and expressions**, and their substitutions

Lots of deprecated expressions in Norwegian-Bokmål have common or near related preferred words both in Norwegian-Bokmål and Norwegian-Nynorsk.
5 Conclusion

Through this discussion of commercial word bases I have formulated what are the concepts quality and quality assurance, and proposed a general definition of quality of word bases. While quality is the part of the product, quality assurance is the procedures to secure quality and also consider the interests of employer, employee and the society. The quality of word bases is the coordinated specification that customer and producer agree upon, and includes linguistic and other user relevant considerations.

The examplifications from the work at the University of Bergen concern the revision of a term record format and the work with a word base of every day language. The work with format revision emphasized language from the view of errors checks, user relevance, and user interface. The work with word bases emphasized an ongoing work with a multilingual Norwegian word base which includes form variants and also unofficial languages. In the work with this word base there are combined interests between research and profit.
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Appendix


The Record Format

The terms in this data base are organized in concept records, which consist of one Norwegian section, one English section and one section that is common to both languages.

The Norwegian section consists of the following fields:

N hvd = Norwegian main term (recommended for use)
N syn = Norwegian synonym to the same concept (to be avoided)
N fra = Norwegian synonym not recommended for use (must not be used)
N krt = Norwegian contraction (used for reasons of space, as for instance in screen pictures, drawings, signs etc.)
N frk = Norwegian abbreviation
N def = Norwegian definition
kon = context of term
kom = comment to term
ref = reference of term
fig = reference to figure
The English section contains the following fields:

- **E hvd** = English main term
- **E syn** = English synonym to the same concept (to be avoided)
- **E fra** = English synonym not recommended for use (must not be used)
- **E krt** = English contraction (used for reasons of space, as for instance in screen pictures, drawings, signs etc.)
- **E frk** = English abbreviation
- **E def** = English definition
- **kom** = context of term
- **kom** = comment to term
- **geo** = geographical distribution of term
- **ref** = reference of term
- **fig** = reference to figure

The common section consists of information about the concept as a whole:

- **brk** = area of application
- **sbl** = international standardized symbol
- **fml** = chemical/mathematical formula
- **nr** = national and international numbers
- **nvn** = trade name
- **kom** = comment to the concept as a whole
- **kon** = context of symbol, formula etc.
- **kom** = comment to symbol, formula etc.
- **ref** = reference of symbol, formula etc.
- **fig** = reference to figure of symbol, formula etc.

It is possible to introduce new fields at all levels.
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